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ARMS TRADE AND NONPROLIFERATION

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1990

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TECHNOLOGY AND NATIONAL SECURITY

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC CoMMiTTEE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room
SD-138, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Jeff Bingaman
(chairman of ithe subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bin aman and C-ore.
Also present: Richard F Kaufman, general counsel; and Doug

Koopman, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BINGAMAN, CHAIRMAN
Senator BINGAMAN. The hearing will come to order.
The purpose of the hearing is to conduct an overview of U.S.

Government policies concerning high-technology exports to devel-
oping countries and how our government is organized to implement
those policies.

There has been a growing number of reports in the recent weeks
and days of military exports to Iraq and other developing coun-
tries, and what is especially disturbing is that items reportedly are
being shipped from the United States and from our allies that are
useful in the production of nuclear, chemical, and biological weap-
ons and in the production of ballistic missiles.

The official policy, of course, is to bar such shipments in order to
prevent or slow down the proliferation of such weapons, but there
appears to be considerable disarray in the granting or the denial of
export licenses and inconsistencies in the policies that guide the li-
censing process.

In our own government there appear to be several agencies, each
with part of the responsibility to deal with the problems of prolif-
eration. There is, however, a lack of adequate policy direction to
these agencies and a lack of proper coordination between these
agencies.

In the case of our allies we seem to have even greater problems.
Those which are participating in the Missile Technology Control
Regime do not seem to be uniformly committed to seeing it suc-
ceed, and many of our allies who need to be participating in the.
MTCR are not, in fact, participating.

These difficulties obviously impede our foreign policy, our nation-
al security, and our economic objectives, and the purpose of the
hearing today is to see what can be done to improve the situation.

(1)
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Our first witness this morning is Gary Milhollin. Mr. Milhollin is
a member of the faculty of the University of Wisconsin Law School;
also the director of the Wisconsin Project on Nuclear Arms Con-
trol. He has written a number of reports and articles on the prob-
lems of slowing the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

Following his testimony and a brief question and answer period
we will have witnesses from the Government.

Mr. Milhollin, we have your prepared statement. If you could
take 10 minutes and summarize your prepared statement, then we
can ask a few questions. Thank you very much for being here.

STATEMENT OF GARY MILHOLLIN, DIRECTOR, WISCONSIN
PROJECT ON NUCLEAR ARMS CONTROL

Mr. MILHOLLIN. I am pleased to be here today.
Senator BINGAMAN. You might pull the microphone up a little

closer if you would, please.
Mr. MILHOLLIN. I hope I can shed some light on what has ap-

peared to many to be a rather confusing process, the process of li-
censing exports of dual-use and other important items from the
United States to developing countries.

The first thing I would like to do is make a general statement
about the situation that we are in in Iraq. I think the situation is
unprecedented in the following sense. This is the first time that
U.S. forces have been used to confront the effects of arms prolifera-
tion in a developing country so we are seeing now the results of
failed export controls in the West.

One of the reasons why we have troops now in the gulf is be-
cause Iraq's ability to build a war machine out of practically noth-
ing. We are talking about a country with a small population, no
scientific infrastructure, and no manufacturing infrastructure, that
suddenly through imports alone has managed to build a daunting
military force able to destabilize its region.

So I think we are seeing now the disappearance of a distinction
we have always made between national security controls on ex-
ports and foreign policy or nonproliferation control on exports.

The fact is that the Third World is now a national security con-
cern of the United States and will continue to be for the 1990's so
the Export Administration Act which seems to make distinctions
between various types of exports controls based on whether the re-
cipient is a national security threat or a nonproliferation threat or
some other kind of a threat seems now not to be any longer terri-
bly relevant to the 1990's.

I think this problem can be illustrated by a few recent cases
which I would like to just briefly present.

The first one is the recent one. It involves seven large rocket
motor casings which I understand are being shipped this week, pos-
sibly today or yesterday, from Chicago to Brazil.

These motor casings were heat treated in the United States with
the permission of the State Department. The service of heat treat-
ing them is on the munitions list and therefore requires an export
license which was granted by the State Department.
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The effect of granting this will be to give Brazil seven rocket
motor casings that will withstand the stress of launch of Brazil's
first big ICBM sized rocket. It is called the VLS.

The VLS as a missile will have a range of about 2,000 miles and
will be able to orbit satellites, the first time Brazil has had that
capability.

The man most responsible for developing the VLS is General
Hugo Piva, former head of CTA, which will be receiving the tech-
nology from the United States. Mr. Piva is now in charge of a mis-
sile technology development team in Iraq. That team is helping
Iraq improve the performance of its Scud missile supplied by the
Soviet Union and also helping Iraq develop its own space launcher.

The Soviet supplied missiles are now aimed, I assume, at U.S.
troops, and there is mounting evidence that those missiles are
armed with chemical warheads.

It has been absolutely clear for a long time that Brazil exports
all of its rocket technology. Brazil has converted every space rocket
it- ha- m.ade .n+^ a missile ur export. Iraq has been Braziis best
customer so what we have done in this case is help Brazil take a
giant step forward in rocket technology which will be of direct as-
sistance to all of Brazil's foreign customers, and right now Iraq is
one of Brazil's primary customers.

It seems to me that for us to do that, something is wrong with
our export control system. I believe that the State Department's
position is that the granting of this license was a mistake, but the
State Department will have, I am sure, an opportunity to explain
that situation soon. It is hard for me to see how we can accidental-
ly approve such a service to such a country.

Brazil is a notorious proliferation risk, has been notorious for
some time, and Brazil's connection with Iraq has been known for
some time. All of this must have been known to the State Depart-
ment when it approved the export license.

The approval of this service also brings into question our com-
mitment to the Missile Technology Control Regime. We have been
trying to convince the French not to sell a big rocket motor to
Brazil. We have argued that to sell Brazil a big rocket launch
motor undermines the Missile Technology Control Regime, but now
we have just helped Brazil do precisely that which we told the
French was dangerous.

So I think that with cases like this we run the risk of undermin-
ing one of our most important American assets and that is our own
good export record. Only if we have a good export record can we
hope to convince the rest of the world to have a good record also.

The second case I would like to describe briefly is the export of
some nuclear furnaces to Iraq. The White House was forced to step
in and block the export of some high-performance furnaces to Iraq
at the last minute after these furnaces had been approved by the
Commerce Department and after they had been dropped from the
CoCom list in the United States, dropped from the commodity con-
trol list.

It turns out that the furnaces, at least in the opinion of the
White House, would help Iraq in the development of nuclear weap-
ons and would, I think, also help Iraq make parts for ballistic mis-
siles and would help Iraq make aircraft parts.
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The ostensible purpose for importing these furnaces was to make
artificial arms and legs. There is, I think, a good faith debate on
whether these furnaces fell under the definition of the part of the
commodity control list they would have been covered by, but I
don't think that there is any question that the Commerce Depart-
ment failed to consult other agencies when it decided to give Con-
sarc a green light to build the furnaces.

The furnaces are part of a larger picture, a larger manufacturing
picture and a larger picture of what Iraq is really up to. The Iraqis
have fielded a well-financed, dedicated, worldwide procurement
network, and they are trying to buy things all over the world in
the hope that the sellers won't recognize how they fit in to Iraq's
general purposes.

I don't think there is any hope of stopping this sort of thing
unless we use our security experts and our intelligence experts
when we make export decisions. You can't just look at one piece of
equipment and say, "Well, its temperature is x, and its capacity is
y, and therefore, in a rather wooden comparison of those facts to
something on a list, say yes or no and have an effective system.

I think you have to consider all of the things that the country is
trying to get at that time, even from us, and see how they fit to-
gether into a picture before you can evaluate what the country
says it is going to do with the export.

I think the problem in the Skull Furnace case is that the Com-
merce Department did not do that. It simply went through a rather
low-level comparison of the performance specifications of the fur-
nace to the commodity control list and decided that it was OK.

A more effective system would have used our intelligence assets,
used the expertise of the national labs and the Defense Department
to determine whether it was likely that these furnaces would be de-
livered.

As it turns out, the furnaces were stopped through good fortune.
We just happened to know about the export because the company
had applied for a license in the past. On July 1 the furnaces were
dropped from the commodity control list in the United States. That
means that if somebody wants to order a furnace tomorrow, that it
can simply be put in a crate and sent out. The Government will not
know about it so there won't be any opportunity to step in at the
last minute and stop it as the White House did under an unusual
application, an unusual provision of law that I think only exists in
the United States.

The last case I would like to talk about is supercomputers. The
Commerce and State Departments now want to export a supercom-
puter to Brazil. That is, they want to approve the export of a U.S.
supercomputer to Brazil. The supercomputer would go to an air-
craft manufacturer in Brazil named Embraer.

Embraer, it turns out, is part of a group that is helping Iraq with
space launch capabilities and according to reports from Brazil, also
helping Iraq improve the very Scud missiles that now appear to be
pointed at our troops.

Supercomputers were invented to design nuclear weapons for our
arsenal. They are the most powerful tool known for designing both
nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles. I think there is a very high
risk that the Brazilian company will use the supercomputer to
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design missiles for itself and for Brazil, and that the company also
will pass along anything that it learns to its foreign customers such
as Iraq.

On a more general level it is hard for me to understand how we
can seriously consider giving Brazil a high-tech plum such as a su-
percomputer at the very time that a Brazilian missile development
team is in Iraq, and apparently refusing to come home even though
it has been requested to do so by its government.

If we want to send a signal to the world that we care about the
embargo, I believe that we should begin by restricting our own ex-
ports, and the supercomputer is the perfect place to begin.

I think that there are two reasons why our export control system
isn't working better, and I will try to summarize them. The first
one is that the wrong people are in charge of it, and second, be-
cause it is secret. The Commerce Department has general responsi-
bility for licensing dual-use commodities. These are commodities
that can be used to make nuclear weapons or ballistic.missiles but
also v cl ap t

The little trigger called a Krytron is one of the familiar exam-
ples of a dual-use item. Iraq tried to smuggle Krytrons out of the
United States in, I think it was March.

The Commerce Department also has the responsibility for pro-
moting exports so the Commerce Department is in the following
position: In the first part of the week the Commerce Department
figures out how to combine with U.S. export interests to expand
U.S. exports, enter markets, reduce the balance-of-payments deficit
in a cooperative mode, and then the rest of the week the Commerce
Department has to talk to the same people about the dangers of
exporting the wrong things.

I think this is an impossible burden for the Commerce Depart-
ment to carry out effectively. The most recent and well-known
precedent for this sort of thing, I think, is the old Atomic Energy
Commission. Until 1974 the Atomic Energy Commission had the re-
sponsibility of both regulating and promoting nuclear energy. The
American public decided that it could not credibly do this so the
functions were split. DOE took over the promotion functions, and
NRC took over the regulatory functions.

The NRC has reaped an enormous benefit in credibility and ef-
fectiveness from that division, and I suggest to you that if we were
to take this function of licensing exports out of the Commerce De-
partment and split up the regulatory and promotional functions,
that the regulatory function would also gain a tremendous benefit
in credibility and effectiveness.

The second point I would like to make about that is that the
Commerce Department's process is secret. No member of the public
can call up the Commerce Department and find out the status of a
pending case. No member of the public can find out even now what
we have exported to Iraq. Our troops are in Iraq facing a military
war machine furnished in part by us, but the records of which com-
panies furnished the infrastructure, which agencies of the U.S.
Government approved the exports, and why they approved them,
are all secret.

The reason for that is supposed to be the need to protect the con-
fidentiality of industry information, but I believe that there is no
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justification for refusing to reveal cases that have already been de-
cided. There are annual summaries of exports approved by the
Commerce Department. They exist on a database. You can get
them by pushing a button. They list the company's name. They list
the item exported. They list the user and the use and the country,
and they list the commodity control number. They don't contain
any sensitive information. They don't contain any information that
would undermine a company's competitive position. All they do is
tell us what we have been doing, and all of these items are civilian
items exported for peaceful purposes. They are not military ex-
ports. They shouldn't be sensitive.

Their only real significance is in their possible strategic value if
they are diverted so I don't see any reason why the subcommittee
couldn't request this information from the Commerce Department.

In fact, I think that the subcommittee should request it. That is
one of the first things that the subcommittee should do, in my
opinion.

In my prepared statement I also have listed a number of rather
sensitive technologies that have just been dropped from export con-
trols. These are listed in my prepared statement. Many of these
items in the past have been featured in cases in which we, the
United States, have intervened to prevent them from going out,
and some of them to places like Iraq. Now that they have been
dropped, it is possible for Iraq to order some of them directly from
us.

In the case, for example, of nuclear weapon triggering devices
Iraq can order them through Eastern Europe.

I believe it is time for us to stand back and take a look at this
whole process of deciding what we need to regulate and for whom.
The export control process worked well in CoCom. The Soviet econ-
omy is an example of how well CoCom worked. We now need a new
system like CoCom to take care of the north-south problem.

It is, I think, one of the highest security priorities for the United
States in the 1990's, and I think we should get to work on it imme-
diately.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Milhollin follows:]
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I would like to begin by saying that our present conflict

with Iraq is unprecedented in the following sense: it is the

first time that U.S. forces have been used to confront the

effects of arms proliferation in a developing country. Iraq's

great potential for building weapons of mass destruction is one

of the reasons why U.S. troops are now'poised for war in the

Gulf. If war comes, and Western "guests" still shield Iraq's

arms factories, the West will be forced to bomb its own citizens

to destroy its own exports. An attack on these installations

will also guarantee a bloody, full-scale land war and even more

U.S. casualties--many from Iraqi chemical weapons.

I believe that the West has fallen into this situation

because of ineffective export control policies. Although other

countries have contributed more to Iraq's war machine than the

United States, our exports have clearly been imprudent. I would

like to discuss three cases which show how the inadequacy of U.S.

export controls has contributed to the problem the United States

now faces in Iraq.
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Recent cases

Rocket Casings for Brazil

This week seven large rocket motor casings are being shipped

out of Chicago to Brazil. The casings were heat-treated by a

Chicago firm so that they could withstand the stress of the first

launch of Brazil's largest rocket, the VLS.

The VLS will enable Brazil for the first time to launch a

satellite and to build a strategic missile. As a missile the VLS

will have a range of over 2000 miles with a payload of 500

kilograms, the presumed weight of a first-generation nuclear

missile warhead.

The VLS is being tested by CTA, the research arm of the

Brazilian Air Force. The man most responsible for developing the

VLS is General Hugo Piva, the former head of CTA, who is now in

charge of a Brazilian rocket technology team in Iraq. The team,

composed of former employees of CTA and other Brazilian

companies, is helping Iraq improve the performance of the SCUD

missiles now aimed at U.S. troops--missiles that probably carry

chemical warheads.

The team is also helping Iraq develop its new Al-Abid space

launcher, first tested last December. Brazil's VLS and Iraq's
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Al-Abid share the distinction of using exactly the same

configuration of rocket motors--five motors grouped together in a

first stage, with two more single rocket motors stacked on each

other as the second and third stages. If the Al-Abid works, it

will give Iraq the ability to launch spy satellites and will move

Iraq closer to having a strategic long-range missile.

It is absolutely clear that the Brazilians will pass on

whatever they learn about launching and guiding multistage

rockets to Iraq. The U.S. heat treatment of the VLS casings will

directly contribute to strategic missile proliferation in both

Brazil and Iraq. Brazil has converted every one of its space

rockets into a missile for export, and Iraq has been a preferred

customer.

The heat-treatment of such an item is a service contained on

the U.S. Munitions List. Therefore it requires an export license

from the State Department. State says that the license was

granted in error. Since Brazil is a notorious proliferation

risk--it rejects the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and has

secret missile and nuclear weapon development programs--it is

difficult to imagine how any part of the U.S. government could

"accidentally" agree to assist Brazil in such a venture. The

case shows that something is seriously wrong with the export

review process.
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A second question is what happened after the mistake was
discovered. The State Department apparently decided to override

objections from the rest of the government and push the export
through. This result directly undermines U.S. credibility as a
member of the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR). Missile

casings are on the MTCR's list of items which the members are not
supposed to export.

Very recently, we have put great pressure on France to
prevent the sale of French rocket motors to Brazil that France
said would be used only to build a space launcher. The United
a-t-e-sh argued ta there was no difference between a big space

launcher and a big missile, and that the French sale would

undermine the MTCR. We must now admit that there is also no
difference between a big rocket casing and a big missile casing,
and that our heat treatment of Brazil's missile casings also
undermined the MTCR.

Nuclear Furnaces for Iraq:

on July 19th, the White House blocked the sale of a "skull"
furnace to Iraq by the Consarc Corporation of New Jersey. This
high-performance furnace can melt plutonium and uranium for
nuclear bomb cores and melt titanium for missile nose cones anl
other critical missile parts. The skull furnace was to be
accompanied by three other furnaces: an electron beam furnace
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from Consarc, and furnaces for vacuum induction and heat

treatment from Consarc's British subsidiary.

Used together, the four furnaces would have formed a

powerful production line, far exceeding Iraq's needs for its

stated end use of manufacturing artificial limbs for victims of

the Gulf War. According to U.S. officials, Iraq would have had a

"Cadillac" production line for atomic bomb and ballistic missile

parts, even better than the facilities at American nuclear

weapons labs. The White House intervened at the last minute,

after the furnaces were crated and ready for shipment.

The White House had to take this drastic step because U.S.

export law changed on July 1, 1990. On that date Cocom (the

Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls, composed

of Japan, Australia, and all NATO countries except Iceland)

dropped export controls on thirty categories of equipment, almost

all of which can be used to make nuclear weapons or long-range

missiles. Skull furnaces were among the items decontrolled by

both Cocom and the United States.

The furnaces were stopped through good fortune. The

manufacturer, Consarc, notified the Commerce Department in 1989

of its intention to sell Iraq a high-performunce furnace that

could aid a nuclear program. The Commerce Department told

Consarc--mistakenly, it appears--that there was no need to apply
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for an export license. In June, just before the furnaces were to

be shipped, the State Department contacted the Customs Service,

which put a twenty-day hold on the shipment. In July, before the

hold expired, the Commerce Department gave Consarc a letter

requiring Consarc to get an export license.

Because the furnaces were dropped from the U.S. Commodity
Control List on July 1, the only remaining ground for requiring

an export license is Section 778.3 of the Export Administration

Regulations. This section obliges the exporter to get a license

if he "knows or has reason to know" that the commodity "will" be
used in "fabricating ... nuclear weapons." Thus to block the

shipment the U.S. government had to declare that Iraq was going

to use the furnace to make atomic bombs.

The declaration was an affront to Iraq, which claimed that
the furnace had only civilian applications. Making this affront

was the price that the White House chose to pay in order to stop

the export. If Pakistan or Israel tries to buy the same furnace

next month, the diplomatic price will be higher. Both of these

countries have strong ties to the United States. Making last-

minute nuclear accusations is not the best way to handle export

cases.

Nor is it an adequate way to handle them. The U.S.

government only knew about the furnaces through Consarc's earlier
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application for an export license. If Iraq should order another

skull furnace next week from someone else, no license requirement

will apply. The furnace is no longer on the export control list.

Without a license application, the government will not know about

the order, and will not be able to block it by giving the

exporter a letter notifying him of Iraq's nuclear intentions, the

procedure required under Section 778.3.

Pakistan, India, South Africa, or any other country trying

to make nuclear weapons and missiles can also buy the furnaces

directly from Consarc, without applying for a license or

providing any notice to the U.S. government. Consarc has not

received notice that any of these countries might put its

furnaces to nuclear weapons use, so no license for such sales

would be required, even under Section 778.3.

Consarc, in fact, now has an application from Romania for

furnaces comparable to those that Iraq ordered. If Consarc fills

this order, there will be a fairly obvious risk that the furnaces

will not stay in Romania.

In view of the White House's action in the Consarc case, the

U.S. decision to decontrol the furnaces seems to have been a

mistake. Of the Bush administration believes, as it clearly

does, that the furnaces would help Iraq make nuclear bombs and
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.missiles, the Commerce Department should not have dropped the

furnaces from the export control list.

Supercom uters for Brazil:

In addition to these two cases, another is nearing

resolution now. The State and Commerce Departments want to

approve the export of an I.B.M. supercomputer to Brazil.

Supercomputers were invented to design nuclear weapons for the
U.S. arsenal and are the single most powerful tool for designing

nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles. The supercomputer would

be sold to Embraer, the Brazilian aircraft manufacturer.

Embraer's stated use for the supercomputer is aircraft

design. However, the programs for calculating air flows around

aircraft noses and wings are essentially the same as those for
calculating the forces acting on missile noses and fins, and are

closely similar to those for modeling nuclear explosions.

Embraer is located next door to and exchanges personnel with CTA,
Brazil's Aerospace Technology Center. CTAs scientists, who have
converted all of Brazil's space rockets into missiles, will have
access to Embraer's supercomputer and could use it for military

purposes.

Furthermore, Embraer and CTA have both contributed personnel
to the Brazilian team in Baghdad that is helping Iraq extend the
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range of its SCUD missiles. These high-tech mercenaries will

have direct access to Embraer's supercomputer and could share its

calculations with their Iraqi customers. For the sake of making

a sale, the State and Commerce Departments are willing to

transfer a tool to Brazil that could enhance Iraq's ability to

threaten U.S. and allied forces in the Middle East with ballistic

missiles, possibly carrying chemical warheads.

In addition to calculating the forces acting on a missile in

flight, supercomputers can simulate the implosive shock wave

that detonates a nuclear weapon, calculate the multiplication of

neutrons in a chain reaction, and model the nuclear fusion

reaction in a thermonuclear explosion. CTA is an integral part

of Brazil's "parallel" nuclear program and has enriched uranium

nearly to nuclear weapons grade in Brazil. Iraq is also working

to master this process, so there is the risk that Iraqi weapons

designers could receive the data on nuclear explosions generated

by Brazil's supercomputer through CTA. The I.B.M. supercomputer

could thus help design the Iraqi bomb as well as Iraqi missiles.

The Commerce Department's regulations require that a country

seeking to purchase a U.S. supercomputer should have good

"nonproliferation credentials., The applicant should be a party

to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty; have opened all of its

nuclear activities to international inspection; have a nuclear

trade agreement with the United States; and be generally
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cooperative on nuclear non-proliferation policy matters. Brazil

meets none of these criteria, and is a major military exporter to

Iraq and other countries. In other words, Brazil is exactly the

kind of country that makes export controls necessary. However,

Commerce and State nevertheless think Brazil should receive a

supercomputer. If such transfers can take place, it is fair to

ask why we have export controls at all.

Other U.S. sales:

These cases now seem to be the rule rather than the

exception. Over the past six years, the United States has

exported--to Iraq alone--such dual-use technologies as high-speed

oscilloscopes and mainframe computers that can be used for

missile design, and millions of dollars' worth of electronic

devices that can be used for chemical testing and the production

of chemical weapons. Most recently it was revealed that the

United States licensed the export to Iraq of image enhancing

equipment with aerial reconnaissance and missile targeting

applications.

Iraq rightfully is the center of concern today, but military
programs in other Third World countries are also progressing, and

if we do not find an effective way to manage this pzoblem we will
have to mount sequels to Operation Desert Shield to undo what

American suppliers have done elsewhere.
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Flaws in the System

Our export control system is breaking down for two reasons:

first, because the wrong people are in charge of it, and second,

because it is secret.

It has frequently been said that there is a conflict between

the Commerce Department's duty to promote exports and its duty to

regulate them--that Commerce has conflicting missions in the

export field. The Consarc case illustrates this problem.

Although Consarc explicitly told Commerce last year that the

skull furnace could aid Iraq's nuclear program, Commerce

nevertheless decided that no license was necessary.

The furnace was not an isolated piece of equipment. It was

intended to fit into a production line with other furnaces that

together could mass-produce atomic bomb and missile parts. To

understand the implications of Iraq's purchase, one had to

understand how the furnaces fit together into a system and know

the current status of Iraq's nuclear weapon and missile

production efforts. To understand all of that, one had to

consult experts at the Pentagon, the Department of Energy, the

State Department, and the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

Commerce apparently failed to do so.
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The furnace was only a single element of Iraq's overall

procurement effort. Iraq has fielded a worldwide team dedicated

to acquiring everything it needs to mass-produce nuclear weapons,

chemical weapons and long-range missiles. Iraq will try to buy

the components of this war machine from different suppliers, one
at a time, hoping that the totality of its efforts will not be

understood. There is no hope of stopping Iraq without referring

individual export cases to the U.S. agencies charged with

tracking Iraq's purchasing and development efforts.

I believe that the responsibility for licensing exports of
dual-use itemas shculd b removed from the Commerce Department and
given either to an independent regulatory agency such as the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or to some other department, such
as Defense or State, that has no export promotion function. It
is essential to recognize that the number of dual-use items on
the control list is small; that well over 90% of the applications

to export them are granted; and that the value of the few

applications which are denied is tiny compared to the overall

value of U.S. foreign trade. The only real significance of these
items is strategic, not economic. The place to decide strategic
questions is not the Commerce Department, which is only concerned

with the economic aspects of trade. The proper place to do so is
an agency that specializes in security questions.
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The best-known example of a federal agency that tried to

promote and regulate at the same time is the old Atomic Energy

Commission, which had the job of both promoting and regulating

nuclear energy until 1974, when the functions were split. The

Nuclear Regulatory Commission now regulates; the Department of

Energy promotes. The regulatory process gained credibility and

effectiveness from this separation.

The other important lesson we can draw from the NRC is the

great benefit of making decisions in public. All of NRC's export

decisions are made on the public record and in the light of day.

This is the main reason why we are not hearing horror stories

about U.S. nuclear exports to Iraq. Hardly anyone would want to

defend such a transaction in public. Notwithstanding the NRC's

openness, our nuclear industry still seems to compete effectively

on the international market.

The Commerce Department's process is secret. Neither

Congress nor the public is permitted to examine in the open the

record of what Commerce has sent to Iraq over the last five

years. Cases come into public view only when someone inside the

government becomes angry enough to leak them to the press. This

is true despite the fact that all the dual-use exports that

Commerce licenses are for civilian commodities restricted to

peaceful use.
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Congress should now require Commerce to disclose what the

United States has sent Iraq over the last five years. Without

that knowledge, we do not know what our forces may be facing

there, and don't have any facts upon which to judge the

licensing process. Commerce could do this easily by publishing

the annual summaries of the licenses granted for dual-use items

on the Commodity Control List. These annual summaries already

exist in a database. They could be published by pushing a

button. They would tell Congress and the public exactly what

high-technology U.S. exports we now face in Iraq, and what we may

face in the future as Iraq makes use of the exports. There is no

excuse for not doing this. All of the exports were of civilian

products, and all of the transactions have been completed. There

is no risk that pending transactions will be revealed.

In the future, Commerce should be required to publish

quarterly summaries of cases decided, so that Congress and the

public can see what sort of exports are being approved. This

light on the process would go a long way toward solving our dual-

use *export preb, Today, only the exporters know what cases

are pending, and only the exporters' voices are heard by the

licensing officers when decisions must be made. The public and

Congress are frozen out of the process.
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Scope of International Export Controls

The final topic I would like to discuss is the recent

decision to reduce the export controls applied through Cocom. As

I have already stated, the United States dropped export controls

on skull furnaces on July 1. Among the other sensitive

commodities dropped from the list are:

Item (by old ECCN number)

1075 Spin forming machines

1129 Vacuum pumps

1635 Maraging steel

Comments

U.S. officials tried to
prevent Iraq from getting
these machines from Germany.
They are used to make uranium
gas centrifuges for converting
natural uranium to nuclear
weapon material

Last year, U.S. officials
seized vacuum pumps that Iraq
was trying to import from the
U.S. without a license. They
are used to pump fragile
uranium gas through
centrifuges

In 1987, U.S. officials
arrested a Pakistani in
Philadelphia for trying to
smuggle maraging steel out of
the U.S. Maraging steel is
used to make the thin metal
walls of uranium gas
centrifuges

In addition to the above items, there is a second group

that the United States has dropped off the licensing list for

Eastern Europe, but has kept on the list for developing countries

with nuclear and missile ambitions. These include the nuclear
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weapon triggers called krytrons that Iraq tried to smuggle out of

the United States in March.

Iraq cannot buy these triggers directly from the United

States without a license. But Iraq can order them through

Romania. It is perfectly legal to ship U.S. triggers in large

quantities to Romania (or Hungary or Czechoslovakia) without a-

license. This means that there is no obligation to notify the

U.S. government of the shipment, ask the buyer for an end use

statement or restrict the triggers' re-sale. Thus the triggers

can go to Iraq through Romania without breaking any laws. This

gap in the U.S. control system is another mistake. There is no

point in barring Iraq from buying directly what it can legally

buy indirectly. The only apparent effect of such a system is to

enrich Eastern Europe through brokers' fees.

Following are some of the items in this category:

Item (by old ECCN number) Comment

1312 Isostatic presses Uses high temperature and
pressure to press plutonium to
the exact size needed for
fission bomb cores, and can
form "carbon-carbon" for
missile nose cones and
nozzles. Lower-performance
presses are now cleared for
Eastern Europe

1541 Cathode ray tubes Used as displays for
oscilloscopes (item 1584
below)
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1542 Cold cathode tubes

1559 Hydrogen thyratrons

1584 High-speed oscilloscopes

A few of the items that Coco

export list for all destinations,

license even for Eastern Europe.

for making long-range missiles.

Includes the krytrons Iraq
tried to smuggle out of the
United States in March, and
triggered spark gaps, both of
which can trigger the rapid
electric discharge that
detonates a nuclear explosion

Same nuclear triggering
function as cold cathode
tubes--larger than krytrons,
better than triggered spark
gaps

Can process the rapid data
from nuclear tests, help
develop missile guidance
systems, and sort the data
from missile flight tests

,m dropped are still on the U.S.

meaning that they require a

These are mainly items useful

Iraq therefore cannot buy these

items directly from the United States without a license, or

order them through Eastern Europe without a license.

The problem is that Iraq may be able to buy them from other

members of Cocom without a license. The Cocom list is the only

basis for export control in most European members of Cocom.

Although Cocom is only supposed to deny technology to Communist

countries, most of the West Europeans have not distinguished

between keeping technology away from the Warsaw Pact and keeping

it away from the Third World. Thus, when an item falls off the

Cocom list, it simply drops out of these countries' export
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1licensing systems. This is true of the United Kingdom, Italy,

Spain, and undoubtedly of other members of Cocom.

The UK, for example, was holding up Consarc's two furnaces

in Scotland before the U.N. embargo against Iraq took effect.

without the embargo, however, U.K. officials would not seem to

have any legal basis for blocking the shipment even in light of

its probable nuclear application.

Some of our Cocom partners adhere to the Missile Technology

Control Regime, a seven-country accord includi n-g the United

States whose members agree not to export long-range rockets or

the means to make them. U.S. officials have asked the other

MTCR members to refrain from exporting the decontrolled items.

But in view of the existing disputes among the members over what

the regime covers, it is not clear what effect these U.S.

requests will have. For example, the other members are not

likely to regard Eastern European countries as missile

proliferation threats. This will mean that Iraq can order these

items from other Cocom members through Romania.

The items in this category appear to be limited to the

following two, which the Commerce Department designated as being

of special concern for missile proliferation in March, but which

were deleted from the Cocom list in June:
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1518 Telemetering and
telecontrol equipment

1587 Quartz crystals

Comments

Used in missile guidance
to receive data from missile
flight tests and to guide
pilotless aircraft and
missiles

Useful in radars, electronic
warfare and lasers

By the end of 1990, the entire "industrial list" of dual-use

items will be dropped. In its place will be a much smaller "core

group" of items restricted to eight specific categories.

Unfortunately, the categories do not seem to include several

sensitive items that the United States has tried for years to

keep away from proliferant countries. By the end of 1990, these

items will probably be available without a license from other

Cocom members, even if the United States decides to retain them

on the U.S. control list. The items include:

Item (by old ECCN number) Comments

1312 Isostatic presses

1357 Filament winding
machines

Same use as described above.
Even high-performance presses
will be dropped from control
by 1991

Can produce special fibers for
the bodies of uranium gas
centrifuges (used to produce
nuclear weapon material) and
for the casings of rocket
motors
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THE ABILITY OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT TO ORGANIZE EXPORT CONTROLS

Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you very much for that testimony.
Let me ask a few questions, and then defer to Senator Gore to do
the same, and then get on with our government witnesses.

Your description of the problem particularly with the furnaces,
where the Commerce Department failed to consult with other agen-
cies, the reading I have done and some of the articles you have
written and others have written on this problem, leads me to con-
clude there is a hodgepodge of authority scattered among the vari-
ous agencies, depending on what it is we are trying to prevent the
proliferation of; that there are some agencies getting involved
when it is nuclear. Some others get involved when it relates to
other types of weaponry, and it is not readily apparent as to why
we are organized the way we are.

Could you just comment on the extent to which you think that
the internal organization of our government-I know you made the
point that the Cornmerce Department should not have the lead be-
cause it also has the responsibility to promote exports, but even
putting that aside, what is your view of the rest of the organization
that we have in place to deal with this problem? x

Mr. MILHOLLIN. I think it is more cumbersome and more subject
to errors than it should be. I think that it doesn't have sufficient
accountability because most of it is off the record.

The only part that has any accountability is NRC's part because
NRC does everything on the record publicly so if somebody comes
in and asks for some nuclear fuel or asks for a reactor, then every-
body finds out about it, and it becomes part of public debate. So the
first thing I would do would be to open it up and let the public see
what is going on.

NATIONAL SECURITY CONTROLS SHOULD BE IN PLACE. FROM THE
BEGINNING

The second thing I would do is abolish the distinctions that have
grown up between national security controls and other types of
controls. The way the law is written now, the Pentagon is involved
if it is a national security issue but not for other things. Unfortu-
nately, the result of not involving the Pentagon in some of these
cases may be that the Pentagon is now involved on the ground.

I think it is much better to involve the national security appara-
tus early in the process than at the end when you have to do some-
thing about the exports.

So I would either create a new agency which is responsible for
exports or I would give the process to some kind of national securi-
ty agency, either the State Department or the Pentagon, and I
guess I would give it to the Pentagon.

There are lots of different forces which are acting on this proc-
ess. The exporters want fewer controls. They want quicker answers
to applications. The people who worry about security want more
time. They want a more thorough process. There are lots of various
interests which conflict, and I think the American way is to put it
in the public and let them fight it out.

41-636 0 - 92 - 2
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So I would create either a new agency like the NRC to handle
this or I would give it to an impartial agency such as NRC or some
combination of the Pentagon and the State Department.

PLUGGING THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY INTO THIS PROCESS

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask about the extent to which we
have a real problem with the intelligence community being
plugged into this process.

It strikes me as a major concern that until we had the invasion
of Kuwait on August 2 there didn't seem to be any great effort to
prevent transfer of some of the high-technology items that you
have been referring to to Iraq.

I don't know if that is because we have bad intelligence capabili-
ties and didn't know that there was a problem or if there is some
problem in the regulatory situation.

WARNING GIVEN ON POTENTIAL DANGERS OF EXPORTS TO IRAQ

I notice you were writing articles for both the Washington Post
and the New York Times prior to August 2 trying to sound the
alarm about potential dangers of transfers to Iraq, but there didn't
seem to be any real, concrete action taking place within the admin-
istration. Am I wrong on that?

Mr. MILHOLLIN. No, that is right. Some of us were trying to warn
the administration about the risks of sending things to Iraq, but
nobody was listening. I believe that the famous tilt toward Iraq
which we have seen discussed also had an effect on the licensing
process.

Senator BINGAMAN. This is the tilt toward Iraq that was part of
our position vis-a-vis the Iraq-Iran war?

Mr. MILHOLLIN. Yes. It existed throughout the war and even
after it was over. There was a feeling that we ought to accommo-
date Iraq, could deal with Iraq, should constructively engage Iraq,
up until the time when the Iraqi forces crossed the border. So the
State Department, I am told, in formulating its position on exports,
followed the same view toward Iraq that it did in its general for-
eign policy evaluations. That is, felt that in doubtful cases the
export to Iraq should go out.

There were some exports of equipment such as high-speed oscil-
loscopes that I am convinced are now helping Iraq's missile pro-
gram directly and will help Iraq's nuclear program if Iraq ever gets
to the point where they can test a weapon. So this was just a case
of being shortsighted and being wrong about the politics.

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me defer to Senator Gore to ask ques-
tions at this point.

CURRENT EXPORT CONTROL PROGRAM INEFFECTIVE

Senator GORE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank
you for convening this session. I think it is very timely and ex-
tremely significant because we spend a great deal of time and a lot
of words talking about the crisis now underway in the gulf, and we
don't spend enough time looking at the events which led up to it,
including the way in which the West actively participated and led
the way in assisting Saddam Hussein in his efforts to build this
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machine for aggression which has caused the problems now occupy-
ing our attention in creating such a crisis for the world.

I have been pleased, Mr. Chairman, to work with you and our
colleague, Senator McCain, on a new effort to control the export of
ballistic missile technology to nations that should not acquire it,
and we have made a little progress in that particular effort this
year, but I agree with you the policy should be extended and we
should be looking at all of the critical technologies that can mark-
edly enhance the ability of a nation that does not now have weap-
ons of mass destruction to use them, develop them, and deliver
them on targets around the world, and I think we need a coordinat-
ed policy.

The export review problem which we are discussing here at the
present time should, of course, be embedded in a larger context
which includes a geopolitical effort to create within the new world
order. President Bush discusses a whole set of incentives that steer
nations away from this course of action.

Even the START treaty still pending, in Geneva, still beingnego-
tiated in Geneva, is part of this effort because of the implicit bar-
gain between the superpowers and the nonnuclear states which we
and the Soviet Union have not lived up to.

So with the thaw in superpower relationships we need to get that
off center and really move swiftly to take advantage of the oppor-
tunity that is present, but looking specifically at this aspect of the
problem, the need to control the export of materials that shouldn't
be exported, I take it as the essence of your testimony here, Mr.
Milhollin, that in your view our current export control program is
fragmented, mechanical in operation, half hearted in implementa-
tion, and ineffective overall.

Is that an unfair summary of what you are saying?
Mr. MILHOLLIN. Well, I think in fairness to the people sitting

behind me I would say that describes the German system perfectly.
[Laughter.] But it may be a little too-I would say it is perhaps a
little too tough on us.

Senator GORE. A little too harsh.
Mr. MILHOLLIN. A little too harsh on our people. We have the

best system in the world by far, but it could be improved a lot, and
if it is, then I think it would have benefits not only for us but for
our ability to deal with other countries, and if I could expand on
that just for a second, I would like to.

I have been following German export behavior very -carefully,
and I have testified before the Bundestag on the question of wheth-
er Germany is violating the nonproliferation treaty with its export
behavior.

One of the big problems in Germany has been that we have
made demarches to Germany which have been received by the for-
eign ministry. The foreign ministry turns around to the economics
ministry and says, "Fellows, this isn't working. The Americans are
right. You have to do something," and the economics ministry says,
"Pass a law." The economics ministry isn't interested because it is
in the thrall of the German export industry and so the Germans in
a way have the same problem we do; that is, they need to give con-
trol over the process to the right people, and I think our record is
certainly excellent compared to the Germans.
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But unless we have an even better system than we have now to
use as an example, we are not going to be able to bring the rest of
the world along to the point that we need to in order to solve this
problem in the next 10 years.

Senator GORE. So the German effort and the German record is
really disgraceful in this area, but in addition to that you don't
want to be heard as being quite so harsh in your criticism of our
export control program. If you look at the three examples that you
use, one kind of gets the message that you are extremely unhappy
with the way that this is being handled.

Mr. MILHOLLIN. That is certainly true. I am extremely unhappy
with it, and I think that it is terrible that we have had to wait
until our troops are faced with the consequences of this in order to
even care enough about it to get concerned. The time to worry
about it was 5 or 10 years ago, not now.

Senator GORE. You want to give adequate credit to what has
been done, but point out the shortcomings and call for improve-
ments.

My own view is that there are a lot of good people engaged in
this effort, and we do have the best system in the world, but I
really do not think it is working the way it should, partly for the
reason that you described in the German context, the fragmented
responsibility and the separation of the will from the way, if you
will.

INVOLVING THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY TOTALLY IN THE PROCESS

But I think there is another reason, too. We ought to have within
our intelligence community a complete mirror image of what tech-
nologies a country like Iraq has and doesn't have.

Mr. MILHOLLIN. We do have that.
Senator GORE. It is not evidently being used. I am sure we do,

but it is not presented in a way that triggers the control of proce-
dures.

Mr. MILHOLLIN. That is exactly right.
Senator GORE. Maybe sometimes it does, but too frequently it

does not, and I think that is the area that we really need to ex-
plore.

Incidentally, on this furnace example, I want to ask for from the
Commerce Department a chronology from their point of view.
Maybe we can present it in the record along with yours to see what
has happened there.

Then one final comment, Mr. Chairman, because I know that we
have a lot of witnesses, and I will close on this.

CHANGES IN BRAZIL'S POLICIES

I want to say that I was really excited and pleased to see the new
President of Brazil announce the closing of the bore hole in the
Amazon that was allegedly dug to use in the nuclear testing pro-
gram. Now, maybe there is more there than meets the eye, and
there is undoubtedly an awful lot I don't know about it, but the
overall message I got from that was that he is taking a very differ-
ent approach to what the Brazilian military was doing during the
period when the constitutional government was suspended.
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Do you have a comment on that?
Mr. MILHOLLIN. I think the Brazilians, in order to qualify for the

kind of aid they want from us, the kind of technology they want
from us, should make some rather public and binding statements
about what they are going to do with the technology that they
import.

So far they have publicly rejected any suggestion that they
impose controls on their own exports. I think as long as the coun-
try takes a position that they are free to proliferate any technology
that comes in that it simply is impermissible to help them either
with technology that can be for nuclear purposes or for ballistic
missiles so I think even though it is nice to fill up the hole, which I
understand was dug under the direction of the man formerly head
of CTA who is now in Iraq, I think even though you fill up a hole
you still need to fill up the holes in your own export policy in order
to be taken seriously.

Senator GORE. One final comment, Mr. Chairman. I agree totally
as a symblic message that was anond statement; hut, thev do have
to go further, and when we had one of our first briefings immedi-
ately after the Iraqi invasion I asked questions about the Brazilian
connection because their bilateral trade relationship is so pro-
nounced.

In fact, all of the talk that came out about the rain forest and
cattle ranching, the biggest single customer for beef coming out of
the Amazon has been Iraq. I don't know what it is this year, but it
has been in the past for several years Iraq, so they have a very
large two-way trade flow in technology.

I will end there, Mr. Chairman, and look forward to the next
panel.

CONCLUSION

Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you, and thank you, Mr. Milhollin,
very much. Thank you for your testimony. We will undoubtedly
have additional questions and be in touch with you to get your
views on additional items as we go forward. This probably will not
be the last hearing that we have on this subject.

Mr. MILHOLLIN. If you want to ask me any more questions this
morning, I will remain until the Government finishes.

Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you very much. We appreciate that.
Our next panel is made up of key officials in the relevant areas

of responsibility and authority in the Departments of State, De-
fense, and Commerce. Elizabeth Verville is Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary of State in the Bureau of Political and Military Affairs. Henry
Sokolski is Deputy Assistant Secretary for Defense for Nonprolif-
eration Policy, and Michael Galvin is the Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Licensing in the Bureau of Export Administration.

Because the hearing was called on short notice, the witnesses
were not required to submit any kind of prepared statement. How-
ever, we did give some questions to them in the letter of invitation.

Why don't we have them all come forward here as a panel, and
we will proceed alphabetically so you folks can figure that out.

That means Mr. Galvin would be first, giving each witness about
10 minutes to make an oral statement, and then after we have
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heard from all of the witnesses we would have some questions of
the whole panel.

STATEMENT OF JIM LeMUNYON, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR EXPORT ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Mr. LEMUNYON. Mr. Chairman, my name is Jim LeMunyon,

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Export Administration for the Com-
merce Department. I am not Mr. Galvin but alphabetically I would
still go first. I work for Mr. Galvin.

Senator BINGAMAN. Your name?
Mr. LEMUNYON. LeMunyon, Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Export Administration.
Senator BINGAMAN. Was there a problem with Mr. Galvin not

being able to attend?
Mr. LEMUNYON. At the Commerce Department, I was the person

designated to testify. I think there may have been a mixup in
transmitting my name to the subcommittee.

Senator BINGAMAN. We are glad to have you here, and we look
forward to hearing from you about whatever you can tell us about
the problem of export licensing.

Mr. LEMUNYON. In the interest of getting to the questions you
and Senator Gore might have, why don't I just make a few brief
opening remarks? I think that my colleagues will also have re-
marks, and then we can answer your questions.

First, let me thank you for the opportunity to appear before the
subcommittee today to discuss export control policy. In response to
your letter of invitation, I am prepared to discuss the statutory pro-
visions related to the control of commercial technology and its
impact on proliferation, our international activities related to pro-
liferation around the world, and measures that we at the Com-
merce Department are taking to ensure that appropriate goods and
technology useful in missile, chemical, and biological weapons de-
velopment are subject to U.S. and international export controls.

The crisis in the Persian Gulf calls attention to U.S. foreign
policy in that region. Prior to the trade embargo against Iraq, U.S.
policy supported exports of goods and technology to that country
for peaceful purposes.

However, strict controls were in place in concert with its allies to
prohibit the export of items necessary to the development of mis-
siles, chemical and nuclear weapons to Iraq and many other coun-
tries.

In particular, I want to highlight that the United States is work-
ing with its allies under the auspices of the Missile Technology Con-
trol Regime to harmonize and strengthen controls with other in-
dustrialized countries. At the most recent meeting of the MTCR in
July of this year, countries harmonized missile technology controls
and took additional steps to expand the number of participating
countries.

The goal was to include all industrialized countries which would
represent a significant expansion from the original seven nations
that established the Missile Technology Regime in 1987.

In addition, the participants also agreed to review independently
the Missile Technology Annex which consists of those items that
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are subject to control. Any proposed revisions to the annex submit-
ted by the various member nations will be examined at the upcom-
ing technical meeting of the missile technology countries.

The United States also distributed the list of missile projects that
we use at the Commerce Department to make licensing decisions.
We did this to ensure that other member nations' export control
and licensing practices are consistent and effective.

This will not only strengthen multilateral efforts to halt missile
proliferation but also ensure that U.S. firms are not placed at a
competitive disadvantage. The United States has taken other im-
portant steps to strengthen nonproliferation controls in recent
years. Additional measures were underway before August 2, and I
would be pleased to discuss these initiatives with you in response
to your questions.

Finally, I'd like to touch on the issue that the first witness men-
tioned related to CoCom, which is discussed in his prepared state-
ment. As I think the subcommittee is aware, CoCom has undergone
some rather dramatic changes in recent monins. Tne contrul lisL
was substantially reduced at a high-level meeting in June. Those
changes were implemented in July and then some additional
changes in August.

Next week the United States plans to table in CoCom an entirely
rewritten draft of what we call a core list for control which will be
negotiated this fall and effective in early 1991. However, I want to
assure you that missile controls have remained intact, remain on
the U.S. control list, and have remained since the CoCom East-
West controls were dropped in July of this year.

In addition, I want to assure the subcommittee that shortly after
the President made our proposal to CoCom in early May, the
United States cabled the 16 other CoCom allies specifically on the
question of nonproliferation controls, indicating which items we
were recommending for East-West control that should be retained
for nonproliferation purposes.

We asked for a response from 16 countries on whether the
CoCom changes would weaken each member country's proliferation
controls, and we received 16 responses saying that CoCom countries
would retain controls. Obviously, we are following up to make sure
that, in fact, that remains to be the case.

As part of our proposal going to CoCom next week, we have indi-
cated that we are not prepared to implement this new core list in
1991 if it means that nonproliferation controls would be weakened
on the part of some of our CoCom allies. I can assure you that they
will not be weakened when we implement the core list here in the
United States.

Finally, in response to Senator Gore's comments a little bit earli-
er, the Commerce Department would be pleased to submit a chro-
nology on the Consarc case, and we look forward to doing that.

Thank you.
Senator BINGAMAN. Before we ask questions let me go through

the other witnesses here.
Mr. Sokolski, we are glad to have you here to represent the De-

partment of Defense.
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STATEMENT OF HENRY SOKOLSKI, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR NONPROLIFERATION POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF DE-
FENSE
Mr. SOKOLSKI Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First, let me thank you

for holding this hearing today and for allowing me and the other
panelists to appear before you to discuss nonproliferation policy
and process issues.

Regular oversight is always useful, and I believe the rest of the
panel appreciate the personal interest that you have shown on non-
proliferation issues, and also Senator Gore.

Your written invitation asked for two things, a clear statement
of DOD's position on the advisability of aiding the space launch ve-
hicle programs of developing nations such as Brazil; and an assess-
ment of the adequacy of the statutory and regulatory basis for the
review of export licenses for sensitive nuclear missile, chemical and
biological technologies to Third World nations.

In answer to your first question on the issue of space launch as-
sistance to the Third World, DOD backs current U.S. policy, that is,
to hinder the spread of nuclear-capable missile systems, including
ostensibly the civilian launch programs. It is for this reason that
the United States in large part supports the Missile Technology
Control Regime.

As the U.S. Government noted publicly when the MTCR was an-
nounced in April 1987, I quote: "The Regime aims at the control of
all devices of this nuclear capability, even if they are called peace-
ful or alleged to be for military purposes, other than weapons deliv-
ery." Space launch vehicles, for instance, are virtually interchange-
able with ballistic missiles.

When President Kennedy was asked the difference between the
Atlas rocket that put John Glenn into orbit and an Atlas rocket
armed with a nuclear warhead, he replied with one word: "Atti-
tude." Precisely because we cannot control--

Senator BINGAMAN. Is that John Glenn's attitude you are talking
about?

Mr. SOKOLSKI. I suspect he was talking about the angle of trajec-
tory. Precisely because we cannot control for attitudes, the U.S.
policy and the MTCR control for capabilities and treat space
launch vehicle technology as restrictively as they do ballistic mis-
sile technology.

What we can provide and what U.S. policy does support, as I
noted before the House Foreign Affairs Committee 2 months ago, is
provision of space launch services within the United States for any
and all nations, including those in the Third World.

As for the advisability of exporting space launch vehicle technol-
ogy to Third World nations such as Brazil, U.S. policy and DOD's
are also clear. We have publicly opposed proposals to assist the
Brazilian and Indian space launch vehicle programs, and as I testi-
fied in July of this year, to date the MTCR members have not
made any transfers that would undercut this position.

As to the adequacy of existing export control procedures and reg-
ulations, I believe that we are constantly attempting to strengthen
and improve them.
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DOD, however, is not the lead on export case licensing and
review. What DOD does review depends entirely upon what the
Commerce and State Departments decide to refer to get an assess-
ment of the military significance of a specific transfer sale.

Certainly DOD is inherently suited to make such evaluations,
and we gladly do so when asked. Recently, DOD had a chance to
help in the evaluation of a proposed sale of advanced furnaces to
Iraq. Their lack of authority to deny these furnaces, except on nu-
clear grounds, focused our attention on this application.

It also helped us to recognize the need to strengthen our controls,
the details about which the other witnesses, I believe, are best
equipped to discuss in detail.

This concludes my brief statement.
Senator BINGAMAN. All right. Thank you very much.
Ms. Verville, we are pleased to have you here. Why don't you go

right ahead?

STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH VERVILLE. DEPUTY ASRR1TANT SEW-
RETARY OF STATE, BUREAU OF POLITICAL AND MILITARY AF-
FAIRS, ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES DUELFER, DIRECTOR, DE-
FENSE TRADE CONTROL CENTER, DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Ms. VERVILLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would like

to introduce Charles Duelfer who is the Director of the Defense
Trade Control Center at the State Department.

Senator BINGAMAN. If you would pull the microphone up a little
closer so that we can all hear?

And your position is what, Mr. Duelfer?
Mr. DUELFER. Director of the Center for Defense Trade. We are

in charge of the munitions licensing element of the State Depart-
ment.

Senator BINGAMAN. You are the Deputy at the munitions licens-
ing?

Mr. DUELFER. That is correct, under Dick Clark, the Assistant
Secretary.

Senator BINGAMAN. All right. We are pleased to have you here.
Ms. VERVILLE. I welcome the opportunity to testify before you.

My primary responsibility is missile and chemical and biological
weapons, nonproliferation, and in the year that I have been work-
ing these issues they have received priority attention, both institu-
tionally and in policy terms.

We have had this morning several questions raised about par-
ticular cases and about the adequacy of U.S. export control regula-
tions, and I welcome the opportunity to address these topics and to
answer, I think, some perhaps misconceptions, and I would be
pleased to discuss answers to questions and answer specific cases.

I think it would be useful, however, to begin by making a few
general remarks.

First, nonproliferation has been high on the administration's for-
eign policy agenda. President Bush and President Gorbachev estab-
lished nonproliferation as a global priority by issuing a joint state-
ment on May 7; both NATO and the Houston Summit of G-7 coun-
tries issued declarations committing themselves to halt nuclear,
chemical, biological, and missile proliferation.
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Mr. Chairman, events in the gulf not only underscore the dan-
gers of proliferation but they also show, I believe, that a strong
international consensus against proliferation exists and is becom-
ing even stronger. The United States has played a major role in de-
veloping this consensus, and it has been the responsibility of the
State Department to help create it and sustain it.

For example, since the revelations of chemical weapons at the
Libyan facility, there has been a sea change in the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany's attitude shown in close, bilateral cooperation with
us and the passage of legislation which we do believe has some sig-
nificance.

We have also seen strong responses from other supplier states.
The Soviet Union has for the first time shown strong interest in
nonproliferation. Brazil, Argentina, and states of Eastern Europe
have also expressed interest in nonproliferation and have begun
discussions on that and their interest in strengthening export con-
trols and other forms of cooperation in dialogue with the United
States.

Attitudes simply are not what they were 5 years ago. We see this
in consistent diplomatic exchanges with our partners and the steps
that they are willing to take and in the measures that the Soviet
Union signed up to in the nonproliferation joint statement and in
how the world is reacting to the Iraq situation.

I think I also ought to say that impressions that may be given
about the United States' export control failures are the source of
the Iraqi crisis, are not in my view correct. It is not U.S. missiles
that are in Iraq, and it is not U.S. chemical weapons that we are
concerned about in Iraq.

Nevertheless, although the United States is not a major part of
the proliferation supply problem, we have begun a review, as my
Commerce Department colleague has stated, of our own laws, regu-
lations, and policies on nonproliferation.

Mr. Chairman, this began prior to the Iraqi crisis. Prior to the
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait the Department of State requested and
formally began interagency discussions on tightening export con-
trols to include nonproliferation based foreign policy controls.

This process has not yet been completed, but among the meas-
ures that we are seeking to implement in our enhanced prolifera-
tion control initiative are a new category of foreign policy controls
focusing on projects and countries of proliferation concern requir-
ing licenses for an expanded list of goods useful for chemical and
biological weapons development; permitting denial of any item now
requiring a license to any end user engaged in missile or chemical
or biological weapons proliferation or where there is a risk of diver-
sion to such activities; and requiring a license for the export of any
item which the exporter knows or has reason to know is to be used
in missile or chemical or biological weapons development.

This would be comparable to the end-use controls now used to
combat nuclear proliferation. We believe that such steps need to be
taken, but not only to block U.S. exports from going to different
countries and projects. They are also needed so the United States
can continue to take the lead in building up the existing interna-
tional consensus to establish such effective controls on a multilater-
al basis.
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We have been working energetically with our allies for many
months to establish a basis for such concerted action. We have sig-
nificantly expanded the MTCR in the last year and enhanced the
importance of its guidelines as an international standard by our
dialogues with Third World countries, based on the guidelines of
the MTCR.

Partners in the MTCR are now reviewing the control annex for
the first time to ensure that it contains all items of concern and is
up to date.

In the Australia group we have broadened the controls on chemi-
cal precursors. We have taken measures to address the problem of
CW equipment and expanded the Regime's focus to include BW.

I think both on the domestic and the international front we can
take some satisfaction. Domestically, while we need to work on
export controls and we are, we have succeeded in a major objective.
The United States continues not to be the source of technology and
the proliferation that we are concerned about in a major way, and
on the international front, our efforts are bearing fruit to forge a
growing international consensus in favor of strong and concerted
actions to prevent further proliferation of these weapons.

Thank you.

OPENING UP EXPORTS TO EUROPE INCREASES RISK OF TECHNOLOGY
REACHING THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES

Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you very much. Let me ask a general
question here which seems to run through here. Maybe you folks
can correct me on this.

It seems that we have two things going on. We have a loosening
of the East-West controls and permitting of more and more tech-
nology to flow to the Soviet Union and the Eastern European coun-
tries as part of that.

And at the same time we have growing concern that we tighten
controls of technology flowing to Third World countries in the so-
called North-South situation.

So as East-West becomes less of a problem, North-South becomes
more of a problem, and I think one of the problems that Mr. Mil-
hollin has made in his testimony and some of the articles was that
in our rush to loosen exports to Eastern Europe, in our efforts to
get that done, we are dropping off the CoCom list many items that
then become readily available for shipment to the Third World by
countries that don't participate in the Missile Technology Control
Regime.

We have a lot of countries that are getting technology or becom-
ing eligible to receive technology in the East-West arrangement
which are not participants in the Missile Technology Control
Regime.

I would like to ask each of the witnesses-why don't we start
with you, Mr. Sokolski. See if you think that is accurately describ-
ing part of what is going on and how we fix it, if that is part of the
problem.

Mr. SOKOLSKI. I believe your characterization is fundamentally
correct, and what we at the Defense Department have been doing
to make sure that we don't loosen our East-West trade at the detri-
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ment of proliferation is to alert the other agencies as soon as possi-
ble of other items on the CoCom list that are of proliferation con-
cern to make sure that those are placed under national controls by
CoCom members and by our own government so that they do not
find their way going to the East bloc and then not being licensed
with a transfer.

I believe that we are doing a reasonable job in that regard. I be-
lieve that we need to keep focused on it.

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask you to spell your name. I didn't
get it all when you said it before.

Mr. LEMUNYON. L-e capital M-u-n-y-o-n.
Senator BINGAMAN. And your position is in the Department of

Commerce?
Mr. LEMUNYON. Deputy Assistant Secretary for Export Adminis-

tration.
Senator BINGAMAN. Mr. LeMunyon, you indicated that you are

satisfied that the list of items that you are agreeing to take off of
CoCom does not include items that we want to prevent going to
Third World countries under proliferation. Did I understand you
correctly?

Mr. LEMUNYON. The items that were controlled for proliferation
purposes prior to the CoCom changes remain on the list that the
Commerce Department maintains. Obviously, the target group of
countries has changed. We are no longer controlling them to the
Soviet Union and their allies.

Senator BINGAMAN. The items that were there are still there?
Mr. LEMUNYON. Right, but the focus of who we are trying to

keep them from has changed. In the context of establishing or of
revising our controls in July, we established a new target list of
countries, a list of 36 in our regulations, that are of concern for a
variety of reasons, and exports to those countries directly from the
United States do require a license. If there is a problem, obviously
we will deny it. Reexports of controlled U.S. items from any coun-
try to those destinations without a U.S. export license is a violation
of the law.

THE MISSILE TECHNOLOGY CONTROL ANNEX LIST NEEDS TO BE UPDATED

Senator BINGAMAN. When we entered into this Missile Technolo-
gy Control Regime or agreed to participate in that, that was 1987?

Mr. LEMUNYON. That was established in 1987.
Senator BINGAMAN. And at that time a so-called annex was ar-

rived at which contained those technologies that-and we were
agreeing with these other countries that we would not export, as I
understand it.

Mr. LEMUNYON. That is correct.
Senator BINGAMAN. Am I correct that we have not updated that

since 1987?
Mr. LEMUNYON. That annex, and I would defer to my colleague

from the Department of State, but I believe it is true that annex
was established in 1987 and has not changed. But I think as we
have both indicated, at the July meeting the members agreed to
look at the annex to make sure that it is complete and accurate.
There is a technical meeting of these countries scheduled in a few
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months to compare notes and to see if any changes need to be
made.

One of the accomplishments that we had at the July meeting
was to examine each member country's export control regulations.
We placed our list on the table. The other countries did, too, to
make sure that at least we were interpreting the existing annex
the same way. Frankly, we found that there were some differences.
Fortunately, now we are all licensing the same items.

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me give a view, and let you folks re-
spond. But it seems to me that we are talking about technology
which is fast changing and I don't understand how we could expect
a list drawn up in 1987 to be appropriate and adequate to the prob-
lems of 1990.

In light of what we are trying to control here, it would seem to
me that the list of technologies to be controlled would have to be
reviewed probably on an annual basis, but even more likely on a
twice a year basis if you were going to have the thing be useful.

Am I wrong in thinking that this thing should be updated every

Ms. Verville.
Ms. VERVILLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to touch

first on the question that you raised just a moment ago to which
my other colleagues responded.

I think the policy of maintaining proliferation controls on those
CoCom items which merit that, or instituting special proliferation
controls on the controlled CoCom items, is quite clear that the
policy is to not let items of proliferation concern which may have
been on the CoCom list go uncontrolled, and I think that we are
looking at the East European situation.

My Commerce Department colleague can correct me if I am
wrong, but I don't think that those items will flow to Eastern
Europe until we are satisfied that adequate controls are in place. I
think the policy is clear. Those items that have been controlled and
should remain controlled should not slip through the cracks, and
steps are being taken to assure that.

On the question of the MTCR annex, the partners were adamant
at the July meeting in Ottawa, to which I led the U.S. delegation;
they clearly are concerned that the annex remain up to date and
current, and they created a technical group to review the annex for
this purpose.

The organization is only 3 years old. This was done this July.
The group is going to meet in January prior to the next full meet-
ing of the partners to make recommendations to the partners.

Senator BINGAMAN. In July?
Ms. VERVILLE. In July there was--
Senator BINGAMAN. I know that there was a meeting in Montre-

al, but you say they are going to meet again in July?
Ms. VERVILLE. January.
Senator BINGAMAN. OK. I misunderstood you.
Ms. VERVILLE. They are going to meet in January to review the

results of each country's internal study and to make recommenda-
tions to the MTCR partners at the next partners meeting which
should occur soon thereafter for the purpose of making sure that
the annex is up to date.
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Senator BINGAMAN. Let me just interrupt a minute. It is univer-
sally agreed that it is not up to date; is that right?

Ms. VERVILLE. No, it is not universally agreed that it is not up to
date, but the partners recognize that as of now it is 3 years old.

Senator BINGAMAN. Is it our position that it is up to date?
Ms. VERVILLE. That it is an appropriate time to review it and

make sure that it is up to date.
Senator BINGAMAN. Is it our position that it is up to date? Is that

our government's position?
Ms. VERVILLE. Our government is reviewing it now.
Senator BINGAMAN. So we don't know?
Ms. VERVILLE. To determine if it is up to date. There may be

items that we think should be added. We are looking and working
on that now.

Senator BINGAMAN. Is the missile casing case discussed earlier
an example where it had not been-the Missile Technology Control
Regime annex had not been updated or expanded to take into ac-
count production or process technologies and therefore-is that an
example of a problem area that could have been fixed had we had
a more expanded, updated list?

Ms. VERVILLE. I am not sure whether something like providing a
service of this nature for an item that belongs to another country
is something that we would have considered in advance ought to be
put on the list, on the MTCR annex list. The process which was
performed is not an MTCR annex item.

Senator BINGAMAN. But you don't think it would be?
Ms. VERVILLE. I don't know what conclusion we will reach about

processes and about services, but I think that it is a tremendously
difficult problem in a fast developing technological world to have
lists that are up to date at every moment because I think we are
talking not only about high-technology items but we are talking
about-we are talking about very simple things, low-technology
items, and this is one reason why in this enhanced proliferation
control program that I outlined a few moments ago, we are seeking
to have generic controls focused on end users so that, for example,
tires or any kind of item that might be going to assist a project of
concern could be the subject of controls.

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me interrupt you long enough to let Sen-
ator Gore make a statement. He needs to leave here in a few min-
utes.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, I have another meeting that I
have to depart for.

I want to thank the witnesses for the statements that I have
heard this morning.

Again, I commend you for convening this and pursuing it. I think
it is obvious, and I will say this in closing, it is obvious that in the
years ahead the still accelerating scientific and technological revo-
lution will continue to produce technologies that have military ap-
plications, and if we are to survive, we are going to have to find
better ways to control the transfer of military technologies to un-
stable regimes willing and able to use those technologies in de-
structive ways.

So that is why I think this hearing is particularly important.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you very much for being here.
Let me ask Mr. Sokolski to comment, if you would, on this par-

ticular issue of whether we ought to be updating this annex on a
very regular basis, or whether we can continue to let it go for 3
years unattended.

Mr. SOKOLSKI. The short answer is yes.
Senator BINGAMAN. Yes, we should--
Mr. SOKOLSKI. We should be updating it, but the longer answer

is, I think Liz Verville made the correct point, that you need to do
more because the issue isn't simply updating. There are some items
that, frankly, need to go on there.

The one candidate, for example, might be carbon, carbon fibers,
which are very important for reentry end strength for missiles
which is not on there.

But I don't think that is what we need to do simply-the Defense
Department is chairing an interagency effort to amplify what is
meant by the items on the annex.

For example, production facilities are not to be exported until
FurthLer otJLic. wnat is meant by production facilities' Well, we
need to spell that out. Much of the annex needs to be detailed so
that everyone is in agreement about what it means, and you can
reach a good deal of specific technology by spelling out what is
meant by the general terms. That is what is going on now, and
that is what the MTCR technical groups will be doing, and it was
at the United States' lead that that process is underway.

So it isn't simply updating as much as it is amplifying. We need
both.

THE URGENCY IN UPDATING THE MTCR ANNEX LIST

Senator BINGAMAN. It seems to me that-to move on to another
question-but it seems to me that there is no real sense of urgency
about getting all of this done.

Mr. SOKOLSKI. I think there is a sense of urgency. I know that
the Defense, State, and Commerce Departments have been pushing
hard to get regular technical meetings.

Senator BINGAMAN. Among themselves?
Mr. SOKOLSKI. Of the MTCR.
Senator BINGAMAN. How often do Defense and State and Com-

merce meet themselves to work out agreement on what should be
on this list?

Mr. SOKOLSKI. Right now the DOD chaired interagency group is
meeting on a regular basis to get done so that we will be ready for
the next meeting and have a list that we can go and present to the
other MTCR members, saying, "Look, this is our best shot at ampli-
fication, and this is what we want everybody else to be doing."

Senator BINGAMAN. You are thinking that will be presented in
January? And when do we expect that the member countries will
once again meet so that they can consider what the technical group
comes up with?

Mr. SOKOLSKI. Right afterward. The idea is to have the technical
meetings at a regular clip. I know the Commerce Department has
suggested four times a year. Defense is always eager to help, but
we need to have the technical group meet regularly so that the ple-
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nary can consider the recommendations and adopt them, and I be-
lieve that there will be a plenary meeting shortly after the techni-
cal meeting in a different location. I think the technical meeting is
going to go on-where is it, in Germany?

Ms. VERVILLE. In Germany.
Mr. SOKOLSKI. And we will have a plenary meeting in Japan

shortly thereafter so that they can consider that work.

THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE MTCR

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask about the issue of who all partici-
pates in this. It seems to me there are some major countries that
are not participating, and that may be part of our problem here,
too.

Sweden, Austria, Switzerland, Taiwan, and South Korea, those
are all major industrial countries at this point, and to my knowl-
edge they don't participate in the Missile Technology Control
Regime. Am I wrong?

Ms. VERVILLE. These countries are not members at the present
time. Some of them are-have been approached about possible
membership, have expressed interest in membership. Others have
said that as a matter of national export control policy they have
instituted controls and have policies that are consistent with the
MTCR, but they do not wish to have formal association; and others
we have a less advanced bilateral dialogue with.

But I think it is fair to say that with all of the countries you
mentioned our concern about the proliferation of missiles and mis-
sile technology has been a subject of serious discussion and that in
the year in which I have been working on this subject we have had
some progress.

Expansion of the MTCR has been a high-level priority of the or-
ganization--

Senator BINGAMAN. Of which organization; of the MTCR itself?
Ms. VERVILLE. And it has almost doubled its membership in the

past year, and I think that I can also say that in the past year its
commitment to pursue nonproliferation with urgency has increased
markedly.

The first MTCR meeting that I attended was a year ago Decem-
ber, and there was very little institutionalization even to the point
of some reluctance to have a technical meeting or a technical
group. But now the group is not only underway but the partners, I
think, do have a sense of urgency, particularly recognizing the
need for vigilance with the decontrols in CoCom.

So these issues were high on the agenda last July, and I think
that the partners recognize that they have urgent business to do
and are proceeding to do it.

Senator BINGAMAN. Has our government urged the countries
that I have listed, those five countries, to join: Sweden, Austria,
Switzerland, Taiwan, and South Korea?

Ms. VERVILLE. We have certainly urged them all to observe the
MTCR guidelines, either as a matter of national policy or to join.

Sweden, for example, has adopted the annex as part of its nation-
al export controls, but is not interested in formal association.
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I would note that the MTCR is a group for coordination of exportcontrols and missile policies. It is not a binding international agree-ment, and I think we welcomed Sweden's action and urge othercountries to take similar action. We think if they do, even if theydon't have formal association with the MTCR, we will have done agreat deal to enhance the building of an international consensusand standard, based on the guidelines of the MTCR, and that iswhat we are seeking to do.
Senator BINGAMAN. I have trouble seeing why it is not in our in-terest to see all these countries join. It is one thing for them to say,"We don't want to join. We would like to just set up our own rulesand try to follow your lead." That is certainly better than nothing,but it is certainly not the same as having them participate activelyin trying to deal with this problem, and I would hope that wewould urge them.
Ms. VERVILLE. If I might just answer that?
Senator BINGAMAN. Surely.
Ms. VERVILLE. I think that in the past the MTPR hbo beenviewed as kind of a Western suppliers club, and some countrieshave not wanted to have formal association. We have made signifi-cant progress, I think, in broadening the image of the MTCR in thepast year.
We have had an intense dialogue with the Soviet Union. TheSoviet Union has stated that it will observe the MTCR guidelines.We have a statement coming out of the summit in May, and wehave been pursuing the idea of formal association of the SovietUnion.
I think that over time, maybe not such distant time, we may beseeing a broader membership in the MTCR. I understand the pointthat you are making, and certainly we do have it in mind.

THE ISSUE OF ROCKET MOTOR CASINGS

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask you, Ms. Verville, about the cas-ings case. Mr. Milhollin said that his view, his understanding wasthat the agreement to go ahead and license the first seven of thesecasings was just a mistake or that would be the position that theDepartment of State takes. Is that your position?
Ms. VERVILLE. No, that is not the position taken by the Depart-ment of State. If I may just describe the case and what happenedand what our position is, I would like to do that at this time.The seven rocket motor casings in question were manufacturedin Brazil for use in that company's space launch vehicle program.When assembled, these casings would form a single space launchvehicle. In October 1989, the Brazilian Embassy applied for a li-cense to permit a total of 18 casings to be heat treated in theUnited States and then reexported to Brazil.
A license was granted by the Defense Trade Control Centerbased on a judgment that the application did not request the provi-sion to resell any of U.S. origin hardware or technology that wasprohibited by U.S. law or policy, including the MTCR.
When it was brought to the attention of the interagency commu-nity that a license had been issued, a review of the case was initiat-ed. While this review was underway it was learned that the heat
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treatment on the initial shipment of the seven casings had been
completed. This presented the administration with a dilemma: to
return to Brazil its property, recognizing that the items would be
used in a space launch vehicle; or to revoke the original license and
prevent Brazil from removing the casings from the United States.

Many considerations entered into the review of the case. The
Brazilians had acted in good faith, applying for a license to allow
the heat treatment of the casings to take place, and there was no
procedural or factual irregularity in the granting of that license.
The casings remained the property of Brazil, and we had no legal
authority to seize them without compensation.

There was no desire to create a serious problem in our bilateral
relations with Brazil, particularly as we were urging Brazil at the
time of this review to abide by the sanctions against Iraq.

The seven casings were sufficient to assemble no more than one
SLV, and the casings will be expended when launched. No transfer
of technology or equipment was involved in the return of the cas-
ings to Brazil. There was no evidence of a risk of transfer of the
casings to any Third World country, in particular to Iraq.

These factors contributed to the decision to return the seven heat
treated casings to the Brazilians. The review also found that there
was general agreement that it would be unwise in principle to pro-
ceed with the treatment of the additional casings. These decisions
were confirmed at a very high level in our government. Although
neither technology nor hardware transfer is involved, we do want
to avoid even the appearance of supporting development of technol-
ogy that could be used for missiles since flight testing of the motor
casings could validate other Brazilian acquired rocket technology.

However, we determined that it was improbable that the seven
rocket motor casings could be reexported from Brazil or diverted to
any other end use. This is because the infrastructure for using
these motor casings now exists only in Brazil.

I might add that we have pressed the Brazilians very hard on
both proliferation issues and on arms exports in general. The new
government of President Colar has made clear that Brazil will not
export ballistic missiles and their technology. A decision to revoke
previously granted export licenses would have produced an under-
standably strong reaction in Brazil, undercutting those, including
their President, who are willing to support constructive efforts
against missile proliferation and who seek a more cooperative rela-
tionship with the United States.

When the President of Brazil visits the United States next week,
we will use the opportunity to further strengthen our nonprolifera-
tion objectives.

In sum, we do not believe that this episode compromised U.S. ef-
forts in proliferation control or other areas. Nevertheless, we are
working to prevent a recurrence of a similar situation.

I would add, Mr. Chairman, that the proliferation control initia-
tive which I mentioned earlier will be of significant help in catch-
ing items such as this, but even items that we cannot think of if
you tried that might occur in the future and go not to even a pro-
gram such as this but to even-to a project of actual serious con-
cern.

Thank you.
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Senator BINGAMAN. Your statement about why the decision wasmade to go forward assumed that the original license had beengranted.
Ms. VERVILLE. That is correct. It was.
Senator BINGAMAN. My question was, why was the granting ofthe original-was the granting of the original license a mistake? Ifyou had to do that again, would you have granted the original li-cense?
Ms. VERVILLE. The granting of the original license occurred onthe basis of the policies and the laws that were in effect. It was notthe provision of hardware, and it was not the provision of technolo-

gy, and therefore the license was granted and there were no irregu-larities in its being granted. It was perfectly consistent with U.S.
policy.

It was a situation in which something that looking at-looking atit now in hindsight, and after the event, we have determined we donot want to do in the future so I would not characterize it as a mis-take. I would say that our policy has evolved. Our policy hasevolved becauso an iti-ii Lhat was not considered earlier came to be
an issue and we responded to it.

Senator BINGAMAN. Was there consultation with other agenciesbefore that original license was granted?
Ms. VERVILLE. I think I would like to call on Mr. Duelfer whoseoffice was involved.
Mr. DUELFER. The heat treatment of the rocket bodies is not ahigh-technology or sophisticated process. Nothing which we impart-ed to the rocket bodies was something which the Brazilians did notalready know or know how to do. It was a question of whether theyhad the facility to cook these things according to a certain scale.
So when the licensing officer reviewed this case, he saw noexport of technology or equipment having to do with missile relat-ed hardware.
I think it draws attention to where you draw the line in terms ofsupport to a potential proliferation problem. As has been men-tioned, if you export screws or wire, you know, potentially that willaid a proliferating country.
Indeed, the licensing process worked the way it should, but thisbecame a symbol, if you will, because it said that we allowed thoseto go out of the country. But in the future we will not continuethat process.
Senator BINGAMAN. Getting back to my question, did State con-sult with any other agency before deciding to grant the original li-cense?
Mr. DUELFER. Before granting the original license, I do not thinkthat the working level parties in either of the other agencies,

either Commerce or Defense, were consulted.
Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask Mr. Sokolski; is it your view thatthe granting of this license for these seven casings was something

that occurred as it should have or should the Department of De-fense have been consulted?
Mr. SOKOLSKI. We believe the Department of Defense and theother agencies needed to be consulted, and when they were in theproper form, there was a call for a suspension of the license.
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Senator BINGAMAN. But that was after the decision was made to
grant the original license.

Mr. SOKOLSKI. That was in June.
Senator BINGAMAN. And the decision to grant the original li-

cense was when?
Mr. SOKOLSKI. I believe October.
Senator BINGAMAN. October of last year?
Mr. SOKOLSKI. Correct.
Senator BINGAMAN. So there was a period of some 8 or 9 months

between the decision to grant the original license and the consulta-
tion with the Department of State?

Mr. SOKOLSKI. Correct.
Senator BINGAMAN. Between Defense and State.
Mr. SOKOLSKI. Defense, State, and the other agencies. The MTAG

has all of the key agencies that review missile tech. It does precise-
ly the kind of review that is needed. It has Commerce on it. It has
the intelligence agencies. It has all of the agencies, not just De-
fense.

EXPORTING FURNACES TO IRAQ

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask about the decision that was made
to go forward with the furnaces. I guess that hasn't been finalized,
but that is a Department of Commerce decision; now, am I correct?

Mr. LEMUNYON. The decision on the furnaces is that they will
not be exported to Iraq.

Senator BINGAMAN. And that is final?
Mr. LEMUNYON. That is final. We have a trade embargo with

Iraq.
Senator BINGAMAN. We are sending nothing to Iraq.
Mr. LEMUNYON. That is correct.
Ms. VERVILLE. Mr. Chairman, I just want to say if I am not incor-

rect, I believe that decision was made prior to Iraq's invasion of
Kuwait.

Mr. LEMUNYON. That is correct.
Ms. VERVILLE. That was in July.
Senator BINGAMAN. Am I correct also that Commerce initially

determined to go forward with furnaces?
Mr. LEMUNYON. The Commerce Department, as I indicated earli-

er, will provide a detailed chronology to the subcommittee on this
in writing. It was requested by the exporter that Commerce classify
this particular furnace to determine whether it is on the control
list that we maintain. It was our judgment that this particular fur-
nace, due to its specifications and performance characteristics, was
not on the Commerce Department control list.

However, in so notifying the exporter we indicated, as we always
indicate when items are found not to be on the control list, that
there are other obligations in our regulations dealing with nuclear
concerns in other countries. In particular it has been our export
control policy for a number of years that U.S. companies not do
business with people making nuclear bombs in other countries,
even to the point of not selling Scotch tape and paper clips. That is
as far as we go.
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When it came to our attention, and collectively to the attention
of the other agencies, that in fact this end user was of concern, the
company was so notified. The company, I suppose, had the option
of then coming for a license which Commerce would have denied.
But during that period of time, we imposed the trade embargo with
Iraq. So the case is now overtaken by that.

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask, because I am confused here. I
have a document in front of me called-on the stationery of the
U.S. Department of Commerce that says, quote, "Consarc chronolo-
gy," end quote.

Mr. LEMUNYON. Right.
Senator BINGAMAN. It goes on right up through the meeting Con-

sarc representatives had with Commerce officials on July 31 of this
year, and then it says, quote, "On August 2, 1990, Consarc in-
formed Commerce that in light of the President's sanctions against
Iraq," quote-this was because Iraq had just invaded Kuwait,
quote-"it would not proceed at that time with the license applica-
tion " nquite

Mr. LEMUNYON. Right.
Senator BINGAMAN. So that is how the thing terminated. It was

not Commerce saying, "No way. We are not going to do this."
Mr. LEMUNYON. In effect, in July, as I think, if you have the

same chronology I have on the-just ahead of that, we indicated
that because of concerns with the end user, the export would re-
quire a license. I think it was understood that had one been applied
for, it would have been denied, but prior to the time the company
came in with a license, the trade embargo with Iraq took effect.

Senator BINGAMAN. It says here on July 31 Consarc representa-
tives met with Commerce officials to discuss their intention tosubmit the necessary license applications.

Mr. LEMUNYON. Right.
Senator BINGAMAN. Then they said on August 2 that they would

back off because Iraq had just invaded Kuwait.
Mr. LEMUNYON. Right.

INTERAGENCY COOPERATION

Senator BINGAMAN. I guess the point I am trying to get at here,
it sounds as though we may lack the necessary level of interagency
cooperation that is needed to make the correct decision in a timely
manner.

Is that something that any of you would agree with or disagree
with, or do you think that we have excellent cooperation between
the agencies now?

Mr. LEMUNYON. I think as a general statement we have excel-lent and increasingly good cooperation between the agencies onthis particular item which-furnaces as a general category being ofnuclear concern. We consult with the nuclear weapons experts
here in the United States at the Department of Energy, and we
continue to do that and have done that through the CoCom
changes to make sure that the clear controls remain intact and are
published in the accurate form.
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Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask Mr. Sokolski. You said, as I un-
derstand it, that the Department of Defense did not have any au-
thority to deny furnaces unless it was on nuclear grounds.

Mr. SOKOLSKI. That is a little over broad, but as a practical
matter the ability to deny these furnaces without going all the way
to the President turned on what its application was.

I think initially most of our attention was focused on the aero-
space application of the furnaces. When it became clear in my
mind that that authority turned on its nuclear application, I start-
ed looking at the patent and my staff did, and we went also the
Energy Department and worked with DTSAA.

Senator BINGAMAN. Can you tell me about DTSAA?
Mr. SOKOLSKI. Defense Trade and Security Agency Administra-

tion fields the licenses that State sends as a result of legal obliga-
tions to consult, but it depends in the first instance on State get-
ting notice. In this case it was a Commerce case, and frankly, we
found out about this by a tipoff to DTSAA and also in the news.

At that point we started to investigate to find out what these fur-
naces were, what they could do, whether there was a concern.

Senator BINGAMAN. Isn't there a problem when the Department
of Defense finds out about these things by virtue of a tipoff or
something in the news? I mean, shouldn't there be a better system
for getting information?

Mr. SOKOLSKI. Certainly. In the motor cases I can assure you that
had we learned about these earlier, just like the furnaces, we have
a very different view about the significance of these things, and we
would have--

Senator BINGAMAN. And your view is that those should not be
exported?

Mr. SOKOLSKI. We made very clear that we did not think that
those items should be exported.

Senator BINGAMAN. So if you had known about them earlier, you
would have interposed an objection.

Mr. SOKOLSKI. We did when we found out in both cases.
Senator BINGAMAN. What do we need to do to get you folks in-

formed in time that you can interpose objections in a timely
manner?

Mr. SOKOLSKI. I suspect that Mr. LeMunyon is correct that the
amount of cooperation is increasing and that--

Senator BINGAMAN. I am sure it is, but we are all getting older,
too. [Laughter.]

Mr. LEMUNYON. If I may interject, Mr. Chairman, as I indicated
earlier, there is an interagency group that meets at least twice a
month to examine all missile technology cases. A separate group is
focused, I believe, in statute, the Subcommittee on Nuclear Export
Control, to review all nuclear export cases. They meet, I believe, no
less frequently than once every 3 weeks to review respectively all
missile and all nuclear applications.

Each of our agencies and others, including the intelligence com-
munity, has a seat at those tables.

Senator BINGAMAN. Why is the initial license or decision made in
October with regard to these casings, and Mr. Sokolski finds out
about it next June if you are meeting every 2 weeks?
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Mr. DUELFER. I can comment on that since you are headed at the
missile bodies. The licensing officer makes a judgment on each li-
cense which crosses his desk, whether it does meet the MTCR crite-
ria. In this case he made a judgment that it did not, and he
thought that it did, and there is agreement that this rocket body
case did not, but in the cases where-then it gets reviewed by this
committee. Interagency players cannot review every conceivable li-
cense.

Senator BINGAMAN. So this is one that would not be brought up
at such a meeting?

Mr. DUELFER. That is correct.
Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask--
Mr. SOKOLSKI. Excuse me. I have to disagree.
Senator BINGAMAN. Please do.
Mr. SOKOLSKI. We look in that group, we look at all items, even

many things that have to be approved because they do not, in fact,
accede MTCR thresholds, and in fact that license eventually didcnm~ j~ th ~*++~ ,~ .i.. iA r4 ---. I . .com-ef n the attention of th AG, tuiu when it did there was a
decision to suspend the license.

Senator BINGAMAN. But it did not come to the attention of
MTAG? What does that stand for?

Mr. SOKOLSKI. Missile Technology Advisory Group.
Senator BINGAMAN. It did not come to the attention of MTAG

until June which was 8 or 9 months after the decision to grant the
license had been made.

Mr. SOKOLSKI. Correct, and when the decision was made to sus-
pend that license, it took approximately 2 or more weeks before the
firm was notified to cease work.

Senator BINGAMAN. So once the decision was made, there was
still a 2-week delay before the firm was notified to cease work on
the casings.

Mr, SOKOLSKI. Correct.
Senator BINGAMAN. It sounds like a lot of slippage in this proc-

ess. Let me ask: Does the Department of Defense have a list of
cases during the last few years where the Department of Defense
has raised objections, has stated clearly that they did not believe
an export should occur-and then the export went ahead and oc-
curred?

Mr. SOKOLSKI. I would have to get back to you on that.
Senator BINGAMAN. You do not know of any such cases?
Mr. SOKOLSKI. We do not as a general matter keep records ofwhat we do and do not approve and where our counsel is taken or

not.
I am sure if you had a specific set of questions and time periods,

we could produce a list for the different time periods.
Senator BINGAMAN. Let's say for the last 3 years. If you could

give us a list, that would be very helpful, of those cases where DOD
officials have advised the Commerce Department that certain
items-

Mr. SOKOLSKI. I would have to--
Senator BINGAMAN. I am not talking about in the meeting. I am

saying that once Commerce had approved something for export,
Defense had interposed an objection.
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Mr. SOKOLSKI. I think it would be helpful if we had some delimi-
tation because as a practical matter there are tens of thousands of
cases. It you could focus on a country or something of that charac-
ter, perhaps-but even then there is a question of that deliberative
process of the executive.

Mr. LEMUNYON. Mr. Chairman, if I might venture an attempt to
help.

Senator BINGAMAN. Sure.
Mr. LEMUNYON. Slightly over a year ago the House Foreign Af-

fairs Committee inquired on the question of Commerce and Defense
recommendations on exports to Iraq going back to 1985, wanting to
look into questions of whether Commerce had licensed exports im-
properly or over the objections of the Department of Defense.

We were able to supply that committee with some information. I
would need to talk to some of the people back in Commerce regard-
ing the details. I

There are, as you know, some confidentiality provisions related
to disclosure of that information, but I can report to you that, as a
result of the committee inquiry, and with a subsequent followup by
the General Accounting Office, no errors were found. I can think of
two cases dating from 1986 where it was found that the Depart-
ment of Commerce licensed exports over DOD objections, but they
were later reconciled in 1987 when we put the Missile Technology
Control Regime into place. I think there is a letter on the record to
the House Foreign Affairs Committee concurring with that assess-
ment from the Department of Defense.

Ms. VERVILLE. Mr. Chairman, if I might add something here?
Senator BINGAMAN. Yes.
Ms. VERVILLE. I think that one can address an issue such as the

rocket casings as a process issue, but I don't think it is a process
issue.

There are literally thousands of license applications that come
into the U.S. Government, and some of them even though they are
not on lists may be discussed, but every single one cannot be dis-
cussed.

I think what is at bottom here is that the application which was
not from a company but which was from a foreign government to
provide a service with regard to its own-its own equipment was
processed in a reasonable and normal way in full accord with the
law, the regulations, and the policy that existed. We controlled
equipment and technology. What was done to Brazilian property in
this case was not-was not according to U.S. policy at the time con-
trolled, and there may be many other parallels of items that are
both tangible and processes that are not controlled.

I think that what has happened in the past year is that there
has been an evolution of policy, and we are moving in advance of
the Iraqi crisis to tighten our controls, and we are doing it in mul-
tilateral groups, and we are doing it domestically.

I think that we don't have a process problem here.
Senator BINGAMAN. Don't we have a process problem in that you

don't think these casings were controlled and the Department of

I See submission for the hearing record beginning on p. 58.
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Defense does think they were controlled, and when the Department
of Defense got to comment on it, they said, "Wait. We object," so
that is a process problem to an extent, isn't it, if we don't have
agreement within our government as to what is controlled?

Ms. VERVILLE. I am reluctant to get into the views taken by par-
ticular agencies, but I would certainly note that the decision to go
forward with the return of the seven rocket casings was taken with
full interagency review, and the decision was taken at very high
levels, and every individual doesn't always agree with every deci-
sion that is made, but that is the way that this decision was made.

Senator BINGAMAN. I understand that at the high levels they de-
cided to go forward with the 7 and denied licenses to the remaining
11 because there were 18 ordered.

Ms. VERVILLE. That is correct.
Senator BINGAMAN. As I understand it, but it is difficult to rec-

oncile to the uneducated like myself why a decision to go forward
with 7 makes good sense if we are also going to deny a license to
the other 11 except to say, "We have already made the decision.
We don't want to back out of it," and I understand that as an ex-
planation, but I think that what is reflected in that final conclu-
sion is that you have one decision prevailing at the time the
seven-the license for the seven was granted, and you have a dif-
ferent position prevailing today which indicates maybe evolution of
policy, maybe lack of agreement between agencies.

Ms. VERVILLE. I think what also happens and can happen is that
an item simply isn't thought about. It hasn't been there because it
hasn't occurred, and this can happen both with advancing technol-
ogy and it can also happen just by circumstance that some process
or some item that has not been asked for before is asked for, and it
hasn't made its way onto a list.

I think that hindsight is always helpful, but I think we do have a
problem of generic categories that we are trying to address with
the new controls that we are working on because I think, as you
pointed out, Mr. Chairman, how can you keep any list totally up to
date every moment?

So I think we are trying to get to a combination of strategies
here to deal with what is a very difficult problem.

THE UNDERLYING POLICY ISSUES

Senator BINGAMAN. I guess there is sort of an underlying policy
issue that I detect in all of this, and that is whether we should be
aiding the space launch vehicle and the ICBM programs that Brazil
has in place, and I guess you are saying that-I pick it up that the
Department of Defense thinks we should not be aiding that space
launch vehicle, ICBM program, and State thinks we should, so
someone at a high level in government said, "We will split the dif-
ference and give them seven casings and not more."

Is that basically what happened?
Ms. VERVILLE. I don't think that is what happened at all. I think

what happened is that a license was granted under policies that
were certainly well known to all agencies and agreed. It was
known what was on the list. This was something that had not oc-
curred before, and when it was reviewed it was determined that
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items which were the property of Brazil and which had gone
through a process which had been completed pursuant to an appli-
cation made in good faith by Brazil, was something that we were
not going to stop. We were not going to seize the property of Brazil
and refuse to return it. We could not detreat or untreat these
items.

At the same time, looking at the remaining ones, although a li-
cense had previously been granted, we determined not to go for-
ward because we did not want even the appearance that we might
indirectly be aiding.

If I could answer the second part of the question, the Depart-
ment of State certainly supports and fully supports the present
policy regarding foreign space launch vehicle programs. We don't
categorically-U.S. policy doesn't categorically prohibit assistance
to foreign space programs, and the MTCR guidelines are not de-
signed to impede national space programs.

Our aim, however, is to prevent transfers that carry a risk of ma-
terial contribution to ballistic missiles development, and our policy
decisions in this field have been marked by restraint in the export-
ing technology that contributes or might contribute to foreign SLB
programs and missile programs. That restraint remains in force.
Our policy antagonizes countries such as Brazil and India, and it is
also not adhered to in as pure a form by our other MTCR partners.

Our policy is currently under review in government to ensure
that it is up to date and it is valid, but the State Department does
support the administration's policy.

Senator BINGAMAN. Is that consistent with the policy you read,
Mr. Sokolski?

Mr. SOKOISKI. It was because of that policy that Defense dis-
agreed with State in the disposition of motor casings that are cate-
gory 2 items. Although the service was not covered, the casings
that left were finished rocket motors, and it was because of that
and because of our consistent opposition to assisting the Brazilian
BLS program that we found that to be inconsistent.

Now, when it became clear that the rocket motor casings had, in
fact, been hardened, that presented a new reality, and that is why
there was interagency agreement on the final decision, but prior to
that, many weeks prior to that, we had protested and made clear
our concerns given existing policy that this particular license
should not have been granted and should be revamped.

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask Mr. LeMunyon to respond to Mr.
Milhollin's statement that you are the wrong people to be in
charge of this, that you have both a responsibility for promoting
exports and for denying exports, and that those functions should
better be separated, and that a logical thing to do would be to leave
you with the export promotion role bout not the export denial role.
How do you respond to that?

Mr. LEMUNYON. The issue is not a new one, and, in fact, in the
early 1980's leading up to the amendments in 1985 to the Export
Administration Act, Congress wrestled with that question. As a
result of its consideration, Congress separated the export control
functions in the Department of Commerce from the trade promo-
tion functions.
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We at one time were all under the International Trade Adminis-
tration. A new Bureau of Export Administration was created whosesole purpose is trade control, not trade promotion, and BEA is thefocal point for the licenses coming in and licenses going out.

Obviously, as we have indicated today, where there is expertisein other agencies, Energy, Defense, and elsewhere, we try to bring
that expertise to bear as quickly as possible in one place so thatlicensing decisions can be made.

But it is not a new issue, and I think that Congress satisfactorily
addressed it in statute.

COULD TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER BE HANDLED BY A COCOM-TYPE
ORGANIZATION?

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask each of you that would like to, tocomment on the suggestion that we need something akin to aCoCom to deal with this problem of technology transfer between
North and South; that, in fact, we don't have anybody whose full-time job-we don't have nl organization whose full-time job it is tocommunicate among the countries that are trying to accomplish
this restriction and restraint on technology, and that something
like that has to occur if we are going to seriously deal with thisproblem.

Mr. Sokolski, do you have a view on that?
Mr. SOKOLSKI. I would like to defer to State on that diplomatic

issue and then perhaps comment, but I believe that State's viewsand Defense's views may be similar, and I would prefer to have thediplomatic lead.
Senator BINGAMAN. Ms. Verville, did you have a position onwhether we should be urging the allies to join with us in something

akin to CoCom to deal with North-South technology transfer?
Ms. VERVILLE. Mr. Chairman, it is an interesting question thatyou pose. Of course, the different proliferation concerns that wehave-nuclear, chemical, and missile-start from different legalbases and different assumptions.
However, there certainly is extensive expertise in CoCom itselfthat has developed over the years, and I think we are considering

now whether there may be ways that we can draw on it to be help-ful in our nonproliferation exercises.
We do, however, have different organizations that are already es-tablished. We are working within them now to strengthen them, tostrengthen not only the export control systems that they have butto strengthen their effectiveness and to expand their membership

so that it is not simply a North-South problem but really a problemof the world against proliferators, and I think that we now have,certainly with Iraq, worldwide sanctions-which is a majorachievement, and I think that in terms of structures for the futurewe are looking at the problem. We are looking to see whether thereis anything more or better that can be done structurally.
But as the avenue of first attack, so to speak, we are workingvery hard to strengthen each of the organizations that deal withproliferation and to branch out to many Third World countries totry and build truly international effective standards.
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Senator BINGAMAN. I guess I understand your answer to be that
no, our government is not urging our allies to establish anything
like a CoCom arrangement to facilitate the interruption of technol-
ogy flow between North and South.

Ms. VERVILLE. Well, I think we are considering whether anything
further of a structural nature needs to be done, but in working to
strengthen the groups we are, as we have mentioned in the MTCR,
we are having technical groups where we are having more frequent
communication, and I think that we are working to build these
particular organizations to make them more effective, and if that is
CoCom-like-I am not sure what that phrase means-I am-
CoCom--

Senator BINGAMAN. There is no contemplation that you are
aware of in our government that we should have a permanent
office or organization whose job it is to coordinate our activities
with other countries in this area?

Ms. VERVILLE. I think we are, as I said, working in these organi-
zations to institutionalize them further. They now both have what
could be called permanent secretariats for the first time, and there
are easy repositories in each of the organizations for centralization
of information and for ensuring closer coordination, and I think
the question of whether we should use CoCom or have a CoCom-
like organization is, I should say, just being considered, and that
we have not formed any definitive views on the subject.

Senator BINGAMAN. Mr. Sokolski, Mr. LeMunyon, either one of
you? Mr. Sokolski first.

Mr. SOKOISKI. I think what Ms. Verville is pointing to is an im-
portant point which is the CoCom exercise had a very clear idea of
what the problem was and what the problem destinations were.
Some of the problems with proliferate nations are a lot more sensi-
tive. They include some friends of ours. Some of the proliferate na-
tions are not, clearly, potential adversaries, but indeed some of
them are actually friendly if not allies. That is what is of concern
is that we not take CoCom in, simply end destinations. The concern
of doing that is that it might weaken our ability to strengthen
these new organizations to get them to a point where they can per-
form like CoCom.

So the reason that we are considering these issues is because
there is attention. What we need to do, and I think what Ms. Ver-
ville was emphasizing, was the need to strengthen quickly and pur-
posefully the proliferation organization so that they do operate as
efficiently as possible, much like CoCom does with its more direct
tasks.

That said, the proposal to actually use CoCom is apparently
being considered.

Senator BINGAMAN. It seems hard to use CoCom. CoCom was set
up to keep technology from going to the Soviet Union, primarily,
and Eastern Europe, and now we are talking about instituting an
effective mechanism which presumably the Soviet Union and East-
ern Europe need to participate in in order for it to be effective, so I
don't know how there is anything left of CoCom's original mission.

If you get them all in there and say, "OK, we have another prob-
lem"-so I really wonder if you can take an organization set up for
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one purpose and turn it around 180 degrees and say, "OK. That job
is done. Let's do something different."

Mr. SOKOLSKI. That and the items that are being decontrolled
from CoCom are precisely the ones that need to be controlled in
these other groups so there are tensions.

Ms. VERVILLE. But we also need to consider whether the kinds of
things that it did and does and will do in the future are the kinds
of things that are directly helpful in the proliferation area, and do
we need a new organization or do we need to strengthen the ones
we have? Those are the kinds of issues that we are looking at, not
necessarily directly using CoCom, but when you say CoCom-like,
are there functions that it has carried out that could be helpful,
that could be useful, and I think that we are going to be looking at
those, at those things, as we work very hard to strengthen the or-
ganizations that now exist and that are, in fact, expanding and im-
proving.

Senator BINGAMAN. Mr. LeMunyon, did you have a comment on
d li_,nL111b.!

Mr. LEMUNYON. I think your idea of just a moment ago is the
real issue. It would be awkward to have the Soviets at the table at
CoCom while we are discussing what we want to be selling to them
and what we shouldn't be selling to them. I think, separate from
that, the issue of combining activities like the Australia group, the
missile tech group, maybe other countries that participate in other
areas, is something that is certainly not imminent, but my own
view is probably coming someday if for no other reason that those
of us in this business in the international community keep showing
up at different meetings around the world, talking in one case in
Ottawa about missiles, another case in Australia about chemicals.
We wonder over dinner a lot that if we had just one big group, we
wouldn't have to go to so many meetings.

And so if no other reason, this practical reason, I have a feeling
that day is coming. But the real concern, or the real issue, is that
some of the countries that have agreed to participate in chemical
controls are less willing to participate today on missile controls.
You have other countries doing a different thing on nuclear con-
trols; still yet another group in CoCom. So it is rounding up all
these countries and getting them to participate in all of these con-
trols that would be the problem.

I think my view would be to make sure that the control regimes,
although separate today, are effective. Increasing their effective-
ness should be a higher priority rather than worrying about what
the organization ought to be. That is probably something that will
come but ought to be a second order priority.

CONCLUSION

Senator BINGAMAN. All right. Let me just make a short state-
ment, and then I think that we will conclude the hearing. I want to
thank everybody for testifying.

This is the first hearing that the subcommittee has held on this
issue. We may well have some additional ones later in this Con-
gress. It is clear to me that we do need to do a better job of articu-
lating and implementing our export control policy in each of these
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areas: nuclear missile technology, chemical, biological weapons
technology, the proliferation of all of those into the developing
world. I think CoCom has long been the principal clearinghouse to
regulate the transfer of technology from West to East, and as we
move to decontrol items from the CoCom list, in light of the
changes in the Soviet Union and the Eastern bloc, I do think that
we run the danger, the very real danger, of allowing the prolifera-
tion of destabilizing weapons in the developing world to run un-
checked.

Within our own government the major control regimes, the non-
proliferation treaty, Missile Technology Control Regime and the
Australian group on the control of chemical and biological weap-
ons, I think that they are all implemented through different
agency mechanisms, and I feel there are varying degrees of success
at that. International coordination of each of these regimes is done
separately, and again with varying degrees of success, and despite
the recent addition of several allies to the Missile Technology Con-
trol Regime, the annex that they are working off of has not been
expanded or updated since it was first agreed to in 1987, and we
don't have any real, established mechanism for regular review and
consultation on that annex and that regime.

There are not multilateral enforcement mechanisms or clearing-
houses for North-South proliferation controls such as we have in
place with CoCom.

I hope that the administration, although there has been a strong
series of statements from the administration about the problem of
proliferation, I have not seen the kind of followthrough with a
clear policy in this direction. I think senior level management at-
tention is lacking. Nonproliferation policy consistently seems to
take a back seat to our bilateral diplomatic concerns, most obvious-
ly in the case of Iraq, until very recently.

I hope by the time we have another hearing we can see some
progress in these areas, specifically the annex to the MTCR I hope
can be updated and expanded to include production equipment.
There can be quarterly meetings of technical experts, and that
working with the European Community, we can put in place both
legislative and regulatory frameworks to deal with this prolifera-
tion of nuclear missile, chemical, and biological weapons technol-
ogies.

I do think it is an extremely important issue. It is one that we
have neglected for far too long. It is too important to allow bureau-
cratic infighting to interfere with our ability to implement policy
or to make policy, and I think it is too important for us not to show
the leadership that this country is obviously called on to show, to
implement international controls.

The rhetoric that we have heard from the President and the Vice
President, I am sure, is sincere, but we need to work hard to
ensure that it is actually implemented in practice. Again, I thank
all of the witnesses. I think that we have had a useful hearing, and
as we decide what additional hearings are necessary, we will un-
doubtedly be in touch with you and continue with this in the
future.

Thank you all very much.
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[Whereupon, at 12:17 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject
to the call of the Chair.]

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record by Mr. LeMunyon:]
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The following chro-nology sets forth the Commerce involvement in

the CONSARC attempt to export furnaces to Iraq. It should be

noted that it was not until July 1990 that information was

obtained concerning the Possibility of this equipment being used

in connection with sensitive nuclear activities in Iraq. when

such evidence was presented, Commerce moved immediately to ensure

that no export of the furnaces would take place.

On March 16, 1989, CONSARC wrote to the Deparment of Comerce

requesting an advisory opinion on items it proposed to ship to the

Hinistr! o f Indust_ y and Minerals in Iraq to be used for materials

research and development and to make "titanium castings to be used

for medical prosthesis. " CONSA;C's proposed sale included general

purpose induction furnaces used to melt metals at high
tamperature.

CONSARC did not mention in its letter any possible nuclear

acolication. In conversations with Commerce officials, CONSARC

did mention that certain metals that could be used in nuclear

applications could be melted in the furnaces, even though the

equipment was not large enough to be a production furnace. But

CONSARC stated that there was no indication that the furnaces

would be used for nuclear applications, and Commerce had no

information indicating such use.

On May 6, 1989, Commerce informed CONSARC that two of the furnaces

would need individual validated export licenses and that, under

existing regulations, the export of the other two furnaces would

not require prior government approval. All exports remained

subject to regulations prohibiting exports where the exporter has

reason to know that the item would be used for sensitive nuclear

purposes.

On May 10, 1989, CONSARC supplied commerce with additional

technical information on the two furnaces that Commerce had stated

would require licenses. This information supported CONSARC S

position that no licenses were required. Again, there was no

indication that the furnaces would be used in sensitive nuclear
applications.
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On June 19, 1989, baseid on the additional tachnical information
provided by CONSARC, Commerce determined that none of the furnaces
was included on the control lists for national security, foreign
policy, missile proliferation, or nuclear proliferation reasons.
Commerce notified CONSARC that this determination was subject to
prohibitions against exports where the exporter has reason to know
the item will be used for sensitive nuclear purposes. The
Commerce Department has not approved and would not approve a
license for sensitive nuclear uses in Iraq.

On July 14, 1989, CONSARC provided Commerce with documentation
from the Iraqi end user and the Iraqi Government stating that the
equipment was to be used for work in material science technology.
The letter from the Iraqi Ministry of Industry and Minerals
states, in part, that the furnaces would not "be used for nuclear
applications."

On June 27, 1990, the Customs Service detained the CONSARC
furnaces before they could be shipped to Iraq.

A- -ndi cated abhnw- the CONSARC furnaces were not subject to U.S.
controls. In addition, the Administration (based upon the
assessment of the Department of Defense and Joint Chiefs of Staff)
and its COCOM allies eliminated effective as of July 1, 1990
controls on all industrial furnaces, including furnaces that are
more sophisticated than the CONSARC equipment.

On July 13, 1990, a Commerce engineer and special agent visited
CONSARC to examine the equipment. As a result of this visit, it
was reconfirmed that the furnaces did not fall within the scope of
existing USG export controls. The Commerce engineer mentioned
that the only reason for control would be if the items were
destined for a sensitive nuclear use. CONSARC again stated that
the end use was materials research and the production of medical
prostheses.'

During the week of July 16, 1990, interagency meetings were held
to review the proposed sale of the furnaces. The State Deparxment
confirmed that the furnaces were not controlled as munitions
items.- Coerce pointed out that the furnaces ware not controlled
by Commerce regulations unless they wore intended for sensitive
nuclear uses. Commerce requested additional information on
possible sensitive nuclear uses of the equipment in Iraq.

41-636 0 - 92 - 3
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On July 19, 1990, the Administration obtained additional
information indicating that the furnaces might be used in
sensitive nuclear activities by Iraq. Commerce immediately
directed that the company apuly for an individual validated export
license and informed the coimany that it could not ship the
furnaces without such a license. Commerce informed Customs of
this decision and asked that the furnaces not be released for
export.

On July 31, 1990, CONSARC representatives met with Commerce
officials to discuss their intention to submit the necessary
licanse application. At this meeting, CONSARC repeated its
content-on that the intended end use of the furnaces was not
related to sensitive nuclear activities.

On August 2, 1990, CONSARC informed Commerce that in light of the
President's sanctions againsz I-aq it would not proceed at that
t;me with the license application.

With respect to the broader issue of Commerce's licensing
practices toward Iraq, consistent with Administration policy,
Commerce refers two-thirds of all applications for review by
Defense and State and has not approved any applications to Iraq
contrary to U.S. missile and nuclea2 non-proliferation controls.
This was recently verified by the General Accounting Office of the
Congress following a review of more than four years of licensing
data, the GAO noted in its conclusion that it:

...did not find that any xiT= (Missile Technology Control
Regime] restrictad items had been approved for the export to
Iraq since the effective date of the MSR.-

Because of its concern with the proliferation of nuclear capable
ballistic missiles and based on its belief that the export
controls in place since 1987 needed updating, the Commerce
Deparxent, in the fall of 19a9, instituted a technical review by
Bureau of Export Administration engineers of the control lists.
The State Departzent is currently discussing the list revisions
with our Allies to ensure that its modernization will be carried
out in a multilateral fashion.

On April 3, 1990, all export licenses to Iraq were made subject to
more stringent reviews.

On August 2, 1990, all export licenses to Iraq were suspended.

Dated: September 7, 1990



ARMS TRADE AND NONPROLIFERATION

TUESDAY, APRIL 23,1991

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
SUBCOMMiTTEE ON TECHNOLOGY AND NATIONAL SECURITY

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE.

Washington, DC.

Tne subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
SH-216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Jeff Bingaman (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Bingaman, and Representatives Armey and Stark.
Also present: Richard F Kaufman, general counsel; and Mark

Forman, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BINGAMAN,
CHAIRMAN

Senator BINGAMAN. Why don't we go ahead and get started. There are
lots of hearings taking place in the Senate this morning, and I think our
best bet is just to proceed, and if other Senators can come, we'll
welcome them at that time.

This hearing is the second in a series that we began last September
on issues related to the spread of sensitive technologies involving
nuclear weapons, chemical and biological weapons, and missile delivery
vehicles for such weapons.

In the previous hearing, we dealt mostly with U.S. and multilateral
export controls on sensitive weapons technologies. That hearing
confirmed the existence of considerable disarray in the export license
processes and in the policies that guide them. Steps have been taken
recently to improve the processes, and we'll hear testimony this morning
on the adequacy of those steps.

Today we are going to broaden the inquiry somewhat to examine
basic policies about nonproliferation, in addition to the function of the
export control system. We want to learn more about our efforts to
convince other nations to slow the spread of sensitive weapons
technologies, and the priority that the administration gives to nonprolif-
eration compared to other concerns; such as foreign policy and export
promotion, including the promotion of arms sales to developing nations.

(61)
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The Congressional Research Service recently completed a report at
my request on our nonproliferation policies. That report states:
"Strategic and economic interests have at times prevailed over nonprolif-
eration considerations, as in the case of Pakistan and Iraq. Trade policies
designed to enhance the competitiveness of U.S. business in the global
marketplace can be expected to conflict with robust export control
policies."

The report also finds that no strategy can be leak proof. Export
controls will play a central role in this decade in order to buy time to
deal with proliferation concerns, but export controls alone are clearly not
sufficient.

We must also be prepared to employ incentives and sanctions, as
well as arms control and diplomatic initiatives to reduce the underlying
motivating factors in regional arms races.

Clearly, initiatives, some very significant ones, have been taken by
this country. Of course, the United States was the first to initiate efforts
to limit the spread of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons, and
ballistic missiles. By far the most comprehensive controls of other
nations, including some of our NATO allies, do not come close to the
standards we have set.

We have led the way to multilateral arrangements, such as the
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, the Nuclear Suppliers Group, the
Australia Group, and the Missile Technology Control Regime. That does
not change the fact that our export controls appear to still lack coher-
ence.

There are many shortcomings in the interagency coordination
necessary to implement them, and the multilateral cooperation with other
countries is inadequate. Too many sensitive weapons technologies have
slipped through our own net and those of others, and in this business
almost clearly is not good enough.

President Kennedy once warned that we faced a future in which 15
to 25 nations might have nuclear weapons. Today, I count 17 nations
that have or are reported to be taking steps toward acquiring these
weapons.

What needs to be of concern to us today is that the diffusion of
sensitive weapons continues and may be accelerating. Our experience
with Iraq should teach us how costly it can become when sensitive
weapons technologies spread.

Thankfully, Iraq did not use biological or chemical weapons. But its
missiles, coupled with the threat of chemical warheads, proved a
horrible weapon of psychological terror. A nuclear threat in Saddan's
hands obviously would have been far worse. Unless steps are taken in
the near future to reverse present trends, the 1990s may become known
as the decade of proliferation crises.,

The first panel is made up of Richard Clarke, the Assistant Secretary
for Politico-Military Affairs in the Department of State; Mr. James
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LeMunyon, the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Export Administration in
the Department of Commerce; and Mr. Henry Sokolski, the Deputy for
Nonproliferation to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International
Security Affairs.

Let me refer also to some charts that we have had prepared-a series
of charts to demonstrate different facets of the proliferation problem (see
charts on following page).
All of them are based on published sources in the open literature. The

reason for this is that the Government still considers much of the
information about countries that have, or are in the process of acquiring,
weapons of mass destruction to be classified. This strikes me as an
unusual policy in light of all that has been published in the open press,
but it would seem, in my view, to make sense to let everyone know
exactly which countries have or are attempting to get these weapons.

The charts need to be explained. The first one is totally incompre-
hensible from that distance; it is verv small, n.d ! hope folks have
handouts that have the chart on it. I have one here. It illustrates how
many countries already have acquired weapons of mass destruction.
What we have done is to take a variety of published sources and
indicate each point at which one of those published public sources lists
either chemical, biological, nuclear or ballistic missiles being possessed
by one of the countries listed on the left-hand side of the chart.

There are a total of 37 countries listed on the chart. In a separate
series of charts, we have tried to show the high incidence of transfers
to Third World countries. Too many countries export too many sensitive
weapons and technologies to Third World countries in order for us to
depict them all on one chart or even on a limited number of charts. So
what we have done is to put together several charts showing sources of
ballistic missiles and technologies, and nuclear weapons and technolo-
gies to Iraq in particular.

We also have three other charts, which I'll just briefly refer to in case
any of the witnesses want to refer to them, that have taken Germany as
an example; because Germany has been a major supplier of sensitive
technologies (see charts on following page). That is not to suggest that
Germany is the only one, but there is a limit to how much we could get
on a chart. It shows the extent of the countries being supplied by
Germany. These charts show Third World recipients from Germany and
from Communist countries, and you can see that there are a great many
supplies going to these countries from Communist suppliers as well.
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Proliferation of Unconventional Weapons

(Countries Possessing or Attempting to Acquire Weapons)
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Senator BINGAMAN. Before I turn to Richard Clarke for his statement,
why don't I see if there are any other opening statements here.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY

Representative ARMEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have an
opening statement, and I would like to read it.

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for setting up this second
hearing on this important and timely topic. In the smoldering remains
of the Persian Gulf war, Americans have become acutely aware of the
risks to global security posed by the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction, ballistic missiles, and high-tech conventional arms. In the
Republican Views of this year's Joint Economic Committee Annual
Report, we noted that the global arms industry is growing exponentially
and, consequently, other Saddam Husseins may emerge in this decade.

Congress and the administration have given much attention to the
proliferation of nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons. These efforts
have led to many control regimes aimed at stemming the flow of missile
technology and the so-called dual use technologies-technologies that
have commercial and military applications. The Export Administration
Act and the administration's Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative
are two recent efforts to stop the flow of such technologies. More
attention needs to be paid to the proliferation of conventional weapons
carried out via markets that resemble used car lots and intermediaries
that resemble sleazy movie characters. But before Congress reacts to
recent new reports in its typical manner, there needs to be a short pause
to observe the effectiveness of recent initiatives and to assess how well
resources are focused on problem areas.

The United States and our allies spent some $50 billion conducting
a conventional war to liberate Kuwait, while Iraq's ballistic missiles
killed innocent bystanders and the threat of chemical weapons was ever
present. The Persian Gulf crisis illustrated the threat to American
interests posed by the spread of modem weaponry. Mr. Chairman, I
believe there are strong economic forces driving the proliferation of
arms.

On the demand side, there are three factors that explain why govem-
ments, insurgents, terrorists and drug cartels want arms. First, arms are
needed by governments for the legitimate purpose of self-defense, or
survival, against both external and internal threats. In dictatorships, we
need look no further than Iraq or many Communist countries to see how
this can be abused. Second, terrorist groups and drug lords want arms
as a means to achieve their illegitimate desires. Third, arms are a
political tool-they represent power, and many want them for the
purpose of affecting a regional balance of power. Saddam Hussein spent
over $30 billion per year trying to get his way in the Petsian Gulf. It
appears that dictators almost always prefer to use tanks, rather than
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dialogue, to settle differences with their neighbors and their own people.
With these strong demand-side forces, it is no wonder that arms
industries have been born in many Third World countries at the same
time the United States and Soviet Union have been reducing military
exports.

On the supply side, there are five factors that ensure that a Saddam
*Hussein can always find someone to build a new gun. First, govern-
ments export arms in order to promote specific policy objectives. We
have long supported democratic governments by sending arms to be
used for self-defense, and it is in our interest to continue to do so.
Second, foreign military sales can be a lucrative business, and, therefore,
there are many suppliers. If a buyer wants a piece of equipment, it may
be found at a company based in the United States, Germany, Argentina,
Singapore, or many other countries. The global market seems con-
strained to under 10 suppliers only for the highest technology equip-
ment, such as nuclear weapons or fighter aircraft. Third, economies of
scale force many producers and governments to find foreign buyers in
order to share overhead and start-up costs. Fourth, countries that are
involved in armed conflict will often be given new weapons to
determine the weapons' battlefield effectiveness-a real-life form of
operational testing. Defense analysts have suggested that the Soviets did
this in Afghanistan. And fifth, countries will develop an arms industry
and export arms to improve their economy and balance of trade. A study
of arms industries in Western and developing countries, which appeared
last year in the academic journal, Defense Economics, reported that
controls on arms sales would not have much effect on U.S. unem-
ploymnent, but would cause significant unemployment problems
elsewhere around the world. Hence, many countries resist such controls.

It may be clearer from the fact that our Air Force spent so much time
bombing Saddam Hussein's defense industry than from this cursory
summary of the economics of global arms trade that arms proliferation
is a multilateral problem. Congress can pass another file cabinet full of
laws to stop American exports, but that will not prevent China or others
from supplying Third World despots like Saddam Hussein. For many
years the U.S.-Soviet polarity provided order to the global arms trade,
with one bloc forming around the United States and another around the
Soviets. Many of these alignments represented the fight between
democracy and communism. Now, democracy has won the ideological
conflict, but fighting continues in many regions of the globe-fed by a
different set of suppliers. With the spread of technology and engineering
know-how around the globe, arms trading has become more complex-a
special computer chip could have a greater impact than a tank.

America is on a global pedestal, the only remaining true superpower.
France, Germany, and other large players in the global arms trade are
ashamed of having fed arms to Saddam Hussein. We now have a unique
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opportunity to pursue multilateral efforts needed to constrain the flow
of weapons.

We must, however, guard against such efforts becoming an ineffec-
tive drain on national security resources. Trade controls should be
pursued only to the extent that they are integrated with other compo-
nents of our national military strategy. Given new congressional and
administration initiatives now being implemented, I would like to hear
our witnesses' views about how resources can be focused between
diplomatic, intelligence, and military expenditures to efficiently protect
our national interests. This makes more sense to me than trying to
determine and control every company in every country trying to sell
arms to every group in every other country around the globe.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BNGAMAN. Thank you, Congressman Armey. I appreciate it.
Congressman Stark also has a statement he wanted to give at this

time.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE STARK

Representative STARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for
calling this hearing.

I would ask the Chair's permission to have my opening statement
included in the record, and I will just briefly summarize my purpose.

I apologize to the subcommittee and the witnesses for not being able
to attend much of this morning's hearing because professional comity
requires that I pay close attention to Senator Rockefeller's testimony in
the Ways and Means Committee on how to solve the health care needs
of our country. Assuming that the country will survive long enough for
long-term health care to be an issue, I think it's quite important that I
be there.

Nuclear proliferation is perhaps the leading threat to our long-term
security, Mr. Chairman, and I would like to just address a minor piece
of legislation that I have introduced.

Under my proposal, if we decided, for example, that Daimler-Benz
or another German company was selling centrifuge technology to
Pakistan, and if we decided that that violated the Nuclear Proliferation
Policy or Act of this country, it would be quite simple under the Trade
Act to suggest that those companies not be allowed to sell anything to
our country.

I think this would have a meritorious and quick effect on those
companies. It's very difficult for us to enforce German law or law in
Brazil or any other country, and I'm not sure that's what we're here for.
But we are able to identify those companies that clearly violate existing
nuclear proliferation laws, and I would be interested in hearing the
witnesses' reaction to that during the day because this is a quick,
precise, and surgical way to bring direct economic retaliation against
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those people who would violate what is clearly the policy and law of
this country, and not do a great economic disservice to our overall
international trade.

I appreciate the Chair's indulgence, and I look forward to seeing
what comments the witnesses during the day could add to this minor'
little piece of enforcement legislation.

Thank you.
[The written opening statement of Representative Stark follows:]
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WRITTEN OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE STARK

Mr. Chairman, I would like briefly to address the nuclear aspect of this
important issue. With the events of recent years-the easing of East-West
tensions, the liberation of Eastern Europe, and the Soviet Union's slow, even, but
definite progress toward democracy and capitalism-nuclear proliferation is now
the leading threat to U.S. national security.

Over the years, the United States and other Western nations have taken
important steps to combat the spread of the Bomb. Nevertheless, today nine
nations have nuclear weapons with more countries on the horizon. The case of
Pakistan, the most recent member of the Nuclear Club, is especially troubling to
me. It took Islamabad 15 years, but today they can produce enriched uranium,
the key material in building nuclear weapons. We have a great deal of evidence
that before the war Iraq also was following Pakistan's model. Pakistan relied
heavily on foreign assistance to build the necessary facilities. Iraq too received
help from Western companies, especially from Germany.

The War in the Gulf may have dealt a temporary setback to Baghdad, but
they could resume their efforts and other countries, such as Iran, Syria, and
Libya, could follow the same approach. It may take tine 5 to 15 years, but in the
history of the world, that's not much time.

Recently, I introduced legislation to help address the problem of Western
companies assisting nuclear weapons programs in developing countries. My bill,
H.R. 830, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Enforcement Act, would put import
sanctions on any foreign firm the President determines sold nuclear or dual-use
items-without the proper safeguards-to countries of proliferation concern. For
example, if a German company, such as Daimler-Benz or Degussa, sells uranium
centrifuge technology to Pakistan or Iraq, then that firm would be barred from
selling anything to the United States.

I am not suggesting this is the only approach. Quiet diplomacy is also an
important tool in bringing our allies to tighten their export controls. But quite
diplomacy didn't bring great results in the 1980s. The Germans ignored warning-
after-warning. Recently, Bonn has taken some steps in the right direction. I am
convinced, though, that the threat of some sort of sanction is necessary to help
make these changes stick.

Unfortunately, I won't be able to say and hear all the testimony today-I have
to attend hearings over with Ways and Means. But I am interested in the
witnesses' reactions to my legislation. Do they think it is a useful tool in
combating nuclear proliferation? If not, what other alternative besides quiet
warnings that are often ignored can help get our allies to take this threat more
seriously. After all, none of us wants to wake up one morning ten years from
now and find Syria armed with the ultimate weapon.
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Senator BNGAMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Clarke, thank you for being here. Why don't you go ahead with

your statement in any fashion you would prefer, and then we may have
a few questions of you, and then we'll turn to the other two witnesses.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD A. CLARKE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
POLITICO-MILITARY AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. CLARKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's a pleasure to be here
again to discuss what is one of the highest priorities the administration
has, and what is, as you have said, one of the greatest threats not only
to our national security, but to international stability. Now, there is the
proliferation of ballistic missiles and weapons of mass destruction.

None of us who lived minute by minute through the Persian Gulf war
and the attacks on three nations with ballistic missiles, none of us who
spent weeks trying to get chemical protective and biological protective
gear to our personnel in the theater, can have any doubts about the risks
and the dangers that proliferation poses for our country and for our
allies.

It is, however, not something that we have learned since the Persian
Gulf war. This administration has made proliferation a priority since it
came into office, and I think, Senator, we have turned the corner in
many respects on the proliferation battle. I think we can now look back
on 2 years of progress both nationally and internationally.

Let me, if I may, Senator, just submit the prepared statement for the
record and try to summarize it briefly so we can get to the questions.

I would say within the Government we have vastly improved our
own ability to deal with these issues. We needed to clean up our own
house, I think, first before we could go successfully multilaterally, and
we have done that.

THE PROLIFERATION PROBLEM

In the licensing process within the State Department, for example, we
have doubled the number of officers working on licensing in the
Defense Trade Control Office. We have put Defense Department officers
and Customs enforcement officers into the State Department office that
is in charge of licensing defense goods and services.

On an interagency basis, we have created for the first time a
committee on proliferation, the so-called Policy Coordination Commit-
tee. And, if I may, Mr. Chairman, submit my own chart for the record,
which I think has been passed out. I have a diagram of the interagency
committee structure that has been created in this administration.

What is noteworthy about it, Mr. Chairman, is the way in which it
incorporates the intelligence and policy community; and that in the
nuclear field, the CBW and missile field, on a weekly and sometimes
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daily basis, committees get together to assess the raw intelligence on
proliferation that we receive from a variety of means and figure out
what we should do about it.

If it's a U.S. company or a U.S. citizen that is involved, we can and
do take action ourselves. If it's another country that is involved, we
move to interdict that planned shipment through a variety of diplomatic
means, and we've had some notable successes.

THE ENHANCED PROLIFERATION CONTROL INITIATIVE

Also, within our own government, I think perhaps the most notable
advance has been the Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative (EPCI),
which the President approved last fall, which has been under develop-
ment really for over a year, some of which has already gone into effect.

If I can, I would like to spend just a minute on Enhanced Prolifera-
tion Control initiative. i think it s an example of how we can move both
unilaterally and multilaterally at the same time.

We felt that in order to be effective multilaterally we had to have the
best export control system in the world, and I think we can now say that
we do. Those holes in the export control system that we did identify
during the course of the study last year have been plugged, and we are
now moving to have export controls for all destinations for all precursor
chemicals, for dual use chemical and biological equipment, and for the
design of chemical production plants.

We are moving for the first time to control American citizens'
activities abroad in the area of missiles and chemicals; and beneath this
entire set of complicated regulations, we have put a safety net that says
we can go to an individual company and inform them that what they are
about to do would contribute to proliferation and therefore require them
to get a license that would allow us to deny the sale.

It's a complicated series of regulations. It's meant to be a web that
would allow us to prevent any sale of any item going to a proliferation
entity. We've now taken that series of regulations to our partners in the
Australia Group on Chemicals, and to the Missile Technology Control
Regime (MTCR), and urged them to adopt the same regulations. We are
having some notable success. Before we made this proposal, the 19
other members of the Australia Group on Chemicals controlled very few
of the 50 chemicals that were identified as likely precursors.

Following our initiative now, a majority of the members of that
group control all of those chemicals, and we have news from the
remaining countries that they are also moving in that direction.

I think this is an example of how we, by taking action ourselves, can
show initiative and lead the way, and then work to achieve multilateral
support and bring others up to our standard.
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EXPORT CONTROLS IN OTHER COUNTRIES

You mentioned Germany as a problem, and Germany I think will be
the first to admit that it was a problem. If, however, you were now to
compare Germany's export regulations to our own, I think you would
see that they are very similar. The Germans, with our help and advice,
developed a very effective series of export controls and are backing
them up with enforcement.

We have been able to work bilaterally with a number of countries
to turn around proliferation projects. There are somewhere between six
and eight missile programs around the world that we have stopped and
where we are actually eliminating missiles.

The most notable example of course is Iraq where, through the
United Nation's Special Commission on Weapons of Mass Destruction,
we are going into Iraq in the next several weeks to identify, find, and
destroy their remaining missile inventory. They informed us the other
day that Iraq had 51 remaining missiles. Those missiles will be
destroyed.

We have been working with a number of East European countries
and have convinced three or four East European countries to destroy
their missile inventories.

We have been working with Argentina on the Condor missile project,
and the Argentine Government has decided to cancel that program and
to destroy the parts of it that have been built. The Condor, as you know,
was part of an international consortium that involved two other
countries.

All in all, I would say that we are having a fair amount of success.
The institutions that we have been working with, the Australia Group,
the MTCR, and the Nuclear Suppliers Club, are becoming more
vigorous. They are becoming more institutionalized, and that is I think,
if I may say modestly, a result of U.S. leadership.

The problems are, as you have demonstrated, very significant, and
they are ever expanding. But for the first time, I think we are able to
stand before this committee and say that we have a system of export
controls in the United States that we can be proud of, and that we are
working effectively with our allies, both in the intelligence sphere and
diplomatically, to stop proliferation. We have had some success, and we
hope to have some more.

CONVENTIONAL ARMS SALES

Let me just say in answer to the questions that were raised about
conventional arms sales, although that's not part of my prepared
statement, that we are obviously concerned about the threats that
conventional arms pose as well, and Iraq is a good example of what can
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happen when there is an overly large, destabilizing buildup in offensive
arms.

Again, I think we can be proud that we did not deliver a single U.S.
weapon to Iraq; that the U.S. forces, the Coalition forces fighting Iraq
did not face American weapons, and, in general, I think it can be said
that the United States has not been the problem in the area of con-
ventional arms transfers.

If you look at the major wars that have been fought in the Middle
East going back into the 1950s, no nation receiving U.S. arms ever
started one of those wars. We have a responsible system of deciding
what arms to export, to whom we export them, and a way to monitor
their status after we export them.

Mr. Chairman, let me stop there and invite your questions and enter
this prepared statement into the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Clarke follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD A. CLARKE

Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me to testify before

this Committee. The proliferation of missiles and nuclear,

chemical, and biological weapons is a significant threat to US

national security and to the vital interests of our friends and

allies.

In recent years, five countries have been attacked by

ballistic missiles, three of them this year. The Iraqi "triple

threat" in the Gulf War -- missiles, chemical and biological

weapons, along with Iraq's nuclear weapons potential -- vividly

underscores the need for effective and urgent international

cooperation to stem proliferation.

In the last year, I believe we have turned the corner and

the tide is now running against missile proliferation.

As I will detail in this statement, we have now:

-- thwarted missile projects in several countries;

-- put in effect the tightest export controls in the world

on missile proliferation-relevant technologies;

-- greatly expanded the number of countries rarticipet!i.)
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in or adhering to international guidelines against missile

related exports;

-- moved to strengthen and institutionalize the

international missile export control regime;

-- begun the process of placing U.S. sanctions on those

engaged in missile proliferation; and

-- reoriented our SDI program to address the missile

proliferation threat through the GPALS program.

On chemical and biological weapons, we have:

-- implemented a major new initiative to strengthen U.S.

CBW proliferation controls;

-- and stimulated dramatic increases in CW controls by

other major supplier countries.

In the nuclear area, 26 members of the Nuclear Suppliers

Group met last month to strengthen nuclear export controls. We

hope that a multilateral export control arrangement on dual-use

items will be completed within a year's time.
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Of necessity, we have a multifaceted approach to

non-proliferation. This approach includes vigorous arms

control measures, encouraging regional confidence-building,

export controls, multilateral supplier group efforts, focused

intervention in specific cases, and sanctions.

I rac

Let us begin with Iraq. As a result of the Gulf war, Iraq

is subject to extraordinary control measures to divest it of

CBW and missile capabilities and to prevent the resurgence of

such capabilities or development of a nuclear weapons

capability. In accordance with UN Security Council Resolution

687, stringten cease-fire onditions are being imposed on Iraq.

These will include supervised destruction of Iraqi nuclear, CBW

and missile capabilities and long-term monitoring of

compliance. The U.S. is deeply involved in the effort to

develop and implement this program. The U.S. actively

participates in the Special Commission charged with overseeing

compliance with the UN resolution. Inter-agency working groups

of the Non-Proliferation PCC, which I chair, have been formed

to deal with specific aspects of the issue, and a Special

Commission Backstopping Support Office to support UN Special

Commission has been set up in the Politico-Military Bureau of

the Department of State. With sustained international eff'. .
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we believe these cease-fire conditions will deal effectively

with the Iraqi non-conventional threat.

Iraq is not, however, a typical case. What is possible and

appropriate there is not necessarily applicable elsewhere.

In other, less dramatic ways, our non-proliferation efforts

have progressed well in the months since we last appeared

before this subcommittee. There is, of course, still more to

be done. We are working in all areas to make non-proliferation

policy .:ork better, an, we welcome the ideas and suggestions of

the Congress.

Limitino Missile Proliferation

Intense U.S. non-proliferation efforts have thwarted

missile projects in several countries. Two special projects

have yielded striking results. The multinational Condor

missile program has been of concern to the United States for

some years. Our efforts to attack this problem on several

fronts have paid off. Through coordinated use of intelligence

and information-sharing, political demarches to several

governments, vigorous pursuit of illegal U.S. exports, and

visits to several involved countries, we have made
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great progress toward assuring that Condor will not be a

proliferation threat in the future.

We have also been concerned about the presence of SS-23

missiles in Eastern and Central Europe, and are pursuing their

disposition with the countries involved. We are finding that

the political changes in Eastern Europe and unification of

Germany have created a climate of increased candor in which we

are able to obtain information and cooperation from these

governments. I anticipate full success in our efforts to

eliminate the SS-23 problem. But our success appears to go

beyond the SS-23. The former East Germans and at least two

other countries have already indicated a desire to eliminate

thei' missiles.

U.S. missile controls

The U.S. has imposed tight export controls on technology

relevant to missile proliferation. An important recent move

was the publication of a regulation to make U.S. citizen

assistance to foreign missile projects subject to license, as

well as knowing export of An= item to foreign missile projects

of proliferation concern. This will give us a strong hand in

thwarting missile proliferation.
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We have also strengthened and institutionalized the

international missile control regime. The Missile Technology

Control Regime (MTCR) has undergone dramatic growth, and the

partners have significantly strengthened its implementation.

Starting with only seven members in 1987, the Regime has more

than doubled to a total of sixteen members, including Spain,

Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, Austria,

Australia, and New Zealand. We have discussed membership with

various other countries. Several other countries are close to

joining. In addition, Sweden and Finland are in in the process

of implementing export controls consistent with the MTCR

Guidelines. A number of other countries have expressed

interest in adopting the MTCR export guidelines. Overall,

size, effects eness, stature, and influence have all grown.

The partners are working hard to bring into the MTCR the

remaining European Community, NATO, and European Space Agency

countries.

At the most recent MTCR meeting, in Tokyo March 18-20, the

partners made significant progress toward adopting a revised,

updated Annex of controlled technologies. We plan to add a

number of additional items usable in missile development and

clarify technical parameters for several other items. We

expect to finish this work at a technical group meeting ill :la

and put the revised annex
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into effect in all member countries by December. They also

agreed to consider other controls the U.S. has imposed and

further harmonization of controls and procedures. These steps

are designed to strengthen the MTCR by making its

implementation more uniform among partners, an objective that

is crucial to the Regime's continued success.

I am pleased to inform you that the United States will host

the next partners' meeting in the fall. This will be a major

event for which we will be planning an active agenda.

GPALS

In his State of the- Union address, President Bush announced

the reorientation of SDI toward Global Protection Against

Limited Strikes, or GPALS. GPALS would be a missile defense

system against accidental, unauthorized, or limited ballistic

missile launches, whatever their source. The system would

provide protection for the United States, for our forces

overseas, and for our friends and Allies.

As the Patriot's performance in the Middle East recently

proved,,defenses against ballistic missile attacks -- even if

they are not foolproof -- can play a vital role in conflicts.

Defenses against ballistic missiles would become -en lmore
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important if the number of third world countries with offensive

missiles increases, and as countries increase the range and

improve the accuracy of these missiles. GPALS will lessen the

threat from third world missile proliferators.

The Enhanced Proliferation Controls Initiative

The largest single Administration non-proliferation effort

of the last year has been the development of the Enhanced

Proliferation Controls Initiative (EPCI). This initiative

encompasses new U.S. export controls as well as vigorous

efforts to get foreign countries to apply comparable controls.

Well before the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, the Administration

recugnized the need for tightent I proliferation export controls

on items that could contribute to chemical and biological

weapon or missile proliferation. Before the invasion, the

Administration had already begun to consider the imposition of

additional controls on Iraq. In November, 1990, the President

issued an Executive Order mandating a licensing requirement for

certain dual-use CBW-related goods and technology, and

requiring sanctions on countries and companies involved in CBW

proliferation activities. After careful development through

the inter-agency process, new controls.were announced by the

White House on December 13the, and regulations to implement

EPCI were issued on
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March 13 of this year.

The March 13 EPCI regulations provide major new authority

to prevent U.S. goods or services from aiding foreign

proliferation projects, wherever they might be.

o we have expanded from 11 to 50 the number of chemical

weapons precursors controlled by the U.S. to all countries

except the 20 Australia Group of nations which cooperate

against CBW proliferation.

o A license is required for the export of certain dual-use

CBW-related equipment to designated destinations.

o A license will be required for the export of whole chemical

plants making CW precursors, and designs for such plants,

outside the Australia Group.

o EPCI will require a license when the supplier knows or is

informed by the U.S. government that an= export is destined for

a CBW or missile project.

o Knowingly providing assistance by U.S. persons to such

projects will also be subject to a license requirement.
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All of these measures respond to real-world problems. They

present an interlocking set of controls, which, working

together, we believe will effectively prevent U.S. assistance

to proliferation activities. In developing these measures, we

consulted closely with U.S. industry. They have been narrowed

and refined where possible, in an effort to minimize the burden

on legitimate trade.

While it is too early to assess the results of EPCI, we

expect it to be a highly useful new tool in our fight against

proliferation.

Multilateral Efforkq

We have been vigorously seeking to convince other countries

to adopt controls comparable to EPCI. Several have already

done so. We have pursued EPCI through existing multilateral

mechanisms and in our bilateral dealings.

Australia Group

The Australia Group, which consists of 20 countries

concerned about proliferation, has been making important

strides. Last December's meeting of the Australis 'rt'vp wa;!

highly successful. we presented the substance of
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EPCI at that time and urged the other AG members to adopt

comparable controls.

Spurred on by the immediacy of the Gulf CBW threat, AG

members announced significant expansions of their controls.

Eleven of the 20 members now control exports of all 50 CW

precursors. This is a dramatic change. As recently as 1989,

only two member countries controlled all 50 chemicals. The

remaining members expanded the number of chemicals they control

as well and said they would review adopting controls on all

50. Several AG partners also announced other EPCI-like

controls, including controls on whole plants and CW equipment,

curbs on citizen proliferation activities, and end-user

controls.

In the months since the last Australia Group meeting,

several countries have adopted additional CBW non-proliferation

measures. Germany has put additional curbs on its citizens'

activities and improved enforcement. France, the UK, Austria,

and Switzerland have or are in the process of imposing

additional controls.

We look forward to additional progress at the upcoming

Australia Group meeting next month and are working actively

with our partners to promote agreement t'.' furtl'er stievlqthes

CBW
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controls.

The Nuclear Suppliers' Grouo

Substantial progress is also being made in the nuclear

weapons non-proliferation area. An informal meeting took place

last month in the Netherlands of the twenty-six countries that

have adhered to the Nuclear Supplier Guidelines. These

guidelines are an agreed set of principles and conditions that

apply to transfers of nuclear materials, equipment and

technology. This group of countries met to review current

supplier arrangements and the conditions of supply and to

consider some ways and means to strengthen them with a view to

reinforcing the nuclear non-proliferation regime.

The participants at that meeting reconfirmed their strong

commitment to preventing nuclear weapon proliferation, which

represents one of the greatest threats to worldwide security

and stability facing the international community.

The participants at the meeting also recognized the growing

problem posed by the potential use of nuclear-related dual-use

materials, equipment and technology in contributing to

unsafeguarded nuclear programs or to the development of nuclear

explosive devices. They agreed to establish a w'^:i gr to

41-636 0 - 92 - 4
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examine all possible arrangements that supplier countries could

use to control nuclear-related dual-use items. This working

group will begin its important work within a month, and we

expect that a multilateral export control arrangement will be

completed within a year's time.

We continue to press for universal adherence to the Nuclear

Non-Proliferation Treaty, and urge supplier states to require

fullscope IAEA safeguards as a condition for nuclear supply.

Other suppliers

There remain supplier countries outside the multilateral

groups whose cooperation we need if non-proliferation efforts

are to be fully successful. We have taken several steps to

address this problem. First, we have encouraged some suppliers

to join the multilateral non-proliferation groups. Second, in

other cases, we have held bilateral discussions with the aim of

getting other nations to establish effective non-proliferation

export systems comparable to our own. For example, Deputy

Assistant Secretary Verville went to Eastern Europe last summer

for non-proliferation discussions. This was followed by a

seminar on export controls for the Eastern European countries

held in London after the meeting of Australia Group members

last December. We will continue to assist in ir t'r-'--in til-:

Eastern European countries' export control systems, and we ;ill

be offering further technical assistance to them.
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We have continued our efforts with China and the Soviet

Union. In the May 1990 Washington Joint Statement on

Non-Proliferation, the Soviets agreed to support the objectives

of the MTCR and to work to stop proliferation, particularly in

regions of tension such as the Middle East. we are discussing

with the Soviets and our partners how to bring the Soviets more

fully into the regime. We have also pressed the Chinese hard

on missile proliferation. They have said they will "take into

account relevant international parameters, on missiles and not

sell intermediate range missiles to the Middle East. We will

expect actions consistent with these statements, and will

continue to urge an explicit Chinese commitment to observe the

MTCR guidelines.

Our U.S.G. interagency interdiction groups for CBW and

missiles have also proven effective. These groups seek to

identify illicit proliferation-related shipments and stop them

through cooperation with foreign governments. We have

succeeded in a number of cases.

Sanctions

U.S. laws and policy provide for the imposition of specific

sanctions in response to certain nuclear weapons proliferation

actions. Sanctions against countries and persons 'vol

certain CBW or missile-related activities have recently been

added to our arsenal against proliferation. Executive Order

12735 of
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November 16, 1990 provides for imposition of penalties on

foreign countries and foreign persons. The missile sanctions

provisions of the 1990 National Defense Authorization Act

(NDAA) provides similar authority for missiles. We hope the

sanctions provisions will prove a deterrent to illicit

activities, inducing restraint both by governments and

companies.

An inter-agency CBW sanctions working group has been

established to evaluate intelligence and identify potentially

sanctionable CBW activity after November 16, 1990, the

effective date of the Executive Order.

The Missile Trade Analysis Group (MTAG), an interagency

group, was assigned the responsibility of identifying

potentially sanctionable missile activities of U.S. and foreign

firms. Both groups have met and vetted the large amount of

possibly relevant information on sanctionable activities, but

have not completed their analyses. The Administration has not

as yet made any sanctions determinations, in part because the

E.O. and law are prospective in character, targeting activities

starting in November 1990, and good evidence to confirm such

activities takes some time to develop. We are reviewing

several potential sanctions cases. As you well understand,
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these cases involve sensitive issues -- including intelligence

considerations -- which preclude my going into detail here.

Other Arms Control Efforts

I will mention only in passing that the United States is

making vigorous negotiating efforts in the area of CW and BW,

as part of a longer-term effort to ban CW and make the

prohibition on BW more effective. We are working to complete

the final details of a protocol to our bilateral CW Destruction

and Non-Production agreement with the Soviet Union. in the

Conference on Disarmament, we are intensifying work on a

comprehensive global ban on CW, which is the best long-term

solution to CW proliferation. The President has made early

conclusion of the global chemical weapons ban a high foreign

policy priority. We are also developing a series of proposals

to ensure that the Biological Weapons Convention Review

Conference in September will result in measures to strengthen

the convention.

COCOM and proliferation

At the June 1990 High Level meeting of COCOM, all partners

agreed that reductions or changes in COCOM controls on advanced
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technology should not in turn allow further the proliferation

of non-conventional weapons or otherwise damage our security.

Each partner nation agreed that national controls -- consistent

with multilateral proliferation arrangements -- would be

applied to goods and technologies released from COCOM control,

but still of proliferation concern.

Looking to the Future

We have made significant strides in our non-proliferation

policy and have an active agenda to build on them. I would

highlight the following plans:

we will continue to negotiate a chemical weapons

convention as one facet of the solution to the problem of

chemical weapons proliferation.

Strengthening existing non-proliferation mechanisms must be

a primary focus. We are pressing for greater uniformity and

harmonization of controls. This could extend to licensing

procedures, control lists, enforcement procedures, and the

like. We are urging all Australia Group members to adopt

controls comparable to those the U.S. now has in EPCI, such as

licensing for all 50 CW precursors and CBW dual-use equipment.

We are also expanding Australia Group activities
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including creation of working groups and more frequent meetings.

We need to bring along other major suppliers, whether

inside or outside the non-proliferation groups. This includes

major countries in the South such as Brazil, Argentina, and

India. We have made progress, but there is much to be done.

we will continue our efforts to this end.

Structural Chanaes

Proposals for r.^w intarnaeional .nplea.,

mechanisms are, excuse the expression, proliferating. Several

of our Allies have advanced skeletal ideas along these lines.

We expcct to discuss these when the concepts have been better

fleshed out. We will be pleased to consider any idea with real

promise of improving non-proliferation performance.

In theory, a new mechanism connecting the separate,

nuclear, CBW, and missile non-proliferation groups could

facilitate easier international coordination cutting across
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these different areas.

The existing organizations work, and their performance is

steadily improving. They contain different members because

there are varying suppliers of different items. The several

regimes target different projects or countries of concern for

different purposes, and their methods are tailored to their

particular subject matter. We do not need another bureaucratic

layer without compelling justification.

Likewise, you can expect us to be very cautious about

diluting the effectiveness of COCOM by proposing the addition

of proliferation issues to its responsibilities. On the one

hand, COCOM has in th. past supported our proliferation

objectives by working to strengthen Western export control

systems and, when necessary, agreeing to place on its control

lists certain items of proliferation concern. On the other,

encouraging countries -- in many cases friendly, non-aligned

countries -- not to develop weapons of mass destruction is a

somewhat different task than controlling the sale of strategic

goods and technology to countries posing a potential military

threat to members of COCOM. Pr6liferation issues often require

the cooperation of COCOM-proscribed destinations (e.g. the

Soviet Union), utilize scientific and technical cooperation in
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addition to export controls, and often involve lower levels of

technology available from countries outside of COCOM. We must

be careful that any proposed changes in existing regimes

complement rather than detract from our overall policy

objectives.

Other proposals have focused on improving U.S. procedures

for handling proliferation-related export controls. Several

things have recently been done. In December 1990, the

President directed new procedures to avoid needless delay and

Izaadequake consideration or all facets of a proposed export.

The new guidance provides for explicit timetables for review of

export applications at the sub-Cabinet and Cabinet levels. The

establishment of the Center for Defense Trade at the State

Department has streamlined the handling of cases subject to

State Department administered licensing of defense goods and

services.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion I would like to say that we

have worked hard to make our non-proliferation policy a

success. We have made considerable headway in what is an

inherently difficult area. There are frequently competing and

legitimate interests at play -- national security, foreign

policy, and export promotion, to name three. The result is a

balancing act. The Gulf War has given a realt.^im'It'r t

non-proliferation efforts nationally and internationally. We

intend to capitalize on it fully.
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Senator BINGAMAN. I'll start and just ask a few questions, if I could.

DEBATE ON EXPORT LICENSES TO IRAQ

Your statement that we have not been the problem, and particularly
with reference to Iraq, somewhat contradicts recent news stories that
would indicate that we have been at least part of the problem.

Now, maybe you have an explanation for that, but the information
that came out a week or two ago was that, in the period from 1985 to
1990, we approved 771 export licenses to Iraq, and they included such
things as advanced data transmission devices, spare parts for their
helicopters, and a variety of things that clearly to my mind would have
had some beneficial effect on Iraq's ability to wage war and to repress
their own people, which we have seen a lot of in recent weeks.

Is it your statement that you don't believe any of the $1.5 billion that
we transferred to Iraq during that period, or approved the transfer of to
Iraq, had a military significance to it?

Mr. CLARKE. No, Mr. Chairman. What I said was the United States
did not deliver a single weapon to Iraq, and that the problem that Iraq
posed was one of an overly large, destabilizing offensive capability-
7,200 tanks in a country the size of New York.

Senator BiNGAMAN. We contributed to their military capability.
Whether we gave them tanks or not, there is no question that our $1.5
billion did contain items that helped them to arm themselves for
conflict. Wouldn't you have to concede that?

Mr. CLARKE Senator, we certainly sold, as did most nations in the
world, commercial goods to Iraq. However, I would like to stress that
in all of this discussion about the United States having contributed to
Iraq, it is overlooked that we did not send a single weapon to Iraq,
despite the fact that we were asked to time and time again. People talk
about how we tilted toward Iraq. Never, even during the period that
people characterize as the tilt toward Iraq, did we license a single
weapon. Many countries came to us and asked for permission to sell to
Iraq U.S. weapons that they had bought or that they had made under
U.S. license, and we denied every single one of them. Not a single
weapon went.

Now, what you point to is dual-use commercial goods. Yes, dual-use
commercial goods went to Iraq. The helicopter spares you refer to are
spares for commercial helicopters. We never sold a military helicopter
to Iraq.

My statement, and I think it's important to stress it, is U.S. and
Coalition forces fighting in the Desert Storm war did not face a single
U.S. weapon. We faced weapons from France, Brazil, South Africa, the
Soviet Union, and China, but we did not face a single weapon from the
United States. I think that's something about which we can be proud.
We did have a responsible arms transfer program.
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SALES OF TECHNOLOGY

Senator BINGAMAN. Well, let me just read you a paragraph and see if
you dispute it here. It says: "In all"-and this is just from the Washing-
ton Post a couple of weeks ago-"the U.S. Government approved 771
sales of technology to Iraq." That's in this period up through 1990. The
sales included advanced computers, radio equipment, graphics terminals
that could be used to design rockets and analyze their flights, machine
tools, computer mapping systems, imaging devices for reading satellite
pictures, and helicopters worth $25 million were bought for crop
dusting. U.S. intelligence sources told the Los Angeles Times that some
of the helicopters were used to spray poison gas on Kurdish civilians in
1988. The Federal Government also authorized the sale of 16 helicopters
worth $39 million to the Iraqi Air Force for search and rescue opera-
tions.

Do you dispuie any of ihai, or you're conceding ihai, but saying ihai
none of those were strictly military items, and therefore we were
showing the proper restraint?

Mr. CLARKE. My point, Senator, is that if Iraq had only the United
States as a source of supply, it would not have been a threat to anyone,
and it would not have had the military wherewithal to invade any
country. The contribution that the United States made to Iraq's military
was through the sale of commercial goods and through the sale of things
licensed by the Commerce Department.

What you refer to, those 771 cases, are all licenses of commercial
goods sold under the Export Administration Act licensed by the
Commerce Department. This administration has not approved a single
case of defense goods and services to Iraq.

Senator BINGAMAN. You don't think our Defense Department had any
objection to any of those items going to Iraq or would in retrospect have
been concerned?

Mr. CLARKE. In retrospect, Mr. Chairman, I think the regulations that
we have put into effect in the last year would have prevented many of
the dual-use items that you have mentioned from going to Iraq. The
Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative provides us new export
regulations that would allow the administration to stop some of those
items.

But my point is not that some dual-use items did or did not go to
Iraq. They did. My point is they were not the source of the Iraqi
military capability. They .were not the source of the destabilizing
military threat that Iraq posed to the Persian Gulf. The United States did
not contribute 1 percent of the source of supply of Iraq's military
capability; not a single fighter plane; not a single tank; and not a single
missile was sold to Iraq. Again, to repeat myself, if the United States
were the only source of supply Iraq had, it could not have invaded-
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Senator BINGAMAN. I'll certainly agree to that. If we had been the
only source, they could not have had the military capability they had,
but I do think it's clear that we were part of the problem, not part of the
solution.

SANCTIONS

Let me also just ask about your statement that we have consistently
pursued a restriction of these weapons. After Saddam Hussein used
chemical weapons against the Kurds in 1988, my information is that the
administration opposed any legislation to impose sanctions on Iraq for
that and refused to restrict sensitive exports to Iraq even after the threats
that were made against Israel in 1990.

Now am I confused or am I getting bad information on that?
Mr. CLARKE. I would like to begin by answering about sanctions, Mr.

Chairman. The administration opposed automatic unilateral sanctions
that would not give the administration a chance to work first to get
sanctions adopted multilaterally, and that would not give the President
some flexibility in his constitutional role of executing foreign policy.

We were opposed then and we are opposed now, and I think any
administration, Democratic or Republican, would be opposed to
automatic unilateral sanctions that tie the hands of the President and
don't allow him the flexibility that he needs in carrying out his
constitutional task of implementing foreign policy.

With regard to the controls we had on Iraq and after their use of
chemical weapons against the Kurds in 1988 at Halabja, we had I think
the toughest controls of any nation in the world on exports to Iraq.
Through the defense licensing procedures for defense goods and
services, we had a policy not to sell defense goods and services to Iraq
that goes back to 1963.

Senator BINGAMAN. But I'm talking about an effective ban. I'm not
talking about some statute.

Mr. CLARKE. Well, I think that was pretty effective, Mr. Chairman.
Not a single thing went under that category. In the area of missiles, we
had already put into effect a total ban on the sale of any missile-related
technology, including dual-use technology, to Iraq long before 1988. We
had a total ban on any missile-related technology going to Iraq. We had
no trade in any chemical weapon precursor going to Iraq. We had no
trade in any biological weapon precursor going to Iraq. We had no trade
in any nuclear-related sensitive material going to Iraq all before the
event that you talked about in 1988. So I think we had a very, very
tough export control policy toward Iraq prior to 1988. I think it was the
toughest in the world.

Senator BINGAMAN. Well, the fact that our allies may have done
worse, doesn't necessarily give us a sterling record.
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CHINESE PROLIFERATION

Let me just ask about one other item, and then I'll defer to Congress-
man Armey for his questions and then go to the next witnesses. But you
also in your statement talk about how hard we have pressed the Chinese
on missile proliferation with positive results, and they have said they
will follow a prudent and responsible attitude. There has been a lot in
the press very recently about China's recent dealings with Pakistan on
these M-1 I ballistic missiles. How does that activity by China square
with a statement that they will follow a prudent and responsible attitude?

Mr. CLARKE. The Chinese have taken the position with us that they
will adhere to the international guidelines on missile technology controls
and exports. There is only one set of such guidelines. So, we infer that
they mean the MTCR guidelines. We have had an ongoing dialogue
with them for 2 years now.

As vyio know thprp hnvp hpe n cPvPrnl renortc nvpr thp enirmp nf the
last 2 or 3 years of the Chinese preparing to sell the M-9 missile to
Libya, Syria, Iraq, and Iran. None of those sales have ever come into
being, though they were perhaps being discussed.

The report you cite is a recent report that is in the press as a result
of a leak of sensitive intelligence material. So I don't want to comment
in any detail on the specific case. But, let me say that we have concerns
about the Chinese performance on proliferation across the board. We
have concerns about their performance on the export of precursor
chemicals, we have concerns about their performance on the export of
nuclear technologies, and we have concerns about their statement to us
that they are living up to the international guidelines on missile
proliferation.

We are discussing all of these issues with them. As yet, I think it's
accurate to say that we have not seen clear-cut evidence on a full-scale
delivery of a missile contract that would violate the missile guidelines
in terms of the range of the missile. The MTCR regulates missiles that
have a range of over 300 kilometers carrying a payload of more than
500 kilograms, and there is some doubt as to which Chinese missiles
fall into that category and which do not.

Let me just say that there is yet to be a case that we have been able
to document successfully of a completed full-up sale of such a missile.
We are investigating all of the reports that we get, and we are having
a dialogue with them. We are not totally satisfied with their perfor-
mance. On the other hand, much of what people said they were going
to do, they have not.

COMPLIANCE WITH MTCR

Senator BINGAMAN. Well, let me just ask on a specific. You indicate
that they have indicated they are going to comply with the Missile
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Technology Control Regime, and yet there is this article in the Christian
Science Monitor dated March 29. Foreign Minister Kian Keech, and I
don't know if that is the correct pronunciation, noted at a press
conference Wednesday that China had not signed the Missile Techno-
logy Control Regime and did not attend a recent meeting in Tokyo of
15 signatories to the agreement. "Those countries that did not attend the
meeting should not be called upon to assume corresponding obligations
to an agreement reached among some other countries," Mr. Keech said.

Now that doesn't sound like total commitment to participate fully in
the spirit and letter of the MTCR. How do you square that statement by
their Foreign Minister with your understanding that they are intending
to comply?

Mr. CLARKE. This is a consistent pattern with the Chinese with regard
to the MTCR. They have taken the position that they were not original
parties to the creation of the organization, and that they would not join
any organization of which they were not original parties and didn't have
a say in drawing up the original guidelines.

So what the Foreign Minister said is absolutely true. They are not a
member, and they don't go to the meetings. They also say to us
privately that they also intend to observe or take into account the
relevant international guidelines.

Senator BINGAMAN. Foreign Minister Keech says: "Those countries
that did not attend should not be called upon to assume corresponding
obligations." Now presumably that means whatever people who are a
party to the MTCR agree to, we're not obligated to assume those.

Mr. CLARKE. That's right. They have consistently taken the position
publicly that they have no obligation.

Senator BINGAMAN. Oh, I see. So you're saying that this is a ringing
endorsement of it, but it's just that they are stopping short of saying
they have to be complying, but they are still saying they are complying.

Mr. CLARKE. Mr. Chairman, what they are saying is they have no
obligation, and they are publicly touting their sovereignty and privately
giving us assurances.

Now, as I said, we have problems with their performance. We
constantly question them about whether or not they are living up to
what they tell us privately they are living up to.

NO EVIDENCE OF NONCOMPLIANCE

Senator BINGAMAN. But you're advising us that your best information
is they are in fact living up to the MTCR?

Mr. Clarke. I cannot point to a missile sale, a sale of a completed
full-up missile system, that has been transferred in violation of the
MTCR. We have questions about some of their missiles, and we have
questions about whether in some cases they may be beginning to do that
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transfer. But there is no missile force fielded in the world that the
Chinese provided in the past.

There is no missile force fielded operational anywhere in the world
since that time that is of Chinese origin that would violate the guide-
lines. Our interpretation of the guidelines, of course, goes beyond simply
providing completed end items, full-up missiles.

The guidelines, as we construe them, also take into account dual-use
technologies. It takes into account production capabilities and a variety
of other things other than full-up completed missile systems. That's one
of the things we're having a continuing dialogue with the Chinese on.
We are not satisfied with Chinese performance, and we are actively
having a dialogue with them.

But in answer to your question, I think we can say that as yet there
is no missile force out there in the world that the Chinese have
transferred since they told us they would observe the guidelines, and we
wmild like. to keen it that wav.

Senator BINGAMAN. Congressman Armey, did you have some
questions of Mr. Clarke?

Representative Armey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

TRADE WITH IRAQ

Mr. Clarke, you say, and I believe you are correct in saying, that we
did not directly provide any weaponry to Saddam Hussein. I would
suggest that it was probably painfully obvious to people who pay
attention to these sorts of things that this was a Nation that was making
an irregular expenditure on arming itself, and I'm sure this probably was
clearly obvious to people who looked at that and thought that we ought
to try to somehow restrain against that.

There is an old adage that I remember picking up in one of my
economic development courses that you cannot subsidize one part of the
budget without subsidizing all of the budget, and let me suggest that
there is a tremendous amount of confusion here that I see.

We have an agreed upon principle that we ought to find some way
to restrain the ability of a potentially dangerous nation to build up its
arms and to acquire strategic materials in that process. The Defense
Department clearly has a very important concern, and the State
Department has that concern as well as other current concerns with
respect to diplomacy in trade, et cetera. The Commerce Department has
its concern.

And that brings me then to the Agriculture Department, and I want
to just toy with this idea for a moment, because I had an interesting
experience related to Iraq in July of last year before we all found out
what a villainous outfit they were.

We had a little old amendment in the Farm bill that was passed that
would disallow Iraq from participating in, I think the program is called,
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the Export Enhancement Loan Program? Is that correct? I can go back
and look, but you know the nature of the program is for us to under-
write loans at preferential rates to countries that export our wheat. We
passed this on the floor because we successfully convinced everybody
this was a villainous outfit, and we ought not to be underwriting their
ability to feed themselves. Now if they are spending $30 billion a year
on arms, you can clearly see that there is no need for us, if we want to
reduce their expenditure on arms, to make it easy for them to be $3
billion in hock for our wheat. I mean we have subsidized their ability
to acquire arms from Russia or wherever if they are not having to put
cash on the barrel head for the wheat.

Now it was argued at that time that Iraq is a good trading partner and
they always paid cash and carry. Once we discovered they were
villainous and wanted the world to know they were villains, we released
the fact they were $3 billion in hock to this program and would most
likely not pay it.

Now it was interesting to me to see a variation by one of the farm
State members of the old Hicksian compensation principle that if, in
fact, a Secretary could judge that the exporters of wheat were harmed
more than the importer that we were trying to constrain was harmed,
that in his judgment he could then set aside this principle-this
fascinating little thing-and I'm sure Sir John Hicks would be very
proud of the political use of such a profound principle that he developed
in economic theory showing the point that even the best of ideas can be
corrupted by people in public office, and then we negated the passage
of that.

But my point is, if, in fact, we take a nation that has the potential to
turn out as Saddam Hussein and Iraq did, and we show all this restraint
on our willingness to provide these technical goods and this military
hardware leaving them an avenue of escape to acquire the same things
from other nations, and then we turn around and subsidize the other side
of the budget, we are in fact making it possible for them to acquire
these materials.

Is there something wrong with my thinking here?
Mr. Clarke. Congressman, my expertise doesn't extend to agricultural

subsidies, but I think you're absolutely right to say that the United
States was trading in a variety of ways with Iraq. There are only a
handful of countries in this world with whom we do not trade at all,
where we have a total embargo, countries like North Korea, Libya,
Cuba, and Vietnam.

Iraq was not one of those countries, and to the extent that we were
trading in agriculture, to the extent that we were trading in dual-use
goods, no doubt it made some indirect contribution to his capability.

But I would like to come back to the fact that for many, many years
long before public and congressional attention focused on Iraq, we had
no trade in weapons sales to the Iraqi military; no trade in nuclear-
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related and missile-related technology; no trade in chemical dual-use
precursors; and no trade in biological agents going to Iraq. Put it all
together and that was pretty good.

Given the new controls in the Enhanced Proliferation Control
Initiative, we are now in the position to deny the Iraqis of the future
even more, and I think that is about as good as we can do. We have in
this package controls that enables us to stop anything going that is at all
related to weapons. It doesn't stop agricultural sales. If there is an Iraq
of the future out there now that we are continuing to do agricultural
sales with, I'm afraid I don't know enough to comment on that.

NEED FOR COORDINATION

Representative ARMEY. It seems to me we are going to have to get,
whether it be among the committees in Congress or among the agencies
fi iuh Guvernment, some coordination of effort. To me it does not make

sense if we identify the nation as a potential outlaw nation, then say that
we are saying that we're going to try to diminish their ability to acquire
arms, and see them spending $30 billion a year in arms; then turn
around and say well, this poor old nation needs our subsidy to buy food.
If you can afford to buy the arms, you can afford to buy the food cash
and carry.

They were buying the arms cash and carry, I have no doubt about
that, and it just seems to me this is an area we're going to have to look
at.

ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY

I am curious, if I may ask one more question, curious if you could
tell me something about the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.
My understanding is that this is an agency that's fairly independent, that
has a reputation for being the least political agency that we have
concerned with these matters, and at the same time perhaps an agency
with the most complete and comprehensive database, and that it tends
sometimes to get left out of the loop in making these kinds of decisions.

Now, you know, I'm an old public choice economist by trade, and
I happen to believe that all decisions will always be made if you have
a more complete and more accurately and honestly considered database.
I'm concerned that even the suggestion that there is an agency with the
best database, that is most objective in its analysis of its database and
is least political, and that there tends to be a pattern of leaving it out of
the loop when decisions are made.

I wonder if you could tell me something about whether or not that
is real and, if so, why would we want to deny ourselves the best
information possible?
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Mr. CLARKE. Well, Congressman, if I can go back to my chart of the
interagency system. You see, at the highest level, the Policy Coordina-
tion Committee-the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
(ACDA)-has an Assistant Secretary that sits on that PCC. They have
a Deputy Assistant Secretary on each of the three subcommittees. They
have people sitting on each of the working groups underneath it. Every
license for a significant weapons sale that the State Department issues
is referred to an office in the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

'Hardly, a meeting in this government is held on any of these subjects
without ACDA being present. The fact that they are physically in the
State Department and can walk from my office to ACDA in about 2½h
minutes guarantees that sort of coordination.

They do have good databases, and so do we. We are cooperating on
all of these issues. There is no one here today testifying from ACDA,
but they cleared my testimony, and I'm sure if the member of this
committee, the Assistant Secretary level officer from ACDA who
participates in all of these issues were here, he would take no exception
to anything that I or my colleagues from Commerce or Defense say.
They are thoroughly integrated into the operation.

Representative ARMEY. SO, I should not suspect that maybe you have
a good healthy turf battle going between State and Defense and that
you've both said, ACDA, keep you nose out of it?

Mr. CLARKE. Absolutely not. I think you'll find that the Defense
Department and ACDA have a commonality of views on most of these
issues. Certainly we and ACDA do. They are a body of civil servants
and foreign service officers and some military officers on loan that
provide a significant amount of expertise in all of these areas, but most
notably, I would say, in the area of nuclear and chemical proliferation.

Representative ARMEY. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BINGAMAN. Why don't we go ahead at this point with the

other two statements, and then we'll have some questions for the whole
panel.

Mr. LeMunyon, why don't you go ahead and take 10 or 15 minutes,
whatever you need, to summarize your prepared statement, and then Mr.
Sokolski, and then we'll ask a few additional questions.

STATEMENT OF JAMES M. LeMUNYON, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR EXPORT ADMINISTRATION, BUREAU OF
EXPORT ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Mr. LcMUNYON. Mr. Chairman, I'll try to keep my remarks shorter
than 10 or 15 minutes in the interest of getting to your questions.

I have a prepared statement that I would ask be included in the
record, and I will just make a few summary comments.
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DUAL-USE ITEMS

As has already been indicated this morning, the Commerce Depart-
ment is responsible for the licensing of exports of dual-use items-those
items which are predominantly commercial in nature, but which can also
have military applications.

Those items which are clearly military in nature are licensed, of
course, by the Department of State. So in the course of my remarks andin response to your questions, I will be talking about those items that
are dual use in nature.

Mr. Chairman, our system of export controls exists as a reflection ofthe security threat that faces the United States and our allies. During the
past 2 years, this threat has changed in a very significant way, both in
terms of concerns related to the Soviet military as well as the prolifera-
tion of missiles, chemical and biological weapons and nuclear weapons
in the Md East, and Of nlou f 'rgions.

As a result, U.S. and international export controls are undergoing a
fundamental transformation from a regulatory regime reflecting cold war
era concerns to a regime that addresses the security concerns of the
1990s.

EXPORT CONTROL REGIMES

At the present time, the United States and key allies are in the
process of simultaneously creating or renegotiating five separate export
control regimes. The United States has approached each one of these
regimes from a framework of four elements that are essential to a
system of effective international export controls.

First, participation by all major supplier countries; second, establish-
ment of a list of items commonly controlled by all participating
countries; third, the use of a common set of destinations to which those
items are controlled; and fourth, the adoption of common standards of
national administration and enforcement of export controls.

Assistant Secretary Clarke has already discussed the new Enhanced
Proliferation Control Initiative, so I won't go into further detail at this
point on the elements of EPCI.

I will mention that the United States has already presented EPCI to
our Australia Group partners at its last meeting in December, and we
expect EPCI to be a major agenda item at the next meeting in May.

In addition, Mr. Chairman, you have already mentioned this morning
the Tokyo meeting of the Missile Technology Regime. A major action
item from that meeting was agreement to revise and add items to seven
categories of the Missile Technology Control Annex, in particular items
in the dual-use category, and we will be continuing negotiations at a
technical level next month on further revisions to the Annex to be
ratified later this year.
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In addition to those two regimes, in the area of supercomputers, we
have been negotiating over the past 2 or 3 months and are very close to
the establishment of a new system of international controls on super-
computers that we expect will include some of the emerging supplier
countries.

In the nuclear area earlier this year, 26 countries agreed to begin
technical work on a list of dual-use items that would be controlled to
prevent the. proliferation of nuclear weapons as a basis for these
discussions. The United States has already presented a list of more than
60 dual-use items that have been controlled by the Department of
Commerce dating back to the 1970s. We welcome this opportunity for
our allies to join the United States in participating in that system of
controls.

Finally, after almost 1½12 years of reevaluation and negotiation, the
United States and our CoCom allies expect to agree next month to a
major revision in the system of East-West controls and implementation
of a new CoCom Core List.

In addition to negotiations in each one of these regimes, the United
States continues to actively work on a bilateral basis with specific
countries. We recently announced in Commerce Department regulations,
changes in our control policy on exports to Ireland in reflection of the
control system that they have established, although Ireland is not a
CoCom member.

We expect to take additional steps in the near future with other
traditionally neutral countries. We expect to take steps in the very near
future indicating changes in our export policy to Poland, Hungary, and
Czechoslovakia as a response to and reflection of the control regimes
that those countries have established in recent months in close coopera-
tion with the United States.

Mr. Chairman, I make these points cognizant of the suggestion in
your opening statement that our export control process is in disarray,
and I would respectfully disagree.

I think that over the past year or year and a half we have engaged in
carefully considered fundamental retransformation of our controls, not
only here in the United States, but as Assistant Secretary Clarke has
mentioned, the United States is leading this effort among our allies.

I can understand that perhaps from the outside looking in the fact
that these changes are happening rapidly, are very complex, and are
occurring in parallel could lead someone to conclude that our system is
in disarray. But I think that quite the opposite is true and that by the end
of this year, we expect to have established new regimes or renegotiated
the existing regimes to reflect the security concerns that exist for the
1990s.

I would be happy to go into greater detail in each one of these areas
in responding to your questions.

Thank you.



III

Senator BiNGAMAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. LeMunyon follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES M. L*MUNYON

Introduction

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to appear before the

Joint Economic Committee to discuss various aspects of U.S.
policy on export controls. In response to your letter of
invitation, I will discuss current and proposed export control
measures which are part of the Administration's Enhanced
Proliferation Control Initiative as well as on-going efforts to
achieve multilateral consensus on U.S. non-proliferation export
controls.

The Commerce Department is responsible for the licensing of

exports of dual-use items--those items which are predominantly
commercial in nature, but which can also have military
applications. Those items that are clearly military in nature
are licensed by the State Department. During the course of my
remarks, I will be discussing only dual-use items under the
purview of the Commerce Department.

Before I begin my discussion, I cannot overlook the statement in

your letter of invitation suggesting there is "disarray in the

export licensing process." I respectfully disagree. During the
past year, the United States has been leading our allies in a
carefully considered, fundamental transformation of the structure
of U.S. and international export controls. This includes
simultaneously establishing or renegotiating five separate export
control regimes which address (1) East-West trade (COCOM), (2)
chemical-biological weapon proliferation, (3) missile
proliferation, (4) nuclear-proliferation, and (5) supercomputer
exports.

I can understand that from the vantage point of Congress or the
public, the rapid and complex changes that are taking place in

parallel in these five areas might lead some to conclude there is

"disarray." In fact, by the end of 1991 the U.S. expects that
new or substantially strengthened international export control
regimes will be in place in each of these areas that properly
address the security concerns of the 1990s while minimizing the
impact on legitimate commercial transactions.

The United States has approached each one of these regimes from a

framework of four elements which are essential to a system of
effective international export controls: (1) participation by all
major supplier countries: (2) establishment of a list of items

commonly controlled by all participating countries, (3) use of a
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common set of destinations to which those items are controlled,and (4) adoption of common standards of national administrationand enforcement of export controls.

The following comments provide a brief summary of U.S. andinternational action in the four export control regimes that aredesignated to address proliferation concerns.

Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative

In early 1990, the Administration undertook the development of aseries of major initiatives to strengthen export controls toprevent U.S. sales from assisting certain missile projects aswell as chemical and biological weapons programs worldwide and toseek early multilateral adoption of comparable controls. Thiseffort has become known as the Enhanced Proliferation ControlInitiative (EPCI), and was formally announced by theAdministration in December 1990. The most essential elements ofEPCI became legally effective in the United States on March 13,1991.

In an effort to halt the spread of chemical and biologicalweapons, the United States works closely with the Australia Group(AG), an informal 20-member organization that impedes CBWproliferation by controlling CBW-related exports.

Under EPCI, the United States requires an individual validatedlicense for the export of 50 chemical precursors identified bythe Australia Group as having chemical warfare applications.This requirement applies for exports to all destinations exceptmembers of the Australia Group. Prior to March 13, 1991, 11 ofthe 50 chemicals were controlled worldwide.

In addition to chemical precursors, the United States requires anindividual validated export license for exports to 28 countriesand destinations for dual-use equipment and technical dataidentified as potentially useful in the development of chemicalor biological weapons. Prior to this control, the United Stateshad no regulatory basis for reviewing sales of commercialequipment that could potentially be used in chemical orbiological weapons manufacturing activities. Now, there isregulatory authority to deny such export license applications,when appropriate.

In addition, Commerce will require an export license when anexporter knows or is informed by Commerce that an export isdestined for missile or CBW activities. Under this provision,the U.S. will have the authority to stop any export, even itemsnot found on a control list, which are destined for suchactivities.
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U.S. citizens who knowingly participate in such CBW or missile
activities will also require a Commerce license. Previously,
these types of activities were not subject to Commerce controls.
This new provision is intended to prevent any U.S. person from
contributing to the proliferation of chemical, or biological
weapons or to the development of missile systems.

In addition, participation by U.S. persons in development of
chemical plants that manufacture any of the 50 controlled
chemical precursors will also require an export license if
constructed in a country outside of the AG. This new requirement
will enable the United States to track the construction of new
chemical plants to ensure that their purposes are benign.

The latter three elements were published in the Federal Register
on March 13, 1991 in proposed form. Public comments were sought
on all aspects of the EPCI controls. The public response to
these regulations focuses primarily on the need to obtain
multilateral adoption of EPCI. After consideration of the public
comments, the proposed aspects of EPCI will take legal effect.

Since the announcement of EPCI, the U.S. Government has sought
the adoption of comparable controls by other countries. At the
December 1990 Australia Group and March 1991 Missile Technology
Control Regime (MTCR) meeting., the United States outlined the
provisions of the EPCI regulations and urged their adoption by AG
and MTCR member countries. The U.S. will continue to pursue
multilateral adoption at subsequent meetings. The next
opportunity is the May 1991 meeting of the AG.

Missile Technologv

The MTCR, which was established in 1987 by the United States and
six other countries, is dedicated to halting missile
proliferation by controlling exports of weapons delivery systems
and related equipment and technology through a common control
list called the MTCR Annex. Since its inception, the MTCR has
expanded to 16 countries.

Currently, the MTCR partners are reviewing.the missile technology
and equipment control list to ensure that it is up-to-date.
During the March 1991 meeting, the partners agreed to revisions
in seven Annex categories, based upon review which commenced last
year at the urging of the United States. Next month, technical
experts will again convene and discuss the remainder of the
Annex. Revisions agreed to at both sessions will be implemented
later this year. This will result in greater clarity and
coverage of the list, thereby ensuring that all key items are
multilaterally controlled.
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In an effort to create greater uniformity in national licensingdecisions among regime partners, the United States has circulatedto MTCR partners lists of missile projects to which U.S. exportsare generally denied.

Nuclear Export Controls

In February 1991, 26 countries agreed to establish a workinggroup to develop a control list for dual-use nuclear-relateditems. A technical working group is scheduled to meet in May1991. The United States will use as a basis for the negotiationsthe list of 62 commercial product categories of items withnuclear applications that Commerce has controlled unilaterallysince the late 1970s.

Supercomputers

In addition to these three non-proliferation regimes, the UnitedStates is actively pursuing negotiations to improve exportcontrols on supercomputers and obtain the participation of allsupplier countries in a control regime. Supercomputers haveappl-Icatiu.s in not only nuclear weapons and missile programs,but remain of concern for the traditional COCOM reasons relatedto Soviet military capability. The President has set June 1 asthe deadline for establishing such a regime.

Conclusion

Controls on exports continue to be necessary as a reflection ofsecurity threats. Dramatic changes during the past 18 months inEast-West relations, in the Persian Gulf, and in other regionswarrant a fundamental restructuring of U.S. and internationalexport control regimes. The United States continues to lead theeffort to reshape export controls which was started in early 1990and is expected to be completed later in 1991. Special attentionis being given to stemming the proliferation of missiles as wellas chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons because they poseincreasing security threats.

This concludes my prepared remarks. Thank you for theopportunity to testify.
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Senator BINGAMAN. Mr. Sokolski, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HENRY SOKOLSKI, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR NONPROLIFERATION POLICY,

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Mr. SOKOLSKI. I'll try to keep my comments brief. I think I prepared
too much testimony. What I would like to do is try to at least answer
one or two of the questions posed by your staff and the subcommittee,
including how we think about dual-use technology and trends with
regard to technology proliferation. I'll go very briefly over that, and
what priority and approach DoD takes with regard to these trends.

If there is time, I would like to briefly discuss what could be
described as a success-and in what sense it was a success-in regard
to Condor. The Defense Department, and, I think, the administration,
and the U.S. Government can be proud of what was done there and is
still being done.

PROLIFERATION TECHNOLOGIES

First, some comments on technologies of proliferation concern. A
headline here would read, we first need to establish what is a technology
of proliferation concen-it's becoming increasingly ambiguous-and
we need to understand this as we look to the future, which I think is the
key focus of what the administration is working on.

Where nonproliferation once focused almost exclusively on control-
ling the spread of specially designed nuclear equipment and materials,
and I'm speaking here of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s; it now encom-
passes both munitions and dual-use controls, not just in relation to
nuclear technology, but also to chemical, biological, and missile- related
technologies.

In addition to transfers of major components of nuclear, chemical,
biological, and missile-related systems, we are also controlling the
technological know-how in dual-use items that might help produce such
systems or components, which Assistant Secretary Clarke referred to in
his explanation of the MTCR.

DUAL-USE TECHNOLOGY

This last point concerning dual-use technology, I think bears some
reflection, particularly as we look forward to the decade ahead. Whereas
30 or 40 years ago our nation's most advanced technologies-nuclear
energy, missile and satellite technology, computers, communications and
navigation systems-were principally developed by the U.S. military or
governmental sectors. Today nearly the reverse is the case.
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The best computers, some of the most innovative space-launched
systems, nuclear innovations, communication, and navigational satellite
systems now come from private industry and are sold primarily to
civilian customers. Although our government and military buy these
goods, they are no longer the largest or most significant purchasers.

The benefits of this transformation I think are obvious. Defense
investments and government investments made some time ago are now
enriching our entire peacetime economy. Our long-distance phone bills
are cheaper, our electrical power supply base no longer needs to depend
upon fossil fuels entirely, our planes and ships fly more safely and are
more certain of their course, and affordable powerful computers have
helped us in every aspect of life.

However, as we trade. in these technologies and broaden their
beneficial applications, there will be an unavoidable downside that we
need to be alert to. These technologies, after all, were originally devised
to secure ur mliLtalry suprpVwUeF status and could be used by others for
similar purposes in the future. Clearly, those who would wish us or our
friends harm could use these technologies in the future against us.

DoD POLICIES AND GOALS

In the testimony, I refer to a couple of examples, and I will not
burden the subcommittee with going over those now. I would like to
move to the more general point about the priority DoD now is placing
on addressing these kinds of trends.

First, let me just say the priority is high. In fact, this is the key
reason why my position and office were created, why my office was
placed under the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International
Security Affairs rather than under an office dealing either with
negotiations or export control.

In addition to developing policy options for DoD and the handling
of particular export cases or negotiations, my office has been given the
lead within DoD to conduct research concerning proliferation. Since my
arrival in September 1989, the number of projects has nearly doubled in
this category. We have also become increasingly involved in the
coordination of many DoD efforts that can help address the proliferation
threats described. I think that it is difficult, at best, in large organiza-
tions to establish new offices and to move as quickly as we have. I'm
very pleased with the results of what DoD has managed to do in a short
period of time within the agency.

Our goals at DoD are determined, I think, by the type or character
of proliferation being addressed. I am now referring when I speak of
proliferation to what I call the host of horribles-nuclear, biological,
chemical- and missile-related technologies. I'm not speaking for the
moment with regard to conventional munitions, which is not my
responsibility.
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APOCALYPTIC CONCERNS

In the case of what I sometimes refer to as the apocalyptic prolifera-
tion concerns, particularly the nuclear threat that was mentioned by
Congressman Stark, DoD's goal, as is the goal of the entire government,
must be to do all we can to stop these developments with the hope that
the political or financial support for these projects will die.

To some limited extent, our forces can be defended passively against
the current generation of chemical and biological weapons. Efforts to
advance the current CBW threat by developing agents that exceed our
current limited defense capabilities, are developments that we cannot
afford to be blase about and must stop.

In the case of nuclear weapons, passive defenses, much less active
ones, are virtually nonexistent; and the imperative to stop the develop-
ment is quite clear.

NONAPOCALYPTIC THREATS

With regard to what could be described as nonapocalyptic threats-
conventional missiles; nonlethal and manned air vehicles; submarine,
particularly shallow waters; satellite and command, control and
communication technologies-DoD's goal is still to limit their prolifera-
tion as much as possible. But with a caveat that even if we merely slow
their arrival, this, too, can be militarily beneficial, even if the program
is eventually completed and fielded.

In the case of delay, enough delay is until we can develop adequate
military countermeasures; for example, defenses, such as GPALS,
shallow water ASW, new jammers, theater missile defenses and the like,
and also so that we can rearrange some strength in existing military
security alliances and security alliance relationships.

Clearly, the less money Defense has to develop such countermea-
sures, the more time that is needed to keep the threat at bay, and that's
one of the reasons why we are very concerned to do all we can to
support the kinds of export controls mentioned here. Defense has a
security stake in these things.

CONDOR

Now, briefly, I would like to discuss an example of a success and try
to explain briefly what it's military consequences are with regard to
Condor.

Condor at one time was a missile-development program being
conducted by a number of nations, including connections ultimately to
Iraq. It was originally scheduled to be completed as on-line-producing
missiles well before Desert Storm. However, the missiles were never
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fielded in any of the nations that were sponsoring originally, much less
fired at us in the Persian Gulf.

Had this program been completed and on schedule, our missile
problems that we experienced in Desert Storm would have been much
more daunting, with the possibility of large numbers of fatalities.

The SCUD's after all, even including their operators, were notorious-
ly inaccurate, missing their intended targets sometimes by as much as
a kilometer or more. The Condor was intended to be much more
accurate, and was intended to be produced in large numbers in country.
Had the numbers and accuracies been realized before Desert Shield was
conducted, the Condors could have been used to perform some of the
strategic functions Iraq's Air Force and the SCUD's simply could not
do.

In specific, they could have been used to knock out or stun our air
operations from local Saudi air fields, paralyze our logistical support
from ports in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere, and destroy our theater air
defense units and fixed command centers.

The objectives and missions, moreover, could have been accom-
plished without necessarily having to resort to chemical, biological, or
nuclear warheads. Conventional munitions would have been sufficient
with the Condor as originally designed.

Finally, because the Condor was designed as a solid fuel, two-stage
missile, it would have been more mobile, harder to find, capable of
longer ranges, faster and thus much harder for our Patriot radars to
detect than a SCUD.

For these reasons, even before the United States formally announced
its adherence to the MTCR in 1987, we assigned an extraordinarily high
priority to blocking the missile's development; and I might add I believe
with good results.

KEYS TO BLOCKING DEVELOPMENT

Several key principles were followed in this effort.
First, we blocked exports even though peaceful civilian applications

were claimed. In fact, the Condor was alleged by its developers to be a
peaceful scientific rocket. Despite this, the United States joined with
other supplier nations in denying exports to the Condor II program and
continue to do so with similar programs, whether they are overtly
military or alleged for such scientific purposes as sounding rockets or
space-launch vehicles.

Second, we focused our efforts on blocking critical technologies, such
as guidance propellent mixing, production equipment, and the like. Of
course, we tried to block as many other Condor exports as possible. We
understood though that we might not succeed in blocking all of them.

This brings me to the third principle, which I think can't be
emphasized enough, which is at Defense we understood that the aim
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was to block enough technology to make a difference. Successful
development of ballistic missiles, like the Condor, involves the
integration or harmonizing of some quarter of a million parts. It is a
very expensive and tedious proposition.

We do not need to block all the quarter million parts in order to
block the project as a whole. Therefore, we consciously aimed with the
other agencies to prevent shipment of enough of the key items long
enough so that financing or political support dried up or until we had an
effective military means to cope with the threat once it arrived.

By this criterion, I think our efforts concerning the Condor have so
far been quite worthwhile. Even though some components slipped
through, enough have been denied or delayed to seriously impact the
program.

Additionally, governments that were once supportive of this program
are now helping us slow the program down, freeze it, and block it
entirely. Also, the organization responsible for procuring items for
Condor are still having great difficulty in acquiring the items they need.

Meanwhile, the United States, Israel, and others are working on
follow-ons to the Patriot and on systems that will help us find and target
mobile missile launchers more readily. Our hope and plan is that a
sufficient amount of this work will be completed soon enough for us to
cope if Condor-like missiles are ever deployed.

I would like to stop here for the sake of brevity and leave myself
open to questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sokolski follows:]

F
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HENRY D. SOKOLSKI

Mr. Chairman:

I wish to thank the Committee for this opportunity to testify on

what we all agree is a very important topic. You and your committee's

staff are to be commended for holding regular oversight hearings on

this complex matter.

Your committee asked that I address four key questions: (1)

What are the trends in the proliferation of non-conventional weapons

technologies and what new security threats might they pose? (2) How

high a priority does DoD place on the need to address these trends

and what is DoD's general approach to addressing them? (3) How does

Defense measure success in non-proliferation and what example might

it give of such 'success'? (4) What steps should be taken to build

on past successes?

Proliferation Trends, Security Problems

I should say from the outset that technologies of proliferation

concern' is itself becoming increasingly ambiguous. Where non-

proliferation once focused almost exclusively on ccntrolling the

spread of specially designed nuclear equipment and materials, now it

encompases both munitions and dual-use controls not just in relation

to nuclear technology, but also to chemical, biological (CBW), and

missile-related technologies. In addition to transfers of major

components of nuclear, CBW, and missile systems, we also are controlling

the technology (know-how) and dual-use items that might help produce

such systems or components.
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The upshot of all this is that firms making GPS receivers

that originally thouqht their husij,>ss wnolIl only he with the U.S.

military are now finding that this makes up only a very small fractit

of their expanding market. Thus, the Desert Shield and Desert Storr

demand for more GPS systems was only relievcd by the emergency purcht

of thousands of additional receivers from firms servicing the civilia

market and by having the DoD not degrade L'S's sL'jnal quality.

Luckily, this time only we and our allies had GPS receivers in

sufficient quantities to he militarily significant. Next time, we

are not likely to be as fortunate. Certainly, one of the areas of

greatest concern is the future link between GV'S and missiles. The

current generation of missiles -- SCUD and SCUD derivatives -- are

quite inaccurate.- In fact, during Desert Storm, these missiles

missed fixed targets by as much as a kilometer or more.

What GPS and its differential upgrades promise are accuracies

of between 5 and 100 meters. This roughly translates into an increase

in lethality against fixed point targets of between 100 and 100,000-

fold -- i.e., the kind of lethality increase previously noted with

regard to the advent of nuclear energy in the mid-1940s.

Assuming our adversaries had large numbers of missiles to use

aqainst us or our allies, they could knock out or stun fixed airfields

air defense assets, ports, command centers, and military bases and

depots with the same sort of pinpoint conventional munitions

accuracies previously associated with our air operations against
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irst, it may be more difficult for our friends and forces to operate

ithout being seen or heard, an advantage that was critical in our

ictory over Iraq. Second, these low-flying vehicles -- if configured

or attack -- may perform many of the same missions as ballistic

issiles -- but more accurately. And finally, all of these systems

re likely to compound our theater air defense problems.

Are there any other futuristic proliferation problems the

)efense Department worries about? The short answer is yes. In

addition to the nonapocalyptic missile systems noted above, the

Department is also concerned about the increasing diffusion of

relatively secure command, control, and communications systems,

militarily-usable satellite technology (particularly that related

to imagery), and submarine technology. As I have noted in previous

testimony, these technologies, like those associated with accurate

cruise and ballistic missiles, may not be apocalyptic but nonetheless

can have a strategic impact and will require military countermeasures

that are currently unavailable.

In fact, with the exception of submarine technology, the rest

of these items have clear civilian applications. Advanced computers

for science can be used for encryption. Secure business communications

systems can be used to conduct business or used to wage war. And

satellites can be used for a variety of purposes.

With regard to the latter, our government and the MTCR have

held that satellite launcher technology is interchangeable with

ballistic missile technology and, therefore, is to be treated just

as restrictively. This does not mean we will restrict access to
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Iraq. The key difference here, however, is that our adversaries

would be able to do this without an air force. i.e., with missiles
alone. This may not be as apocalyptic a development as is nations
getting nuclear bombs, but the military operational consequences
could be every bit as devastating and strategic in their implications.

Because of the security concerns raised by GPS, DoD has worked
with other agencies to develop controls that the Missile Technology
Control Regime will incorporate into its annex. These controls would
restrict sales of receivers that would operate at altitudes and
speeds useful for ballistic missile applications and those specially
designed for integration into unmanned aerial vehicles/cruise missiles.

The Cruise Missile Threat and Others

It will be difficult, however, to control exports of receivers
that might be useful for the development of cruise missiles since
these are, in many respects, identical to ones that would be useful
to hundreds of thousands of owners of small planes. In fact, as
we focus our energies on limiting the spread of ballistic missile
technologies, other nations have begun to focus theirs on developing
cruise missiles and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for both lethal
and nonlethal military missions.

Whereas ten years ago it was difficult to find any Third World
nation developing its own UAV or cruise missiles, now we find that
there are well over 100 indigenous programs underway. These programs
will pose a number of new challenges to our friends and forces abroad.
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the peaceful benefits of space. It only means that, while launch
services must be available on the world market, launch vehicles
must not. Given the vast surplus of existing, cheap satellite

launch capacity in the ruropean space aqency (ESA), the U.S. and
elsewhere, this is readily done.

Besides satellite launchers, though, Defense is also concerned
that whatever satellites do go up, (lo not end up targeting our friends
or U.S. forces. Slowing the diffusion of these militarily-usable

satellite technologies to possible adversaries or to unstable regions
will have to be factored into our future military cooperation with
all our allies.

Far more worrisome than these nonapocalyptic proliferation

concerns, though, is the continued spread of chemical, biological (CBW)
and nuclear weapons technologies. Althouqh we can hope to cope
defensively against current COW threats, we may not have as much
reason to be hopeful against advanced agents. As for nuclear weapons,
these continue to present security threats.

Particularly disturbing in both cases is the increasing number
of dual-use applications of the technologies associated with the
spread of these weapons systems. With CBW, this has long been the
case. With nuclear, we are now finding that nations are developing
ambiguous nuclear facilities and purchasing dual-use equipment
needed to develop dedicated weapons capabilities rather than try to
buy specially designed nuclear weapons-related equipment directly.

Proliferation: A Defense Priority

There is no question but that DoD places a high priority on
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my position and office were created and placed in the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs.
rather than in offices deaLing with either negotiations or export
control policies.

In addition to developing policy options for DoD in the handling
of particular export cases or negotiations, my office has been
given the lead within DoD to conduct research concerning proliferation.
Since my arrival in September of l9U9, the number of projects has
nearly doubled. We also have become increasingly involved in the
coordination of the many DoD efforts that can help address the
proliferation threats described.

DoD's non-proliferation goals are determined by the type or
character of the proliferation being addressed. In the case of
the apocalyptic proliferation concerns just noted -- particularly
the nuclear threat -- DoD's goal is to dlo all we can to stoD
these developments with the hope that political or financial support
for these projects will die. To some limited extent, our forces
can he defended passively against the current generation of CBW
threats. Efforts to advance the current threat by developing
agents that exceed our current limited defense capabilities are
developments we cannot afford to be blase about. In the case of
nuclear, passive defenses are virtually nonexistent and the imperative
to stop the development is clear.

With regard to the nonapocalyptic threats -- conventional

missiles, non-lethal unmanned air vehicles, submarine, satellite
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and command, control, and communications technologies -- DoI's goal

1s still to limit their proliferation with the caveat that even if
we merely slow their arrival, this too can be militarily beneficial
even if the program eventually is completed. In the case of delay,
"enough" is until we can develop adequate military countermeasures --
e.g., defenses such as GPALs, shallow water ASW, new jammers, etc. --
to cope. Clearly, the less money one has to develop such counter-
measures, the more time is needed to keep the threat at bay.

Condor II As A "Success"

A good example of a non-proliferation success that produced a
clear-cut military benefit is the slowing of the Condor II program.
The Condor II was at one time a missile development program by
Argentina, Egypt, and Iraq, supported by suppliers from advanced
industrialized nations. It originally was scheduled to be completed
and on line producing missiles in Argentina, Egypt and Iraq well
hefore Desert Storm. However, the missile was never fielded in any
of these nations, much less fired in the Gulf.

Had this program been completed on schedule, our missile

problems would have been much more daunting than those we actually
experienced in Desert Storm. Just compare the Condor II with the
SCUDs Iraq fired at us. SCUDs are World War II vintage technology:
the Iraqis had acquired several hundred of them. The Condor II, on
the other hand, is comparable to one of the most advanced missiles
ever fielded, the Pershing II, and would have been manufactured in
Iraq and could have been available in much laryer numbers than were
SCUD missiles. The SCUDs, including their upgrades, were notoriously
inaccurate, missing their intended targets at times by a kilometer
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or more. The Condor 11, on the other hand, was designed to have
accuracies measured in a few hundred meters or less making it
orders of magnitude more lethal against point targets.

With such accuracies and the numbers serial indigenous production
would have involved, Condor IIs could have been used to perform
some of the strategic functions Iraq's air force and the SCUDs
could not: to knock out or stun our air operations from local air
fields, paralyze our logistical support from Saudi ports, and
destroy our theater air defense units and fixed command centers.
These missions, moreover, could have been accomplished without
necessarily having to resort to chemical, biological or nuclear
warheads. Conventional munitions would have been sufficient.

Finally, because the Condor was designed as a solid fuel, two-
stage missile, it would have been more mobile (harder to find),
capable of longer ranges, faster; and, thus, be much harder for our
Patriot radars to detect than any SCUD.

For these reasons, even before the U.S. formally announced its
adherence to the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) in 1987, we
assigned an extraordinarily high priority to blocking the missile's
development with good results.

Several key principles were followed in this effort. First,
we blocked exports even though 'peaceful,' civilian applications

were claimed. In fact, the Condor was alleged by its developers to
be a peaceful scientific' rocket. Despite this, the U.S. joined
with other supplier nations in denying exports to the Condor II
program and continue to do so to similar programs -- whether they
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were overtly military or allegedly for such scientific* purposes

as sounding rockets and space launch vehicles (SLVs).

Second, we focused our efforts on blocking critical technologies

such as guidance, propellants mixing, production equipment and the
like. Of course, we tried to block as many other exports to Condor
II programs as we could. We understood, though, that we might not
succeed in blocking all of them.

This brings us to the third principle, which is that our aim was
and is to block enough technology to make a difference. Successful

development of a ballistic missile like the Pershing II involves the
integration or harmonizing of some quarter of a million parts, and
it is a very expensive proposition. We do not need to block all of
the quarter million parts in order to block the project as a whole.
We consciously aimed, therefore, to prevent shipment of enough of the

key items long enough so that financing or political support dried up
or until we had an effective military means to cope with the threat
once it arrived.

By this criterion, I think our efforts concerning the Condor

so far have been worthwhile. Even though some components have slipped
through, enough have been denied or delayed to impact the program.
Additionally, Argentine and Egyptian governments actually decided to
help slow the program. Consen, the multinational organization behind
the missile's development, continues to have difficulty securing all
of the technology needed to complete the program. Meanwhile, the
U.S., Israel, and others are working on follow-ons to the Patriot

(e.g., Arrow, GPALs), and on systems that will help us find and

target mobile missile launchers more readily. Our hope is that a
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sufficient amount of this work will be completed soon enough for us
to cope if Condor-like missiles are ever deployed.

To the extent that our efforts against the Condor 1I were a
success, what went into it? There were several key elements.

The first of these was intelligence. I am speaking not just of
intelligence collection -- the amassing of raw reports -- but of
analysis -- assessing and organizing this information. In the case
of the Condor, for example, we had to stay on top of an extremely

complex trananational procurement network, which at various times

included organizations based here in the U.S., a multinational

procurement organization based in Europe as well as international

financing. Keeping tabs on this international network required a
multilateral intelligence effort complemented by interagency cooperation

in the United States.

We fully expect the requirement for this kind of intelligence

effort to grow, not diminish, in the future, as those associated

with Condor and other troublesome programs realize that simple ruses --
like the claim that a program is peaceful -- will not open the
doors to the technology that they seek. Instead, more complicated
clandestine purchasing networks that can obfuscate the nature,

destination, and end-use of their purchases ace expected.

Intelligence, however, is not enough. A second element --
action -- is essential. Domestically, in the case of Condor, we had
to review our own exports -- matching intelligence about the Condor
program with technical asses aents of the significance and alternative
uses of exports and a diplomatic understanding of the measures needed
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to support our own export restraint with complementary restraint from

other suppliers. This has resulted in the formation of interagency

groups -- in the case of missile technology, the Missile Technology

Export Control (MTEC) and the Missile Trade Analysis Groups (MTAG) --

that meet weekly to review approximately 1500 export cases annually.

Occasionally, our domestic actions must go beyond the channels

of export application review to deal with exports conducted illegally.

You are familiar with the case of Mr. Helmy, now serving a prison

sentence for illegal activities in support of the Condor program.

Of course, no domestic enforcement program can stop technology

transfers unless there is corresponding international enforcement.

This brings us to the third key element: The need for interna-

tional and diplomatic support. The establishment of the multilateral

arrangements such as CoCom, the MTCR, the Zangger Committee and

Nuclear Suppliers Groups, and the Australia Group set the general

framework for international restraint. But when it comes to specifics,

much more needs to be done. Our diplomats, customs officials, and

intelligence specialists in the Condor case, for example, worked

with their counterparts in MTCR partner governments to ensure that

U.S. denials of exports were supported elsewhere and to identify

Condor procurement overseas that needed to be stopped.

Sometimes, the identification of a specific export was enough

to catalyze action by foreign governments. Sometimes, we needed

foreign enforcement action to unravel complex procurement activities

and to prosecute criminal activity overseas. Sometimes, we needed

to go beyond MTCR partners to block the Consen network.
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As you can-see enforcement and administration of export controls
is highly manpower intensive. In the Condor case we needed the
involvement of hundreds of government officials around the world --
and a high enough priority to focus these officials on the effort.

Next Steps

Our hope and plan, of course, is to build on such successes.
You asked what additional steps should be taken to assure this.

First, we could do much worse than focus our attentions on effectively
implementing the new authority the President and Congress have only
recently put into place. As the testimony of the other witnesses
should make clear, we are well on our way to doing this.

Second, we need to recognize that our export control assets are
large, but not limitless: that we cannot stop -- and do not always
necessarily have to stop -- everything of possible military

significance to achieve our security objectives. As I tried to
explain in the Condor II example above, the U.S. and the MTCR
membership failed to stop all missile-related items from going to
the Condor II program and Iraq. Indeed, some of the technology

that slipped through did help upgrade Iraq's SCUDs. It would be a
mistake, however, to use this to argue that our Condor-It interdiction
effort as a whole failed or that our control system is bankrupt.
It's not. When we pick a target and stay focused, it does work.

In fact, to the extent that we did have problems blocking exports
to Condor II -- and we did -- more often than not, it was because
of a lack of authority caused by the fact that the item in question
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was not yet on an existing control list. This the President has

remedied in the U.S. by requiring the licensing of items -- whether

they are Listed on an existing non-proliferation control list or

not -- if they contribute to a proliferation project of concern.

The U.S. is seeking other nations' adoption of siailar authority.

Germany already has its we hope others will follow suit.

This new project-orienlted control authority will strengthen our

ability to deal with trouhlesome exports. It will also place new,

and possibly greater demands on our intelligence assets. Indeed,

as we make more clear our desire not to support specific projects

at specific destinations, there will be an even greater inclination

for illicit dealers to do their dealings indirectly and to ship

with misleading end use statements and phoney end user designations.

We will have to be even more vigilant about possible sorts of

third-party cut-out ruses and make sure that other supplier nations

are as well.

Finally, I think we need to be leery of styles or trends.

Ballistic missile proliferation-has received the greatest attention.

Certainly, it deserves attention, even more than it has already

received. However, we need to be careful not to let this or other

concerns make us less attentive to other proliferation matters.

I believe this is particularly true in regard to nuclear weapons-

related technology, which I believe will dem;and inore of our attention

in the years ahead.

This completes my testimony, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy

to answer any specific questions the committee may have.
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EXPORTS TO IRAQ

Senator BiNGAMAN. Fine. Let me ask a question about the list that
was prepared showing the very substantial numbers of exports that went
to Iraq between 1985 and 1990.

Mr. Sokolski, have you reviewed that list, and do you know if that
is $1.5 billion?

Mr. SOKOLSKI. I have reviewed the list, and I understand that a very
large portion of that dollar figure had to do with, I believe, a truck
shipment that never went.

Senator BINGAmAN. So you dispute the $1.5 billion figure?
Mr. SOKOLSKI. Well, I don't dispute the figure. I dispute how much

of that was actually shipped.

REFERRALS TO DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

Senator BiNGAMAN. Well, that wasn't the thrust of my question. The
thrust of my question is, are there things on that list that, in your view,
should have been referred to the Defense Department but were not?

Mr. SOKOLSKI. We are now talking history.
Senator BiNGAmAN. Right.
Mr. SOKOLSKI. And I want to emphasize that point.
Senator BINGAMAN. Certainly.
Mr. SOKOLSKI. And history which, as Assistant Secretary Clarke

pointed out, is unlikely to be repeated because of the new authority
under the Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative.

There were, as you well know, prior to our administration, disputes
between Commerce and Defense over the shipment of items not on
missile annex listings, things going to destinations that clearly suggested
that the item in question, Hewlett-Packard computers, for example,
would be for no good end purpose, that it would assist in a missile
project.

The disputes then, which thankfully are behind us now, had to do
with authority. Because the item in question wasn't on a missile annex
listing, it was argued, and forcefully to be sure, that there was no
authority to demand the license, much less deny it. That is no longer the
case, and it's one of the first things that this administration focused on,
making sure it would no longer persist.

TRANSSHIPMENTS/REEXPORTS

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask about referrals. There has been some
testimony in the House by Mr. Kloske indicating that, as recently as a
year ago-the spring of 1990-exports to Jordan be suspended; because
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they would be transshipped to Iraq, and also that direct exports of
certain items to Iraq be suspended.

First, is that the case where there are proposals to suspend shipments
to Jordan by the Department of Commerce?

Maybe Mr. LeMunyon can respond to that, and what is our policy on
referrals, or not referrals, but transshipments I guess is the right word?

Mr. LeMunyon. Mr. Chairman, the administration collectively
reviewed export licensing policy not just toward Jordan, but toward a
number of countries, including Jordan. I think in the context of that
particular country that we felt that given the concerns that some had
regarding transshipment, that our controls were adequate, and so they
have not changed in any dramatic way toward Jordan in recent months.

When I say "adequate," I mean that, for instance, reexport controls,
which have long applied on exports to Jordan and most other countries
around the world, apply in that case; that the chemical, missile,
biological, and nuclear weapons kinds of controls, as well as our
CoCom controls, apply to Jordan, as they do most other countries. But
the issue was considered by all the agencies involved, and it was our
judgment that our controls were adequate and remain so.

JORDAN

Senator BINGAMAN. So, your view is that although Mr. Kloske made
his arguments about exports to Jordan being suspended, the decision was
made not to suspend them and that decision was correct?

Mr. LeMunyon. Well, I'm not going to comment on specific
arguments made by one agency or another in the interagency process.
I will say that the issue was considered carefully, and thoroughly, and
that the administration decided that our controls were adequate and that
they remain adequate.

Senator BINGAMAN. Now getting away from Mr. Kloske's statements,
there have been a series of statements in the media about U.S. shipments
of spare parts and other equipment to Jordan as recently as December
of last year, 5 months after the invasion of Kuwait, and the claim is that
those items that we were continuing to permit shipment of to Jordan
were then reexported into Iraq.

Is it your position that those reexports did not occur and that this is
not a problem? Is that what you're saying?

Mr. LeMUNYON. I think Assistant Secretary Clarke has some more
insight on that specific question. I will say that overall there were very
few, and continue to be very few, license applications that the Com-
merce Department receives for exports to Jordan or reexports out of
Jordan, and I am not aware of anything that is coming through our
licensing process that meets the mold of your question.

Senator BINGAMAN. Mr. Clarke, perhaps you could respond to some
of the allegations that the media has had in recent weeks about us
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delivering items-military spare parts and other equipment to Jordan-
that were then reexported, and about us continuing to do so even up
through the end of last year.

Mr. CLARKE. Mr. Chairman, we know of several instances where
there have been reports in the media. Let me try to go through the three
of which I am aware.

There was a report that there were ammunition boxes found in
Kuwait marked for delivery to Jordan, and the question was did that
occur after the U.N. embargo went into effect. We have investigated that
thoroughly, and we have been unable to find any Iraqi Army ammuni-
tion in Kuwait that was shipped from Jordan after the U.N. embargo
went into effect, or that was of U.S. origin.

The second case we know about are allegations in the press that
spare parts from U.S. Hawk missiles went to Jordan and then into Iraq.
We investigated that thoroughly by a variety of means that I can't go
into publicly, and we found no evidence to support that claim.

Throughout the war, we carefully monitored the shipment of U.S.
spare parts to Jordan. Some shipments were held up on the docks while
the investigations were carried out. There was a thorough investigation
by the Customs Bureau, the U.S. intelligence community, and shipments
were held up pending those investigations.

With regard to the allegations in the Financial Times about whether
or not the Commerce Department asked for an investigation, and
whether or not such investigation occurred, Mr. Chairman, I would like
permission to put into the record of this hearing-rather than my
reading it because it's somewhat lengthy-the White House statement
on this issue from Marlin Fitzwater from several days ago; I think it
provides a definitive answer to that allegation in the press.

Senator Bingaman. We'll be glad to include that in the record.
[White House statement of Mr. Fitzwater follows:]
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WHrTE HOUSE STATEMENT OF MR. FITWATER

0 Can you give us some kind of an authoritative response on the story in
the Financial Times of London, which alleges that the United States, in one way
or another, approved of the shipment through Jordan of military supplies to
Saddam's regime up through December, or until December?

MR. FITZWATER: Okay. Whenever allegations of sanctions violations werereceived, the administration acted promptly and forcefully. In over 800, cases we
asked foreign governments to investigate information on possible sanctions
violations.

In the case of Jordan, we were aware of several Iraqi front companies that
were operating in that country and asked the Jordanian government to investigate
our information. The Jordanian government cooperated in all such investigations.
The effectiveness and thoroughness of the sanctions imposed on Iraq after the
invasion of Kuwait have no modern parallel. We fell they were very successful.

The Department of Commerce in December 1990 asked for the views ofother agencies on the possibility of suspending some special licensing privileges
for companies operating in Jordan. The information was immediately brought tothe attention of the interagency group charged with monitoring compliance with
the sanctions. That interagency group, with Commerce's full participation,
evaluated aH available intelligence information and determined that the individual
companies that had special license privileges in Jordan were not the Iraqi front
companies that were of possible concern for violating the sanctions.

There was no intelligence information nor other information offered by theDepartment of Commerce that diversion of items shipped legally to Jordan was
occurring.

The Commerce Department was informed in writing of the interagency
review with a recommendation that innocent Jordanian companies not be
punished for the violations of a few known diverting companies who were beingclosely monitored.

There were other allegations in that story about Commerce proposals for
tightening export controls, which also are false. The senior interagency group
that addressed these matters last spring, in fact, approved the Department of
Commerce recommendations without dissent. Responsibility for implementation
of those measures then passed back to the appropriate agencies, including
Commerce.

There was no subsequent indication from Commerce that there was anyproblem int he implementation of its recommended actions.

0 So the bottom line would appear to be, then, that you don't think ithappened, but if it did happen, you didn't know about it happening, and whateverreports that were of anything like that you tried to stop, or you tried to stop it from
happening. Is that right?

MR. FITZWATER: In effect, it didn't happen, yes. We were licensing
products, of course, as you all know, for sale to Middle Eastern countries prior
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to August 2 and after that. But the allegations in this article - everything is all
jumbled up and it's kind of hard to sort them out. But that's why I had a prepared
statement that went through it all.

But basically, it's just not right. I mean, every allegation was checked out.
We looked into all the licenses and the Commerce Department carried out its
duties.

Q Well, there's a specific point in the article that says that Bob Gates
personally got a warning in December about the transshipment of these U.S.
arms into Iraq and Jordan. Is that also untrue?

MR. FITZWATER: Yes. That's the one I referenced in this statement that
says it was all checked out. The investigative

Q We got a warning that he checked it out?

MR. FITZWATER: The Interagency group was notified, as I said in here,
which Gates chaired. And they looked into it, passed the information back to the
Commerce Department, as they were supposed to do.

o Perhaps I could try to unscramble some of this. Could you perhaps tell
us what the explicit policy, then, change was since the interagency meetings in
the late spring, and what mechanisms the United States government used to
actually block or check out these shipments?

MR. FITZWATER: I don't have those kinds of specific details, no.

Q What was the policy change you outlined in your response to this article?
It was a specific policy change.

MR. FITZWATER: The policy change was the one set by the United
Nations-the sanctions.

0 No, the United States government policy change. Because as you're well
aware, there was no explicit control over arms exports to Jordan through this
period.

MR. FITZWATER: There are controls on products according to the normal
licensing procedures. Product controls. That's what the Commerce does, is they
administer the licensing approval process for individual categories of products.

o I don't believe-the Commerce Department, as regards Jordan, does not
have explicit power to intervene and scrutinize these kinds of products. This is
a matter which is deemed to be part of foreign policy discretion.

MR. FITZWATER: They have a program of licensing approval that has
categories of products, all of which have to be reviewed for sale and licensed and
received. If you're talking about products that don't have to be reviewed, well,
the, yes, they don't have to be reviewed.

Q Let me just-
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MR. FITZWATER: They don't have country-by-country. I don't think the
Commerce Department has a list of countries, do they? No, their licensing is by
product category, not by country.

O Just one - please just one last question before this passes on. Could
you identify the names of the Iraqi front companies in Jordan for us, please?

MR. FITZWATER: I don't have it with me. I'll have to check and see whether
we can do that or not.

O Are you prepared to release the names of those companies?

MR. FITZWATER: I don't know whether we can do that or not.

o Are you prepared to release the names of those companies?

MR. FITZWATER: I don't know what the legal circumstances of that are.
We'll sure ask, but I don't know. We will if it's public information; if it's not, we
won't.

Q In those 800 cases you investigated, did any of them result in materials
not being exported?

MR. FITZWATER: I don't think I have that.

O What was the result of those more than 800 cases?

MR. FITZWATER: I don't have the results. I can't report the results on all 800
cases. I just don't know.

O Was anything ever stopped from being shipped anywhere over there?

MR. FITZWATER: I don't know.
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Senator BNGAMAN. Let me just be sure that I understand. Your basic
position is that there was no shipment to Jordan of military spare parts
or other equipment, which then went on to Iraq after the time that the
U.N. embargo was put in place?

Mr. CLARKE. As far as we know, and we tried very hard with the
complete assets of the U.S. intelligence community to find out if those
allegations were true.

Mr. Chairman, you have to understand that when those allegations
were made we had not yet gone into combat. We knew we were going
to go into combat. We did not want to be in the situation where
American boys were going to be at risk from U.S. arms transshipped
through Jordan or any other country. We pulled out all the stops
investigating whether or not those allegations were true, and we found
no support of those allegations.

Senator BINGAMAN. Mr. Sokolski, is that consistent with your
information in the Department of Defense?

Mr. SoKoLsIi. In my understanding, correct. This issue was worked
more closely, given the character of the transfers, by the Defense Trade
Security Agency, but I was coordinating on that work, and I believe this
is correct.

REFERRALS TO DoD

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask what the procedure is. I think, Mr.
LeMunyon, you said that on this business of transshipments or reexports
that the procedures that have been in place have been reviewed, and
they are totally adequate. What is the Defense Department's role in this
issue of referrals?

Mr. Sokolski, could you describe that and state whether you think
that that is as it should be at this time?

Mr. SOKOLSKL Well, the key thing to keep in mind is that the Defense
Department is not a licensing agency. The key authority that Congress
has given for licensing is to State and Commerce.

What Defense receives in the way of referrals are those things that
both State and Commerce send to us, and we review them. So, the
interagency groups that we participate in look at cases that State and
Commerce present.

Senator BINGAMAN. Well, the problem that we got into before, again
talking about history, was not that Defense had let things through that
were called to Defense's attention, as I understand it. It was, rather, that
licenses were granted for the export of some items that were not on your
list necessarily, but that, at least with today's retrospect, you wish had
been passed by Defense so that Defense could have raised an objection.

I guess what I'm asking is has that problem been fixed? Is there
now a capability on the part of Defense to know what in fact is being
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approved so that you can in essence second-guess Commerce and
Defense as to whether or not something should be referred to you?

Mr. SoKoLsKiL Well, first of all, there has been agreement that-any
and all items-going to a certain collection of countries-and I'll keep
those countries' names off the record-will be referred.

Also under the EPCI, items, whether they are on proliferation control
lists or not, going to destinations of concern, are to be sent to the
interagency group where Defense sits as a member and will have a
chance to take a look.

We, as the technical agency on missile matters, do a lot of support
work for the MTAG and MTEC working groups that review these cases.
So more items will now come before that group.

Mr. CLARK. Mr. Chairman, if I could just amplify on that.
Senator BiNGAmAN. Yes, go ahead, Mr. Clarke.
Mr. CLARKE. Again, with regard to the State Department's licenses,

the export of defense goods and services, we now have placed Defense
Department officers in the Office of Defense Trade Controls at State.
We have Army, Navy, and Air Force officers in that office reviewing
licenses to integrate the process as thoroughly as possible. That's the
first step. After that initial cut, licenses are referred physically to the
Defense Department for review.

DoD AUTHORITY

Senator BiNGAMAN. I understand that you've integrated people. It's
still true though, is it not, that the Department of Defense has no
statutory authority to object or raise concern with regard to anything that
is not referred to it? I mean the licensing authority is still with
Commerce and State, and to the extent that you want advice from DoD,
you can ask them to participate and get that advice?

Mr. CLARKEC Well, the President in his own rules and regulations,
which are not statutory but an Executive Order National Security
Directive, has created a system of license review, and Defense and other
agencies sit on the committees at every level. An Assistant Secretary of
Defense can request any license be reviewed on an interagency basis,
and within a fixed timeframe it has to be reviewed. If the Secretary of
Defense objects to the result of that process, the Secretary of Defense
can request that licenses be reviewed at the Cabinet level.

So under internal executive branch procedures, there is a system
whereby Defense can review licenses at every stage. If it doesn't like
the result of the review, if it wants to stop a case and the decision has
been made by State or Commerce to go ahead, the Defense Department
can escalate that case to the Assistant Secretary, the Under Secretary,
and the secretariat level, and within fixed timeframes those decisions
have to be made.
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So Defense has, as other agencies have, every opportunity to cause
licenses to be reviewed and, if they don't like the outcome, to escalate
the decision.

Senator BiNGAMAN. Congressman Anney.
Representative ARMEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I should point out that I'm not on the House Foreign Affairs

Committee, the Energy Committee, the Commerce, or Armed Services
Committees. So, sometimes when these things come to my attention,
they come to my attention on the floor, and they seem a little myster-
ious.

I also have a basic fundamental predilection that this country should
have, as its policy posture, a generalized disposition to neither restrict
exports nor subsidize exports unless there is a justifiable national interest
for making an exception.

It strikes me that the clearest and most obvious case where you
would have a national interest in restricting an export would be with
respect to defense matters, and that Defense would have the expertise
to best judge that.

Now within that sort of framework of dispositions, I find myself on
the floor facing an amendment to the Defense Authorization bill-
always that bill with the most amendments of any bill that ever comes
to the floor-somewhat confused about what this is, because we always
speak to each other in acronyms around here; and I get a shorthand
version that says, oh, this is a turf war between the State and Defense
Departments, or Commerce and Defense Departments; and the quick and
dirty answer is I always vote with Defense. They are the best judge of
this.

Now I think this is a very bad way to make a decision on such things
as this, because then it becomes a matter of where is the political
leverage on the floor and where are the easiest answers on the floor.

ENHANCED PROLIFERATION CONTROL INITIATIVE

Therefore, I gather that the Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative
is a recent innovation of the executive branch designed to work out
these differences. I hope I'm gathering this correctly. I think I'm seeing
some indication that perhaps things are changing from what we have
seen in the high drama moments in the last 2 or 3 years on the floor,
where such events as I have just described occurred.

Does the EPCI in fact exit; does it have staffing; does it have a
budget; is there an allocation of these resources among the entities
involved; is it a functioning entity; and does it constitute from an
administrative point of view a way to resolve these sort of ad hoc issues
that ought never to be brought to the floor by virtue of a parochial
interest amendment?-which is what I think happens.
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In other words, as you might guess, there are some Members of
Congress who would be willing to see us export item x simply because
it's made in their district, and the exportation of that item would mean
jobs for their district. That's not a common thing, of course, but it does
happen. Then you have the confusion that happens when you wrap a
special interest amendment around political polemics in floor debate. So,
going back to my point, how real is EPCI, and does it perform the
administrative tasks that I'm hoping it does?

Mr. CLARKE. I think EPCI is a shorthand for a series of regulations
that are new and allow us to do more than we could before, and they
are Commerce Department regulations. Mr. LeMunyon should probably
answer that part of the question. But in terms of the referral issue,
interagency coordination to ensure that that occurs, the two things that
have happened to ensure that are: First, the Proliferation Policy Commit-
tee and its subgroups that all agencies sit on and, second-

Mr. ARMEY. How recent is this group?
Mr. CLARKE. That was created 2 months after the outset of the

administration. The subgroups have accrued during the course of the last
2 years.

The second thing I think you're aiming at Congressman, the thing
that has made it possible for all agencies to feel like they are getting a
fair break on the decisionmaking, is something that came out around the
same time as EPCI. There was a Presidential decision on the licensing
process that I just referred to that ensures that every agency has a right
to escalate licensing decisions if it doesn't like them. That system is in
effect, it's working, and I think everybody feels all around the executive
branch that they are getting a fair shot at looking at licenses. If they
don't win, they have a chance to escalate it and cause the spotlight to
go on that decision within the Executive Branch, not on the floor of the
House and not on the pages of the newspapers.

Representative ARMEY. Mr. LeMunyon.

EPCI AND CoCOM

Mr. LMUNYON. Just as a couple of additional comments. The EPCI
represents legal authority. The regulation, and I would be glad to supply
the committee with a copy, does not get into the details of executive
branch administration on how a case is handled. It spells out additional
chemicals, equipment, citizen participation and other items for which an
export requires a validated license prior to the item or the citizen
engaging in activities or in moving overseas. As far as administration
and resources, they have certainly been in place at the Commerce
Department in the export control area for a number of years. We have
authority for controlling CoCom listed items, as well as dual-use nuclear
items, supercomputers, and some of the other issues I've mentioned.
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Certainly as the control regimes change, our focus internally in a
relative sense has moved away from the CoCom controlled items and
more toward those items of proliferation concern. When examining our
control system, the number of license applications, and the kinds of
destinations that exporters are applying for, proliferation controls in a
relative sense are taking more prominence. So that's just a natural
activity. But certainly the administration of the controls, the authority,
the budgets, the resources are there, and we're quite satisfied with them.

Representative ARMEY. Let me ask Mr. Sokolski for a moment I am
most familiar with CoCom, again, from floor debate where the question
is, should this item or should it not be on the list?

Mr. SOKOLSmI. Right.
Representative ARMEY. My understanding is that this is a list of items

that we feel should be protected and where we-have of course a hands-
on ability to restrict the ability of American suppliers to provide this to
a particular country. To what extent are we able with this procedure or
the relationships that we have with other nations to restrict other nations
from supplying. Because one of the things I often hear when somebody
wants something off the list is, if they are not going to get it from us,
they are going to get it from somebody else. So, therefore, we might
supply them.

CoCOM AND PROLIFERATION

Mr. SOKOLSiU Well, in the case of CoCom, as you know, everything
is done by consensus. The bad guys are clear cut. There is no problem
there. You don't have to worry about trying to determine whether a
certain country is your ally or isn't. You know that you have a problem
with the Soviet Union. So all you do is go by the numbers. You get a
consensus agreement that certain categories of items will or will not go,
and it not only stops you from sending it, but it stops the other members
of CoCom from sending it. Now that's East-West.

Nonproliferation doesn't work that way, and with good reason. It's
different. We're talking about shipping dual-use items like CoCom
does-but not to the Soviet Union-but to countries like Israel, Egypt,
Pakistan and South Korea. These are our allies. So the question isn't
whether or not to ship something as a broad category by consensus. The
question is whether or not the item in question is going to contribute to
an unsafeguarded nuclear facility, a missile project of concern, or
whether it's going into an unstable region, as identified by the EPCI for
CBW purposes.

Now with that in mind, what happens in most of these nonprolifera-
tion regimes is we have a very sensible approach, and that is a no
undercut approach. This means that if one country in the various
regimes denies something because it's concerned about the proliferation
concerns, the other members are not to ship the item, and they are
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notified. This works, and in the example I used in the case of Condor
it worked very effectively. So, it's slightly different. It's not quite as
black and white and clear cut, but then the problem isn't clear cut.

THE RUSSIANS AND THE CHINESE

Representative ARMEY. The problem then is-I mean Iraq got its
weapons from Russia-I mean the SCUD is obviously the first best
clear example. Is it possible to expand this CoCom relationship to
include participation by, say, the Russians and the Chinese? Is it
possible to do that without incurring the exorbitant costs of the
reluctance to participate by way of some of our other allies? I mean, it
seems to me, the maverick nation is where we're going to end up
focusing our attention. If we deny missiles to Iraq and the Soviets are
pouring them in, I don't know how much we gain.

Mr. LeMUNYON. I think, to volunteer an answer, Congressman, it
would be awkward for CoCom to take on that responsibility, since the
primary focus of CoCom controls continues to be the Soviet Union. So
to have the Soviets at the table negotiating other aspects of export
controls would be awkward. It's something that certainly could be
appropriate over time in some of the other proliferation regimes.

Mr. Clarke. I think, for example, the Soviet Union is a member of
the Nuclear Suppliers Organization. We would like it to be a member
of the Missile Technology Control Regime, and they said in the
Washington Summit last year that they wanted to be a member of the
Missile Technology Control Regime, and that they were observing the
guidelines. We welcomed that.

We,are not entirely sure they are observing the guidelines, and we
are having a dialogue with them about that. We don't want quite yet to
have them be a member until we are satisfied that they are actually
doing what they say they are doing.

We've already talked about the Chinese. The Chinese are much more
of a problem.

There is also a problem with bringing renegade nations into control
regimes, because the control regimes share intelligence. When one of
these subcommittees that I pointed to gets a piece of intelligence that in
part is going from country a through country b to a project in country
c, we use that intelligence. It marches through the Australia Group and
through the Missile Technology Control Regime.

A big part of the meeting when the partners get together twice a year
is taken up with intelligence briefings. So it poses a real problem to
bring some of these outer nations into organizations like that. In some
cases, it's a bit like bringing the fox into the chicken coop. That doesn't
mean we can't work with them to have them live up to guidelines, but
having them be members of the organization sometimes is not the
appropriate solution.
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INTERAGENCY PROCESS

Representative ARMEY. My last question. I gather that you three are
prepared to tell me that with the innovations that came just recently and
that have been described, you have a more effective, or let's say an
easier, ability to come to a decisive agreement without, what I would
call, interagency disputes, turf wars, and so forth, as compared to say 4
or 5 years ago. Is that correct?

Mr. CLARKE. I think what I'm prepared to say is that if there are
interagency disagreements, they will surface and be resolved rapidly,
and there will be an opportunity to escalate it for those who feel that
they have not had an adequate hearing. We decided on this approach so
that issues don't lie around for months not getting decided; so that
issues don't get decided by just one Department; and so that Depart-
ments don't feel, or staff members of Departments, don't feel that their
only recourse when they are overruled in the interagency debate is to go
and leak sensitive intelligence material to the press.

I think we have a process now that is adequate to take into account
the concerns of all agencies, to bring the technical expertise to bear on
a schedule, and to get decisions. Not everyone will always be happy
with all the decisions, and I wouldn't want it that way. I wouldn't want
unanimity all the time, but I do want, and I think what we do have, a
system whereby we can bring to bear all the expertise, and get decisions
aboveboard in the open rapidly, with a process for escalation if people
don't like the outcome.

Mr. LeMUNYON. I would welcome a chance to second that and add
only that in the specific case of license application processing, one of
the elements of the President's directive last December said specifically
that all applications that are referred and remain outstanding because of
disagreements must be considered by a political level Advisory Commit-
tee on Export Policy no later than the 100th day after processing. So
issues are brought to closure one way or another, security concerns are
addressed, and exporters also get responsiveness from their government.

Representative ARMEY. Well, gentlemen, my impression is that State
and Commerce are much more happy more often than Defense. I'm just
getting that impression here. Is that a fair impression for me to have?

Mr. SOKOLSKI. No. I think that's mistaken. The fact of the matter is
that many of the suggestions that went into the Enhanced Proliferation
Control Initiative came from Defense precisely to put these kinds of
disorders-heralded by some of the witnesses that will come to you
momentarily-behind us. So I think it would be a mistake in the
extreme to characterize it that way.

I think, in addition, the case review system as far as disposing of
cases and getting higher level political resolution was long overdue, and
I think that the ACEP system in fact is working. Previously, cases
would just sit and not get properly referred; and there is no dispute like
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a festering dispute to be a problem. I think we're making headway in a
serious fashion now by having these kinds of reforms worked out
among ourselves.

Representative ARMEY. Thank you.
Senator BINGAMAN. Well, thank you.
I would just like to clarify one thing before we go to our next panel.

SOVIET UNION AND MTCR

Mr. Clarke, as I understand your position, it is that the Soviet Union
would like to join the MTCR or participate in it, but at this time we are
not convinced that that would be in our best interest. In the case of
China, they don't want to participate, and, based upon the problems we
have with their actions, we don't want them in either, is that right?

Mr. CLARKE. We're one member of the MTCR, and membership
decisions are made by all the partners. Without disclosing in public what
the private discussion has been within the MTCR about Soviet
membership, let me just say that all members of the MTCR have said
that they would welcome Soviet membership when the Soviets are
prepared to abide by the guidelines. We're not going to change the
guidelines to get them to join.

The Soviets in the Washington Summit statement last June said that
they would live up to the guidelines, and they would like to join the
MTCR. Let me say-for the record publicly and I can tell you more
privately-that we have and the MTCR, as an organization, has an
ongoing dialogue with the Soviets that we hope will result in their
joining.

CHINA AND MTCR

With regard to the Chinese, there is some question about their
performance, and we've already had a colloquy on whether or not they
are abiding by the guidelines. They don't want to be a member, and so
the issue of membership doesn't arise. We do want them to live up to
the guidelines, and they have said using elliptical Chinese formulas that
they are. We would like them to do a better job, and we have a very
intense dialogue with them about their performance.

Senator BINGAmAN. All right. With that reference to a very intense
dialogue, I'll dismiss the panel and thank you all very much.

I would ask the second panel to please come forward.
Let me just indicate that we will ask a few additional questions in

writing, and if we could prevail upon you to respond to those, we would
appreciate it.

[Additional questions and supplementary responses subsequently
supplied for the Record:]
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LETTER OF REQUEST AND SUPPLEMENTARY RESPONSE OF MR. LeMUNYON
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May 7, 1991

James M. LeMunyon
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Export Administration
U.S. Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230

Dear Mr. LeMunyons

I stated at the close of the hearing on April 23, 1991, that
I would send you additional written questions for you to respond
to. Please respond to the following questions and requeets for
information-

1. Provide a list, in the sam form s. the list of expqet to
Iraq released to the public in March, of all exports datrng 1988-
1990 to Argentina, Brazil, China, Egypt, India, Iran, So0th
Korea, and Taiwan. The list should be broken down fan- each
country and should indicate the applications approed& rejected,
or returned without action, referrals to other agencies-, the type
of equipment and the end user. There should be one version
containing the names of the exporters and one sanitize d-*rsion.

2. In his written stateinnt, Gary Kilhollin cites 3 inftances of
exports to Iraq - one involving the export of lasers to the Iraq
military, a second involving the export of quartz crystals used
in radars, and a third involving frequency synthesizrs - in
which the commodity control numbers assigned to the item Awre
also on the missile technology control list. They therefore
should have been referred to the State Department but wer not,
according to Kr. Hilhollins

Were these itemas on the -missil--technology contrV)-kist and -
were the license applications referred to State?

If the items were on the missile technology control list,
why were they not referred to State?

Were any of the items referred to the Defense Department?
If so, what actions were taken by Defense? If not, why not?

How do you respond to the criticism that the exports were
dangerous or sensitive technologies, intended for military end
users, and should not have been approved?
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3. According to Mr. Milhollin's testimony, a June 1990 GAO
report stated that the Defense Department had informed Commerce
in November 1986 that the Iraqi military facility known as Sa'ad
16 was involved in missile development, and that press reports
linked that facility with other weapons of mass destruction. Mr.Milhollin also states that Commerce knew what was going on at
Sa'ad 16 as early as 1985. How do you respond to Mr. Milhollin's
allegations?

4. Mr. Milhollin testified that U.S. intelligence officials
began to brief other agencies about the Iraqi end user network in1987.

When were Commerce officials briefed by U.S. intelligence
about the Iraqi end user network?

Is it true that in 1989 the Commerce Department refused to
attend a meeting called by the CIA to discuss Iraq?

5. Was it appropriate for Commerce to approve exports intended
for Salad 16 after 1987? If so, why?

6. Under the Missile Technology Control Act enacted last year as
Title XVII of the FY 1991 Defense Authorization Act, the Comm-rce
Department is required to refer all items on the missile
technology control list to the Defense Department for
consultation if the exports are destined for any 'countries ofconcern."

Which countries and projects of concern have you identified?

Administration officials said last year during the defense
authorization conference that an unclassified list would be very
short. What are the advantages and rationale for classifying thelists?

To what extent has the act been implemented in general andwhen will full implementation occur?

7. Explain the screening process whereby the Energy Department
is permitted to screen applications for licenses, and to indicatethe types of exports it is interested in, and discuss whether
this screening process differs from the one employed for the
Defense Department. If it does differ, explain why.
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So that we can close the record of the hearing, please

forward the response to my requests no later than Tuesday, May

24, 1991.

Your cooperation will be appreciated.

Since I

Jef ) 1 ) a, Chairman
Su b 2uitt on Technology

nd N anal Security
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' | UNITEO STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Bureau of Export Adminisutraton

o~u9>Jab Washington. D.C. 20230

January 13, 1992

Honorable Jeff Bingaman
Chairman, Subcommittee on Technology

and National Security
Joint Economic Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter dated May 7 regarding my April 23testimony. I regret the long delay in responding, but I wantedto ensure the replies to your questions are as complete andaccurate as possible.

Enclosed are my responses to your follow-up questions listed inyour letter. I hope the information is helpful in addressing theissues discussed at the hearing.

Please note that for purposes of accuracy and consistency,references to Export Control Classification Numbers (ECCNs) areprovided in the numbering system used in discussions at the Aprilhearing. The numbering system was revised on September 1, 1991.

You should be aware that the export licensing informationfurnished herewith is protected by the confidentiality provisionsof Section 12(c) of the Export Administration Act of 1979. Thisincludes the enclosed printouts, both the version that containslicensing information, including names of exporters and theversion that contains the same licensing information with theexception of the names of exporters. This information isprovided to you as Chairman of the Subcommittee on Technology andNational Security of the Joint Economic Committee. Section 12(c)states that such information may not be disclosed "unless thefull committee determines that the withholding of thatinformation is contrary to the national interest."

In providing this information to you, I would like to underscorethe importance of protecting the information from furtherdisclosure. The information provides details of U.S. exporters'business transactions. Among other concerns, release of theinformation could discourage exporters from participating, orbeing fully candid, in the export licensing process.
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If you have any further questions, please contact Mr. Mark

Neuman, Director of Congressional Affairs for Export
Administration on (202) 377-0097.

Sincerely,

Jam s M. LM nyon
Dep ty Assistant Secretary

o Export Administration

Enclosures

cc: Honorable Richard Armey
Ranking Minority Member
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Follow-up Questions from April 23 JEC Hearing

question 1: Provide lists of exports to Argentina, Brazil,
China, Egypt, India, Iran, South Korea and Taiwan for the period
from 1988 to 1990. The list should be broken down for each
country and should indicate applications approved, rejected or
returned without action, referrals to other agencies, the type of
equipment and the end user. There should be one version
containing the names of the exporters and one sanitized version.

Answer: Enclosed please find two versions of the information you
requested, consisting of computer printouts summarizing
applications for licenses to export to the above-named countries
for the period 1988-1990. One version contains the names of
exporters and the other does not. Each version is divided into
separate reports for licenses that were approved, rejected, or
returned without action (RWA'd). The reports include the
following information for each export license application listed:
case number, dates of receipt of and final action on the
application, ultimate consignee (end user), Export Control
Classification Number (ECCN) for the item, description of the
item, end use of the proposed export, dollar value of the
proposed export, and record of interagency referrals. As
previously noted, one version of the printouts contains the names
of U.S. exporters in addition to the above-described information.

Please be advised that the information contained in the printouts
is protected by the confidentiality provisions of section 12(c)
of the Export Administration Act of 1979, as amended. This
includes both the version that contains the names of exporters
and the version that contains the same licensing information with
the exception of the names of exporters. Section 12(c) states
that any such information may not be disclosed "unless the full
committee determines that the withholding of that information is
contrary to the national interest."

Ouestion 2: In his written statement, Gary Milhollin cites 3
instances of exports to Iraq - one involving the export of lasers
to the Iraq military, a second involving the export of quartz
crystals used in radars, and a third involving frequency
synthesizers - in which the commodity control numbers assigned to
the items were also on the missile technology control list. They
therefore should have been referred to the State Department but
were not, according to Mr. Milhollin:

a) Were/,these items on the missile technology control list
and were the license applications referred to State?

41-636 0 - 92 - 6
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Answer: Lasers are controlled under ECCN 1522. of the items
identified under ECCN 1522 (lasers), only "equipment containing
lasers" and "measuring systems which have lasers" are controlled
under the Equipment and Technology Annex of the Missile
Technology control Regime (MTCR). Lasers themselves are not
controlled for missile technology reasons. Contrary to Mr.
Milhollin's allegation, a database search indicates that no
lasers were approved for export to Iraq between February 1, 1988,
and February 20, 1988. The database review further revealed that
the license Mr. Milhollin may have been referring to (B286904;
see Attachment A) was improperly classified under the ECCN
containing lasers and was subsequently properly classified under
1091. ECCN 1091 is not included on the MTCR Annex and therefore
would not have required referral to the Departments of State,
Defense or Energy.

Ouartz Crystals - Quartz crystals are controlled under ECCN 1587.
Of the items identified under ECCN 1587, only "temperature
compensated crystal oscillators are controlled under the MTCR.
All other types of quartz crystals are controlled solely for
national security reasons. The two applications for the export
of quartz crystals we believe that Mr. Milhollin was referring to
in his written statement (B290664 & B346115) were not referred to
State for review because the equipment did not meet the control
level of the MTCR Annex (see Attachment A).

Freauency Svnthesizers - Frequency synthesizers and equipment
containing frequency synthesizers are controlled under ECCN 1531.
Only synthesizers containing controlled-standards or temperature
compensated crystal oscillators, and airborne equipment/receivers
and transmitters using frequency synthesizers are controlled
under the MTCR; No other type of frequency synthesizer is
controlled under the MTCR. The four applications for the export
of frequency synthesizers (D000637, D032605, D033332, and
D055821) we believe that Mr. Milhollin was referring to in his
written statement were not referred to State for review because
the equipment did not meet the control level of the MTCR Annex
(see Attachment Be).

b) If the items were on the missile technology controls-
list, why were they not referred to State?

Please note that the end use statement for license
#D055821-is the same as was provided in response to a separate
request from Congressman Barnard. The following phrase,
contained in the BXA database, was not included in the printout:
"According to our information the end-user is involved in
military activity."

* Inmt n r '-~e-erew":--:
Su!.ject to t'n- mvsicns3 oZ sec
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Prohibited by las.
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Answer: As noted, the items in the license applications that we
believe were referred to by Mr. Milhollin in his written
statement were not referred to the State Department for review
because the equipment did not meet the control level of the MTCR
Annex.

c) Were any of the items referred to the Defense Department?
If so, what actions were taken by Defense? If not, why not?

Answer: None of the license applications for lasers, quartz
crystals or frequency synthesizers that we believe were referred
to by Mr. Milhollin in his written statement were reviewed by the
Defense Department, as agreed-upon interagency procedures did not
call for such referral at that time. Defense had delegated
authority to the Commerce Department for these particular items.

d) How do you respond to the criticism that the exports were
dangerous or sensitive technologies, intended for military
end users, and should not have been approved?

Answer: Items which have been identified for control under the
MTCR are indeed sensitive technologies and should not be approved
to missile related end users. However, as noted, none of the
items that we believe was being referred to by Mr. Milhollin in
his written statement was an item meeting the technological
thresholds identified for control under the MTCR.

Ouestion 3: According to Mr. Milhollin's testimony, a June 1990
GAO report stated that the Defense Department had informed
Commerce in November 1986 that the Iraqi military facility known
as SA'AD 16 was involved in missile development, and that press
reports linked that facility with other weapons of mass
destruction. Mr. Milhollin also states that Commerce knew what
was going on at SA'AD 16 as early as 1985. How do you respond to
Mr. Milhollin's allegations?

Answer: SAIAD 16 is an Iraqi research and development complex
located near Mosul. The facility contains some 76 different
laboratories and workshops. some of these have been reported to
be involved in supporting the Iraqi missile program.

Since the establishment of the MTCR, Commerce has not approved
any sales of items on the MTCR Annex to SA'AD 16 or to any other
facilities in Iraq. A March 1990 GAO report concluded that "[wle
did not find that any MTCR-restricted items had been approved for
export to Iraq since the effective date of the MTCR."

With the advent of the MTCR in April 1987, Commerce reexamined
previous approvals to Iraq. Two previous license approvals for
computer exports were suspended based on information about the

Ifrmation furnish:ed h.er1.-ith :3
sutject to the posian of Secti n
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SAlAD 16 facilities and possible missile technology activities.
Although the computer systems covered under these two licenses
had been shipped, neither the operating software nor any
installation service had been provided at the time of the
suspension. We understand that without the software or
technicians to install the devices, the systems were rendered
useless.

Ouestion 4: Mr. Milhollin testified that U.S. intelligence
officials began to brief other agencies about the Iraqi end user
network in 1987.'

a) When were Commerce officials briefed by U.S.
intelligence about the Iraqi end user network?

Answer: Commerce officials regularly consult with the
intelligence community. We are not aware of any intelligence
briefings that were specifically about an Iraqi end user network.

b) Is it true that in 1989, the Commerce Department refused
to attend a meeting called by the CIA to discuss Iraq?

Answer: We are not aware of any request for such a meeting.

question 5: Was it appropriate for Commerce to approve exports
intended for SA'AD 16 after 1987? If so, why?

Answer: Commerce records show 11 approvals of U.S. dual-use
items to SAIAD 16 after 1987. This equipment did not fall under
MTCR controls. We believe that these approvals, which included
personal computers, microfilm systems and various low level
electronic equipment, were consistent with the regulations and
interagency-agreed guidelines for approving licenses then in
effect. Ten of the applications were referred to the Department
of Defense and approved by that agency prior to issuance. In
addition, nine of these applications were for equipment
decontrolled consistent with multilateral agreement as of June
1990.

Question 6: Under the Missile Technology Controls Act enacted
last year as Title XVII of the FY1991 Defense Authorization Act,
the Commerce Department is required to refer all items on the
missile technology control list to the Defense Department for
consultation if the exports are destined for any "countries-of
concern".

a) Which countries and projects have you identified?

Information furnished heresith *U
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Answer: The Export Administration Act (EAA) expired on September
30, 1990. Although the Defense Authorization Act was enacted
after the expiration of the EAA, the Administration continues to
maintain controls and procedures in existence prior to the
Defense Authorization Act to stem missile proliferation, and has
also taken additional measures this year.

There exist classified lists of countries and projects. The
country list is used to determine which export license
applications should be referred to the interagency Missile
Technology Export Control Group (XTEC) for review. The Defense
Department is a member of the MTEC. The country list is not
included here in order to avoid classifying this response.
However, Commerce would be glad to brief you and your staff on
the contents of the list.

Many missile end users are also included in Commerce's database
among the thousands of end users to which exports should be
carefully reviewed or denied. Due to security classifications,
additional names are not contained in Commerce's database but are
made know to special interagency working groups in connection
with the review of license applications. Again, these lists are
not provided here to avoid classifying the response. However,
Commerce would be glad to brief you and your staff about these
lists.

As discussed at the April hearing, the Administration's Enhanced
Proliferation Control Initiative (EPCI) is a set of interlocking
export control measures aimed at stemming chemical and biological
weapons and missile proliferation. On March 13, 1991, the
Commerce Department published three EPCI regulations. Two
regulations were published in interim form -- imposing worldwide
controls on an additional 39 chemical precursors and establishing
controls on specific CBW-related dual use equipment and technical
data to 28 listed destinations (See Attachment C). Those two
regulations vent into effect upon publication. The third
regulation, which was published in proposed form, included new
controls related to exports to and participation in missile
projects. This regulation was completed and published on August
is, 1991. No specific projects were listed. Interagency groups
have been working jointly to formulate a public list of missile
projects. The Administration is bringing this issue to closure,
and we now expect a public list of missile projects of concern to
be published shortly. (See Attachment E.)

b) Administration officials said last year during the
defense authorization conference that an unclassified list
would be very short. What are the advantages and rationale
for classifying the list?

Xrformatien fnarlih!ed herel'tt to
suboect to th- proviiions c' S.,ction
l2f-) of the Expnort Adminiztration
Act of 1979, 50 U.S.C. App. 2411(c),
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Anwe r: Publicly listing projects of concern involves abalancing of two national security objectives: protecting
intelligence sources and methods versus improving the
effectiveness of the export control regime. The advantages ofpublishing such a list are two-fold. It informs exporters ofprojects and countries about which the U.S. Government hasconcerns for missile proliferation reasons. When transactingbusiness in those countries in which a project is listed, theexporter knows to be more alert.

The Administration supports the publication of a missile projectslist. The projects list provides guidance to U.S. exporters sothat effective industry compliance can be achieved.

c) To what extent has the act been implemented in general
and when will full implementation occur?

Answer: As noted above, the EAA expired on September 30, 1990.The Defense Authorization Act would have amended the EAA byrevising section 6 and creating a new section 11B. In Executive
Order No. 12730 of September 30, 1990, the President invoked theInternational Emergency Economic Powers Act to continue in
effect, to the extent permitted by law, the provisions of the EAAand the Export Administration Regulations. The Department ofCommerce is following a policy of conforming actions under theExecutive Order to those under the EAA, insofar as appropriate.

Consistent with the purposes and policies of Title XVII of theDefense Authorization Act, Commerce has undertaken a number ofsteps to implement enhanced missile non-proliferation controls.
As noted in response to question 6(a), Commerce recently
published a regulation that expands controls on participation inmissile related activities. (See Attachment E.)

Under this new rule, a validated license is required forequipment or technology when the exporter is informed by Commercethat an export may be intended for missile activities anywhere inthe world. In addition, this rule requires a license if anexporter "knows" that an export is destined for a missiletechnology project or country that will be listed in a newSupplement 6 to the rule. The Supplement 6 list will bepublished at a future date when it is finalized. When an exportis deemed to make a material contribution to missile activities,
the license will be denied. The rule also restricts
participation by U.S. persons in missile related activities.
These restrictions on U.S. person participation extend to supportof any missile activities, through financing, freight forwarding,
or other comparable assistance.

Information furnished hereritŽ, i3
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In addition to the above, Commerce officials have participated in
interagency discussions on missile technology sanctions and have
proceeded to implement such sanctions consistent with the
objectives of Title XVII of the Defense Authorization Act. In
addition, Commerce officials have met with representatives of the
member countries of COCOM, the MTCR, Australia Group members and
the Nuclear Suppliers Group to discuss export controls for dual-
use equipment and technologies related to chemical, biological
and nuclear weapons and missile delivery systems. Commerce also
co-chaired the interagency group that reviewed the MTCR Annex and
proposed revisions to MTCR partners at recent multilateral
technical working groups.

Ouestion 7: Explain the screening process whereby the Energy
Department is permitted to screen applications for licenses, and
to indicate the types of exports it is interested in, and discuss
whether this screening process differs from the one employed for
the Defense Department. If it does differ, explain why.

Answer: The Department of Energy (DOE) reviews applications
subject to nuclear non-proliferation controls. These include
applications for commodities capable of producing or enhancing
the nuclear weapons potential of countries that do not have sound
nuclear credentials, e.g., countries not named in Supplements 2
and 3 to Part 773 of the Export Administration Regulations (EAR).
The commodities controlled for nuclear non-proliferation concerns
are identified in the Commerce Control List (CCL).

DOC has received several Delegations of Authority from DOE
concerning the review of applications subject to nuclear non-
proliferation controls. Therefore, applications for commodities
controlled for nuclear non-proliferation concerns may not require
referral to DOE if they meet certain criteria, such as technical
parameters and/or destination (see Attachment D, Supplements 2
and 3 to Part 773 of the EAR).

In comparison, the Department of Defense (DOD) reviews export
license applications of national security concern, meaning
transfers of sophisticated technology and sales of high
technology items to COCON proscribed destinations, e.g., the
Soviet Union and the Peoples Republic of China. Also, pursuant
to interagency-agreed procedures DOD reviews some applications to
"Free World" destinations when there exists a significant risk of
diversion to proscribed countries. The commodities controlled
for national security concerns are identified in the CCL.

DOC has several Delegations of Authority from DOD concerning the
review of applications subject to national security controls.
Therefore, not all exports controlled for national security
reasons are reviewed by DOD if the application meets certain
criteria, such as technical parameters and/or destination.

Information furnished herewith is
subject to tho provisions of Section
12'1) of the Export Adninistration
Act *-f 1979, 50 U.S.C. App. 2411(^).
ane t-u thorzed disclosure is
prohibited by law.
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Wednesday 4 1 C
March 13, 1991

Part VI

a

Department of
Commerce
Bureau of Export Administration

15 CFR Parts 770, 776, 778, and 799
Expansion of Foreign Policy Controls on
Chemical Weapon Precursors; Imposition
of Foreign Policy Controls on Equipment
and Technical Data Related to the
Production of Chemical and Biological
Weapons; Interim Rules

15 CFR Parts 771, 776, and 778
Imposition and Expansion of Foreign
Policy Controls; Proposed Rule
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;ehtathlotdcopprs

Pemraccioropoorohhtmc

proeoltnac(l c-oI ede

Dpco pcCoDDtohophoet. oemid dh
Phopcyloes cotbd.d
yhocSportsc yeshde

(34) Ic.A.S c 77tt18-O. Phc ptomsa
Urcitlanda

P~thocpnacr chloride
Texhlerpoohept0.od

(251 (CAS c70-4t-d Plteccolcon
tee ixeyl r..tidy kec
7 2 Ditnt t3-olu

LLIckyVLai

.1 OtCeAylepySe. -6y3 * tosC.ec
stethyt tentyl k-son.-

F naxcaine
3 C. Trt-oalylcc-toflo

:01 (C.A 5. * 7_3t1 Pacoelyl acohol
0. IA.S syl retu hol

:iotettyl.2.O fool .
:J.Csshahto.kesoe

:-.,=17y 7. 2<Ln.a.prpd o
Metdt.LZ dethy.eep,a

-7 !( C A S. rt0I-04 Pealccttd cyootde

1:8t1 ICA '. *716 3 POa-cIc flcoed
Psaccax e riYnelraendc

'i.nd d
Ity orpoaen ptaou i ddltende
Hyd37qen-3a- Sp(.ohAndo
'oracacoa cod fisride
PoSaW. hpdhonftcd.
Potcatamlwp ydbC. ihcatnd.
Potaaattuo qoaoolydeelts difl(onda

401 IC.A.S. MA 434-?) SQoossl.dd

( IC&& .bt7O2-lL.ll SWI ftO1

3 -Hydeo zyqqatutdr
41d CAS. ed731w.2) 2-odia

: AccotcyelLaclt70 a0
3.Oayqoadall

.4:1 (CAS r193--1 Sodiwp biLontd
Sodita OydcopZ dilCeade
Sodcdi. ftydlai twnde
Thiophoqbpnc ahydnd

1431 (C. S. T1 - Senos c de
Il tCAL 5 7e14-1 Soedata lcwnde
Sodohiuro cosd

'053 (Cy.A.S yv3~*y) Stodteedd

Otei( cChyd d." ) o0in
Soditr ao rh
Sodtotra cdohade

(401 (C.A.S*55-4 Ttldn odiglyoci

:ZlO hy ydrr vullldc

Di(2 t.ydro*kntlOt(.Uhydeetky)c.1dft

51f.-...ydtha-caht..d-he oyi di

::.Thiohataaucol

:: Tiodurki.~oi
Thtodier)yoc

'1a) (CA5S .7l-n-d) Thiocyl e dond
hidfioyl cidocade
SIthiinl tdacolesadc
S .ilta clonrds cod
Sceftr oondsasd
hSdlwwow dirofldaad
Suhidcou. ooychlond.
hicocy) dachlceeda

1401 (C.AS 101-?I-4 ?ATh.IelmPd
Al'k olhe 244
1:.idmlocneahand

-totH..oartado

Tea (.b.hyd-osthaa-i
Tn(.1ZhydeoyormhYljano1

(4ri C-& vtz64z-h) TAeckyl pbee-plt

ib.w cd Wayl i
ToerohsWk _
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5.11 (C.ALeS Tratyl prosnPt sooonh s -t -swettl Tastorniv5r-
.inetoor5-ooosoninemy S~

aec- w.ah ctr. 5991.

tome M. LtM-uyoa.

Doc. 95-540 Fildod 4-''t ;: l

15 CFR Ports n70 Ms 770, and 799

10onkat No. 902t1-t04t1

Inpositoni of Foreign PolIcy Controis
on Eotupment and Tectnicn Data
Retatod to Ite Producton of Cnemicat
ano BiologICal Weapons

AGEJSVSt Bureau of Export
Adninistraiottn. Cemznere.
AC otIC Interns rile mti request for
comments. --

SUMMAR~t. It support cf US. poilo:es
0ppasi0- the prou'eramon ano
protibited use of coemtcal and
bziolog:ai weopoao. the Departoent f
Cz=terce 1s itposuii f3reX9 pOlIC7y
coarois on exports of caertin dual-use
equipment that can be used to produce:'

j1I Chenicals or biological agents
controlled by ECCNa 4798B. 4997B. or
4098B on the Commodity Coaoni Lst
(CCLI. Supplement No. I to i 799 1 of the
iseort Adittistration Regulattons
mARl:

(21 Checicals or biological warfa:e
agents controlled under the
toternaconal Traffic in Annas
Reslautiono (iTMAR) (= CR parts ::3-
tIc'.

ThiDepartment is also imposing i
foreign policy controls on technicral dita'
for the production of such eqtiipment r

Snecificailv. dua i nterun rile tteto;d
the Export Admzustriution Regulatuns
EA(tofiitfoae validated licensing i

reqoinesmenc on exports of thiif
equipment kind techtnical data'to.
County Groiiji S and Z and countriesf
lsted inb new Supplement No. 5 to pan
778 of the EAR.-
CATeSt This rule is effective Marci :3
1990. Comments must be received by
Aprnl 12. 1991.
AooREbsxc Wn ten comments (six
cpties) should be sent to Wilisd F sher.
Office of Technology snd Policy
Analysis. Bureau of Export
Admuinistration. Department of
Commerce. P.O. Box 273. Washington
DC 20044.
Fro lunucar INFORMATIoN CONTACT
For quesuons on foreign policy controls.
call Towi lackson. Office of Technology
and Policy Analysis. Bureau of Export

.\corin ssocn.e resrcse _::-
4. 1.

F quesnons 010 tez a z:a vata e vn
toenucol -e:On .e:tcrs. oiogiOcl

gentla. 500 eqwpi=ne 00a cr= bhe used
5 ytocuce cneicaiu art S-iolpcmt

aenlo. cad laezas Seevorawam. Oice
e ecanoopry no Pourc: nalysis.

Ouresu o0 Eioor Ac ncisaton.
teiepsooe: :0: 37-5ii95.
suLEUCtrrA.r I.FOO5ATtO.:

Bacxground
This -ermn raie atrresca se Escort

tn: stratton Rerucaz :- A LR) :
-mynse ff a cliates .cetis t

-enueMernt on everts xl certain
e-pment stat can oe ose: to p:odxce
Ste following:

'2: Chemicais or biotogicai agents
conrodled ucder ECCN. 988. 49970. o
;9sS oec no Czr-oc:r, Can.rni Lst

:' Chevucais ai bho-ctral war ae
arents cOnn-i'led noe re
:nernatonsi Traffic in A

Rer'atono (i1TARI (:: OR parts ::-
:3rI addmiusctereo ay e U.S.
Deparrent of State.

This rule blso creates a new j 776.20.
which imposes a validated licensing
requirement on exports of technical data
'or the productton of such equlpment:
The equipment and t:' -nical oata
subiect to thIs validated fkoensing
renosement have diverse c vdl
a;Pications snd. zs. are not xrzqceiy
related to chemical and hiologtcal
weapons proeuctun.

The vaudated licensing reqwrement
!ir th:s equipment and techrucal data
appUes omiy to esporns and reexports to
Coui*iy trspa S and Z and th.e regtons
snd counties itied in new Supplem ent3
No. i port 7P9 of theEAM Supplement!
Not5 1luai the Middle Exotern and S
SouLhwest Asian regions aid certain)
other cbwitsiesv-- -
-Se:ion 770.2 etabuishes the

li:ensing policy 'cr-eiemvrg
applicaonov to expotn or reenprt
e-uipmest and the tecenical data
related to chemical and biologpcal,
weapons producuon. Eigjorts and f -
Feexports of such items \fll bedenied if 5
they wuld make ti'matenal contirbutiort
to the desipt.deiilopmin LCjir'dadoldI
atockpiliig oiuse ol cliencusl or
btIologcal wv aponsha'~Thistde unspieements part of
Executve Order 12735 of November 10.
19o an Chemical and Bioiogical
Weepons Proliferstion. as wel ss the
Zr-hsanced Proliersuon Contool Initi.aive
fEPCI) announced on December 3. :990.
Excauve Order 12 35 of November I&9
1990. directs the Secretary of Commerce
to control esports that the Secretary of

ittiterce and the Secretsrv of Slate
:ttenrnie would assist a cownwv In
u:s:t-ngi cnemicsi and biological
i--anons capabuiily The c.Cl directs
Cj nmerce to control dual-use
rcutentnt and tecltuucai data related to
:Ztemricul and biologtcal weapons. This

: e creates new Export Control
C=tnocaty Numbers iECCNsI in Ste
': to control this equipment to
C:=t.-Y Crop S and Z and the regions
and count-oes listed in new Suppiement

ot part 778.
The fuilowui ECCNs are added to the

:t5:ofChemieal Oroceseltg Otulnrnert
bee milO nwchel or consuwcbso of
asemiop. .o.ei. or asother ailoy n

SiJFt Pri-ps or -Ilvea desipgd to be
sn*or teas proat

:tF. .T.sr.omte.. or aster: cmnincl
:mntssiu seosor encases us nic.e alloy.
SfllOFtting equipmnt ovlossa dn a

;OO nton- or sitolse evtirot~lvotat tmsr. Sr
mmisvorluv3 a nisi-linod ne Has:,itop

51157 Snowatly d.soignd onie-s.o.s tor
stem sui precursor iae in ECC'N 47730.
:-encal wats. aos. or
vnrgaoonospnoess compemnco.

SlCF. oT cgas .. Mionrtg y ri t
S~e..15itanuong es-stereo lot itt. ats!ct:an

t chrrstcol comnpa,,ds h-stg
*.. cdoiatestrller M .n.t.y.

Sbcn&Detreceoo oe asoop syst~es tor
h:oloincal agets.

010Ff: 9iooatd coestrmainmenteqmi:,tnit
150.7. Eguipsntnt tar the

=:crnoo n P-w.Qoof live- u miceoorn s.
£7975 nternedmist hemilalca useud 1 ch.

;noduc uin of chemical aria.n gets.
s9.7r; Coupltes mor the tit r of

-SC.oor~tiame.G

The Urited States otl1 seek the
agreement of all Australia Croup
gSverments to adopt equivalent
c:narols on this equipment. The twenty.
sember Australia Croup. in wi-ch the
Uttted States participates. eeks to
,revent the proliferation of chemical
and bioogqical weapons.

he Denaerttnt of Coanrerce has
submitted a report to the Congress in
accordance wth section o of the Export
Admninisuration Act of 1079. as amended.
to support this imposition of U.S. fore:gn
policy controls.

The contract sanctity provision
csntaLned in us rile ts consistent with
u-e requirements of the Export
Administration Act of 1979. as 9tnended
(EAAl. However. senous consideration
is being given to eliminatng dus
contract sancory provision when the
final rate is publisbed. in light of the
sertous concerns rotsed by chemical and
bhologscal wespoas. The Department
mittes public comments on this issue. s
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-.d a. a. o to" a.oecu oi tbe

.... ts tl t w itc the p onoa bitto,0 00
aoe with Lr,. OrC Kuwait cotamedo u

:e r eCunt, Ormer. aueo on Auiust 2
a 9. 190. e onier sonoJd obtain

.cotce eow tne Office of Foreoa
A11e1t ConcroL U.S. eparran of

*trs*ury. Concer in *-y -)port or
teot to Iraq or K-uwat

Satin 0 Csilsr

Sb-,=eots of iterm recoved frtc
feierai license sai~omtnfttot as a
tenoli of this reuatoyr caon that were
Ot oock for anacr4 n htbter. loden
ahoatn si t-:or=, ca-er cr en roue
Aioard curl er to a pon ot eoPrt
- .uanlt to actal! Orcet fcr enort

before March 2P7. I.19tciav e eo;orted
-nder the previous qenerni Lconse
proitiaons op to and icludling April 10.
.901. Anv aucb items not actually
exvoneo before Ctdmnuit April 10. 'M.
recur. a va sdaten exportn Ucense =
accordance wit this resilaion.

Rulemkig Raqortmuoca
Thia rule ta conriasent witht

EC.Init Order. 12.- rr ana I#.
: ubis umle involves co=Ueclons of

.forarstoo tuoecd to the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U S.C. 3501 It
eq.). These collectons have been

approved by the Of'ice of Mrangement
end Budget under control rniiber Oc4-
ooCS and O694-VI0.

3. This rue does not contain policies
with Federalism impiicaocns uisrecnt
tn warrnt prepsriaoo of a Federalism
assessment onder Execu"ve Order
1:012.

4 Because a no0ce of proposed
r-.rneskiq end min oppornmiry for
public comment are not requtred to be
given for this rie by seciuon 553 of tle
Adminiotiatne P-ocedure Act [3 U.S C
5531 or by any other law. under sectoos
5O3(al and oO4faf of the Regulatory
Flenbiliry Act IS U.S.C. 0W(0s and
so0lfa)l no inols

1
or final Regulainry

Fioobility Analysis bas to be or will be
repared.

5. The provisions of the
Admiroatratuve Procedure Act. S U.S.C.
sS3. requirng anuic of proposed
nilemausin. the opportitcy for publIc
participatoo and a delay in effecesa
date: are inapplicable because this
regulation involves a foreign and

mniltary affair. furcoon of the United
States. No other law reqtures that a
nonce of prosed ruleminag and an
opportnciy fm pubic commint be Swven
for ihis rie.

Hoever. bec..se of the Importanc
of the issues rausedhy these regsilad1s.
thia rle is issued in interUi form and
corstents will be cooasidered in the

:eoetooment of -.. -squiauoa
A~cCcr2ia~ y e 0.na~et, encourss
LttetteO~ pencis onto wtao to

Ccr-.nent tdod *o at te a ritelt
yoaaioiete r rt o yerr-t it filent

COttlderatt.. of - r niwa Coammean
cn -te contracta anci-y prnittat

c tttaineo to tua mue sit etpiCi. y
ecouraged.

r-e perod for .utbitlnO of

comentms wn c] :oae Avi :'. :9.M T
Deparmneot t.il conrrrner all comina3
reetod before toe cCo.e oi !be
cutoment penod n. dete!optr4 mtnal
re auooa. Comrentu nceed Rra
Ve co of tb. com=ent pcnood -w be
C-ctiC- rtd It pom.tiht@. but r
Cr._zuderabon cannot o o a d. Tr
Depart=eat wul lot ccaot pubbe
cntoe.nts accompsnied by a reouest
una a part or &J of the matenal be
treated coof.deooa.1U because of :D

busineas proprietary nature or for any
outer reson. The DeC-pareat tt]
eturn suc commentU ad aten ia to
,e porno. ubmijr4u the comments and
ct- not conatder tem a thc
ceveloptout of foaJl rtgtuiaoo.L All
;uoilc com oU 00 on M." t ragiisooa
t1t be a matter of pubiic record and
tWo be available for pobihc uspaconc
and copyutg. La th interst of accuracy
and cotnpletnes.a. the Oeparenei
requies commenta a written form. Oral
comment moats be t uoilwed by wrttiaa

emaorsnda. wbich net] also be a matte!
of public record and will be available
for public retrrie and copyinS.
Cominuoucaton row aqoenctes of the
:oitid States CoveitUmint or foreign

gooerruents wnUl not be made vaiable
for public inspmeo.

The public record conerrut these
regulatons witl be matatatned a t=e
Bureau of Export Adiitilstaaon
Freedoma of lnformaton Records
ioopecuon Facility, room 4533.
Department of Commerte. 1lth Slreet
and Pennaylvania Almen.* N..
Washb aon. DC 27330. Records in Ilui
factily. tctdluig ren Pubte
Comments and memorntnda selumtarllg
Lte substanca of reml coMMani"csoOns
may be inspected and copied ui
aecordanns with regulations publsbhed

=o pat 4 nf tide 13 of the Cods Of
Federal Reguelations lnfOrwaboah abort
the itopectioO and copyutn of records at
the facilry ma be obained frob
Mariaet Corneo. Bureaus otE-P-n
Adrnuuatruxof Freesnot of lnformanS
Officer, at the above address or by
calling 102) 377-S3.
Lst of Subjacu1

15 CFR Part 710

Ad=.n.sacaml prarcrc and
procedure. Exports.

:5 CFlt Pru 7 r5 msd .7
ECror.A. Rrpotntg and recordkrep01g

rmqtuin~sum.

:5 CFRI Part 778

Exports. Nudger foanV. R&poretA
eoo recrndkseputg equtwiflts.

Accordngly, paru nc7 71 n77 and
19 of the EXp Administafloe

Retilatioos i5 t FR paits r730.Mo ae
.mtoded se follow.:

The authority Ctaon for is CR
;ar. 77n n7s and f78 ia rernd to rad
a foilowic

A.ohrwir Public ii.- U-7X 1. Stat. 3a
1 US.C. .0 i_11 9I . a1m0d0:
7u-bl Law 51-4.In SItatIMa20f3OUS-
: Public: Li. 5- P. t Stat 141
!k2 U S.C. =a31t .10 Z=0 ao Sembr
30. ltt Si FIR 7l October L t Pio a00
E. 0.0 I of N.osme a 1mI 1t 6 4Y War.

The authorir cit tion for 13 OR
;art 7009 resisd o read as folloaw:

Autbentrl Publi. L U- WTL U Slit. S
ii0 U.S.c. alo UO ae sq.). as Amsndedi

PNban La. no-. in Stt ISM (S0 U.5C,
or . m r l0. 1V30 of Septmber 1

15 FR 40373. OCober .190tt vtd LO. 127Y
ct No-ewber I 1M (351 Ft 415. Ntenabar

PARt 770-AUv`i1D I

3. Secton 770.2t. amended by adding
alphabetically a deniatlon for sl'iddle
Easl- a definiion for Southwest Adis'
:o rad as follows

I T7U.2 t-t_ _5~i

middle Task Caoaphlcafy. htis
region is tivdarstood to include B4hnl%
EMypi Iraq. iZmL jordan. KartiILt
Lbacooa. Uby O'man. Qatr. Saili
Arabia. Syri.'U nited Arnb Vnttfio
mod ulec ----

Afghiclb tt~n.b ~d ophcally. tia
re.ridn 'ii rdasioiod to indr de

PART rf-(AJMEDI

4 Part 770 is arded by additg a
new I 7712M to used as follopuat

I 77T.r Oh nttA also t rlt
reft to ttr, r s a p on d rsc_" Madr,600ated gwet taM s@ nsoC

(a1 Tme following cornbols e
equipment arsd t.ciictl date related to
the production of chemicals and
bioloocal tat an r mailaiad in
atppor sa Sih U.S. Icm poLctr of
oppoltug the prolferatiat and tSIrI
.se of chemic*.i and biological wmap=
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"I Eq oneae denSted to ECC-
stIvf 5313F. 5;M3F 51W.513SF st.;QF.
0a0 SatIF o tie Cur-poory Cc_-:
_.L wn1cn. cOaO S darn in toe
;rooucnon of Ctemcaj wespen
;-rctwaors and czenaica u anor. aez'a
resiw-. a vudoted icense Icr eu;cc

w tta Cnited States to Co-tct
5roups Sa nd Z asd couzr es it e0
'upptr ent No s to part 77S cf *os

5ticnpter.
E Etpment eand =t-eria cer:-ed

: CCNa 5t15. 515tF. 51-sF. Fsr. F.
t.i 5OO7F. wuchb can Se uoed ua te
:nducton of bmtlcali agents. .-c t
,a -auaea o-cene :tr export fn= -'
' s ea Sttes. to Courry CG-ua S t-o

r.c cowanes Luted in Suppee=: No.
5 os ort 73 of Lti Uoonpaer-

!31 Teciucal data for the prndc::on
f ocwmndiuea dOeatbed in paranoyns

'al) and (t.1: of t i secnon ore no
r gtoei for Genrer Lcenae G=R. f
desuned for a couwzn Liaten on
S.;piement No. S to part 7n8 of ' a
suocnapter.

fbl Lcansinq po/iiy. (1i Uniesa Lte
crteria stated La paragraph (hb(31f of hs
aecoon 005 meL App:icaoora to eo:0:n
toe commocaufes and tecn---cai da:
cescnrted an paragraph 1l. of LtIs
aecuin wui be consadered on a case-by-
case basia to determn e wbether tne
enport ooid =mke a materal
wcntrbonon to Lhe desgln. deveioy=ent.
produccion. stockpiing. or ose of
cbernicii or biological -eapona. When'
an expom is deemed to make auca : '
conntrution. the Licenase W be denied.

(1S The following factors are an g -
those that al be considered to
determine w-at acoon snould be taken
on individual sppucoions

(il The apecifnc nature of the en: tiae;
jiil The aignificance of the eoor in

terms of its conibuuion to the ceatr.
developmenL producoon. stock-iipLi'.g or
use of chemical or biological Weaona;

fuill The non-proLdferauon -eaeatttia
of the importng connay- and

[ivJ The types of asarances cr
guarantees against the desigL
ceoeClo)pmoenl production. alock;tiE4. or
toe of chemical or biological weapons
that are siven in a parnetoar cSe.

(31 The contect sanctity date for thei
commoditiei and technical data
descrnbed intpiribp (a1 of thii
section iL March 7. 190.

PART 778-4AMENDEDI

s. Pan 778 Is amended by addc g a
aew Supplement No.5 to read aa

CoUowr:

Sowladit N CI R~~~

o O-ra Dssrrt~

chi to -~eea Retbic fl

hfystom f~tiiw f
Norin fRoes J
Romaot --
oSith Ahn, I

So-th.w. Ai ta
Sil- U.ion7
T.in
vi.r

PART 790--[AtENDEDI

SiinplGtG N. I t I -iI JA-lad-l

f. La Suppie=ernt No. I to Seczoo 79:
'". C zo-.d;rv C-=rvi LtI.*
C mtooo:ty C-eup I fCheruci .nd
Pe--n £ w;ehl. a-ew CCN

a: 3F is atded u- neotaeley fonot.g
ECC'N l41aa a. foilow.:

5 1OOF CtofWa r... q t
Inhad e1th 1ow catUwta of
Keereey. 1onal. o ram. 007a

Cooofla tor ECCN 3l23F
-:i: Report iU "'number".

f'zlidoted Lo.--n iequired: Ctinny
CGeupa S and Z and counnines iated in
Suppiement No. S to port -.3 of ' a

5unofapter.
CG VS Voice Ltoiv SO for raU

desunationa.
P.nceootng Code: TE
Renson for Contro/l Foreign policy.
Special Licenses A voiloble None.

lUt of Equiprrt Coatrolled by ECCN
SL.-9F

Any of tbe folo.eingi type. of chemical
yrocessaig eqwpmeot Lined w-th ntckel
or constructed of Hastelloy. Mooed. or
antother alloy witb * cuoL content Li
exces of 40% by wefiohL as foUows:

1.1 Reactor veseis -ith a capacity
grester than I Liters:

tbl Stornee tlanka and containers wcth
a capacity greater than 10 Liters:

(cl Hemt nciangern:
(di DiOtillation coiomns with a

capacity greater than 2 Liter per hoo-
iel Degaa.in equip=ent or

condenoers.
7 In Supplement No. I to ecdon 798.1

(the Commodiry Control Lst).
Coarnodiry Group I (Cheicali and
Petrlels= EqWpmenrf. ane ECCN
593SF is added tnaaeditely following
ECCN 313IA. as foiJowat

5132F PePa o eaes O d to De

CooPrLo tfo ECCN S17F
Unit Report in "nonber.

' 5_ 10_ a.

:oidoatid License Re ro d Cttnry
moupa S and Z and coonrnie lited u

StOptomeat No. S to pan 77a ol tuh
ua iSa peer

C: V S Va1w Liax sn for L

Pbneee 1 Code T-
qrnoon for Conratrf Fnempt policy
S~rcbo/ Leinse, A coittiee. None.

LIt of EquLpment ConDPoiJ d by ECC'v
!;=F

P'-ps or valves hotr..g any of the
':uorong charsctenistcs

-I Incorporanwnr a body mde frone
*_oy with a niciel contern o eoesa of
40? by weight

'b Lined mwth nuckel. or
:f) Otherwnes destgned lo be vapor

:erO proof.

Nra This ECCv 5swF conooia doobto
lana. aiecrno4111cdrtrn. or nwiesd p-a.
c:oo atoaor Oiahupna~ vainet hacin any
of te coanwartasn deaerbad ur parorp4
'-1 touotg (el ad lbe fi t of E~iopm.nt
Co-wuled.

& In Supplement No. I to i 7rw n (the
Commodity Contro Liati. Commodity
Croup I (Chesmical and Petroleumi
EqUpmentl a noD ECCN 5133F ia added
imredioately following ECCN 5132F as
followat

ute_, e aa so h nickuo saop
hs-n a nickd ooaetsetaiperaeg ,s40%.

ControlI to, ECUN 5533F

Unit Report in 'ntamber".
Voaiidatedf Lense Required: Coo. try

Croupa S and Z and couontes lited un
Supplement N. 3 to part 778 of Wtis
subctapter.

C;.VS Value Limit So for all
deu3ata ono.

Ptioetiuni Code: TE
Recson for ControL Foreign policy.
Spec: al Licuoes Avan/iable: None.
9 In Supplement No. to 3 00.1 (the

Commodity Conatol Ustl Commodity
CtoUp I (Chemical and Pentoletm
Eqpmoentl. a ne- ECCN 5134F is added
immediately following ECCN 3133F. as
followat

5 Fill q nt d t n a
oe5o b5 bs b or f ire5,t D

or ePwe a o as sr tvaa

Controls ftr ECCI SuF
Un~i Report In nUiber.
Vo/idated License Requined: Co un try

Groups S and Z cunoines lated in
Supplement No.D to part r7t of this
subsehapter.

CZV Valoue Limt so9 for all
detunoatons.

Pir4centr Code: TE.
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i t Equapment dentLSed in ECC;S
5tMs. 513:F. 5133F. 3134F. sISSF. 5140F.
and 5142F in the Commonssty Control
Lat. woich can be used in the
yroducton of cheaucal weapons

Precursoro and chemirul wwrfase atWItUL
requires a validated license for export
rom the United Stales to Country

Cr-unP S and Z snd counrtes lasted Ln
Supplement No. S to part 770 of tius
uocasplter.
i Equipment and taterisls identified

: ECCa S15tF. 507?F. 517QF. 5727F.
aud s50F. ksucl can be used in the
rocuction of biologcal agents. rmqutre

*_Cated blcnse for export -I= tUe
untred States to touncry Groups S and
Z and counnies Listed in SuppIemkent No.
S to part 770 of this subchapter.

(3) Technical data for he production
of commoddites desctbed in parayrapbs
(,)(l) and (a)(2) of this saecon or not

tiible for General Lcmense GTDR if
destined for a country lsted un
Suppiement No. to part 77r of tihn
subchapter.

(b) Lxenstingpolicy. (11 Unites the
cntttia stated an parnrapb hib)(3) of this
section are met, Applications to exp0rt
the commodities and techtnical data
descrbed in parsgnaph (a) of this
section will be considered on a case-by.
case basis to determine wbether the
export would make a material
conrinbuton to the des:gn. development.
producton. stockpamlg or use of
dcemical or biological weapons. wben'
an export is deemed to make such a,
contnibution the license, will be denied.

I2Z The following factors are Mong
those that will be considered to
deter-umne what action should be taken
On Ladividual applications:

ji) The specific nature of the end-use:
I)u The silpifiicance of the export in

termt of its contribution to the destign.
deviaoptnML producion. stockpiling or
uje of chemical or biological weapons;

lui) The non-proliferauion cr-vdentisl
of the amporong country sand

(iv) The types of assuantces or
guarantses against the design.
developymtIL production. stockPiling. or
use of chemical or biological weapons
that are given in a particular case

(3) The c tnL'ct sa c y data for te
commordbttie ' d technical data-
descrbId i P pspb (a)f Lthiq
seion I Marsc 2ItiL

PART 77"AMENDEDI

5. Pant 77 Is amended by adding a
new Supplement No. 5 to maed as
foUewu

sadN - t Oshm0ss

Chlsat~ ow la s Os ekli ofl

Norm Kon. IJ
Romania --
5ath AlnC a.
Soothwost Asia

-s-it Uriooj

PART 7 A9-t(AMENDED I

5urpi W u N. I to SI [A--sdl

S ta Suppiemenl No. I to Secton 7W0 1
(the Co-inonury Concol Lst).
Cosimodury Group I (Chemical and
Potrnoeum Equipmnent. a 5ew ECCN
3120F ia added immediately following

EGCN 4128. as folIows:

0125F C WrOMMOOU p gW MA
005 eie n isos or onrwU 7ts o
ites "e Monet, or ano atr eoy .00

cantnol. f ECCN o IZ1

uni'' Report in 'number.
Validated Iicense Required: Country

Groups S and Z and countnies listed in
Supplenenl No. S to pnrt 775 of this
subChapter.

G: Vs Value Limit S for all
desuastions.

Processing Code: T£
Reason for Control. Foreign policy.
Spec:ia ienses A voiohie: None.

List of Equipment CootirUed by ECCN
5120?F

Any of the following types of chetical
Processint equipment Lined with nickel
or conatructed of Hastelloy. Monel. or
another alloy with a nickel content an
ex.ceui of 40%6 by -eight. St follows:

(a) Reactor vessels wth a capacity
prester than 5 liters:

(bl Storage Winks and containers with
a capacity ester than 15 LitersO

(ci Heat exchanger::
(d) Disaltion columsu with a

capadty gester than 2 iters per hoon
le) Degessuig equipment or

condensers.
7. tn Supplement No. I to section 700.1

(the Commodity Coontrl Lst).
Commodity Group I (Chemical and
petoioeuo Equipmentl. a new ECCN
5132F is added immediately following
ECCY 313A. as follows:

0132 i s o r b _e toe ode d to he
vorw _ P."

Gontrols for i#CN StF
UniS Report in number.

* Se I ,U.i r .Cu s rnh o b dsi or .
* Iahaewes I.

Validated Liacnse Riequierd: Comntry
mroups S pad Z and cauntries listed un

Supplement NO.5 to part 770 of this
subchaptar.

CL V S Value Liitr 50 for tLl
Cestutntions.

Procestgm Code. TL
Reason for Controla Fotgntt policy
Specal ljcenses Araal clel: None.

List of Equipment Controlled by ECCN
S13ZF

Pumps or valves hbatog any of the
!oilowutg chaactertcnict

I is) Lncorporstlng a body made from
.P.oy with a iuckel content in eucess of
40% by wetaic

(b)i Lined wiat rickesk or
(cl Otherwise degagned to be vapor

leak proof.
Vose Th. CL£4 ti32? astwol. double

ass, .1tra.0W sauc dn.. or canood pemos.
sad beiaow ar diaphsrag naie b ano sny
o. tie i htr.cisn sa stbo d u peurgorpos
Ws through (c) of tme List of Eqsspmont
Conto~lled.

.In Supplemant No. Ito I 09.1 (the
Commodity COtairol Lst). Commodity
Group I (Cladmical and Ptrnoleum
Equipment). a arew ECCN 5133F is added
immediately following ECCNI 5132F. as
follows:

0525? Theetsf or ott arra
proen onuers encised In nticks Mto
neeg I atelttt aOrwtn gsiatl er tn 40%.

Controbl for ECCN M'i3

Unie- Report in -numbe.r-
Validated Licase Requird Country

Groups S and Z and counties lasted in
Supplement No. 5 to ptt 778 of this
oubchapter.

GC Vs Value Limit: SO for all
destinations.

Ptocessinif Code. TE
Rason far Convol Foreign policy.
Special Liatser A Yailable: None.
g in Supplement No. I to I 700.1 (the

Comomdity Conterl List). Commodity
Group I (Chemical and Potroleum
Equipment). a sew ECCIN 534? is added
immediately followung ECCN 5133F. as
follown

LISA ?to tt~snt aindes h. a
g00t' rrtt b_ ssosis9hrir

er hoe r a WakeraObWed br e
Goancerernb aakl-nda teo",~i
Gootrola for ECON 5134

Unit Report in0-number-.
Validated Licetwe Req uredi Country

Groups S and Z rountries listed an
Supplemant No. to pnrt 770 of this
subchapter.

CLVS Value Limit So for all
destmnatdons.

lPtocsiaft Cadee TE
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ReOSon (o' Con-oi, Foreign poicy.
S3pc10i Licenses A msiomoe: NoD.
10. In Supplement No. I to I 795.1 jUe

Commodity Canroi Lsti. Cro aodity
Croup I (Chemical and NOroleUsm
EvipIeOtL. a new ECCI 513SF' addedunmedjatey followir 4 ECCN 514. as

5:33W So-Mity d- P wn~is.O
a.1,area 0mwiane.s, seao 5, LcC)5 47I80

-gonooe~noew nsewe
Co5trals faa ECC.N TL3

U'.,, Repon i o n=:er'.
Vali.dafed Lee.ns Ae avred. C c '.

Croups S &nd Z countes listed ui
SuppIement No. 5 o ;0 xrt778sO oth.
tOCOnapter.

C: *' S Vaolw Lm:,V so for aU
cesmantionh.

tracessgn Code. T
Rfeason for Can-..t: Fon igi poUeiy.
S2e0ial Licenses A dalaoie, None
.I In SUppleNCMt So. I to t 7wO.1 1t1e

CoMM2o0dity Contol Lst) Cummodity
Crotup I (Chemucal and Peoolenm
E.opomentl. A new ECCN 0140F s added
U upldiszittY aloowing i'CC 51:5F Jfoeot.s:

514er Tonegm ,,

Conaola for ECCN S14t?
i'niL Report in `ncbar".
Vc/oarra' Lcense Rquipen, Cu. try

Croups S and Z coztv ies listed in
Supplemeot No. to patn 7-7 of this
subhbapter.

CLVS Value Lamit:So for all
destitnaons.

PPOcess:ng Cod. TZ
Reason for COnLok Foreign poiciy.
Spoeciol Licenses Amiouable. Non.

i'itt Of Equnt Contbllad by ECCN
0140?

Toxic gas monitoring oystema
desugned to detect phosphoru. suiphar.
or fluorine compoundu, or detgtned to
etect any chemical weapons prodiaor

or chaetucai waif.:e agent. that as
(a)I Dtsiped for connuous operaton

and
ll Capable of detactinS such

chemicais at a concentratboo less than
01 mtilliuan Per cubic mater of air.

I: In Suppiatment No. I to I 705.1 (the-
COotmodity Control LoltL Commodity
Croup I (Cbemoial and Ptroleuom
EquipuantL a new ECCN 5141F is addedimmediately following ECCN 0141F. as
follows:

atv00dtatrny se9p
CAGtrrta for ECaE 614:r

UMiL Report it numborI

Vchudatd Licensefoq,,,,.d' Qo
Gouops S and Z W-DnI"e uij.10tL
SuPPyetent No. 5 o past 77a of toua
suochapter.

CG V I Va/se La,: So for aJ
deannnconw.

Aocessing Coe, TE.
F.eoen lo, CantLa FoonLg pou cy.
Speciai Licenses A vaicole: Noce.
:3. In SuppilenOt No. I o I 7rw9. (the

Commodity Conoei Usti. Commodity
Ctup I iC!ercati and Pitoeleu
Lwvureentl. a Dew ECCi 5155F is addedL-ouMately follown ECCN4 1145F. as
fouc..;

5are DaPD..0dsnoa. CictCOo at
W" me, aoen, or no. rsottowdad of

ECC_ seers7 or, ILs dMn _
Caocrola iar ECLC,1 ne

Unit,, Report Ln ut oer'.
Validotad Lcemne iReqvired, Caov=y

Croup S aPd Z &oe counores Listed to
Suppiement No. 5 to part ra of tilus
su~taohpter.

C: V s Va/se hir.L SC for all
desonaoons.

Pfccessing Code, T1.
Reason for Canfral. Fortign policy.
Special Licenses A iioiae, None.
.4. In Supplemett No. l to 7;5.1 (the

Commodity Contorol Lot. Commodity
Croup I (Chemicai and Peeoleum
EqwpoentO. a new ECCI 5187F is added
immediately following ECCN 0155F. as
follow.:
Italy 810014monfotiokarw..t aipe-L
Contrls foe ECCN MM

Lnitc Report innu mber"
Validated License Acquired Country

Crouop S and Z and countnes Listed tn
Supplement No. to part 778 of this
aubchapter.

CL VS Va/ue Liminse S for al
deso0anoto.

Precessitg Cde, Co'
Reason for Cvntroai Foreign policy.
Special LicensesA railable, None.

Usit of Equipmano Controllad Under
ECCdN nt7r

dloeatrd containment equipment as
follows:

(a) Complete PS or P4 level laboratoryfacilittem
hib Equipment that incorporates or iscontained in a P-3 or P-4 containment

housius.
10. to Supplement No. I tol 7.1 (the

Commodity Control Ust). Commodity
Group I (Chemical and Petroleum
E4%ipmeoil. a new ECC 0170?F b2 added
lotmedllately followin ECON 01lF. as
follow.:

i '?W E rm iea eth

.-Clar-svuhrw a onsoroor-,nW.
Cootroa r kw mm 01r

UmtL Report in vnumber".
: 'datod License Retauuid Copvy

GrouP S and Z and counre, listed In
Suppiement No. to pam 778 of thl
Stocflapter.

C: V$ Va/ue LimtitL for aU
Z~eaoxnatona.

Piicessuto Code: TE
Reason far ControL Forein policy.
SOsclaJ Licenses A muable: N.oa.
10. Io Supplement No. I to scoon

me.1 (MOe Commodity Control Liti.
CommodotY Group 7 IChemicaaL.
NMetalloida. Patrlenum Products and
Related Matartalst. a naw ECCN 5707F
!s added immedisatly followit ECCN
4784. asa followw.

M7IP kftwiw~deMa naaet id h. maPOICOuaW of _0wtU tt Lt

Controls for bCCN 177w
U/niL Report in10 value-.
Validated License Requwud Councy

Croups S and Z and counotes Listed in
Supplement No. 5 to part 7.-5 of tltl
stubchaptar.

CLVS ValueList/ 50 for all
desuna ions.

Processnw Code: TE
Reason for Conoe/: Foroign policy.
Special Licenses A varile; None.

Lst of Chemical. Controllad by ECSf

(a) (C-AS. t003-13-01 Dt.
!sopropylcarbodUijdj.

(bh (CAS 8534.73-01 Di.
cyclohexocabodiiaide.

1?. In Supplement No. I to I 7W01 (the
Commodity Control Lst. Commodity
Croup B (aiceaneoua) a Saw ECCN
5997F is added Immadietely foUowing
ECCLN 407 as follow.:

599711 Caf4nuxaI a (Mpoaaap be.1art tn Casleo ter Vw dof

own.r geater own 100 ttt_ l oee

Cootrlaoe for MCM 7F
Unit. Report in 'number.
Vaido ted Licerse Requited Country

Croupe S and Z and cocotr. Listed to
Supplement No, to part " of thia
auchapirw.

CLVS VaeLrtit, dc tfor al
destinations.

PIrotpg Codr:TL
Reaemnfar Confreo Fouetgn policy.
Specita Liww Available: Nons,
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' DEPAATU.iMT OF COMMERCE regulations ng to weapons
proluferanon Smouping them un newly

Bureau of ExPort Administrflton cesiuriated pan 77ClPrifentipoo

IS CFR flatn 7n1, nS Ined 77, ConroO
Darta: Comumennt mcut be received by

iCocoa No. *10249-to~l U April 12. 19.
fmpoGS!osn and Expansion of Fortigtn AoCUItSZ Writen com.ents Isix
Policy Coloaa cop-es) should be sent to Patnac.Nuldomnu. Office of Technology and
GODICY Bureau of Export Policy Analysis. Bureau of Export

Administrnon. Commerce. Admicunoantton. Department of
AnIee } id lrue and r iiest foij Comnerce. Wsskhngton, DC 030.
pbbitc comntm . -'-- ' ro- pueris aM uroAIcAO coeracrn
Sublimalkiit* The Deva=ant of Kathryn Sullivan. Bureau of Expopr
Commerce is proposing to =ne-d L'e Adnistrauon Teepbone tzu2 57-
Export Adminustmoon Regulations
EAR) In support of U.S. non. SUPLAMIWrTARY eoefRhnAosec

proliferstion policies. This'propojeal B ci und
would impoae foreln policy coonstole Os gm
ceain exports by'providinig authority to o The Depertnent of Cammerce. in
deny tetmu that already require a i conrultonoo with the Depermteni of
validated license. for any reeon oiber. State. hba decided to propose enpandung
Lb aobenrt wtplily. ivere the expont is I foreign policy controls int everai ways
determined to be for fatcilty involved in support of U.S. nonprnlifertnon
It the design. devilopment producton. policies.
or rse of misailes or cheiucal or j One proposed EAR change would
biological weapons. provide euthorrry to deny a Ucense for

Tus proposal would also impose expor0s of Items that already require a
!otugn Policy controls 0n expons to validated license, for any reason other
specfied destinations when the exporter than short supply: whers the export
irnoortoanydesidnation whenthe i could be destined for the design.'

exportar'l informed by the Office of i development production, or use of;
Export Licensing (OEL. that the i missiles or chemical or biological
commoedL technical data, or software weepons. or for e facility engaged in
will be uned in the design development ' such actvities ' -
prductdon or use of misUiles or of i The proposed nule would also impose
che4-cin or biological weapons, or are foreign policy controle on exports to
destined for e faciltyAngeged in sh b pe05tcied destinations when the exporter
actIvids' knows the export will be used in the

In addition, this proposel would destgn. development production,
impose foreign policy control on stockpiLng or use of missiles or of

,exiaV stiosaadfled desdaisdton when a chemical or biological wespons. orls
U-51fp lmiej wv'or to any destinsaton destrind lfofi i xcity engued In wuch3
wuroithi U.S. pernon Is Wnfori by) sclivld3e ''-
10.' that the cominc deitichnical The riule does not provide a proposed
2ib or software will be used in the definition of the term "inow". However.

design, development production, or us, considertiton ia being given to wmether
of missiles or c'ienmical or biological such a definition a cvrsable. The
weapons, or are destined for a facility fcolowin4 definition is under

_engoged In ouch activities. Nfethei may) considerftion for inclusion in the final
a US penson..' without a va lidated rule, and comments on the need for and
lcmissr ptrform'jy connect, service. or i woarding of a definition are especially
employment hoding that 1t essbtb soda5 encouraged.
acvttidtsr . - -. --- - nrow.:Except as the term is used in

"Tht proposal would also impose pan 769. a person shall be considered to
foreignpolicy connbols akstiation. knows circumstance or result when that

Wd aUppen by U5 p In the: person
ddiejkdoida. produton. orirut :(i b am that suic circuostaiZ
'of mirabLU orof c Eo'r casi j'''xi u or'tt resiuilt bss_

apng s__ iubitntially icrtain ti&o'iuor)
ThI~sparpoea would nrtetcti -(bl Has a isr&belief that such

W1}pat.oo'by US. Peosona nii 'cnumstahc aa sior that sMca niut 0

chlcel weapon phreciwsdInii crt: Ab I pornehnostrs ifstenc of'
T Prposal would also make o ijlifilihllh i'pr'obabil-ity o thisha s in the oraition of ex sbl of auc b -r--nAa a i

,iliof cheimical rbilololcail vespoita.'
or in the design. development I
preduction or a" of missaile An
eparter or reexporter may be
tarviduaily informed by OPL or notice
may be published in the Fedesel
Repalts. This peoposal would provide
- se- upplements to the EAR to idennly

reglons and counntes. as wll as
facihties and prPojects to which certain
vaiidated license requirements apply.

Also. the ptropedrole would
substitute the term misstles- for the
rire nt -misailes caPaable of delivering
nuclear weaspons'. The dltfition of
sucn nissiles. as contained in the EAR.
,i not affected by this change.

AJso. the proposed niUe would add a)
levw provision to the EAR to natris vt
participation by Uq pearsons in misdi.
chemical wapomi.rbliological
weapons devlopmtL No U.S. peson
=ay knowingly expoet or reexport to

speiafied destinations commodities.
software, or technical data, regardless of
oriign for use In the design.
development production. stockpiling, or
-se of chemical or biological weaspons.
or of missiles. or to a facility engaged in
such activities Nor may a U5S person.
.ithout a validated license, perform any
contact service ort employment
knowing that It sasstsu ouch activitie
When a U.S. person b as been informed
by OEL these prohibitions apply to any
destination. In addition. the nrle restricts
parocipstion and support by U.
persons in the design. conaiucuion. or
export of whole plants to make
precursors for chemicea weapons, This
prohibition also ettends to support of
any such transCadP s. through
finang, hvigt forwardIng. or other
comparable activities. The term -US.
person' is defined for the purposes of
these provisions to solde foreign
branches of companies organized in the
United States.

Li amending the Export
Administrotion Act of IM79 in 198S, twe
Conpesa added _secto qmi which
prohibited the President from resnicting
tiansactions in peefamance of a
conerdct eteued intno baoe the date of
a report to Cnges of the intenr to

- - ---- I
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imous foee. poyW crtsl Te oneo taiu Oe pruer ter tk in pat 4 at tto 15 of the Cod. of
eflect of that preo ko. b_ ben to p.m.-zi.pao&o tod . _lby rn .Bt-e Federal Reutlations. information about
reqtsee tppwa t eport Ucseebe date. as Wapphenbl. bays onto th e ospecton, and coMtn of record, se
applicatkes .1eo . ,c Preieu rrgulaton tveoives a foreign and the facQIry may be obinated from
the craet anlaso dome It moarey afrairs has otor a the Urited Margaret Cornejo. Bureva of rport
bud em aoros set r ciouo prairv.on Stateu. The Secretary of C~morce has Adininstration Frtedr of bidokornau
of Lte tA While ct sctY strubmitted a report to Czagrea o rfe Officer. at the above eddress ot by
provid Ls this poeal. amot need for these control .No other .. caUltcq f2m St7-M
croadeeoa is be' g S ID Meaures duta la tcn of proposed
tuUnsar; them co aw.y ruearwte and sa oaoppurttou - Lrst of Sablo,

pronu _bhdb-limit rvJe is pubbic cantau be given for this rote. i5 CfR Pa. .t .1 oad 776
published. is l.tu of the ecm However. bctuse of he mportance _ c
coDnCern raised by r-ab or CTchsCA of the issues raised by these regulatios. Eports. tt recrdeePi
or hbklopcel weapons, The Derparunt this rmte is hbemg aed in proposed requorements.
insties pubhlc cor n 0n tr issut. as torMt a nd cz~nenn mdll be corrdered is CfR Part 72
eeU so all othereappctOf t ri '-he dewcmt oft hr"l Vitittot -os Nucler R-r

regutlaton Accordjnrfy. the Depormnent encouras OOpoI0 r ete!17.
Coatrettt wtm t the p r tterested poce wsho mobt to ed recordlerePnti requirenrrts.

trade with Lroq sad Kuwais cocauned hi comment to do so at the carrect Accordintly. parts 77m 6 and 711 of
the Ezotubve Orders teased a AuPDA 2 poolible ttre to permit the thue LExport Admiootration Ragulatioos
and x 2IS exporter iaoad o tus considera on of thetr ie.5 Cawereot, (LSCFR parts ? -7 aeameod o*s,
guidance fros the U. Departmsont o on the mt ersted defiaiton of 0ooer- folloeo
Trtny. Office of Form Asets stnd on tbe Contract sanctiy provionus 1. The autLonly Citators for pats 771m
Conute Ccersn mny export or conuined t this rule em especusay snd 776 are revbsed to read o tollowes
reeXport to Iraq or KuraitL entcouraged. A.1d:. Psh- L.. r-rn. W Stat sm

Olt Jlarch 7. 1591. the Oqparomnet Tbe pertod for submission of (5cuasrc.w sa, enke.t-ane
submitted s report aotuyifyg the rominta wil close lArrJ 1Z 1ll PAbUe La. w-ZI Is SrL 5eos iSO LSc.
Cogrees of iti intetn to ampoea thde The Duparutnon wtll conadeor a D rno st oq.)t: bo Ord. L--'r-o t
contrals To provien rtr a ct saoncsy. cormmntsreceived before the c6ae of September 30.155011111 40m October L
export licensee ary be ita ed on a cam.- the comment pertod in developing final 19M Executive Ordter, 1 MI of Norotbor tI
by-ca hbas for the export of regulottonos Comments received after 190 IS Fit 4M1. Noavtberr .mtal.
commodlitas. software, or tacic data the end of the comment period -l be 2. The suthority ciation for pen 77P i
aubiect to these new connote in considered if postla bihut thetir recsed to eed a follower
performtance of a contract or an r! consideratioo cannot be asured.' The
*utaei astersd ointo Wfre, tMich. 7. Departmeon wli rot apt puhlIc Aatboeltpt PstO trti-tZPU Isis.(50 U.S.C opil 31m 04 east. - sinaadethtF (thp dae of no tlcfdon to , comments accompancied by a reqtuelst Pulc L-a tt-. tH StL trt ti uSc.
Cogreas of Iint to impose these that pat or eli of the =atelet obtreatsd ,- a in-SOS.cU siisilPUS
contoglal. contidtmSilly because of is bucitgss 2 U.S.C Z Wjb Ka aOrder 10 oft

Rul-s -W proprietary satre ort for ay other S at I to60 (S Fit MWL OC10bor.L
tntkm oC ressoo. The Department wtfl renirm such Igmv: sod Lscoae Orser c25 .of

comments and will not consider them it November 58. ta1 (tS Fit seat No7enber
I. Thi rtul ts c=nitoteuwith the devetlopmot of Beail regulations. An 3 tO0t.

Executve Order, 1291 and =M. public comme on thee regulatlons
2 Thh rale hemline, colections of will be a matter of publIc record and PAt 7

rtafortion subtact to the Paperwork will be available for public nspectino 3. Sectem 77Zfc) is ameondod by
Reductio Act af tM (44 U.2-C 3503 er and copying. In the interact of acctircy remoeic the word -or a the aon d4
saeeqe. b. coodcta bove berm and Cemrploaeae.C the Deparoment parga a(~t)ai c~t2.adb
spyoio by the Offm oaf Mtantagement requitrs commants in written form. Oral a rt *phr (ew paraaptnd ( oit) 1'd by
sod Etiudget rtnda rcoortoi cmber, r... comments most be followed by written (cilt4l to mad-tofb vt
OOL5 end lt it-MO. memoranda, which ,I isio be a matter

3. This rec. doe. nst contax poticie, of public record and wil be available m 7712 Wete proetasoe.
with Fedeh_ mepatcato eNUtcertn foe public review and copytin
to warrant preparmon of a Federlism Commnicationa from sgtacies of t h ce
aasesameot tinder f recndsw Ordev tnited States Government or foreiga '') The axpercr either.
12*12. governments will not be made vattble Il Tnows that the commodity.

4. Because a nodoe, of prepooed for poblc brspecta on. ill or techn date:
rultmaiding snd en opportnmiy for The public record conc sAoftwar or tc da :er
publirr Dmoati s see rteqsrnd to be rendl)ot -1 be mAurrebted in thestido rzr
prre for hs role by ectdore e5 of th Bureau of Expon Administrtation protect hated in Stpplamient No 7 to
Ad,'--'ueUda Pur cedtrn Act (3 U.S.C Freedom of hIoremrtnon Recrds pat 77n Of tois N.tisper or
SSI3. orr by ay other la-. amder t eio l inspection Facifiry. room 4018. CB) WdI be uced i the dstin.
03(as) mnd 04(a) of the Regulatory Department of Commircar. 2at Street development productIon, or use of

Flexibility Act (S U.SC . sW aced ad Pennsylvania Aert. te missile. in or by. acoutry wha a
500(a)) on o r le or Rega R le arr Weaboagcos DC 20 .fecords in oeh f pcilr or pojc; Hbtd ia Sapplmtoal
FIitr Analpesi bee tla be w btt11e facility. ncluxde written g r N. 7' paptn 7nl o thi eieihchapttr ia

prared. co tae d mssmoe mrs lodc ao
.The pserovrc o the the btcwrs, eformel 'ao . (i) in intormed by OEL that a

Addoasotratro PrecardAc CL U-SC. may be Umpacten aad cape dt inlidatedicetinsmi rouirvedfortepen
513. rceqcat nedobt of prapused c e,.res, -dt togale pubtileed to a consitgne. wbra b ted.
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becouse the expert may *ppty to the
esupL dewilopmen.L ptooucOuon. or us.

ci russiles:
(fl4 The exporter either
f I Kol w. Mtot the coreeoeity.

J.iwxr.t or tecomacal data:
(Al Ame denrtoed for sny facility listre

In Supplement NO. e to part 770 of thS
steachoptar, or

!91 Will be.asoed in tFe destr.
deaelopmeot. productioxt stcupi.tg. or
use of chemical or btiotgicxl we.aos in
or by e counwty listed i Soppiomeat No.

I part 708: or
!i Is iaformed by Oi1L that a
j'hcated hce-se e reciumrr 'cr exyor.

to a coootvtee. wxerever located.
because the export may acpiy to tio
destlq. developeent. preoucton.
s cotlding. or use of coemical or
t:ologtcaj ...pons.

PART 775-AhSENDOED

4 Part 7-t is arended by rrmx i7
II 77'.18. 771.t l nd ,,. S:.

I. Toe heading to part 773 is revised to
trod as follows:
PART 778-PROUtFERATION
CONTROLS

0 Section 77.1 is revtsed to read as
fc!!ovS:
s 770.0 Psep e

(a) Scope. This part defines the types
of transactions that art governed by the
U.S. po~acy concerning the coan
-clifderttor of chemical aId bioloWgucal

weepons. nuclear waepons or ex;joetre
dervcets. mautule systems and the U.S.
maritimte ticiest propultion policy. The
concrols itrplement polictes set out in
secttoo 3(2) (A) and (f) of the Export
Administraton Act end sxteuOo 309(c) of
Lte Nuclear Nox-?rolifretix Act of
t907 (fPib. L 95-242. that ixi

(11 To exercise the oecessary
sltlontce arao the standpoirt of ther
Significaince to the natisoal securaty ef

the Usited StaLi
(2) To fartiber silirctantly the fnresa

policy of the United States Or to fthIlf its
interntiontta respeoothtListcsi end

(31 To mainanin conotoal, over itema
because of their potential icaco
for oclear exploaiee porpaao.

([b R Intaiaflegiareoam Thes coc rxis
supplemteo tbouse exerised by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission etAd due
D epartcea Of Energy tnder thue AAtosec
EnerMy Act of 19554 As amended by the
Nucler Neo-Prolferastsp Act of 5.9.a
and other etauatts and by thsa Olliceg of
Defense Trade ContbvL DOeparten of
State. under the Asm Etxpron Co_.
Act of t.7L (Se 177L.10 of this
subtiapla1.)

8."2 s ,,,.
7z I 7701.2 ;rsoph aa! 'a aesencde

: novtno the sat txo sentence,.
Secnon 77,0.3 ts mended by eddirig

vt %rt sentences at tre end of the
:rtcoouc:ory text to nad e* foilo:

( 778.3 Addntectnl -eOast.e ocee*
rooter ee0.eos et w s n n ut-n-.-_t. tdo, ~ n cta

: .ieo tbe Orrt" 0t Eeor. LUcnso. t
dr( n-nes I aI tO e 1te*n oreccepable sa
ci stemner esnetnton to soot er.ttiues.

mQc -ri Ha Ote eieter. e-iter tod. cduetly
-:ttn atreocteent tO tie tqiuxonona it

Ost tu sc na wrate an t roicin du at c~uiittxi
..vts sco nou ns.r i~o wecrooe. r ow e oo c
inn suc iroulivatnoo 005 sot 0c .aid-

t . m . te. - a. i

3. A new i 71. tou adced to read as

1 773 0 P-ets ctuan.n rceate d
*01cpooon

.sv oppLIcaMon fr a license to eyport
.:ntcoclies or technical data subiec: to
;,cv:o:Ons of I 778:2. 1 7,7.3. or 1 778.5
,,a. he prepared and submihtted 00
Fit i A-tZ4EP. Appucastims for Export
Lyense. it. eccoroance with instuctiox
set ct:rh un if 772.8 and 7790.(e) of this
oubccapter wtth the folio-itng additional
..tirucntonsa:

al ldena icovtion ofLcense
A -0icovon. Enter te words
'NV'C.EAR CO.NTROLS" in Item 4.
'Srecal Ptposes " f F.n BXA-8P.

bl Consignee in couttry of ultachre
cesi;.-c.:roa if the consiupee in the
country of ultimate destination is not the
ed-uer of tbe coexmodittes give the
name and eddres, of the end-user ua
item 12. "Special End-Use." or o0 00
attachment to the application. and if
knoinit. the epectfic geo nophic locaicona
of Rcy I-StallAticoaL estilbitolmeIts. or
sites at wich the comonodities w-1 be
,tsed

jcj Cretmodiry deecrtprion. (Il If the
CCL entry 3. quesuno is divided otto
Sue-entries. indicato the epeciLrc ub-
entry that decrtibes toe onmtodirty. in
addiuto. apecsArtiitsoa or deacnpu-
bncltures should be provided wheo
sa-ilable.
t21 1! appticable. inciide a desatpuit

of any specific feat-re, of deaagn or
spectfic modifications that make t.e
co m=odiry capable of th.t was
descrIbed io 770-.

(dl EIod-use. (11 A teg.e or general
ettd-ose decri rpioan wil delay rev-ia of
an application. Applicataa uimoa
resale u the emd-see sometimes sortt bhe
retortod hi acmm in order tm
obtain sor,, inforeeas.

(2*I When ctabeuttiong applacata
under I 77.. folpy aepLain the baicU for

'-7 iro0-uede or belief that the
s:nmeoitui atn, mteoded for the

rie1l described Utereit.
Adcionallr. indicate, if potsible, the
isettie e.nd ele( the comnmodtie, -tl
v-e to .te designing. deselopin.
Aors tatul. or eenng nucdear wxxpoos
c, oucmeer ersplosai dewcasc or in the
i.ets-imu cooenctetS. fahbricatnn. or
:Teratng the 1saliNe. desctbed io

:1 Secttons a,7 end 773.8 sae
v-e,"std to read as follows:
'7.7V Efouwt no renat s*ad tecrstsa

cata ussoas eta 0 a tiww Oaesoheont
oceo enset.- or use o misuasm.

a j Vo/dotied license reauirernaes. in
sutpont of U-S. forigno policy to Lmuti the

-tidferction of aussils an individual
tatidtaed license is rquired to export

Certats commoditem sof.ware. and
ednhucel dita related to the desig.
Cevetnymeci. production or uoe of such
M:ssuies to Country Croups QSTVWYZ.

Commoditties subjet to reopons
deli very etit:esx caon-ile The
cOnM0oisine that roquir, a validoted
!:ceose because Otey am subject to
'oreign policy conttols on.weapona
celiery systems appear within ECCil
:08A. 2It1A. 41183. 43013. 1357A

13GA.tSZA. 13801k 2460A.. 14458:5 1 ISIS ts7^ IttAb 41 8 IIZZIseA. 11A.fi 1517A. 431e8B. 252LA
529A. 45290. IS31A. ItLA. 1354A.

45&O8 ItSS6A 1511 408JA.L 45878.
:S9SA 1715A and 1748- Exporters
should ceontil the Reason for Conrmol
;aregraph in eacb ECCN to determine
Lia specific items subject to these
'oregmi policy conartris.

1:1 TechncJ date tnd seofnrare
obrevtro vwePo derwrey systems

ccntars. Tecdhtical data and software
that require a validated license becawe
they anr eubteco to foretin policy
controls on noclear weapons delivery
Syszems sre listed in paetgraph (43 of

Supplement No. 4 to part 773 of riis
salc~tpter.

f3; Dezinttian. Tbe term -missiles- is
defined as rocket aystems (including
hs utic missile SYMaMS. space launch
vehicles. end sounding rickets) and
-timtanned air vehicle systems (including
cra.se missile systems. target drnas..
ard reaconaistseoce droaes) capable of
de!vering at least S- ioagrms (Iki)
;ayioad to a range of at least 3M
kUocteters (kri).

(bl Cantvo Ia ont other cmitonodiui
techrnsclf dca osadof msowm. bXA will
rt.ew license applications, in

accordancet rit thet liroazag policy
deacrtbed in poesipaph (jd of this
secnon. for cominoditites techna data.
or softsaerw am destrshad io paragraph
Ial of this setions ltae

ttt7U7
la-,57- -
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Ill Require a validated license for
reasons other than abort supply and

(21 Could be desnond lor the design
devlopmentL producanon or use of
misbilas. or for a facility eagaged in such
activities.

Cl Addiiionol Vriidisted license
eqOintenfie hosed en und-uses reloted

to the design. d'eveloerienL production
or use of misnles. (1 In addition to lbe
validated-licente requirmen.ts
described in paragrph (a) and
pargraph (bI of this section. a validated
license is required to export any
commodity, software, or technical data
(excluding technical data exportable
under the provistons of CGneral License
CTDA and commodities identified Ln
ECCN 75l91 or 790911. when the exporter
imnow that the commodities, software.
or technical data:

(i) Am destined for sny facility or
project listed In Supplement No. 7 to
part 776 or

(il WiLL be used in the design.
development production or use of
missiles in or by a country where a
facility or protect listed in Supplement
No. 7to part 775is located

(21 The Office of Export Licensing may
inform the exporter. either individually
or through amendment to these
regulations that an individual validated
license is required because there is an
unacceptable risk of use in or diversion
to such actities. anywhere in the
world. However, the absence of any
such neificatlon does not excuse the
exporter from compliance with he
validated licansearequirements of
paregrrph (c)l(l of this section. Those
facilities. projects. companes. or
government entities currently identified
are lsted in Supplement No. 7 to part

77L
(dl Licensing policy. (11 Unless the

criteria stated in pargaphbe (d)13). Id4lil
or (dl(51 of this section are met.
applications to export the commodities
will be considered on a case-by-casse
basis to determine whether the expon
would make a material contribution to
the proliferation of missiles. When an
export in deemed to make such a
conribution. the License will be denied.

(2) The following factors ae among
those that will be considered to
determine what acion should be taken
on individual applicaoton

(I) The specific nature of the end-usm
(al The sigificance of the export in

terms of its contribution to the design
dealopmetL production or use of
missiles:

(tIlI The capabIlities and objectives of
the missile and space programs of the
recipient countrF

(lv) The son-proliferadon credentials
of the Importing country end

(vI The types of assuranees or
guarantees egitnst design. development
production or use, of missiles delivery
purposes that ar given in a particular

(31 Consietent with eection O(inI of the
EAA. the following contract sanctity
dates have bean established.

(Il Licence applications involving
conracts for batch mixen specified in
ECCN 4118B that were entered into pnor
to January 19. 1999. will be considered
on a case-by-case basis

(i l Ucense *pplications for
Commodities. tucinical data. or softwart
described only in parepaph (bI or (Id of
this section that involve s contract
entered into prior to Marcb 7. 1991. will
be considered on a casihby-case basis

(iiil Applicants who wish a pre-
existing contract to be considered lo
reviewing their Dcwnsa applications
must submit documentation sufficient to
estoblish the existence of a contract.

(1I Commodities and technical data
described in patggraph (a) of this
eaction are not eligible for special
licensee

1 770.5titteMW precusors and
taolegical agents. mid asseeted
1ome1pinent d - I dM&

(a) Validoaed license requirements.
The following cortrols are maintained in
support of the US. foreign policy of
opposing the proliferation end illegal
use of chemical and biological weapoNt

Ill Chemicals identified in ECCN
49ttd require a validated license for
export from the United States to all
destinations except Australia. Austria.
Belgium Canada. DerOerk. the Federal
Republic of Germany. France. Creece.
Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan.
Luxembourg. the Neitherlands New
Zeeland. Norway. PortugaL Spain.
Switzerland. Turkey, and the United
Kingdom.

I2l Equipment identified in EECis
5U1F. 5132F. 5133F. 5134?. F 135F. 5140F.
and 5141F in the Commodity Control
List. which can be owed in the
production of chemical weapons
precursort and chemical warfare agents.
requires a validated license for export
from the United States to Country
Croups S end Z and regions, and
countries Lited in upplement No.3 to
Part 77.

(31 Vlmrses and viroids Identified in
ECCN 49079 end bacteria fungi and
protorne Identified in ECCN 4995B
require a validated license to all
destiations except Canada.

141 Equipment and materials Identified
Regional Dretowr. ECCNs 51e5F. 597?F.
5170. 57Mr and 597F. which, can be
used in the production of biological
agents. requine a validated license for

export from tb. United Ltaee to
Country Croups S and Z and regions
and countres listed in Supplement No.
to part 77T

(5) The following restrtctions apply to
use of Central LicUnse CTDR:

(I) Ceneral Ucanse CTDR is not
available for technical data lor tle
production of chemical precursors
described In pangnaph 11)(1 of this
suction. except to Australia. Austriea
Beliputi. Canada. Denmark. the Federal
Ropublic of Cermany. France. Greece.
Iceland. Inland. Italy. lpan,
Luxembourg. the Netherlands. Nei
Zealand. Norwey. PortugaL Spain.
Switeradlan Turkey, and the United
Kingdom:

(i1 Gaenerl Ucense CTDR Isnot
available for the export of technical
data for the production of commodities
described in partraps (ea(12) end
(a)4l). of this secton to reions and
counties listed in Supplement No. 5 to
Part 77&

(iiil CGenral License CTDR iE not
availabla for the export of technical
data for the production of commodities
described in paregnaph (a)(3) of this
sectiont

(iv (A) Geoneal License CTDR is not
available for technical data for facilities
destined or intended to product
chemical weapons preuonr controlled
by ECCN 47ga oan the CCL involving
the following

zll Overall plant drsigmn
(2) Deisii epecification. or

procurmlt of equlpsenti
1) SupervisIon of construction

installation, or operation of complete
plant or compooents thereot

(4) Training of partsnnel
(s1 ConsuutalUon on specific probltnms

involving such facilities.
(B) This prohibition on wsa of Ceneral

Ucense GTDR does not apply to exports
to Australia. Austria. Belgiunm. Canada.
Denmark the Federal Republic of
Cermany, France. Greee. Iceland.
Ireland. Italy. Igap. Luxombourx the
Netherland New Zealand. Norwey.
Portugal. Spain. Switzerland. Turkey.
and the United Klngdonc

(v) Ceneral Uces GCTDR Is available
only to Australia. Austra. Belgium.
Canada. Demmerk. the Federal Republic
of Ctruany. France. Greece. Iceland.
Ireland. Italy. sapan. Luxembourg. the
Netherlands. New Zealad Norway.
PortugaL Spain. Swetzerland. Turkey.
and the United Kinigdom. for software
for process control that is specifically
confIgured to conorol or Initiate the
production of chemlcel weapons
prcison conatrolled by ECCN 4795L

tb) Contrls en udher cwmodities.
technical dot, and sof woar. BXA will
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review lcens.e ppllaotosia, bn
acco-dence with the licensing policy
descrtibed in paregieph (dl of thi
MtCte for coo tbodrtle. t irdical dae.

of software not describet in parapaph
(1a of the sacion that

(13 Requite a validated license for
reasons othevt then shot supplp

(21 An dostined to a country other
than those tited in paragrph (SKI) of
Lhisi section: and

(3P Could be destined for the dreign.
deoetelopment. production, stockpiling, or
use af cheoical or biological weapons.
or fora facility engaged in such
etdittles.
(cl Addeeronal roliodted iteonse

trlusrnmsito 4'ased on end-use, related
to 't. desin development. produorta.
stockpWir or use of cieoitcl or
biologicol weapons. (13 In additon to the
validated Ucasuse requirements
doscibed In parepsph ('3 and
parsagrph lb) of this section. a validated
license Is required to export any
commodity. softoara. or technical data
excluding technical data exportable
undrr the provisions cd General I ie -
CTDA and commodities identified ia
ECCN 791 or 7MPI).( when the exporter
knows that the comrodtt software
or technical datar

(VI Ame destined for any facility kited
ia Suppltment! No. 8 to patr 77 or

(ii Will be used In the desigt.
development production: stockpiling, or
use of chemical or bioloical weapono in
or by a region or coitmry listed in
Supplement No.5 to part r78

(23 The Office of Export Licensing may
iefotrmt the exporter, either individually
or through amendment to these
repletion, that an individoul validated
license is required because there isan
unacceptabh rink of ute in or diversion
to such activities anywhere in the
world However, the absence o any
such notification does not excuse the
exporter horn compliance with the
validated licrser requretaents of
Paragrph (cliii of thin section. Those
facilities currently identified are listed
in Supplement No. 8 to part 77a

(d) Licensing policy. (1) Unless the
criterti stated in partipaph (dI)(3 of thin
section are met, applications to export
the commoditIes and technical data
ubject to this policy will be considered

on .case-by-css, basis to determine
whether the export would make a
matteriel contributioo to the dasigi
developmset. producticon stockpilnjo or
os of chemIli or biotoocal weapons.
When an xrt Ib demed tomstke uch
* conribution. the license will be
dendid.

(2) The followIng factors are an
those that will be considered to

deotenrine whsat *cnon hbould be takes
on individual oppliceaonsi

( The opecidic nature of the rndidsc
(itt The stiulicancs at the ntport In

teroe of its contributon to the design.
development. production. stockpiling, or
use ochemsical or biological wepona

(ilil The Ioes-prolif neon aedesn
of the inporting comira. and

(iVl The types of aeatnces, rs
gtuarntees against design, development,
Prmducton. stockpding, or use of
chemical or biological weapons that are
given in * parjtcubar mase.

(21 Coaruccirr sncty. Consistent with
section olml of the EAA the following
conu aanctl:y dates have beer
established.

(il The contnct sanctity date for
export, to Syria of dimtthyl
meihylphosphaust. methyl
phospnsonyidifuorida. phosphorouse
oxychiondd. thiodiglycol
dima thylanane hydrochloride,
dimethylamune ethytene chlonohydria
(2dchlorcethanoli. and ponsriauni
fluoride is April 2a 8.

(iil The contect eanry date for
exports to Iran or Syria of dimethyl
photphute tdimathy" hydogo
phosphutl. moethyl
phosphmyldichloride, 31-inocildinol
N. N-diiopropylaLnoethan.l.2thtoL
N.N-dtioopropytsazminsethyl.Z.coride. 3-
hydroxy-i.methylpipesldine, olmethyl
phosphite. phosphorces eichlondo, and
thionyi chloride in suly & 1917.

iull The conrnect sanctity date for
exports to iran or Syrit of Itito In
ECCNs 4997B and 4m0t8b February 22.

(ivl The contrct sanctity date for
export to iexn of dimethyt
methylphosphonste. methylphosphonyt
dichloride. meehylphosphonyt dfflooride.
phosphorous oxychloride. and
thiodiglycol in Febtuary 22 Oim.

(vl The connect sanctiy date for
exports to Syria of dinethyt
cebylpyihosphontson. mothylphosphionyt
dichlonde. and methylphosphonyl
difluornda is February *, zz.10

(nl The connerct sanctity date for
exports to iran, Ubya. or Syria of
potassium hydregen fluoride. ammonium
hydrogen fluoride, sodium luornde.
sodium billuoutde. phosphrous
pentosullfid. sodium cyanide.
Mtiethan.lamine diisopropyamina.
sodiusm sulfide, and N.N.
diethylethanolsmne is December t2.
t ga 1

(vill The connect sncutity date for
expons to all desunations fexcpt irya
or Syria) of phosphorus ttchoritde.
iunmethyt pboephits. and thioayl chioside

is December IL low For exports to ina
or Syrlte paragraph (l(2)1U) ot thin
sercuon *pptt

(v ii) The contract sanctit date for
expor to aU dnssnutaons, except iran.
Libya. or Syria I of chlormeha lnol and
triethuasolamine in lanuary I15,0. For
exports of 2-chlonoe smol to Synat.
paregph (d)(l31l of ts section
applies. For expsort of triethanslaminw
to rn. Libya, or Sprat. paregaph
td)(3l(nvi of thin sectIon applies.

(iWl The contnrct sauttty date for
exports to al dst n (except rau,
Lbya, or Syra) ofhchilt cotnnlled
by ECCN 47i9a Is March 7. 1°0tt1. except
for applicatiosr to export the following
chemnicalt: .2chraoethanoL dimethyl
rmeehylpbosphanases dinoethyl phosphita
(dnmethyl hydrogen phosphite)
methylphosphanyl didiloride.
raethylphosphootyt dlaisnde,
phosphoroos oxpeclarida, phosphosrous
trchlouide thiodibrieL thloayt chloride,
Iriethen ane, stand Utmethyl
phosphitet (See also pP rntegphe
(dlP3l(vii and (dXS31ttit) ot this action.)
For exports to lin Uba or Syria. a"
paragpaphe (d)ld (I through (d)(331(il of
tim s r.

(xl Tne contract a ity date for
exports of the fdllown comodites
and technical date is March 7.t10:

(A) equipment (kor producing chemical
weepon pecunsors and chemical
warfare agenr) desnabed In paregaph
(a332) of thie tectie

iDI Equipmoet and materials (for
producing biological agent) described
in parepaph (aX41 of this Uec*orc

(C) Technical date described in
paragaph (a)(3) of thIs sectiorc and

(DI CommoditIe technic datL. or
sofitware described in peragraph () of
this sectin

(xi) The *ontrxct eanctity date for
exports of comanodittes technical data.
or sofrwase descibed in parspeph fbI
of thU section in March 7. 199L

(til) The contnact sanctity date for
reexporas of chemicasb controlled under
ECCN 478 is March -. 197 except
that the contract sanctity data for
reexports of these chemicals to trin.
Lbya. or Syria is December I2L 198.

(xiLI) The connect sanctity date for
reexports of viroses and viroids
identifled under ECCN 4997B and
bacteria fnit, and psotossa Identified
under ECC4 49Wd 8 March 7y 19.

(43 When preparinga license
application for chemicals. applicants
shall typs the Chbemica Abetac Service
(C.A.&I Rgstry umberi In Item 9(hb
before each ce Sa name. The CA--,
numnets e listed with the contraold
chemicals In El 4VW68 under the
Li1st of Cemlceln, See Supplement No.

I to I 7il of this ecipter.
Inteipetadcn 2 Promsor Chemicals.

1@7W
' elaml
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for synonym. of conrolled chemicals in or export ofa whole plant to make (i) See it 7I. and 77r91).) of this
ECCN 479668. chemicsl weapons precursor. identified subichapter far defirition., of ther terms

IL A r 1 77I .s badded to rmad s in ECCN 479S in countriesotherithan used in lo "caion
followse Austalia. Ausria. Belgium. Canada. 1L A new section 77r10 .i added to
i 17M.5 Activit oe U.S. piesce Denmark. the Federal Republic of read e followv

GrrU d ~Cermany- France. Greee Iceland.
(a) A validated liceae or reexport Ireland. Italy. lapan. Luxembourg the I7 tte .etifoe prew

authorzatio i. required for the expOrt. Netherianded New Zealand. Norway. IE at the time of export.a validated
reexort. or transfer of any PortugaL Spain. Switzerland. Turkey.. - license is also required under other
commodities. software. or technical and the United Kingdom.. provisions of the Export AdministrsiUou
data. regardless of orrpn. by a US. (dl No US person shall. without a Regulations. (1 CFR parts 73049). the
person (defined below) whoer that validated license or other authorization appUcatim shall be submitted in
pereon knows that such commoditoes. from the ofce of Export L.cenauig. accordance with the provisions of part
softwere. or technical datla knowingly eupport an exportL reexport. 778 as we as other applicable

(1) Will be used in the design; or transer that does not have a provisions The nequirements of part 77a
development production, or use of validated license or other authoration are applicablein ddiionto. raiLer than
missiles in or by a country where a as required by this section. Support in lieu o any other validated license
facility or project listed in Supplement meens any action including financing. requirament eat fortb in the Export
No. 7 t0 pan 778 is located. or tranuportation. and freight forwarding. Administration Regulations. Insofar as

(21 WIll be used in the design, by which a person facilitates an export, consistent with the provisions of part
development production, stockpiling or reexport. or trantfer without being the 779. all of the other provisioans nsh
use of chemical or biolopcal weapons in actual exporter or rexporter. apply equally to applications for
or by a country lited in Supplement No. le) The Office of Export Ucansing may icanes and llctes issued under these
5 to pan 775 or aen destined for a inform U.S. pereon eitber individually special provisions.
facility liated in Supplement No. 03o or through amendment to theso 13 Pan m iamendedbyaddi
part 773. regulations. that an individual validated 13. SParp78 mendedo by toraddn as

iblNo US peron shall. without a license is required because an activity follewsi
validated licrae or other authorite on could involve the types of participation
fromt the Oflice of Export Licenitsng and support described in Paragraphs (a) Su~pplmseas No. as-asmical and

(1) Perform any contract service, or through id) of this section. anywhere in BloloSinc Agein Failtiles
employment that the U.S. person knows the world.
will assist in the design. development. (1) For purposes of this aection. the R rTO bE VUR2ISIUDihFLAL
preducdton.or use of missiles it or by a term -U.S. person" includes a RULE
country whoer a facility or protect hated (Il Any individual who to a citizen or 14 Patn 778 is emended by adding a
tI Supplement No. 7to part 77 is permanent resident aln of the United new Supplement Na. 7to read as
located: States: followet

(2) Perform any contract, service. or (Rl Any jutidical person organized
employment that the U.S. person knows under the laws of the United Stetes or Supplort No 7MIsl Technolog
will asoist In the design. development any jurisdiction within the United States Projects ead Feclides
production. stockpilng. or use of Including foreign branches: and nr=TO BE FURNISH INFINAL
chemical or biologIcal weapons in or by P3) Any person in the United States. RULE)
a couitry ated in Sopplement No. S to (I t shll be th policy of the
pert 77. or ti destined for a facility Department of Commerce to permoit no Data M 7. 2wI
listed in Supplement No.6 to pan 78 activity covered by thus ection that is latmas AL Labluates.

(cl No U.S. person shall without a material in terms of its conoribulon to DSp.pyAs&WeSorr-nrryfwrPeul
veildated license or other euthorization the design. development production AdrauMiAKIe.L
from the Office of Export Licensing. stockpiling. or uwe of chemical or ('R tO f1-4eat Fiied 2--t; 4: 2 Pnl)
parcpaete in the design. construction. biological weapons. or of missiles. .u eam emere
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for synonyms of conuosled Chemicals La
ECCN 47948.

11 A cem i -78. is added to read as
!oUowo:

I 778.9 Acete of U.S. pwea,
(o) A validated license or reexport

authornzeroo is required for the export
reexport Or transfer of any
commodities, sofnwo,, or technical
data. regardless of orion. by a US.
peron (defined belowi wbere that
pemon Imow that such commodities
software. or technical data:

(13 Will be used ai the design,
development, production or use of
missiles in or by a country where a
facility or project listed in Supplement
No. 7 to port 778 Is located. or

(2) Will be used in the design,
development, production. satckpiling. or
use of cheadcal or biological weapons in
or by a coQttry listed In Supplement No.
3 to part 77e. or are destined for a
facility listed in Supplement No. o to
pat 77

Ib) No U5 person shalL without &
validated licnse or other outhorizatlon
from the Office of LExpers tlcastrng

(11 Perform any coneuect service, or
employment that thet US, prsoan knows
will assist in the design. development
production. or ue of misifiles it or by a
country whmre a facility or project Listed
in Supplement No.? to pert 7781.
loeatted

(21 Perform any contirct. service. or
empinlYmual that the U-5 person Ianw,
will assist in thet dersin. development.
production. stockpiling, or use of
cmica or biological weapons in or by
a cor ty listed In Supplement No. to
parn 778 or is dlestietd for a facility
listed in Sapplement No. f to parn 778L

(cl No U.S. pesno shail, withiout a
Validated license or other authorization
from the Office of Export Ucenstng,
Pa'tifcipte in the design. contosucton.

or export of a hole plant to make
chemrucal weompns precursors identified
In ECCN 4.79M in countries other tlsn
Austrasia. Austria, Belgium. Canida.
Denmark. the Federal Republic of
Germany. France. Creece. Iceland.
ireland, Italy. sapan. Luxembourg. the
Netherlands, Neo Zealand. Norway,
PortugaL Spain. Switzerland. Turkey.
and the United Kingdom.

(dl No US. person shall, without a
valdlated license or other authorization
from the Office of Export Licensing.
knowtngly support an expor reexpcoL
or trensfer that does not have a
validated license or other authorization
as required by this section. Support
means any action. including flnaacing,
trnsportanton. and freight forarding.

by which a person facilitates an exporL
roexpior or Diamfer without being the
actual exporter or meexportr.

(el The Offes of Export Ucensing may
Worm U.. personts either individually
or through amendment to these
regulations, that an individual validated
license is nquired because La actiuvy
could involvethe trypn of participation
and support described In paregraphs (a1
through (dl of this section. anywhere in
the world,
i(n For purposes of this sectiorL the

term U.S. persono Includes:
(11 Any individual who is a citizen or

permanent resident alien of the United
Staten

IZI Any luridical person oraniLned
under the laws of the United States, or
any jurisdiction within the United States
including foreign branchesn and

Pl1 Any person in the United States,
(I It shaUl be the policy of the

Department of Commerce to permit no
activity covered by this section that is
material in term of I s contribution to
the detign. developmet.L production.
stockpillng or use of chemical or
biological weapon, or of misales

(bil See t7702T and 
77

9.111 of thus
sobchepttr for definitions of other terns
uoed in this section,

12. A new section 778.10 is added to
reed as follows:

V77810 t rehet et morw peuetoi
IL at the tine of export a validated

icense Is also required under other
provisions of the Export Adclinusration
Regulations (15 CFR parts 70-1799i. the
epplicatucn shall be submitted in
accordance with the provisions of part
778 as waUl as other spplicabte
prOvisions, The requirements of pait 770
are applicable in addition tn. roter than
in lieu of. any other validated license
requirement set forth in the Export
Administration Regulations. insofar s
con"slaent with dth provisions of part
r8. all of thte othetr provisions shall
apply equally to aplications for
licenses ,ad lcenses issued under theie
special Provisions,

I3. Past 77 is amended by adding a
new Supplement No. e to read as
follws:
Supplement No. 8-Memincal and
Biological Agent FaYdlties
ritr TO BE FULSISHED rN FI NAL
RULE)

14. Part 778 Is amended by adding a
new Supplement No. 7 to read as
followt

Supplement No. 7-VIsslle Technology
Projecta and Fac~dia
nErX TO BE FURNISHED LN FLNAL
RULE)

Datea& MdiC . 5i1.
I t 4L teaualo.
Depsy AMssaoS -taeres Jo EFpon
Adinioustra.
(R Doc, M-64_1i Ftled 3-4-0 45:0puOl
S r Ee am
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Special LUcneng Procedus Supplement No. 2 to Pat 773-pae 1

COMPUTER-CONSIGNEE DESTINATIONS (LIST A)

See the firat footnote to entry number 1565 in Supp. No.1 to Part 773 for computer, that may be exported to countrie listed beloc.

Australia Luxembourg

Belgium Netherlands - - 9

Denmark

France ' .*

Germany, Federal Republic of

Greec

Iceland

Italy (includes San Marino and Vatican City)

Japan

Now Zealnd

Norway

Portugal

,Spain

Turkey

United Kingdom
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Speci-l Uceoasing Peocedure. SuppL.-.n& No. S to Part 773-page I

COMPUTER-CONSIGNEE DESTINATIONS (LIST B)

See the fiint footnote to enty number 1565 in Supp. No. I to Part 773 for computers that may be exported to cou-tries listed below.

Austria

The Bahamas

Barbados

Benin

Bolinta

Bowoana

Burkina Fae

Burundi

Cameroon

Central African Republic

Chad

Colombia

Congo

Costa Ric

Cyprus

Dominican Republic

Ecuador

El Salrador

Ethiopia

F~i

Finland

Gabon

The Gambia

Ghana

Grenada

Guatemala

Guinea.Bissau

Haiti

Honduras

Hong Kong

Indonesia

Ireland

Ivory Coast

Jamaica

Jordan

Kenya

Korea, Republic of

Lebanon

Leootho

Liberia

Liechtenstein

Madagascar

Malaynia

Maldixes

Mali

Malta

Mauritius

Mexico

Morocca

Nepal

Nicaragua

Nigeria

Panama

Paraguay

Peru

Philippines

Rw anda

Senegal

Sierra Leone

Singapore

Somalia

Sri Lnlta

Sudan

Suriname

Secazuiand

Soeedeed

Switerland

Thailand

Togoailand

Tongo

Trinidad and Tobago

Tunisia

Uruguay

Venezuela

Western Samo

Yugoslavia

Wmir

41-636 0 - 92 - 7
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E is - on tses a W WtWe OC - Aepa C Tteust m that apply wa, In
Co.r.". Spov".t osrtatr a toPon UrStJ5pert at now * re MtedMC. Board. !a comm111 Uoeed desUnedoos For.ttsttothl. Dincrorn A tcottCemfl7too Sene.. :,eoucal or biolotral wespmns. such
Mwao Speuo., Dot. IFR 00 1-0940 Ft)d e-ltn $.Is a1 .. don s Already Are listud is

Wr40 cats "_Supplame NO. 5 to pat., SL This roieYFR 1oo in-oia Filed 94-4-Ve &.. -a 0d0, Supplement No. to psot 77't
VA- a rion... 'otoch -wil ist matrusle protects whexn i!%e

DEPARVThLEST OF COMMERCE st is made filti Accordinglyy the
Owe" of Eport Adeiessegarsints tasoione af section, M7~IMc)(i3l

1
.b lreeso 04 Eap<rt _desewauson 7c)l(. and t7789a()(1) and (boii uid

DEPARMVTi OF TRANSPO ATIOM Is CFm P rt y7,, Tn M, M. ot be applicable until Supplement No. 5
Federal Avtatlon Admlsletrutton 'b t- el o impo forti poucy

ICRPael tnoo. eioh1ti- S19 controlo am pYrTuxittott and pmppOe by04 CPU Part n1 U.S. Per n the d,, igess d~eoepment.
Imuetaeton and Expansion ot Forelgn produconer useo of missiloes r of

Decad t, t: Amenmnt 31 PoeyCoro f cbemacalat biolo iws bs.
AG"1 ENr Bwreau of Export This -,I- ---rse participaltio by

Alowflstes Dtrectivs; EL Otsient Administration. Commne.e. ULp.S.Ps ia c* a c-auon whoA.
ad #Ussoew & CPo SerCsti ACTKc iLternm rule wo th request (or poousm In pe hemale pon

Cnt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Sr Prsart t, pute mmo onm tertt oo&Equpanse Mod 456M37-4 P TWO na ahs, dt changes in the
wUNuaay The Department of orMa b m dol afrtWul*a1am rolathng soAmovieC2 Federal, Aviation Commerce to amending the Export tep i IhdlO.PUEtb..uinu

Adman awaooo (FAA) DOT. Administration Regulacoan (EAR) In ny dpsonpteied pertL77 Ptobferetfon
aCTeWc Final niu eonWeq go pth fin i support of U5 nonpeeolfexrdon Coatral
rutle. polile. Thio interim rule mposes nAT h_ e role is effat've Ausrt IS

fotegn pouicy control 00n certain HIMl Conieam moo be edn d bycleincarl To indoameAntwcoarrct.. exports by proIding authority to deny Septeubu.19fta
clerttul ersor menAiorworcasinee, te. that already require a vaLdated AOne g V~ttse comnst (tasixDlctive (AD) which was publlshed In icen.. under the EAR. for an reattson cnpttes sdhid be tant to. Pet Iciathe Federal, Rogneu, o Friday. Iutly 2 other than ort Wiupoy. whous she vof c a2I9 (5 PER 34148) T h correction Ad, export could be desinettd forT de da A e e of poet nd
a compliance time which ahould have devielopment. productionor n fe d Ad _sofom Depertme ofoppeared iu the dnat paYpapD of the WIossLIs or chemical or biolbgical Commerce Whebligton. DC M=AD. Th. AD In all other respects to eaptno. uso fe (acr y ngalied An mm t _ se nainc arremaa fmchanpd. such ecttiliea.
""leesig DA Augtse 15. 199L This role also imtosee foregn policy Kthryn Sullitran. unea of Export

FM PUMM NOWMTM C~~ffA~r caneon eu atpor to sPecified _,,, efmT ohus a
'Atr D. Kram ear.e r5 7o destinations whers ,h xporeztr im am
SUn_"Dlwfrmr IMPOnostairvr A Phisl that the Cemmodities. mmcaA data, or WJ PncSAMP
rate Aiw oryetuse Ata softwart wl be ned in tBe dosage
opplicabla tog. liDefoe, ADe a development. production or an of se&1o:applcabe t F. Duontde Nmoms a M45hmordsu of cdtemical us bialogicaL On March, ML. [M2.5 MR Ii~a~l thCO. TS0-CIie Crewmemaber Protectve weao.,oar asndoeuc Bra fEpotAmoaeoBreethling Equipment (CPUE) Model P"oae etcr o ah Brai fEpr duiaalm4S00M378-OeZN4. we, publisehed in the acuivotles, or to any deestnation when published a propeosed rule us the FedheriliFedeal apaur a Frday jul M . thexportru is informed by the Bureau R*egves, that expended fuseng pchcy~5Fodtal R44iah ,,onid g culr ecti9o of Export AdmA niatretqno t BJ9A that'a contolo in several ways minuppoe ofis nR e 14. validated license is required due to an U.S. nompromsiosetion polacie. The

unacceptable riak of weepons-reloted hane propoed by that re
PART 21,- CO ECTCIE U#. eddressed some of the measure calledLa additIon thla rule impose foretign for ut President Bush's December 13.

1 The suthority citation for pan 39 policy connole on exporto to specified tsvC doodalenethe Enanmcoo nelnes to need as foblowr destinastmoe when a U,5 persan hkow Proliferetdon Contol Initltade (EIl
a ein US.C UiMo .l.te ad t t42 h tat ath conumodle. technical data, or ard bIned Ut Executive Order tzm40 USC su; I nsee Poh L er-eeC soitvare will bhe used In the design, of November 1& tW0 on deitcl andjuousrp U. tk. aoo, t4 CnR ii. development. productio onr ue of biological weapon, proliferstin. This

ma.bsaie us chemical or biological iatesum rule implemenuts many of theI XtlY ( uol t~weopOtU on a en destited for each chane proposed in the March I .199.
2- SWriUMM 10 La corrected *e und& ruto may desmadin when proposed role. Thb changes bah beenfollowso the U.S joiron is Informed by BXA that made afteir coneutetion with the
CO page 34147 in the first colunn in a eulidared iacnee u required dui to en DwZ'nte of State and, oergn

e o 39. ArseortoDneesb ve unacceptable seakt of werponirelaet sod after foln tderetorof the moo,t-ANJE-ZM In te firt oil paagraph use. Nether may a U5S pawn. without than oseenty-five public comnt
aftr the COMPiance paregrepb. add the a lidated leene. perfcem any ncsd Uonthe proposed rlae.
f0f110-9 wsthio 45 doye afte the Contract. service. us employiment This p telin eo tpSo forvisnefleen,. .J1te of thIo AD-. koowoog duthat Isssteao, such aicaseles, policy commai in gereral ways so
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support of U5S. nonpreolileretion polidces. biological weapons activities At this interim ruje that was publIshed on
The rule provides BXA eith authority to utme. such hists are tili under Decmber m SW (ISt Vt t5f. That
deny a license, fo exports of items that considerdton. commenters ouested that FXA
already requiea validated licans Uke the proposed mleo this interim esutablisba General Ucion t LV dollar
under the EAR. for any mason other rule substitutes the tam missiles" for value limit for chemicals contolled
than short eupply. where the p the pbnroe mitsides capable of under ECCl 479 b ca nur
could be destind for the disig. delbivring nuclear wepes". The noted that it is often ncasseay to ship
development. prodution. or ue of definiftim of such missiles. as contained chemocal tples of sheen -i to
missiles or chemical or biological in the EAL is not affected by this prospecrve foreigi customers and that
weapons. of fore facility enpgegd in chage these hemil ass o ndo practical ns
ouch activities. In addition, this interim rule adds a for chemic weapons prodmbln unA

The mte rmtte also impss forvign new provi n of the EAR to esict they ats obtained in lar untis.
policy controis so exports to epecfied partipation by U.S perIsoS to misud. BXA. in consultation with tha t em-I
irqpons. counuies. and dsstinauons chemical wespons. ao biological Manufacturers Assocation detetd
when the exporter bow the export will weapons davlopueni. No U5 person that a volume limit on eamplae would be
be used in the deip. development may knowingly expor or rexport to momr appropriate. This In-t rule
production. stochpling. or use of specified dostimao r commodities, adopts the latter approach end tevs
missiles or of chemical or biological softwa, or techniadl datu. rgagrdlest Of ECCN 4750 to authrtexpacru of
weapons. or is dsateied for a listed origin or use in the d_ t. - ahomentans tu earned one t
project Supplement No.S to paet 798 dlopnt production. stockpilng, or gallon container (M itm per ar t
already lists destinations of concern for use of e l or biological weapon, to the same coodtee in - ilesar
chemical and biological easons This or of misailee. Nor ma* a U.5 person. year. Thm shipents as 0dortmed
role adds SuemSn Noes to pet 775 without a Valkdated U .perform any under r-l LcernTe8 l m 1 71
of the EA h, will lis missile contrac. eab or pymnt of the EAR) to all d pt
projects when such list is uado final. knowiun that it statai such activities, b Iaq Syria *ad t up t

The roles does ot provide a When a U.S p has been informed and Z. ona the _ a o
definition of the ter1matew. The by BlXA these prohbions apply to any informed that the t will be sed to
backgronsd Infhemetioaneaction of the destination In addition, the ule mescth d L d
proposed ru contained a definition of partiucpatiso end surtby U. aock orns r
know", but only two public cnUmmts pesns In the dessJr consruction. or biological weapum.

ontheurale supte that oxp of w l plasm Mao Tweo t
Ten coectios d the pp d pre rors e c-i e .Te I that en
definition too v*r and p d prohibition also ds to support of additional I p o. validated
leavi the trm n T nt any such transactine. thrh licin be-eeo
role apt that a po t Vdoe no financint t tlgot forwarding, or other c e 1.
contain a definition of "bow". At this comparebis activities. The t '"US. containing promSbreei
time, the Department believes that person' is deflaned for the purposes of (Iregardlests of the p Imua
exist ca law and udital thnm provisions to hn e fors t nnol that em d dew1ftd
interpretato provde adequate branchs ot rcompane osmeni I the not to be of pruliea.mThis
guiAdcac to r United States. interim to t

Sixhcootm e supported applying Five ra one addressing the Gena i t
the sameow" standard regardless of control on activtties of US. pesons. compounds crmated i ellteM
whether Items are subiec to nuclear r _ct nd that tdse norole soadd Prne r that ts e

nonproliferation connote or to foreip not apply to bnot *W of US c a comp ds. empeloeJ t a
polcy conols e m vy r located In a foreig i i. Another controlled phsvoms, Homieevr this
chicbal andsbiological weapr The mm r vtiing the US. rubedocrrot p'm
standard In the ca ot is to p General License1
being changed at thn tfinsn trri. uusonanto uI to Mixitures that con ain es

In aditn thi ter rle pr Two _ Umn fet that p a i pr
the EAR to make clear that BXA may controls n US. pemona should be chemical is mrebly en - I that was
inform en exporte as any time that a dropped endray. While the Department not intantidtelly added.
validated lit s is required for a has cnidered thse c mn th Nt t
speulfic ~ors or re~oro neneaction Interim rule makes no changes to tDe that BXA establish a new snt
or for exports or reexporte toespecifi provisions contained In the propoeed siic r ofSpial lin mat wol
end~user or sdas because of an ruila permit exports to #aeU- or iconsee
unacoeptabis rs that such ehipmonte The Comm$ reodvad an the of US companes. TW
will be anrd in - -1-r propo ruleinmood uanumberOf bein addressed In a epeterule that
activities. L the desi. development. about bow to crmstes scial Bopsig dorer he
production, sti r am ippo doyo oth r probl t exports f nd chbmic a and
chemical or ia i weapons. in d biological equipinat to onbdisris or
the . production or r d sg ta Six other aillat odr thede-iv
mao missiles. Anp or e n _ th _a o a connoa of a U. L
reexportar may be Individually informed t dtd Twentyd-Im coo crf itidied
by BhA, or may be published in U _ r t r in the fact that the ptoP sd rlo c _tabsd
the Fedoa S citi, ch a re ch unilateral ort coae. They feti that

Eigbt _ 1p the davuosb_ qealu checks. and small the coats and dela Of the licensi
addition ad pi to identy qu s of he dI r would hm the Crpeitive
specific fAtis or entities involved in needed he tt is in of US. pens- vise-dU5e tb p
missile_ or. e , Line with a pulic _m to an prodaners and that the t ilaterl
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controls woutld press mieffective cue to
the widespread firmim aveslabdiry of
the controlead Items. Fourteen
commentrs areno that foreup
avalability maethe I amp n af
multilateral mra the only realic
approwcs. Three of ae cminMOteM
.urgesote thai a deadl be ealaclibed
forthe ar. en eo.f multilateral =ormim
and that fedore to meet the dewoiom
sbould rsuit in the ltmano nf
u-nanoul mote. n The rper. is
senastive to the eruasnoo ayonst
unilateral rennou and inalta to
reevaluate these cootrool sosoodly.
Among the lfacors that till be
conrtdtoed in decidmt wnether to
nauttain these conrols will be werther
comparable conts bee been aopted
mmitlatearily

The prtposed role inIcated that
whils catrauct smty ree bang

provided in the ptnpesal cIoosumm sei
secthn GMlI of i Export
Adonetranm Aat of 197 as aended
iEAAt. seriostoc9ndmza W Ot
jibrm to ohmo-tum thess maoete
aery, Provnsin Whe the trcrum
ruel wae pulmhd. Twenty ormmtesn
evpressed Itiong support forr retainin
conrnect canctiVy piroris. care ti e
ceed for U.S rmpauct to be vewrd *c
relnibbb suppirs. UndarthIsinuterm,
rule. contract a e * * ponapte is
amintined iowever. crern may wise
in which cosonct mtiy is
inappsopsatie to dant do the se ron
encrns raisd by miesiles and
chemicai and bialopeal weapone.
Evalpies tnciude ceos m wemb an
affected onrac Ismuie directly.
unmediately. end agBcLd y to aecta
or iumminent actoviee koivostng omirel
systems or checical and bioioel
weapoos. Amoromajy. there -Wl not be
a prosumption of approval for Uicears
appslicatons nvoling pra-emntog
contracts. Rats. the miastan at ar,-
emiting connect will be treaed as a
factor to be considred in r urog
licerise appliccos.~

Consaitent with the probiors on
tade with iraq e nained in the
Eroutiva Ordars Insced on Anoa 2
and A I1 eaporsera hen A oteo
guidance from the US eprmot of
Treoasry. Office of Foralpa Assets
Coatrol e erno dn any epor nor

etrlont to Iraq.
On March 7. 18L the Department

submitted a report claifyig the
Contress of Its intent to r them
controle.
Rutleoleg Reor
Invltede to Com t

1. ThIe ruie in comisteut with
Executive Order 12 and 178L

L. Thi rumi to at cilerato to rore co m to writn t ow. Orel
informaueon toca to the Paperworks colair ts m ist bhe folowed by w-ttens
Reduceon Act of 19t0 (44 USC. 3501or -eomr-Ad- tch will aloe be. mater
seo. i Affected OhO strnollecd if public reaed and wil be available
cotlecttmi at a t, mctude t5-4. !cr public rusi.w end copying.
O CG4-i7. atnd ttt-QMt. Czatrniesn krom aganctee of the

3. This rule does net contain policies U.ited States Caovrnannt or foreinpwith Flderullem unplications sofficlent goversunents vl nat be made available
to warrant preparsoon of . Federalism for public inspection
assessosent under Exectitve Order The pubiferecord concursng thse
1132 trquiatiuns will be maintaired in the

4. Because a Woee of proposed 3nreu of Export Adtinmttitono
rittenrider end an opporturnty for Freedom of i'normation Record,
;ublic commenttt are not re=oured to be z=9oecuon Facility, room 431
gient for this rule by section 55D of the Devarreent of Commence. 14th Silet
Adtinistrative Procedure Act 15 U.S.C. *d Pesmuylvanra Avenue. NW_
"531. or by atny other Itetr order sectcons Washington. DC l Records iu this
M05(e) end 50(lal of the Reirtictory facility, includiing rittse public

Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. OMle) and .mtetuta and memorand summarmcmng
00rar)) no imrdel ort ftral Reulatrory the substance of onl communicatfona
Flextiblity Analysis hae to be marill be may be inspected and oepied in
prepaed, crdance with rcedtioan published

5. The provistne s of the = part 4 of title tsofthe Code ofAdminsnurtive Procedure Act b U5SC. Federal Regulatins. informsanon about
ruirutng notice of proposed rulemaking the inspection and copying od recorda atthe opportusity for public peirticipauon. the facility may be obtained from
and a delay in effectivn date. arm largaret Cornueo.B eir of rxport
irapplicafle because thIs regulation Adminotratfoo Freedom ofoftarmadon
involves a foreigt and military affairs Officer, aS tha above address at by
functIon of the United Stt.s. The cefing (1l 3m7-50
Secretay of Comntmerce bas submitted a Ust of
report to Congress on the need for these Ltf obecontrols. No other law requires thet a ; s tFR Por 772 27 antd W
toucea of proposed rulemaking eld an
opportunity for public comment be gen po o d r ep
for this ruil. reqsinrenla,

However. because oa the imprtanc :5 Cf71 Parn 778
of thc isnae, raised by theha regulot...a.
this rile is being issued as ta I'-nti Nuclear ensew. Rath ardrale and cromnnie will be considered in recortiseping requrnett
the development o flnal regulation. :I CF7f Prt 77
Accordingly. the Department enturapaE
interested persons woo istb to Computegr tachn al. rd pora
comment to do so tt tha earliest Reportn and r r pgpoaiallre oto to peCr the Waillbt equirma nts. Scif ce and technology.
consideratioso af their vtow& Acrdingly. perut 77"L 773.b7 77LT e period for sbchaaom Of 9. and 790 of thae xport
commenra will close September1IL 1u1. Admmni-Mn BrqRtoien (1 CFRThe Departent wilU consder all parts 730-1in) are amended as follows;commanta ruceived before the close of t .The authory feor perut m
the comment period in developing siaul and ;77 are revised to read as follows
regulatone. Commntsu reetssed ater Aehniat pib. L _ n .StL xtt Iso
the end of the coemma nPo will be USC rpp, 2tomet" s eaadod, P. L
considered if possible, but their u.,.so stSt MP15C 171 amet aconsideattor cannot be assured. The cosniov GOrda r in=ad Mayo tlota Pu
D.epatmerat will not aompa pubilic e 571 Mop. IBMt Ean" Om .1U U f
commentsa ecoreie byea requce est S0ewbi SI l, I1 (U S. MM 0 L.that pat or all of the matrual he teared 1o0l. Ea.-Mrv GuMim oIS Ns4Pi. boILconfidenaelly beceuse of its buemess inS (l FR 4'S Nnaehe Ili.
proprietary emarre rfor any other -. The asthority oftetorr fo parts 7
reason. Tb. Dfpertzc will retor t si 7:9. and 79Pto amended to reed as
comments end will mtt e mr r them to frUowqr
the development of Aa regia.MA Auih.Wt Pob. Lab-PiE Sta. SM IN
public commeazft l l U..C. pp. 21 ri .et e., edsd Ptb. L
_ ut bee a eltter ot p3tsed g:_r oi UvcOb 107r(s UsC_ rim
sill be availabe tr pubmi Inpcion or tl O. iWE til Ure43 PU
and ee;p In th Immst of amerac Y Msr = MoU a toet UQ % d rrf wbe
and compleutness, ho5 Department t lom M 13 OAs. t~ L.
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No.eo. 20. 19tu

3. The authority citation for por 7-0 is
revsed to read as followe:

A.thwilry Pub. L 08-4. li Stb 1150
U*SC op. 20 01 sso.. .. L -a0ed. Pub. L
;r5-.Ot Stat. t52msoU-S.C. 17t0 e*e.e
PA. L 5-4±L 02 St, t4e t42 USC. :-139nut
E.s.- Order 12t1 of Moy I 1uso 1(4 FR
=701. My s. 19t01t Et- o OrdeH tZ30 of
Sliomber , 19CD (05 FR 40377. Ocrobhr L
9s0e0 sod Exs- Order 1273 of

Nove so tst t(SS FR 54017. Novrinr

PART7y1-.AMENOEDI

4 Section 77D is amened by
rvesing parspaph (cl introductory iest
by adding new pparagaph (c)l13: and
by adding a naw pergnpph (c)l(4l to
read as ioub

I771.2 G eewel Ps o iew

(Ic Prohibitedshipm more No general
licens xpt Ger License CDA
(ond C-ES7 as it applies to ECC4
,S91 end 7101( may be used to effect
an eqeort-o any desrtadeon if.

(t3l The exporter either.
(i) Knows that the commodity.

.soeeazeor technical data

(A) Age destined for any project listed
in Supplimton No et a pan 778 of this
sibchapea cr

(B) Will be used in the deoign.
developiernat. production, or use of
missiles in or by a ceuntry whrs a
protect listed In Supplement No. to
par 77a of this mscherpteris located: or

(ii) lIsato1_d by XA thata
validated u e is required for export
10a consig ee whatever located.
because she p may epply to the
desg. devedoemet. puoductioe. or use
of ouse

(14) TStexpwtwr either
(I) Knews that the eimmodity.

afte ter mcrcal data will be used
in the dAsign dervlopment. production.
tocplocng. or ns onf dchm-ca or

bIolocel wreapons in or bye country
listed In Supplemeno No. S to part 773 of
this FAohchapoeis or

(l) Is Informed by BXA that a
va1lld-dilcemse is required for export
toa consignes. wherner located.
because &e xpot may apply to the
desig. dievelopment Production.
stockpllisg or due of chmical or
biological wpos

PART 77$-4AMENDED I 1 772 lAMtWd
771.3 ~~~~~~ :1~. In I 771.2 pamageph (a) is

1773.2 n lt taoseo amended by removinsg the tast two
S. Section 7m.. parprtepy (b)(51ims !entences.

maended by evuung iflO pus" 5 :. Secuon n78. Is amended by
1 77.18 to ead -I 7t.t l(^ltl-. oiunq two new sentences at tIe end of

1 3 ntA.rel introduclory tai to red as follows.
B. Section 7.3. paragraph (b)Il )iv) is I77.3 A wt e i a_

amedetd by revauin t he prhrase r W rport t_
I 775.l1 to rad -1 -na 7lal(.l rstrIrtI".

I Whten SIA deteominem that
I 7m7 Anteseedt therm ti an utmacceptable risk of use in or

Section 77m.7. pararryph (bWISI U dirston to such actIV1flea. it May
artended by revising ite prarse -Jaorm the exponter. eithr utdividually

I rr37 - to mad -I 771 .71(11- cr rnuqb amendment to the relfulationtu
n this aubcbaptwr. that an individual

PART 776-f AMENDED) validated license is required. Ho-eVar.

a Parn t78 is a-nded by mrinovuig lie absence of any such onticaeuno
Se~tio.2771L~and M19 Cosne not excuse the Weputir haom

sections 771.3.8 and 771.19. compliance with the validated license
9 The heading to pen 771 is revised to requitrentnta of this action.

.ead s follows:
13. A naw I 77a8 is added to read as

PART 7T&-PROLMERATION follows:
CONTROLS nt* t leePre numssrawi

10. Secton 77 is revised to read as °
follows: An application fare licenrse to export

coeunodtide or technical date tub lect to
t 77. tieosa. provisions of I 778.2. I7732 or I 773.L

(a1 Scops, This pert deflnes the types snall be preptrd enid o imItted on
of tfransctiome that atn governed by the Form BXA-.P Appistcthrda fo Export
U.S. policy concerning the non. licensue. in accardan with Inst uctite
Proliferation of chemical and biological set forth in gI7715 tatd 7MAQ) of thts
weaponts n.cmear weapons or explosive .obChapter with the followhng additional
detices. missiles aystems and the U.S. intttrutdeumt
marntetr nuclar Propulsion policy. Th (a 1deoloti7Ztro on trLA se
controls topletnme polio"s se out in Aopkcorteo ier tha twrds
sections 3l21tA) tend (B) of the Export Nt=O.EAR CONTROIS in Item 4.
Adiminiatreton Act (5O U5C. app. 2401- -Special Pupse- otFotm XLA-GP.
2420) and section 30t(c) of the Nudclear lb) Cont*s4o- eiDtnoy of trltaso
NonProtnenttion Act of 1I01 (22 U.S.C. deonsroiars. l the ut t In the
321-3= 42 U5C. 2011-Z1(at)) that country of ultimate deetinatioS is not the
i.: end-uowr of the dit ia Sive the

(1) To xercUise the neestry namde, and addire of the nd-useer tI
itgiianc from the standpoint of their itm 12. Spea End-Ua' Ofr on An

sagtin to the natonal. aecurity of attachmenIt to the applitation. nd if
the United States known, the specic geo rpdc locations

(2Z To further significantly the foreign of any moetaao esttbllahmeots. Or
policy of the United States or to iluill its sites at which the conmitdiiles will be
international reeponsuibillin and used.

(3) To mainta controls over imueas (c1 Comtodify dsewdu. (1)1U the
beause of their poten sitnoihaict CCL entry in question Is divided into
for nuclear expivaurst puposes. aubeatre Indicate therped aub-

ib) Aelatediet iadtigis. These contutbl entry that detcrabee the co sdlty.Jn
supplatentose axeratsted by the addition. speeafcatoe or descriptive
Nuclear Rtgulatory Comtmeission and the btochur should be ptoidetd Wtnst
Deparonnt of Enru under the Atomic availabbi
Energy Act of 181 H2 USC. ZM-2Zs (:) if applic Itnlud a desaiption
as amendd by the Nuclear Non, of any spetCiDC fsats of design or
Proldferution Act of 13 (22 U5C. 32- specitfic modllication thet e the
32e 42 U.S.C. =lI25txt)) and other coummodity capable to the oame
statutes. and by the OMt of Defense desribed in 773LL
Trade Cmntrola. Department of Sutat (d) End-use (l) A ynw or general
od-e the Armau Eport Cotnttl Act of end-u dtalption will delay rn eof
9re (nt UJ.SC2112-S7C. (Sete an application. Appliontioin InlcetCAg

I 7nt170 of this subcpterl resale es thb end-oa sometimen moot be
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returned without action in oroer to
ootain more miornation.

21 When urmatutng an appucattion
.n.er I 78.3. fully eapiaun [he basis ior
..e .cowiecqe or osif that the
commodities are intended for tne
pturposesl. descrtbed therein.
Addistonaily. 'ndicate. if passibie. the
specifc end-usetsi the common t es wn1U
have in the designing. neveloping.
!abncairig. or testing nuciear meanons
or nuclear exploate nevces or mn the
designing. constructng. fabricating. or
opereting the factines described tn
i .3

4. Sections 7.7 and, 758 are
revsed to read as folws:

f 7m71.7 Eaiiemt &u esteesm ted 8etrd
" U used tl amt d. kmse
preosca. ort at ttof

(a) Validated license rvtremenr. in
support of U.S foreign podcy to Limit the
protifeeraon of missiles, an individual
velidated license its required to export
certain coumoadifes. software. and
technical data related to the design.
developmtent production, or use of such
wissLies to Countty Gtrups QSTVWYZ.

(1j Cootrmoitties, aufecr to weapons
delivery ystrets aonatrol. The
commoiuties that requtre a validated
license becassa they are subject to
foreign policy controls an weapons
deltvery systems appear within ECCNs
2M1A. ZiISA. 4118L 4131i' 41335.
4302. tO A. 1381A. 138t2A 135A.
148A 14eA 1?3i. 45188. 1531
15t4LA 150tA. t5,4A. s55A. 1SSA
458J 15?4A 173 1.746A. and 1753A.
Exporters should consult the Reason for
Control paragraph in each ECC4 to
determine the Specsfic items subject to
there foreign policy controls.

(2i Techntcal data and sorrof re
sbrecrt to weipone delivery systrem
controle. Technical data and software
that require a validated License because
they are subject to foreign policy
contrln otn nuclear weapons delivery
systems ae Listed in paragreph (4) ot
Supplement No. 4 to patn 779 of thta
subchapter.

(3) Olfintion. The term 'missiles' is
defined as rockeit ystems (including
ballistic missile systems. space launch
vehices.L and sonding rocketo) and
unmanned air vehicle systema (including
cruise msatide systems. turget drones.
and reconnatasance drones) capable of
delivering at least SW kIlograms (kg)
payload to a range of at least 3W3
kilometere (kin).

(b) Contrls an other coneimodicies.
tecritmal data, and software. iXA will
review license applica5ons. in
accordance with the i'censing policy
described In paragraph (d) of thin
section. for commoditles. technical data.

or software not descnbe, in paragrapo
a) of this section that:
[it Require a naudated license for
oasons other tnan snon suOplr and
;: Could be desuned for the oesqit.

evelooiment. prnoucton. or ose Of
w osares or a facuity engagea in susn

acinutes.
tlc Additional validated license

fegirements bcsed on end-uses riected
to the design. development proacucrion
or use of missles. ItI in addition to tMe
vaiidated license requirenents
..escrtbed in paragrpns (GI and (bh of
this eccon. vaidated license is
required to export any commodity.
software, or techuical data (eudcuning
echrucal data eaportable under the
provisions of Cenerl i cense GTiA
and commodities identified in ECCN
75W1 or 78811 . when the exrpoter
knows that the commoouties. software.
or technical datat

(i) Are destined for a praject listed in
Supplement Ne l to this part 775c or

(ul WiLL be used in the design
development production or use of
missiles in or bye country where a
protject listed in Suppiement No. to this
part 778 is located, whether or not that
use involves a listed protectL

(2) hXA may inform the exporter.
either individually or through
amendment to these regulations, that an
individual validated license is required
because there is en unacceptable nsk of
use in ar diversion to such activities
anywhere ot the worYd, When suac
notice is provided orally, it will be
followed by written nouce within two
working days signed by the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Export
Administration. However. the absence
of any such notificainon does not excuse
the exporter from compliance with the
validated liense requirements of
paragraph (lc)) of this section. An
illustrative List of protjects is included in
Supplement NoM to this part 77a
Exporters ar deemed to have been
informed that an individual velidated
license is required to export to these
projects. Exporters should be aware that
the list of project. in Supplement No.
to this part 778 La not comproeheniven
extra caution should be exercised when
making any shipments to e country
mentioned in Supplement No.8 to this
part 77

(d) Licensing policy. (1) Applications
to export the commodities will be
considered on a casobycse basis to
determine whether thet export would
make a material contribunon to the
proliferation of missiles. When en
export te deemed to make such s
contibution, the license will be daened,

(2) The following factos. are -amon
those that will be coneidered to

2olerrine ~what action shouid be taken
:n inivdudl applications:

n I The specific nsatre of the end-us3:
10 The signilicance of the export in

trots of il contibution so the design.
.oveispment production. or use of
7-.sues:

idi The capabdities and objectives of
zhe misside and space programs of the

recipient countir
;ivj The nonproliferatnon credentils

of the importing country
tvj The types of assurances or

;taranteu against design development.
;rooucuon or use. of missiles deuverY
purposes that ae gpien in a particular
a"ts: and
(l,) Tbh existenci of a pre-existing

contact.
(3) The following contnct sanctity

dates hove been established:
i) Lcense applications involving

contscaus for batch iexar specified in
ECCN 41188 that ware entered into prior
to lenuary IL SI=8 will be considered
on a caee4tycse basis

(a) Unease appications subject to
paragraph (h) or ic) of this "cee that
involve a trnat entered into prior to
March 7. L will be consnidstrd on a
CtU-tt bosis.

gii) Aplibants, who Wish a pie.
existing eemact to be considered in
reviewing their l1cants applications
must submit domntation sufficient to
establish the existesce of a caonact.

(e) Cmootasodli and £ecanlil data
detcrhitif in parfqWh (a) of this
secruan die not &igfbl far speial
lIcene

Ma (3101011 peaseseen am
esteasoM "PI -0 8=cbted

(I) Valded licerns requirement..
The following controls ass maintained in
support of the U.& fr i policy of
opposing the proliferation and illegal
.so of chemical end biological waespons

(t) Chemicalb identified in ECCN
47888 requLr a validated license for
euport from the United States to all
desontioans except AustrLi Austria.
Belium.gCan Denmark. the Federal
Republic of Germany. Franca. Greece.
Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan.
Luxembourg. the Netherlands. New
Zealand, Norway. PortugaL Spain.
Switzerland. Turkey, and the United
Kingdom.

(I) A validated license is required for
chemical mixturtn containing any
coemicas identified In 4798 (MIxtures
that contain che-aca1a controlled under
this ECCN are controllad as precursors.
except when the PVomeor chenical is
merey en Impuity that Was ont
intentionally added or is normal
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ingredient in onsumer gpods intended itlTraiuig "of personnaLt t such activities. any Wht Iin the
for rtedsialces.) 151 Contultadon on specific problems world. When such nonat i provided

(Ii) A validated ltcansa is not required involving such facilities. orally. it will be followed by a written
for chsmical compounds treated with IB) This prohibition on use of General notice within two wIn days sigtned
tany crtmicals lilanittd in *L r nlas U niacers GTDR does not apply to exports by the Deputy Aasstant Secretary tor
thee.compoundstn brealso Idanlihlad In to Austraila. Austir. Bel4gum. Canada. Etport Aduiuiutrttuon. However. the
4lsefl Denmark. the Federal Republic of absence of any such notfication does

(2) Equlpmeunt end acatalra identifited Germany. Framce. Greece. Icalttd. not cxcuse the Iorwr from computance
in ECCNs S21DF. 132F. S22F. =14?. Ireland. Italy. Japan. Luxsemourg. the wth the validated lactnse requitraeets
5235F. 5140F. end 5141F. and 57VF in Neehrlasds. New Zealand. Norway. of paragraph IcIlil of this eaction.
the Commodity Control Lint, which can PortugaL Spain. Switerland. Turkey. (dI Lict tuw paicy. (11 Applicatios
be used in the production of chemaicl and the United Ktogdom. to expon the cominodidss end technical
weapons precrrsors or chemical warfare n v) General UceneoT GTR is aveilable data ub ject to thiu policy will be
agants. requies vlidateid lIcnsetfor only to Australia. Austria. Belgout. considered one case-rycase basis to
export rotm the United State. to Canada. Denmark. the Federal Republic determine whether the dot pos would
Counry Groups S and Z and region of Germany. France. Greect. Iceland. makes material contribuomn to the
and countries ulsted in Supplement No.5 Ireland. Italy. apan. Luxembourg, the desugn, development production.
to this parn 772 Netherlands. Now Zsaland. Norway. stockpiling, or use of chemical Or

(3) Virusts and vrmolds identified In Portugal Spain. Switzerland. Turkey. biological weapont. When an xpon is
EtCN 4WD7 end becteria. ftungL and and the United Kingdom for software deemed to matk suckk a contribuno& the
protozmo Identified in ECCN 41M8 for process montb that is specifically license will be danied
requir e validated lIcense to all contgured to control or miulet the (2I The tollowm fltsa , emn among
dttslinalimo excet t pt Canatds. production of chmcal weapont thos tthat will be rdered to

(41 Eu upment and mterIal Identifled precursors controiled by ECC N determin whet -u shoild be taken
in ECand 51W.bS)N? 517 .end IlContirob an rrrcomanidities. on individual eppbdmbe
S?. which etn be used to the rtchnsonl data, and aoftwrs. BXA will It The specdfc nsart of the eitd-us
prodecdon of biologhal aets. requIr review license appllcations. In (l) The t ugnican of the export in
a validated osefr export from the accordanc with the pu? terms of its cosntriuti to the deingn.
UnIted States to Country Grmtpt S and deosmbed to paragraph (d) ofs Lie develu_ I I ur
Z end reI asnd minnie. listed in section. for cosumodtdis technixal date deotaf p-r rr blIcpd g wp r uc
Supplesent No. g to thIs part 77. or software not detacrbed in paragraph (wli) Tlut nonttnttton credetnritt

(S) The foAow reetrlctu apply to (a) Of thin secion that uteedentiala
use of Cttutal Unees CTDIU (I Reqirte validated liUcse fW or of the tmpung otf o

(I) GeCutartl lUre CTDR It not renaons other than short t rpplys uJ Thte as- deesien otpr
savllahl for tae el date for the (2) Are destined to e carotr other guctiott gsfm pilodf. elopof
prIudum ofA---I pneemnace then thoe listd ki psregraph (a&)(of producti o. urIuhtig Weaponste
descrtied to pargraph (t l) of thitle this setiom d chemica lordbol as: a thatem
ntton. to tnoAuatrlla. Amsi. (3) Could be dUetsed foe the deetgn. given ins perliofa moitt and
BelgIuon Ctuad. Dstka the Federal development production. s ior v Thet of apeexletng
Repubhit at Gertany ite .Greece. use of hemcalorbioloIweapons connred
1icland. l I-- .taly.p or for e faclity engaged in smuc (3"t Conocit eltc Tbe fowing

eux_, tt Ntttherlnds. Now r cavial conrnct senctity datee leae benes
Zttttlsd ibewet. SPotisgaL. Sptun. (c) Addidtaze rnddae Licawe established
Swited" Tty. and the United ou none tut re Temonad sanctity dete for
t1n1811 to the des. devrelomntps Loadrm export tn Syite of dimithyl

DW Casaid t tme GTtR la nto sscl t% ori * a of hiemal or mnsthytphobousts. methl
avellable wthet of technical biol hii wt_ (I) In addition to pbospho nYeMp o W PholPhObO
date for ttot ofu r dtts tbhe validatd l_ tequreent oxychlads. thiedigly-L
deothad bi tpe s (tt)2) and (OX4) dtscthed Ix petsepeb (9) ttnd (b) of dlmethylinhise bythathloclds,
of this sen tore t snd r _ thin sectIon. a valIdated license to dim.stbhyI thylene thlcohydrin
lsated fn Sflapplmsest No. g t this pert required to et e any omirodity. (2-Chlotoethanl etd pote _
77t sofwaee.r ttttm l date (excludilg fluoride is Apr91 I

(Wl) Genedl LceneT CTDR in sot techal dtatau eportable underr the elil The inn atd a75t datsthor
aUlatle ther do pn of ttt-'h provlslo of General lUnins GC A expodtsto tretnor Sr of d ehl

date for the p t of comdmodltes e nd r adbttet id~edi n ECC phpin (dlthyl hydrogen
dmtshedb _araap (3)o this tt7i 7Lt01nor70S1U)wh the t outtr phoeph u).moth
semiam Inom that the comdiL sot r p ld id i L

(NEAl Gastel icse C L I not or technical date will be eed in the 1NJ4lOl.
aalllatle for date for Nllibe desI. dsrelOML Fmduon. NH = I _
dcndes d or lIaed to produm stockpilIng orusetouchbclor hydroxy4.ischyldpae nlmetrbyl
chemical wespona poeMosoe navlled hlo ne l by a country phosphits. poepgheem Otricheldde. end
by tewal n, the ML Withing IatIdin opplmniNo. I this pet thinnyl thiotd tt Jly 1
tbtto ot 7t77 (ill) The monardmt sanctity date for

(2) BSXArey lA ts e. exports to Iran or Spite of itl to
L7) Oea_.etmtio tor cithehr IdIviday ethr ECCN# 4WD and 4 tI Febtutryr .

peoin~~~~~efeqa ame.... 4satzo-the kma thi b 15.pursutxtti~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e~ The dsofc sanctittdithtfo
(SI ~ ttttttst_ Utrhilmubelutpr. that en tndividuallldad (Iv The mnad tte fr
bIIIkm Opratiottd coceseIt tatt.d ta Meth Is4n exports to istof anl-%l

pttttttt ttr _ thueh onalttbit ttiek t&tt setf diversion methyl intdsiplatbepl
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difluorids, phosphorus ozychidnde. and (xil) The contect sanctity date for from iXA. partieipata i the dosign.
thiodiglyci is Februry Zz i9s. reexports of iriuses and vuroaid construction, or export of a wiole plant

(v The contra sanctdty data for identified under EiCN 4979 and to make chemical weapons precuisuor
exports to ram Ubye. ar Syna of bacteria. fun. and prototno identified identified in ECCN 47C910 in CoUnnes
potasium bhdo gn ond.. ammonium under ECCN 4*6 Is March 7 9I1. other than Austri Austria. Beigum
hydrogen fluoride sodium fluonde. (xiii) Applicnt who wish a pra Canada. Denmark. the Federal Republic
sodium biiluotrid. phosphorus existing contract to be contidnred in of Cermany. France. Greece. Iceland.
pentasuilida. sodium cyanide. reviewing their license applicar ona trland. Italy. Japan Luxembourg. the
trhthanoeunuosn. dlUsopropymj.. must submit documentation sufficent to Netherlands. New Zealand Norway.
sodium sufide. and N.N. establish the existence of a conect. Portuial. Spin. Switzerland. Turkey.
distbryiethanolammn is December 1. (4) When preparqig a license and the United Kngdom
is application for chemieuls. applicants (d) No U.S. person shadL without a

(vi) The eonrac sanctity date for shall type the Cbemical Abstract Service validated license or other authorization
exports to aii deintionsU (except Iran (CA.S.) Registry number rn Item slb) from bXA kriowily support an export
or Syrislof phosphor trichionde. before each chemical name. The C.A-S. reexport. or transfer that does not abm
tnimethyl phoephate. and thionyi chloride number, ea listed with the controlled a vaidated license or other
is December 1L It. For exports to Iran chemicais in ECCN 47903 under the authorization as requisrd by this
or Syria. paragraph (d)(31)(i) of this tLit of Chomicas.' See Supplement No section Suppot mean. any gacton
sedtotn applie I to I 7992 of this subchapter. including finandog. trsaportation. and

vii) The contract sanctIty date for interpretation 3: Precuiror Chimicals. freight forwardlg by which, a personexports to all destinations (except hin fir synonyme of controlled chemicals in facilitates and port reaxport. or
Ubya. or Syria) of Z-chloethanoii end ECCNO 473 transifr without being the actual
triethanslaumine in fanuey IL 1991 For ([I Commoditlee and technical data exponao rearr .
export. of lchlsrethusol to Syria. descrbed in paregreph (a) of this (el SXA mey if-r U.S, parson
pargaph (di(iXI) of this ctIn section ar not alldtb for the either indIvIdially at through
applies. For d of ulthensleme Distribution Licemne procedure, the n t these reUlations, that enCo rporal pnph ServIce Supply Ucern proed .end inrD ai vali d license is required
tdopief of this or S ppia . the Project Ucense picndre becamuwan activity aAld involve the

(filSThe centnact a ppty dat for 11. A new 779. in added to read typea of purtuipatin and suppot
expilThe to andectiatint (dpt i& foo desoribed in paragraph. (a) through (dl
U~bya. or Syria) of chemicals conceited i rp" Activities et UjL pwoonL of this section. anywhere in the world.
by Ei1 orSuio i Much em i1L conpt t roA vaiidated _ie e. r rnxPa n WbM n notia i provided orally, It
for ppilicetione to expoet the following authorizatin i required for the export wtin be folroind dys swnitted by t
chemice 2-chlborsthenoL dimethyl rexpot or trnfer of soy wntwd ys d bythe
mrthyipbospbonate. dimay phosphita commodities. softwa or tc Depu A nt S r Export
(dimethyl hydrogen phospidoh). data. regardless of orlgn. by aIUS, A n raon.
mothylphoephonyl dhiloridep o (define rd tLha t -t d tn paMuMn kec bkn

thythb phenyl donda. person b wher e_ l 13 AFr puepsees wo thiu sction rth

I~xl br c t e tity u ft up orso dumio tet suc com od ities. Ite UL beiO tb pdeeriwp

phosphums o t chlaoie pho i sorftware, or technlcel S (1UOLM Nhe iunn nf tn UnI totrchiloride. thldigfbli. thionyl chloride. (1) WN be e In the darigtt permanent redt en of the te
di trpwthh y development, Production, orf us of State.p

phoo~phite. (Seelse Peeunh isidles in or byea cona where a (2) Any Juridical Pero organized
(dX)l3etv) and (dXlvl fthnecin) project listed to Supplement Not eto thin under the la-e of the, United Slates or
For axpoete to km or . t in is loctetd; or any yuisdictio within the United
paragraph. e (lt ho (d (d((3(v)1o (2) Wtll be used tin the design, Slates. Including foreign brooch..: and
thipn ction. developm prducton. sckpiling, or (3) Any person In the United States

(Bl The ue Ot d for se o e I or tt olotu cl weapone in (iI it shell be the policy of the
portofthie ig o odits d or byt ad ut aisted to Supplement No. D of Commerce to permit no

and ahl?. 1 30sto this pr 7d acvity c d bn t scon that in
(A) pmenz (for podb ding (hu No U.S person sil without a MtA i s t oO contribu to to

chemical wePon peemosora end vaated U.cen orther anthor mation the design development productio
chem~cal warfare agent.) deeatbed In from x stockpilinba orfuse of a or

paragra (elfi l Parfoem any conn ct. ser or bfological e e f missi
(p) Eqlaposent and materiels (for employment that the U.S person kiowe (hi See I I F.2 and TMI(a) of thIs

prductglhiologcal ent.) d7 bid will aist in the desgn develomet subchapt for def eonq of other terms
in pampaph, (_)(4)of tois eectian and prduct. or sen of miuse in or bye used In thi ecution

(C) Techndcel data deslbhed in countryrwher projectieted in 19. A new I779.10 In added to reed as
paragraph (eES1 of thin section. SuppleCO to No 6 to thinUat N 77 in opliaws b

(t Mtm contract sanctity date for locats* pnedl tbe p iIlIn. ppceonsuetto(2) Perform any Cantrect service, Orf tetteipe~in
neragxaph (h) eand (ci tb thin section in employmant that the UnL p _r*on knows IE at h i port a validated
Merc l. rl n will assit Ui the dasiva. develomen license is ls equIr under thepr

(xi) The connect eanmtity date for prodduton. soticplllog. or ansof proviions of the Export Amnarto
rexprt ofA-mc'-Inrold ne cm ccJo biallogpcal weapong in or by Regulations in this eulbthepter. the

E=~ to96 bin rch 7. IML except a COMM"y Hate in Supplament No. S to applicetion shel be submitted in
that the treot saitlty date for this pert 779. accrdwanbl with the pravitel"ofea thin

reaxort of ithoss, Chemicele token.L (ci No U.S, perso., thll withoutl a pert 77g as wall am othe applicable
Ulbye. or Srite In Decamber 1IL196M validiated lIciensie or other euthorizato prviro The requiemnt of thi port
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e are applicable in addition to. rather
than in ietu of. any other validated
icense rquirnement set forth io the
EUpon Administration Regulations in
this subchapte. insofat as consistent
with the provisions of this pet 77L all
of the other Provisions shall apply
equally to applications for Ucenses and
licenaes it ssued under these special
provisonto.

:7. Part 779 i amended by adding a
new Supplement No. to read as
follow.:
SuPppa-Me N. 0-MiamI Tachnoalsy
P(apU

(N. P.,w Ms idfttned at thistt er.

PART771-4AMENDEDI

177l.4 (Aiwneedel
1. hi I770s.4. parsgraph Id)(liol is

amended by revisung ine phrase 770.16ti
to rad 773 .7.

19. Section 779.4 is amended by
adding a new paragraph (ji to read so
follow:

77 v.4 G7Dre 4 Ucuss GTDn. T eica"
ctU unde mainco0r ,

(j) Additional nstrictions applicable
to chemical or biological weapons. hn
addition to sny other restnotions in
1 779.4. the use of General License
CTDR is further restricted by
I 776alB()l3l of this subchapter.

Supplement No. 4 to port 7S--
f.4mendedl

:0 In suppiment No. 4 to part 779
tAdditional Specifications for Certain
Tecnuicati Data Requiring a Validated
License to all Destinations Except
Canada). paragraph 141 is amended by
rensming the phrase "I 77u8(a)- to read
"I 77-5.7(a tI of this subchapter' in the
following entris; ECCN IS0tA ECCN
4siB. ECCN 1531A. ECCN 1565A.
ECCN U156A and ECCN 45t8

PART 77-fAMENt DII
21. In the list below. for each ECCN on

the Commodity Control List
tSupplement No. I to I 76l11 that is
indicated in the left column, remove the
reference indicated in the middle
column from wherever it appears in
each ECCN. and add the reference
indicated in the rbgt column:

.COM

C.Maks iS

" _ , _ I fltwi rM71.i~~~~4 ~~~~~I flst5(ld 5 flwleli
u3m

*xuf .. GM

co ems ms .t -~l

o. t 1. =g sato * flu a'~ _e>_s" I

.%saw U - "fltea -575.late).

~~~a e A~~~~~ I flI~~~~~~~~~isg -. ~~~~~~~~I 7rat.rit.

I ?TAII. 'I fll~Iti

Su.. _ 176. jmrM
Comsemi s_ is mla

Comm sem muomy~t~Riessaw rhaves p - iii7a51151

- ~~ X~ ~ acr rl ~nu_ ' 'igmnl
Sws t "m w mnal,

SOSJA

ceMmsemisaa.n

C-aft _- ntt = asssts

I "Liam.5Ifl.t5I

' aw _ S. .~ LM01

Cm sEm Ierb1
c~~~b=_<D~~~~x~~ve lL In |mnlSvt~

__ A 17615 Ift7"t4k
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to . - I I n

CAe" s. -Mw

nmle Cm I l>4IltWl
'Ugh

, ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~ "11016 nr7l17rn" . - M760.

*?Ittim *7~~~MR104.1t
.___~~~~~~~~~~""

11. I SW~~ H&lm No11 to 710.1 (the
Commodity Cooba Uwt) Commodity
QAOu I (Qhsial Matallslda.
Polo P Id asd Related
ustatalsi M= @U to smencdod by
seisi the Validated Snivelfleqsd

aod Spistal I-Aei Awuilabbe

qgsme fmmewbwiuo
*iamem waeaihit umm

Cinmeabe =wCmwam

VGe1U6W inpSh Anflo Allo
slf Oui. AMOWiL Austcdml.
Canhloo~mad .Du ooin the co.

Italodody. japon
Lsmu~teNotbartanda. Now

SwWI an Iky.sd the Unioted
mnpia. amsas peovidid belowt.

Liment G-O= Iswsis ralwhl fo
saingls ship~met ode a ssil
comtais (211 little or Ieeof iacu

Groops S and 8. li. Iraq. at SuIsJ.I
(bi Co dCmu1O Limo G-

DEST is owoilbbi. exipS to County
GiOuPs S go Z snd dii Sooth Aftlcsa
Miltary sod police fwor pd to
are caeated bum i osolo

soMWti ZCCN OM piowidoid that the
convound Um In no uc.umiollod sod.
this E~4 or another 8= ne di.C
(bilsctoes that contado cliamblco
ooooeolld und.r this Z~4 an

Conoollid a--- ---ums pewi

t: dot Was nohimf
added mrissa umomi to~mi

coosmomea -od Intended for retell

Spocil Uie Avalable Son patn
773 of this obdiptwr.
. .; A.. .
DsisthA_5 Ut

esai m .wo

t*8 -_

=e= Sex"t Ovdobt P.vhsa

eiS Dt t F1oo _1

emeCt Food so r Amssisbe
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LETTER OF REQUEST AND SUPPLEMENTARY RESPONSE OF MR. SOKOLSKI

eves - K.., AS~ar ja -719

uramOffceofth Assista nt Sec eta of efen . va

="^=Z(InernaoftZ ionals Seurty Affairs)c9

WtMV Vta.oAA frJt

° ~~~~~~~~~JOINT ECONOM-IC COMMITTEE '
S., CfU(Aw tAnne IA MI SSD Run ao tO tCj rod. Lo SEW Inat

ThePentagon 20301155 , 2 -2

May 7, 1991

Henry D. Sokolski
Deputy for Non-Proliferation Policy
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(International Security Affairs)
Department of Defense
The Pentagon 20301-1155

Dear Mr. Sokoilski:

I stated at the close of the hearing on April 23, 1991, thtt
I would send you additional written questions for you to annd2ea.
Please respond to the following questions and requests for
information:

1. How many countries already have or are in the process of
acquiring weapons in each of the non-proliferation categories -
nuclear, chemical, biological, and ballistic and cruise
nissiles - and how do the present numbers compare with the
numbers and projections for 5, 10, 15, and 20 years ago?

2. Discuss whether improvements in technology over the past 20
years have reduced the costs and otherwise facilitated the
acquisition of sensitive weapons technologies - nuclear,
chemical, biological, and missile technologies - by developing
countries?

3. Discuss how the proliferation of sensitive weapons technolgies
among developing countries has increased threats to regional and
U.S. national security. Is it possible to estimate the budgetary
consequences for the U.S. of such increased threats?

4. What is your assessment of the roles of Germany and other NATO
allies in slowing the proliferation of sensitive weapons
technologies and how their efforts to prevent the export of
sensitive weapons technologies compare with our own?

S. Gary Milhollin, in his testimony, cited several items of
equipment including machine wools, lasers, quartz crystals, high
speed oscilloscopes, and measuring and calibrating testing
equipment, that were approved for export to Iraq during 1985-
1990. What is your assessment of the possible effects these
exports may have had on Iraq's nonconventional military programs
and capabilities?
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6. Discuss any technical assistance or technologies provided by
the Defense Department to China over the past 10 years that-may
have contributed to China's nuclear weapons, chemical and
biological weapons, and missile programs.

So that we can close the record of the hearing, please
forward the response to my requests no later than Tuesday, May
24, 1991.

Your cooperation will be appreciated.

Sincerely ,

Jef , Chairman
Sub teon Technology

and Na .onal Security
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INSERT FOR THE RECORD

H'f~ AMSW5IATI~dS cinlTAU "PVCE ONTTEI1 .~fIl.. dAP | IPf1Ar1ON8C~hU~rTf |EA TE x iP-rnnn' | CgtJ
.. A.INO O-TE T -ANCI .PAE N- LINE NO Nss. NO.

April 23 1991 Q-1

Question 1. How meoy countries already have or are in
the process of acquiring w.apons in each of the non-
proliferation categories, aod how do the present numbers
compare with the numbers and projections for 35 10. IS. cnd
20 years ago?

Answer: Countries presently as..esed to have or which
ore in the process of acquiring a Chemical Warfare (CV) and S
biological warfare (BV) capability include:

CV Programs
Confirmed Suspected

Historical trends in proliferation of chemical wapon
capabilities have shifted from the situation Just after World
War II when the ajor powers all had developed and retained
chemical stockpiles. At that time, the Allied Powers and the
ArLi had independently retained chemical stockpiles as a
dEterrent against the use of chez'cals by their opponents.
The restraint in preventing chemical use during the war
prompted dismantling of some of these chemical stockpils.

Hors recently, developing countries have acquired the
financial means as vIl as the political will to get their own
chemical apons, and some of these countries have used
chemicals in war when th opponnt could not reciprocate in
kind. The most notable case is Iraq. which made extensive use
of chemicals during the war with Iran. The ocus of chemical
warfare development activity has shifted frm gurope to the
MIddle East in the past two decades *aDad. ,Iran. Iraq.

ID ee4Cja have all developed chemical weapon
capabilities.

Future developments in the chemical capabilities of
proliferating countries will likely center on Asian countries.

be Ie ed
and possibly others. The existing rivalries

setweeen these countries, coupled with their growing
industrialisation and technical capabilities, could result In
their developing a chemical weapon capability.

The low cost and readily available technical information
about biological technology will make a DV program a distinct
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ADTMWUIAT ci m TtE AR D SERVcE|
*IOENAo 

1 1
5EAT5 I _cl -^O Io join Snoi Cmte

April 23 1991 Q-1 .U 2

possibility. ele~ e
Advances In reducing the costs and complexity of

biological production could reverse this trend in tim and
could allow soe prolifereting countries to produce biological
veapons as their first choice of toxic weapon.

Present BW Progr ams
Confirmed Suspected

Yele~el
' *Third World and. ormer Eastern

bloc have or ere in the process of obtaining ballistic missile
system. These system are mostly short-ran* ballistic
niiles (SRUis) with 300-km ranges and are besed am older
SCUD technologies. Apart from the xtended-range variants of
the SCUD SRBs, the only operational missiles in these
countries with greater ranass ere

A comparison with grevious missile projections cannot be
adequately addressed.

be le+ecL
Consequ ntly, Third World and former East

bloc countries purchaing misailes were excluded.
Proliferation of nuclear weepons throughout the Third

World iL a growing problem and will continue. In addition to
the five acknowledged nuclear weapon states (China, France.
the U.S.S.R., the United Kingdom, and the United States), *

De lej.-. either
have, or could have nuclear weapons shortly after a decision
to do so. additional potential nuclear prolifsrsters

appar to be striving for nuclear self-sufficiency, and should
aoy achiev nuclear fuel cycle independence within the next
5 to 10 ear, it could move quickly to achieve a nuclear
weapon fabrication capability.

) ele4-el-
j Depending on
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lAEP|NPROPRIATIONST rIg - IARND SIRVIcORCOE TTOO | |------ tI R

NEAN oA' . TRDNACeIPT ROn N D. LINE NO. ISERT 1.

Avril 23. 1991 Q-1b 3

the power leve end. particularly, the type of fuel used. the

In general, there has been a decrease In the

number of countries with nuclear weapon programe. Nor.

specifically, both Bra-il nd Argentio se to hav Liven up
their milltary-related nuclear pursuits is fvor of psaceful

ones .
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IINO5EITE IR= IMmf5A rTOIEN > I | Iv+,"O'Edc IDWI?0U T1 ,. 1 fInDSEVIESTTESri "T J t Economic Cote
50*5150 ioTE . TSl9 C5IT POE 50. JLl.M NO. 5555 50.

April ;e3, 1991 Q-2

Question 2. Discuss whether improvements in technology
over the past 20 years have reduced the costs and otherwise
facilitated the acquisition of sensitive weapone
tecbnologies--nuclear, chemical, biological, and missile
technologies--by developing countries?

Answers Improvements in access to ballistic missile
technology and manufacturing processes have reduced cost, thus
encouraging acquisition of sensitive missile technology in
developing countries. However, the more elaborate
technologies, providing greater missile performance such as
inertial navigational *ystem and composites, are still very
expensive and generally difficult to acquire. Consequently,
most developing nations are forced to acquire missile
technology *t a more modest level.

Significant technological data are available fro, open
sources and can serve as fundamental design data for new
ballistic missile systama. However, a ballistic missile
system incorporates a variety of complex and diverse
technologies, requiring developing countries with prospective
indigenous ballistic missile programs to seek foreign
assistance to avoid a protracted developmnt cycle. Guidance
and control systems, materials for the airfrin, rocket
nozzles, reentry vehicles, motor cases, and propulsion system.
are essential to successful manufacture of a missils. These
materials and components are expensive and generally very
difficult to acquire, because aupplying fiz. are restricted
by national export controls. Inertial navigational systems
are costly and complex to build. The manufacture of composite
motor cases requires technologies and materials difficult to
find in most developing countries. Therefore, steel cases are
often used in rocket motors, imposing limits an missile
performance. Nevertheless, at a more modest level of
technology, China and North Korea continue to offer not only
the missils system, but also the production capability.

As more technology becomes available to the world in
general, an aspiring proliferant country will find it easier
and easier to develop and acquire nuclsar weapons,
particularly if money is no object. A lesson can be learned
from the latest revelations in Iraq, where a readily
available, though unsophisticated and costly, uranium
enrichment method (Electroiagnetic Isotope Separation, EHIS)
was being used to produce weapon-grade material. Also, as
world technology becomes more and more sophisticated, it
bscois much easier to adapt devices designed for peacaful
pursuits to the cauae of nuclear weaponry.

In the chemical and biological weapon fields, technology
is available from a variety of sources. The advances in
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biological technology that are underway are being widely
discussed and shared in international forms. While these
technologies are intended for peaceful purposes, there is a
significant risk of diversion to the production of NW-related
production or other activities which would support SW
programs. The assimilation of these technologies by
developing countries could result in developmnt of a SW
capability, assuing a political decision is taken to pursue
such a capability. Chemical technology Is already well known
and readily available. The nejor hurdle in starting a
chemical program in providing engineering expertise and
operating experience in making the established processes work
as intended.
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Question 4. Vhat is your essesent of the roles of
Germany and other NATO allies in slowing the proliferation of
sefsitiv weapons tschnologies and how their efforts to
provent the export of sensitive weapons technologies compere
with our own?

Answer, The NATO countries participate in ssveral
International efforts to limit the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction and to prevent the export of sensitive
technology to countrise of concern. The Australia Group,
which is directed toward limiting chemical and biological
weapon proliferation, has been relatively successful in
getting cooperation of the participating countries in stopping
the export of critical chemicals, biological supplies, and
equipment to these countries. All NATO countries, including
Germany, are active participants in the Australia Group. In
addition, thsre are initiatives under the Coordinating
Coniittee (COCON) regime to limit technologies used in the
production of missiles nd other weapon ystin of concern.
The NATO countries have been active in promoting these
controls and making them work to prevent further
proliferation.

Germany has been particularly active in preventing
proliferation of chemical weapons. Catalyzed by the
international Embarrasmnt suffered during the Rnbta crisis
of late 1988/early 1989, Germany has i plemented more
stringent export controls oa all critical teobnologies. Theas
controls have resulted 4s cnanellation of orders placed with
German companies and brokers as Germany strives to avoid ny
Exports that could possibly be used in support of sensitive
weapon production.

Other countries, notably Japan, have instituted internal
controls on exports of critical weapons and technologies to
countries and regions of concern. These controls go beyond
what is expected under the restrictions imposed by COCON and
the Australia Group.
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QuOstion 5 Gary Hilhollin. in this testimony, citedseveral item of equipasnt including machine tools, lasers,
quartz crystals, high speed oscilloscopes, and seasuring and
calibrating tasting equipment, that were approved for export
to Iraq during 1985-1990. What is your *80sesmnt of thepossible effects these exports may have had on Iraq's
conconventional military programs and capabilities?

Answer, Although the technical specifications on theequipment Item cited by Hr. Hilhollin have not been reviewed,
DIA' opinion is that most of the items can be classed as
general-purpose scientific and industrial herdware.

N) e Iet+eA
DIA cannot determine precisely how and where the

equipment was employed, or how effectively. Such equipmentwould be important to facilitating R&D on nonconventional
weapon research and development, but would not, in itself. becritical. Furthermore, while the United Statee is a goodsource for many items of scientific equipment, there are otherequivalent sources for comparable scientific hardware among
the industrialized countries.
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May 7, 1991

The Honorable Richard A. Clarke
Assistant Secretary of State

Political-Military Affairs
Department bf State
Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Secretary Clarke:

I stated at the close of the hearing on April 23, 1991, that
I would send you additional written questions for you to respond
to. Please respond to the following questions and requests for
information:

1. I am informed that in the period 1985-1990 a large number of
munitions licenses for arms shipments to Iraq were approved by
the State Department.

Is it true that munitions licenses for exports to Iraq were
approved during 1985-1990?

How many munitions licenses were approved during this
period?

What was the gross value of licenses approved?

Were any of these licenses later revoked?

2. Please provide a complete list of all licenses for arms or
munitions approved by the State Department for export to Iraq in
the period 1985-1990, showing for each license approved the name
of the exporter, the type of equipment, the value of the export,
the end user, and any referrals to other agencies. If any of
this information is classified, provide both a classified list
and a sanitized, unclassified version.

3. Explain the procedure for referring license applications to
the Defense Department and what actions Defense can take with
regard to referrals.

Are Defense and other agencies permitted to screen license
applications? If so, explain the screening process.

4. Discuss whether any of the license applications for exports
to Iraq during 1985-1990 were referred to Defense, the number of
such referrals, and the actions taken by Defense.
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How have these processes been affected in the case ofmissile technology licence applications by section 1703 of the FY1991 Defense Authorization Act (which amended the Arms ExportControl Act by adding a new Chapter 7 on missile technology)?

Should these missile technology procedures be broadened toother sensitive weapons technologies?

;. In his written statement, Gary Milhollin cites 3 instances ofexports to Iraq - one involving the export of lasers to the Iraqimilitary, a second involving the export of quartz crystals usedin radars, and a third involving frequency synthesizers - inwnich the commodity control numbers assigned to the items were
also on the missile technology control list. They therefore
should have been referred by the Commerce Department to the StateDepartment but were not, according to Mr. Milhollin.

Were these items on the missile technology control list and
were the license applications referred to State?

If the items were referred to State, what actions weretaken?

6. Critics of current plans to reduce items from the COCOMcontrol list argue that this will often mean dropping the onlycontrols that many COCOM countries have on dual-use exports, andthat it will make it easier for developing countries to obtainsensitive weapons technologies - chemical, biological, nuclear,
and missile technologies - from COCOM members directly or throughthe former East Bloc countries.

How do you respond to this argument?

Once COCOM controls are loosened, what will prevent the re-export of sensitive western technology to proliferant countries?

7. Is it the State Department's view that the U.S. government
has no evidence that China has exported sensitive weapons
technologies, including nuclear and missile technologies, todeveloping countries?

8. Stories continue to appear in the media that China has agreedto export or has exported technologies to Algeria that will helpAlgeria develop the capability for producing nuclear weapons.

Has China exported or has it agreed to export such
technologies to Algeria?

Is Algeria attempting to acquire the capability for
producing nuclear weapons?

9. Provide a list of countries that already have or are
attempting to acquire sensitive weapons, broken down for each of
the following categories: nuclear, chemical, and biological
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weapons, and ballistic and cruise missiles. If any of the names
of countries are considered classified, explain the rationale for
classifying them.

So that we pan close the record of the hearing, please
forward the response to my requests no later than Tuesday, May
24, 1991.

Your cooperation will be appreciated.

Sincerely

Jef , Chairman
Sub em on Technology

Nat onal Security
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United States Departent of State

awhingo, DO.C 20520

June 11, 1991

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Following the April 23, 1991 hearing at which Assistant
Secretary Richard A. Clarke testified, additional questions
were submitted for the record. Please find enclosed the
responses to those questions.

Sincerely,

Janet G. Mullins
Assistant Secretary
Legislative Affairs

Enclosures:
As stated.

The Honorable
Jeff Bingaman, Chairman,

Subcommittee on Technology and National Security,
Joint Economic Committee.

/milk
-tIMEA.

kV
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Question for the Record submitted to Richard A. Clarke
Joint Economic Committee on Export Controls

April 23, 1991

Question:

1. I am informed that in the period 1985-1990 a large number of
munitions licenses for arms shipments to Iraq were approved by
the State Department.

Is it true that munitions licenses for exports to Iraq were
approved during 1985-1990?

How many licenses were approved during this period?

What was the gross value of licenses approved?

Were any of these licenses later revoked?

Answer:

Sixteen such licenses were approved.

Four licenses valued at $41 million were revoked following

Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.

The value of the remaining twelve licenses was $3 million.
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Question for the Record submitted to Richard A. Clarke
Joint Economic Committee on Export Controls

April 23, 1991

Question:

2. Please provide a complete list of all licenses for arms or
munitions approved by the State Department for export to Iraq
in the period 1985-1990, showing for each license approved
the name of exporter, the type of equipment, the value of the
export, the end user, and any referrals to other agencies.
If any of this information is classified, provide both a
classified list and a sanitized, unclassified version.

Answer:

The sixteen licenses authorized the permanent export to

Iraq of electronic communications equipment. Four of these

licenses were revoked following Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.
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Question for the Record submitted to Richard A. Clarke
Joint Economic Committee on Export Controls

April 23, 1991

Question:

3. Explain the procedure for referring licenses applications to
the Defense Department and what actions Defense can take with
regard to referrals.

Are Defense and other agencies permitted to screen license
applications? If so, explain the screening process.

Answer:

3. An application is referred to Defense whenever State is

aware of a DoD interest, or State believes it requires DoD's

technical expertise, or State believes DoD would want it

referred. DoD may stop the issuance of a license or add

conditions and limitations. Agencies such as the Department of

Defense and the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency are free to

screen license applications at any time. Six DoD officers are

assigned to the licensing divison of the Center for Defense

Trade. Approximately twenty seven percent of the applications

submitted to the State Department, during FY 90, to export defense

articles and defense services were referred to other offices

within the Department and/or to other agencies for advice as to

what action should taken with regard to the applications.

Approximately twenty four percent of the applications submitted

were referred to Defense. Applications that were not staffed were

addressed within the State Department's Office of Defense Trade

Controls.
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Question for the Record submitted to Richard A. Clarke
Joint Economic Committee on Export Controls

April 23, 1991

Question:

4. Discuss whether any of the license applications for exports
to Iraq during 1985-1990 were referred to Defense, the number
of such referrals, and the actions taken by Defense.

How have these processes been affected in the case of missile
technology license applications by section 1703 of the FY
1991 Defense Authorization Act (which amended the Arms Export
Control Act by adding a new Chapter 7 on missile technology)?

Answer:

All of the sixteen applications were staffed, either

formally or informally, to Defense or other appropriate agencies.

In the twelve cases staffed to Defense, Defense recommended

approval, without provisos, in ten (10) instances; and, Defense

recommended approval, with provisos, in two (2) instances.

As a result of the legislation passed in the 1991 Defense

Authorization Act the Department of State Defense Trade Controls

licensing officers are now referring more export license requests

then previously to the Department of Defense. These additional

licenses include those for spare and replacement parts that were

not previously staffed to the Department of Defense. This

legislation has also resulted in an increase in export licenses

staffed to the interagency Missle Technology Export Control (MTEC)

group. The MTEC reviews export licenses on a case by case basis

for missile proliferation concerns.
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Question for the Record submitted to Richard A. Clarke
Joint Economic Committee on Export Controls

April 23, 1991

Question:

5. In his written statement, Gary Milhollin cites 3 instances of
exports to Iraq - one involving the export of lasers to the
Iraqi military, a second involving the export of quartz
crystals used in radars, and a third involving fequency
synthesizers - in which the commodity control numbers
assigned to the items were also on the missile technology
control list. They therefore should have been referred by
the Commerce Department to the State Department but were not,
according to Mr. Milhollin.

Were these items on the missile technology control list and
were the license applications referred to State?

If the items were referred to State, what actions were taken?

Answer:

Mr. Milhollin was wrong in asserting these items are on the

MTCR list. Lasers, quartz crystals, and frequency synthesizers

are not listed as distinct items on the Missile Technology Control

Regime (MTCR) Equipment and Technology Annex. These items are

dual use, vary in quality and capability, and have a wide range of

civilian uses. Many such items are incapable of use in missile

components or military equipment. Therefore, only if these items

were included in missiles or missile support equipment, such as

missile capable radars listed on the MTCR Equipment and Technology

Annex, would they be referred by the Department of Commerce to the

Missile Technology Export Control (MTEC) group for review.

The Department of Commerce did not refer these items to the

Department of State-chaired MTEC group for review.
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Question for the Record submitted to Richard A. Clarke
Joint Economic Committee on Export Controls

April 23, 1991

Question:
6. Critics of current plans to reduce items from the

COCOM control list argue that this will often mean dropping
the only controls that many COCOM countries have on dual-use
exports, and that it will make it easier for developing
countries to obtain sensitive weapons technologies -
chemical, biological, nuclear, and missile technologies -
from COCOM members directly or through the former East Bloc
countries. How do you respond to this argument?

Once COCOM controls are loosened, what will prevent the
re-export of sensitive western technology to proliferant
countries?

Answer:

Some COCOM partners have relied on their COCOM

regulations to control some exports of proliferation concern. To

address this issue, the COCOM High Level Group has stated that

streamlining of the COCOM list will in no way affect the ability

of a country to continue to exercise the right of control, for

national policy reasons or in fulfillment of international

agreements.

Our non-proliferation partners do not use COCOM as a

mechanism for controlling CBW-related exports. Hence, any changes

in COCOM mechanisms will leave those controls unaffected.

As for nuclear related items, the United States has taken

the lead in creating a dual-use technologies list which we are

proposing to attach as a Zangger list annex.

On missiles and missile technology, in July 1990, the

MTCR Partners agreed that as items of missile proliferation

concern are dropped from the COCOM list, they would continue to be

controlled for missile nonproliferation purposes.
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Question for the Record submitted to Richard A. Clarke
Joint Economic Committee on Export Controls

April 23, 1991

Question:
7. Is it the State Department's view that the U.S. Government

has no evidence that China has exported sensitive weapons
technologjies, including nuclear and missile technologies, to
developing countries.

Answer:

No. While specific evidence and some specific cases are

classified, we do have continuing concerns about China's

commitment to the non-proliferation of sensitive weapons

technologies. Indeed, because of China's missile assistance to

Pakistan, we are reviewing actions such as trade sanctions on

Chinese entities, as required by the 1990 National Defense

Authorization Act; suspension of licensing for high speed

computers; and no further waivers of legislative restrictions on

satellite exports until we reach an understanding on the export of

missile technology and equipment. Because of these concerns, the

United States is engaged in a continuing dialogue with the Chinese

government, seeking clarification of Beijing's implementation of

its non-proliferation policies. What we seek from China is a

solid commitment to help arrest the proliferation of weapons of

mass destruction and their delivery systems through multilateral

cooperation and adherence to international standards.
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Question for the Record submitted to Richard A. Clarke
Joint Economic Committee on Export Controls

April 23, 1991

Question:

8. Stories continue to appear in the media that China has
agreed to export or has exported technologies to Algeria that
will help Algeria develop the capability for producing
nuclear weapons.

Has China exported or has it agreed to export such
technologies to Algeria?

Is Algeria attempting to acquire the capability for
producing nuclear weapons?

Answer:

Both Algeria and China have made recent public

statements that they are cooperating in the peaceful uses

of nuclear energy. This cooperation involves supply to

Algeria of a research reactor, characterized by China as

'very small, with a designed power of ten megawatts and

maximum thermal power of fifteen megawatts.' Algeria has

publicly indicated that it will place the reactor under

IAEA safeguards. We have been discussing this cooperation

with the Governments of Algeria and China, both to

ascertain its extent and to impress upon both parties our

concern that it be strictly for peaceful purposes.
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Question for the Record submitted to Richard A. Clarke

Joint Economic Committee on Export Controls

April 23, 1991

Question:

9. Provide a list of countries that already have or are

attempting to acquire sensitive weapons, broken down for

each of the following categories: nuclear, chemical, and

biological weapons, and ballistic and cruise missiles. If

any of the names of countries are considered classified,

explain the rationale for classifying them.

Answer:

There are five de jure nuclear weapon states (as defined by

the NPT): The U.S., the UK, France, USSR, and China. One

other state, India, has openly tested a nuclear explosive

device. A number of other countries either have nuclear

programs, or have given evidence of nuclear intentions,

suggestive of an interest in acquiring a nuclear weapons

capability.
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There are five nations that have been named in

unclassified U.S. Government statements as having a confirmed

chemical weapons program. These are the Soviet Union, Iran,

Iraq, Libya, and Syria. There are two nations, the Soviet

Union and Iraq, that have been identified in unclassified U.S.

Government statements as having offensive biological weapons

programs.

There are nineteen developing nations that either

possess or have sought to acquire ballistic or cruise

missiles. These nations are Afghanistan, Argentina, Brazil,

Egypt, India, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Libya, North Korea, Pakistan,

Saudi Arabia, South Africa, South Korea, Syria, Taiwan, the

United Arab Emirates, Vietnam and Yemen. The status of two of

these states requires further explanation. Argentina in May

1991 announced the cancellation of its Condor missile program.

Taiwan, in October 1990 announced it would not pursue

development of a satellite launch vehicle.

To precisely characterize the nuclear, chemical,

biological or missile status of countries other than those

named above, inevitably leads into the realm of classified

intelligence information. If you so desire, we would be

pleased to provide further information on a classified basis,

in order to protect intelligence sources and methods.

41-636 0 - 92 - 8
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Senator BINGAMAN. The next panel will be Stephen Bryen, who was
in charge of the Defense Department's Export Control Program when
he served as Deputy Under Secretary for Trade Security Policy during
the Reagan administration. He is now President of Deltatech Corpora-
tion; Paul Freedenberg, head of the Commerce Department's Export
Control Program as Under Secretary for Export Administration also
during the Reagan administration. He is presently a trade consultant with
the law firm of Baker and Botts; and Gary Milhollin is a Professor of
Law on leave from the University of Wisconsin Law School, and
Director of the Wisconsin Project on Nuclear Arms Control.

Thank you all very much for being here, and I think what we'll do
here is to just ask each of you to take 5 or 10 minutes and summarize
your prepared statement, and then we'll undoubtedly have some
questions.

Mr. Bryen, why don't you start.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN BRYEN, PRESIDENT, DELTATECH
CORPORATION; FORMER DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY FOR

TRADE SECURITY POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Mr. BRYEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My statement is only 5 or 10
minutes. So I think I'll just work my way through it, if I may.

Senator BiNGAMAN. OK. That's fine.

NONCONVENTIONAL WEAPONS

Mr. BRYEN. Mr. Chairman, properly implemented and multilaterally
backed export controls can contribute to our national security by
limiting the distribution of goods and technologies, which can be used
for nonconventional weapons design, development and production.

I'm focusing today largely on nonconventional weapons, and these
are, by my definition-and there is no commonly accepted definition-
essentially weapons of mass destruction, or weapons that are banned by
international law-for example, nuclear weapons; chemical weapons,
such as mustard gas, nerve gas, and other agents; biological agents, such
as microtoxins, anthrax, and their delivery systems; the missile systems
and others, too, can be used for chemical weapons.

CONTROL SYSTEM IS DEFECTIVE

It's clear that a good export control system could be very helpful.
The question, of course, is whether we have one here domestically and
whether there is one in the broader community of industrial nations that
can do the job. I think the answer is there is not, and that the system
that we have is defective. That goes for our domestic system, which I'll
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focus principally on, but it also applies in even greater measure to the
export control systems that our allies use.

You don't have to believe me. I think you can simply look at the
record of what happened in the 1980s. Look at both what came out of
the United States and, of even greater significance, Westem Europe,
particularly Germany, that supplied these kinds of weapons technologies
and the weapons themselves to Iraq.

EXPORT CONTROL PROBLEMS

The major problems of today's export control system are,.and I list
them out:

First, the domestic controls, in my opinion, are administered poorly
by the Commerce Department. There are really no incentives for the
people in the Commerce Department to do a good or effective job of
restricting exports. Since it's a trade promotion agency, that's the job
they receive kudos for doing. Moreover, there is a conflict of interest.
I think it's clear that a trade promotion agency shouldn't be in the
export control or restriction business.

Second, there is really little cooperation with either the National
Security or enforcement agencies. License applications are not shared
fully with any of these agencies. I listened to what the previous
witnesses "collegially" had to say, and that's the buzz word in the
administration, to be collegial. But the fact is that there are only four
countries that the Defense Department is seeing, this list of countries
that was referred to. Many of the other countries that are keen on
proliferation concern licenses that affect those countries are not being
distributed, or shared with the Defense Department, or with the Customs
Service or with anybody else for that matter.

Third, many decisions on critical exports are made on the basis of
what are called commodity classifications, and these are not coordinated
with anybody. In effect, the Commerce Department has the authority to
decide whether or not a good, or a technology, or a service, or know-
how, or whatever it is, requires a license in the first place. If they say
it doesn't, and they have said it in some notorious cases-Consarc, for
instance, being one of the most prominent recent cases-then the fact
of the matter is there is no license, and the whole thing is moot.

Fourth, there is no effective coordination for us of license applica-
tions with intelligence data. Mr. Milhollin will comment on that I think
more completely than I, but the fact of the matter is that license
applications are not routinely compared to intelligence information.

Fifth, exports of critical technologies to defense ministries, defense
manufacturers, and military components outside of the United
States-and I'm talking about dual-use licenses-are not in most cases
coordinated with the Department of Defense.
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On the list of cases that the Commerce Department has published of
what went to Iraq, there are numerous licenses that were going to Iraqi
defense agencies, the Ministry of Defense in one case, the Iraqi Air
Force in another, and the Iraqi Army. None of these were ever
coordinated with the Department of Defense, and I think that's true in
almost every other instance as well. It seems to me that this is a major
loophole in the whole system.

Sixth, rules and regulations, such as the list derived from the Missile
Technology Control Regime are really very ambiguous. If you read
them, they are full of problems, and they are subject to a wide range of
interpretation. That's an important subject and one that the subcommit-
tee ought to look at, but I know that the Administration itself is highly
dissatisfied with performance under the MTCR, the Missile Technology
Control Regime, because of this latitude for interpretation. Furthermore,
the way it has been set up is it only applies to certain kinds of long-
range missiles that have a certain kind of payload, and there are all
kinds of ways you can finesse that detail if you want to export
technology.

Seventh, international cooperation on export controls in the area of
proliferation is extremely limited. So far as I know, it doesn't currently
include the sharing of information on actual export cases. We know
what the British, French, and Germans are exporting, except perhaps
through intelligence channels; but they are not routinely sharing that
kind of data with us; nor are we sharing anything with them. So we are
all playing blind man's bluff.

Eighth, the United States expanded controls, and I think there are
some good aspects to the expanded proliferation initiative that are,
unfortunately, also unilateral in character. This means that whatever we
are doing is not necessarily being done by our allies, which makes the
system more symbolic than real insofar as it's going to affect true export
regulation.

Ninth, international cooperation on enforcement of proliferation
controls is poor. There is no real consensus on enforcement, and it's
only in the sense of the events in Iraq that some of our allies are finally
beginning to do something in this field-the Germans and the British.

And, tenth, there is no coherent international system to regulate
nonconventional weapons proliferation. There are different regimes that
you have already discussed this morning; but there is no coherent single
organization that focuses all this, and I think that the focus is a very
important aspect of the process.

I think all this adds up to a system that really can't do the job.

SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE THE SYSTEM

I have three sets of suggestions on how we can help improve the
situation, and these are organized under what I call three categories. One
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is administrative steps that don't require legislation that can be taken
and done now; the second are steps that I think do require some
legislative initiatives; and the third is some international action that I
think needs to be taken, and I would like to go through these briefly
with you, if I may.

PROLIFERATION: A NATIONAL SECURITY PROBLEM

First, I believe that proliferation controls need to be treated as a
national security problem and not as a foreign policy export control.
This idea of putting our proliferation export controls under the so-called
foreign policy regime, I think, weakens it. It is inappropriate and, in any
case, raises some serious legal questions and some process questions
internally. For example, it's not clear-and I've been told this as
recently as this morning-that an objection by the Defense Department
on a license that is foreign policy controlled will be accepted in the
system by the Commerce Department; and it's still the case today.

LICENSE APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE SHARED

Second, all license applications and requests on commodity classifica-
tions simply need to be shared in a timely manner with the national
security, intelligence, and enforcement agencies. In other words,
whatever is going through Commerce ought to be available to the other
Departments without restriction. It's crazy to run a system where
everyone else has to wear blindfolds. The Customs Service, which has
to do enforcement in this whole area, doesn't see what's going on and
has no idea what the Commerce Department is approving. They could
very well be approving licenses to a specific company or to a specific
target, at the same time the Customs Service is trying to prevent that
very transfer.

Why we have a system like this boggles the mind. It's not in our
national interest and not in anybody's interest.

COORDINATE WITH DoD

Third, any license to a defense-related end user must be coordinated
formally with the Department of Defense. It's outrageous, it seems to
me, that goods, technology and services are being provided to Foreign
Defense Ministries without the Defense Department even being
informed.

DoD DATABASE

Fourth, arrangements should be made immediately for the Defense
Department's special database of bad end user-and this is a remark-
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able database-to be linked to all transactions on the Commerce Depart-
ment's computer system. It can be easily done, it would make great
sense, and it would be an invaluable service even to the Commerce
Department to know if there is a link between an export license
applicant and a specific end-use, which is regarded as questionable.

SPECIAL CALENDAR FOR RISKS

Fifth, where a warning is provided-and I provided a few myself
during the time I served in the Defense Department-whether or not it's
in the proliferation annex by a national security agency, an intelligence
agency, or an enforcement agency, there is a proliferation risk; and that
license application should be moved into a special calendar under
special rules, and procedures used to include full interagency coordina-
tion. I have some suspicion, and it's only a suspicion based on experi-
ence, that the coordination process is less than what it was represented
to you earlier today.

TOUGHER ENFORCEMENT

Sixth, by Executive Order I think the President should demand much
tougher enforcement against violators of the proliferation rules.
Companies that are involved in violations should be debarred from
bidding on Federal projects under the Federal Acquisition Regulations.
I mean, there ought to be some muscle in this thing, some serious
muscle that creates incentives for companies to abide by the rules.

TRAINING PROGRAM

Seventh, a thorough training program for all Federal Government
officials should be started immediately in order to educate these officials
on nonconventional weapons risks and threats. I don't think anybody has
been trained in the system on this or has the slightest idea what they're
looking at, and I think it's about time that that kind of training be
provided. It's an inexpensive and very valuable aspect of the process.

HIGH-LEVEL TASK FORCE

Eighth, I believe a high-level task force on nonconventional weapons
ought to be organized at the White House level, and it should have
responsibility both for policy review and for overseeing the agencies that
are implementing the policy.

In the area of legislative action, Mr. Chairman, first I think the
Export Administration Act needs to be strengthened to support
regulation of nonconventional weapons. We ought to have a special
category in the act for that. Serious consideration should be given, and
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this is my view, to creating an independent export control agency for
administering all export controls, including munitions exports.

The real problem, conflict, if you want, is over jurisdiction between
the munitions people and the Commerce people-munitions being in
State and commerce being in Commerce-is over what is controlled and
how it is controlled. On the one hand, the munitions people can say no
and the Commerce Department people can say yes to the same techno-
logy. Jet engine technology is one of the classical examples, but that's
not the only one, and that's kind of silly. An easier way to handle that
is to have one unified system that does the job, and I think the Congress
could do that.

Second, the role of the Defense Department, the Customs Service and
the intelligence agencies needs to be reinforced with clear, unambiguous
legislation. I wouldn't trust anybody. The record is too blurry on all this.
The best way to do it is through legislation.

DUAL VETO

For nonproliferation controls to be effective, I believe a dual veto
would be appropriate. That is if any two agencies-whether it's Defense
and Customs, or Defense and Energy, or Defense and the intelligence
agencies-object to a license, that's it, unless the President himself finds
reasons and cause to approve that license.

But I think the veto is the only way. It worked very well in the East-
West control area. The Defense Department under section 10-G of the
Export Administration Act has what amounts to a veto in East-West
transfers, and there is not the sordid story that we have to tell about
Iraq. There is actually a very good success story in terms of controlling
East-West trade. I believe the reason for that is the Defense Department
had concrete, palpable leverage over the system and used it. As far as
I'm concerned, we ought to do that in this respect if we think the
nonproliferation area is of great national concern, as I do in fact.

SANCTIONS

Finally, laws should be strengthened in respect to sanctions against
violators. I made this point already. I support import restrictions on
foreign companies that are acting aberrantly. I think it will make a
difference and it will create good performance.

INTERNATIONAL ACTION

Category three, international action is also needed. A coordinating
organization for nonconventional weapons proliferation is urgently
needed, and I believe CoCom is the answer. I didn't agree with the
comments made by the administration's witnesses in that regard. I think
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CoCom can be expanded, and it can do the job. Clearly, it's member-
ship might have to be modified, but you're looking at an agency with
40 years of experience, and to not make use of that seems to me foolish
in the extreme. I think the allies won't like it, and there will be a very
hard process to get it accepted; but I really believe that without a
multilateral control system, this whole exercise in export controls is
bound to fail.

CoCOM

I would just like to make another point in regard to how CoCom
might go about doing this. I think the way CoCom has been organized
up to now has been to target countries. I think the answer here is that
instead of targeting countries, CoCom should target the technologies of
concern and should regulate them to all nonmember CoCom countries
on a case-by-case basis, with the ability to use as appropriate verifica-
tion in its action. For example, if you look at the Missile Technology
Control Regime, and I often get it confused with the Military Critical
Technologies List-the acronym is almost the same-it suggests that
agreement should be reached and assurances received by governments
to other governments receiving these goods and so on. This is a good
job for CoCom, and it would assure that the member countries lived up
to it. It would also, I think, act as a kind of political force helping some
of the weaker sisters in the process in the industrialized countries, and
we know who they are, helping some of them live up to our true
international requirements. The record on this as far as proliferation is
concerned, is that everybody gives lipservice to it and no one really
practices this religion. The suggestion I'm making is if we want to
practice it, we need a really coherent, focused international group like
CoCom to take it as its major responsibility.

So those are the suggestions I have, Mr. Chairman, and I hope they
are of some use to the Committee.

Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you very much. I appreciate that.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bryen follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHEN D. BRYEN

Properly implemented, multilaterally backed, export controls can contribute to
our national security by limiting the distribution of goods and technology which
can be used for non-conventional weapons design, development and production.

Non conventional weapons are weapons capable of mass destruction or weapons
that are banned by international law. Among such weapons are nuclear
weapons, chemical weapons such as mustard gas and nerve agents, biological
agents including derivatives of anthrax and delivery systems for such weapons.
I would also include hard to detect weapons in this category since these can be
smuggled by terrorists and used to cause heavy civilian casualties. An example
is plastic explosives.

While well enforced. multinationally supported, export controls can contribute
in a positive way to limiting the availability of non-conventional weapons, the
export control system we now have is not doing the job.

The major problems of today's export control system are:

(I) domestic controls are administered poorly by the Commerce Department
without incentives to do a good, effective job; moreover the Department's trade
promotion responsibility is a serious conflict of interest;

(2) them is little cooperation with either the national security or enforcement
agencies; license application information is not shared fully with any of these
agencies:

(3) many decisions on critical exports are made on the basis of so-called
commodity classifications and without coordination with other agencies -this
includes cases like the Consarc furnaces;

(4) there is no effective coordination of license applications with intelligence
data;

(5) exports of critical technology to Defense Ministries, Defense manufacturers,
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and military components outside of the United States are not, in most cases,
coordinated with the Department of Defense;

(6) rules and regulations, such as the lists derived from the Missile Technology
Control Regime. are ambiguous and subject to a wide range of interpretation;

(7) international cooperation on export controls is very limited and does not
currently include the sharing of any information on actual export cases and
export decisions;

(8) U.S. expanded controls are, for the most part, unilateral in character;

(9) international cooperation on enforcement of proliferation controls is very
poor;

(10) there is no coherent international system to regulate non-conventional
weapons proliferation.

All of this adds up to a system that does not work and does not serve the
national interest. Unless something is done, the danger will grow that an
unstable country or terrorist group will acquire non-conventional weapons and
use them.

I propose a series of steps that, if taken, will progressively improve on the
current situation in respect to export controls. These steps are divided into three
categories. They are: (I) immediate administrative steps that the President can
implement without legislation; (2) steps that will require legislative
reinforcement, (3) concrete international action.

CATEGORY I: ADMINISTRATIVE STEPS

The following administrative steps are essential to strengthen controls on non-
conventional weapons.

(I) Proliferation controls need to be treated as national security, not foreign
policy, export controls. Considering proliferation as a foreign policy control
suggests we are not serious about such controls or that we will change our minds
as our policy changes. Furthermore, the administering agency, the Department
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of Commerce. continues to use this distinction as a means of excluding the
Defense Department from coordination on licenses;

(2) All license applications and all requests for advice on commodity
classifications needs to be shared in a timely manner with the national security.
intelligence and enforcement agencies. Information can be shared electronically
so as not to delay export license and commodity classification processing;

(3) Any license to a Defense related end user must be coordinated formally with
the Department of Defense; it is outrageous that goods, technology and services
are being provided to foreign Defense Ministries without the Defense
Department being informed;

(4) Arrangements should be made immediately for the Defense Department's
special database of bad end-users be linked immediately to all transactions on
the Department of Commerce's computer system;

(5) In any case where a written warning is provided, whether or not is in the
Annex, by a national security agency, intelligence agency, or enforcement
agency that there is a proliferation risk, such license application should be
moved to a special calendar and special procedures including full interagency
coordination should be implemented to assure that these concerns are properly
addressed;

(6) By Executive Order the President should demand much tougher enforcement
of the export control laws including prosecution; companies that violate export
controls should be debarred from bidding on Federal projects under the Federal
Acquisition Regulations;

(7) A thorough training program for all Federal government officials should be
started immediately in order to educate these officials on non-conventional
weapons risks and threats;

(8) A high level Task Force on non-conventional weapons should be organized
at the White House level and should have responsibility for (a) policy review
and (b) oversight of the administering agencies.
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CATEGORY U: LEGISLATIVE ACTION

(1) The Export Administration Act needs to be strengthened to support
regulation of non-conventional weapons. Serious consideration should be given
to creating an independent export control agency for administering all export
controls, including munitions exports;

(2) The role of the Defense Department, Customs Service and Intelligence
Agencies needs to be reinforced with clear, unambiguous legislation. For non-
proliferation controls to be effective, serious consideration should be given to a
"Dual Veto" over license applications. If two agencies object to a transfer, then
the Commerce Department cannot approve the license unless the Commerce
Department refers the matter to the President and the President decides to
approve the transfer because he judges it to be in the national security interest
to do so. The participating agencies in the process would include: (1) the
Department of Defense; (2) the Treasury Department. Customs Service; (3) the
Department of State; (4) the Department of Energy and (5) the intelligence
agencies as represented through the Technology Transfer Intelligence Committee;

(3) Laws should be strengthened in respect to sanctions against violators of
export controls, to include foreign companies; violators can be placed under
sanctions including import restrictions, restriction or debarment from Federal
procurement (by strengthening these provisions of the FAR); penalties increased
if companies knowingly misrepresent end use and end user information;

CATEGORY III: INTERNATIONAL ACTION

(I) An international coordinating organization for non-conventional weapons
proliferation is urgently needed and the best candidate for such a task is the
Paris-based Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls, popularly
known as COCOM;

(2) Controls need to be aimed at all non-member countries and not at specific
countries because of the inherent political problems associated with identifying
specific target countries;

(3) Controls should include origination of a coherent, unified control list and
coordination on export license cases for the most sensitive technologies on the
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list;

(4) the coordinating organization should be able to conduct verification and
inspection as required to achieve balanced results;

(5) the current membership of the coordinating agency should be enlarged,
perhaps to include OECD member countries for the administration of
proliferation-related controls;

(6) international enforcement agreements for proliferation need to be
strengthened based on an emerging multilateral consensus.

Of all the suggestions. none is more important than making the control regime
truly multilateral in character. This means much more than reaching agreement
on lists that member countries are free to administer on their own.

As the recent Iraq example indicates, the idea of each nation "doing its own
thing" is a disaster from the point of view of effective controls.

From experience. multilaterally administered controls on the COCOM model are
effective because they set a performance standard that is levied equally and in
a non-discriminatory way on all participating states. Such a standard and the
need to comply leads to the result that national export licensing systems are
under scrutiny if they do not perform. Because there is rarely an effective
national lobby for export controls, a solid multinational system becomes the
pressure point on states as well as on domestic agencies for coherent, reasonable
performance. Furthermore, the existence of international obligations creates a
responsibility and deters efforts domestically to weaken the control apparatus for
economic or political reasons.

COCOM is the right agency for this purpose if it is given the mission to
perform. The most important reason is that over the last forty years COCOM
has developed internal procedures and concrete methods that are as applicable
to the proliferation problem as they were to the West to East technology control
system.
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Senator BINGAMAN. Mr. Freedenberg, why don't you go ahead.

STATEMENT OF PAUL FREEDENBERG, INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CONSULTANT, BAKER AND BOTTS; FORMER UNDERSECRETARY

FOR EXPORT ADMINISTRATION,
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Mr. FREEDENBERG. My prepared statement is more than 10 minutes,
so I'll summarize it. Also, since the hour is short, I would like to make
some quick respons~es to the comments that were made about the
interagency process and policy, and I'll make those very brief as well.

COMMERCE'S ROLE

Commerce was recognized as a trade promotion agency in the Export
Administration Amendments Act of 1985. That's why they created a
separate BEA (Bureau of Export Administration) and gave it the sole
responsibility of export controls. So, that's essentially the congressional
answer to that question.

I wrote the foreward to Senator Heinz' book that calls for a unified
export control. I endorse Mr. Bryen's suggestion in that direction, and
Senator Heinz' ideas are laid out in great detail in his book.

COOPERATION AMONG AGENCIES

But with regard to the argument that there is little cooperation among
national security agencies-of course that has improved in the current
administration-I would note that while I was the Under Secretary and
actually before as the Assistant Secretary, I made sure that the intelli-
gence agencies did get to see all licenses. There is a filter against all, so
to speak, bad guys, and that's up to date and continual.

So there is not a problem of old intelligence data, or of information
that is out of date, or is not filtered. Within that context, Consarc was
almost approved by the Commerce Department. But it had been
previously approved during the process by the Defense Department
twice, because they had the same problem the Commerce Department
had, poor intelligence. The intelligence agencies have to be able to get
that information out. Defense does have the Defense Intelligence
Agency, which is part of the overall intelligence system, but it doesn't
have anything special beyond that. It has to rely on the same intelli-
gence that Commerce relies on, and when that intelligence came
forward, the license was suspended and the shipment was on the dock.
I would agree that was a very close call, but again that's an intelligence
failure. If there was something about the device itself that made it
obvious you shouldn't license it, it wouldn't have been approved in its
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two earlier phases-the machine tools and the computers associated with
that. I mean, that case shows why we do need better intelligence.

Customs can look at anything that it is investigating. It does not have
the right to filter every single license that goes through the Commerce
Department, but anything under investigation, any company that it is
looking at, it has the right to investigate licenses and it can inform.
There is full cooperation in that area, or at least there ought to be full
cooperation.

We did have a system for escalation on issues such as Iraq in the
previous administration. That was used infrequently obviously. I have
said this in interviews that I've had in Time magazine, for example, that
we should have done a better job; and there should have been a better
understanding of what Saddam Hussein was up to, but it wasn't as if the
system was simply inadequate. It was really more of a judgment about
Saddam Hussein and his intentions.

I would be happy to answer questions further, but let me quickly go
to the proposal that I put in my testimony.

MUCH MORE NEEDS TO BE DONE

I argue that the Bush administration has committed itself to the
prevention of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and it
has a number of good programs underway, including the Enhanced
Proliferation Control Initiative. However, I argue that much more needs
to be done in the near future, and that I'm not sure that we will have the
international structures in place to achieve the end that President Bush
so desires, and I have some suggestions.

CoCOM

I ran through in my prepared statement the various control regimes
that exist, and the evolution of those regimes. I won't go into detail on
that at the present time, except to say that in some regimes we have a
situation in which our European allies, including the French, have been
most vociferous but not alone in this area, and have objected to using
CoCom as a political instrument as a foreign policy instrument. That's
the great difficulty we have in using the CoCom structure for export
controls.

I would agree with Mr. Bryen that it was a success with the Soviets,
and I would go on to point out that one of the reasons that we were so
successful in the Persian Gulf war was because CoCom had been so
effective. Luckily the Iraqis depended most heavily on Soviet weapons
systems, which, because of an effective CoCom, were essentially a
decade to a decade and a half behind their American or Western
counterparts. That's why we were so dominant and overwhelming.
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My point would be that we need to look at the current system of
controls and essentially go along with the suggestion of the European
Roundtable, which suggested that CoCom lists will continue to make
sense only if they are applicable internationally without the notion of a
specific adversary. We've overemphasized the Soviets and the Chinese.

CoCOM AND PROLIFERATION

However, within the current CoCom we are not going to be able to
deal effectively with proliferation because, first of all, our allies don't
want to use CoCom for that purpose. Second of all, one of the major
problems in proliferation is getting the cooperation of the Soviets and
the Chinese, which you pointed out earlier. So my suggestion is for a
new essentially non-CoCom CoCom that we could housed in Paris.
What you really need is a stronger secretariat place where you could
have on the CoCom model ongoing meetings, and a strong central
administration. I suggest with that you could get not only the coopera-
tion of the Soviets and the Chinese, who would be much more willing
to cooperate with such an institution if it were not CoCom itself; but
you could also get better cooperation out of the neutral countries of the
world, who would also be very uncomfortable about joining the CoCom
structure itself if it took on proliferation. So my suggestion is to create
this new non-CoCom CoCom domiciled in Paris. It would have not only
the advantage of having Soviet and Chinese participation, but it would
also be able to adjudicate disputes, be a place for exchange of some
intelligence, even if it were done on a bilateral basis. We might not
want to share all of our intelligence with potential adversaries, but we
certainly could have it as a meeting place where intelligence could be
shared, and it could also deal with dispute resolutions.

A SUPER INTERNATIONAL PROLIFERATION REGIME

Another major point that I have is that it's very hard to deal with
proliferation, because we don't agree with our allies on what the foreign
policy ought to be toward certain countries. We are close with Israel,
but Israel is on some lists for nonproliferation controls. We have had
differences in the past with the Italians over Libya, the French over Iraq,
and Japan over Israel. We can't agree necessarily on who the controls
should be targeted at, but if we had a central organization, we could at
least have a stronger administration of the list itself. We could have a
better discussion about whether a particular project was of concern and
the intelligence could be brought forward for that argument. So my
suggestion is that if we are going to continue to rely on the current,
what I call, melange of proliferation regimes, we are going to have
problems; particularly after this year is ended, and the enthusiasm and
initiatives of the Bush administration connected with Iraq have
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dissipated, and we have in place control regimes that are essentially
gentlemen's agreements with no central administration of them,
infrequent meetings, and sometimes contradictory control regimes
themselves. So I would say the best thing we could do, particularly to
deal with the threats of the 1990s, would be to create a super and
consolidated international proliferation regime.

That concludes my remarks.
Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Freedenberg follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL FREEDENBERG

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I appreciate the invitation to

testify today on what I consider to be one of the critical issues of the 1990s. It is clear

that the prevention of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is the most

important issue facing the United States and its allies today. It is certainly among the

greatest threats to peace during the coming decade, as more and more Third World

countries gain access to advanced technology and seek to cope with their security threats

by the development of weapons of mass destruction. For example, the threat that

Saddam Hussein might have used such weapons greatly complicated the military planning

for the Gulf War.

President Bush has committed his administration to the prevention of the

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and the Administration has already

inaugurated a number of programs toward that end, including the Enhanced Proliferation

Control Initiative. Nonetheless, there is much that needs to be done in the near future,

and I am concerned that the international structures will not be in place to achieve the

end that President Bush so greatly desires. Today I would like to talk about some of

the problems that I see on the horizon and make some suggestions with regard to

improvements that might be made in the international regimes dealing with non-

proliferation.

In the face of formidable challenges, CoCom is in the process of adapting

itself to the new East-West strategic environment. On May 23, 1991, the U.S. and its

allies are scheduled to meet in Paris in order to ratify the new "Core List" of strategic

technologies and commodities that will comprise the universe of embargoed products on

which the Western allies will focus for the rest of this decade. As the list of embargoed

products to the East diminishes, the U.S. and its allies' attention is likely to be drawn
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increasingly to issues with which CoCom was not designed to deal - the so-called

"North-South" issues: preventing the proliferation of the capability to manufacture

nuclear and chemical weapons and the means to manufacture the systems to deliver such

weapons with ballistic missiles.

It could be argued that CoCom is increasingly becoming irrelevant to the

major security threats of the 1990s. Since the autumn 1989 revolutions in Eastern

Europe and the sharp diminution of the Soviet threat to the West, a number of critics

have argued that CoCom lists will continue to make sense only if they become applicable

internationally and move away from their unique focus on the Soviet Union and the

People's Republic of China

Having a smaller Core List will be a step in the right direction, but there

is a formidable route to follow from there. That is not to say that there are no

international initiatives underway to cope with the problem. Proliferation regimes do

exist to deal with the threats facing the developed world.

There is general agreement in CoCom (and the world community, as

evidenced by the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty) on the need to prevent the spread

of nuclear weapons technology. Indeed, there is a specific CoCom embargo list to deal

with this problem - the Atomic Energy List - the original focus of which was the Soviet

Union and other proscribed communist destinations. It was originally conceived in the

1950s as a strategic list to prevent the sale of such technology to the East. Thus, it was

a counterpart to the CoCom 'Munitions List' and the dual-use "International List.' But,

by the 1960s, the Soviets possessed most of the technology on the CoCom Atomic Energy

Ust, and it became more of a guide to its member countries as to what not to sell to

developing countries. It evolved, thereby, into a North-South control list within CoCom,

without any formal acknowledgement, and took its place alongside the Zangger List, the
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London Suppliers list, and the guidelines of the International Atomic Energy Agency as

non-proliferation guides for sales worldwide, not just to the East.

By the early 1980s, however, it became clear that new threats were

challenging the United States and its CoCom allies. Intelligence agencies reported that

friendly as well as unfriendly developing countries were in the process of equipping

themselves with ballistic missile capabilities. The list included such diverse countries as

Egypt, Brazil, Argentina, Libya and Iraq. To counter this threat, the Reagan

Administration began an intense effort to bind the major industrial powers in the West

to a new regime aimed at stopping the proliferation of ballistic weapons capability. This

culminated in the signing of an agreement in April 1987 among the major Western

countries that could produce missiles, the United States, France, Great Britain, the

Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Canada, and Japan. The agreement became known

as the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR). Since that time, eight new members

have joined, bringing the total to 15 members. That regime is separate and apart from

CoCom, because the French Government, among others, objected to any new set of

controls that would change the focus of CoCom from a strategic East-West organization

into a political North-South organization. Nonetheless, the MTCR currently includes all

the major CoCom members and does serve the function of preventing missile technology

related sales to non-CoCom countries. It is enforced by means of special foreign export

controls enacted into the MTCR by the signatory Governments. Although they are not

CoCom controls, they are enforced by the very same export control authorities, and are

published as addenda to the CoCom regulations themselves.

A similar effort was undertaken to control chemical and biological weapons

technology in 1987, after the first use of chemical weapons during the Iran-Iraq war.

This time it was the Australians (with the strong support of the U.S. Government) who
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took the lead. At first the group was rather small, informal, and ad hoc, meeting in the

Australian Embassy in Brussels to exchange information about specific chemical shipments

that might be used as precursors to chemical weapons in countries attempting to develop

such capabilities. But it soon became clear that the spread of such weapons could only

be prevented by a more organized effort among the industrialized countries of the world.

The discovery, early in 1989, of the construction of a chemical weapons facility in Rabta,

Libya, built by the Imhausen Company of the FRG, caused great embarrassment to the

West German Government. It spurred the convening in Canberra, Australia in

September 1989 of a major conference on preventing chemical weapons proliferation,

under the auspices of the Australia Group, bringing together both the major chemical

companies and their host governments.

Even before that conference, during 1988 and 1989, the major chemical

producing countries had agreed to monitor chemicals that could be used as chemical

weapons precursors and to block the shipments of such chemicals to countries suspected

of diverting them into chemical weapons. In February 1989, under the foreign policy

authority of the Export Administration Act, the United States Government published a

list of 11 chemicals that would require a license since they could be chemical weapons

precursors. Other governments followed suit during that year, particularly after the

Canberra Conference. Additional governments also joined the Australia Group, and as

of now the membership totals 21 countries.

Once again, this effort took place outside of CoCom. French objections

to using CoCom technology controls as a means of enforcing the foreign policy of the

Western industrialized countries upon the less developed world had the tacit support of

other European CoCom members. While all agreed that the goal of preventing chemical

weapons proliferation was worthwhile, indeed absolutely necessary, there was resistance
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to utilizing CoCom for this purpose and to creating a more formal secretariat to

administer the business of the Group.

Another issue that has been handled outside of CoCom has been that of

special security arrangements for super-computers. This became a problem in 1982,

when Japanese manufacturers such as Fujitsu and Nippon Electric Corporation began to

produce computers approaching the speed of the U.S. manufacturers of super-computers,

IBM, Cray Reseafch, and Control Data. That speed was 150 megaflops, or 150 million

floating point mathematical calculations per second. The U.S. Government was

concerned because such computers are particularly useful for engineering calculations in

areas such as nuclear and ballistic missile design, and in such military research as code

breaking.

The problem with super-computers, which is unique to these devices, is that

the concern is not just that of the machine itself falling into the wrong hands, as with

all previous technology transfer problems. Rather, the more immediate concern is that

of unauthorized access and use. Since these machines can be used for sophisticated

missile and nuclear design work, or code-breaking, simply having unrestricted access to

the machine itself without relocating it to any new site, is enough to allow the diversion

of the product of the machine to a hostile use. To prevent this, in 1984 both the U.S.

and the Japanese governments informally agreed to require both the vendor and the host

government of a super-computer buyer to be responsible for enforcing a strict security

regime to ensure restricted access to the machine. Licensing restrictions included

conditions such as restricted networking, passkey access to terminals, restricted software,

monitored computer logs, the banning from access all communist country nationals, and

a number of other highly restrictive security arrangements were designed to ensure not

only that Soviet Bloc access was prevented but also that the machine could not be
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diverted in place - even by the host country itself - to nuclear or ballistic missile design

purposes. This allowed super-computer sales to companies and agencies in third world

countries such as Brazil, India, and Indonesia. But it also obliged such close allies as

Britain, France, and the FRG to enforce strict security regimes on super-computers in

their countries not only on an East-West basis but also on a North-South basis.

This birational security regime was successfully enforced in the 1980s, but

the 1990s are likely to see a greatly increased number of computer makers in the West

capable of producing super-computers. The new reduced instruction microprocessors such

as those made by MIPS, Hewlett-Packard, and Intel, have facilitated the growth of this

industry through the use of massively parallel processing; that is, the stringing of a series

of microprocessors together in a single unit to break a problem into component parts and

solve that problem simultaneously in discreet pieces. The computer then reassembles the

result into an answer. All this is accomplished within microseconds. The new machines

are far smaller and less cumbersome than the large mainframes of the 1980s. Indeed,

some of them are microcomputer-size.

Undoubtedly, this will greatly complicate efforts to tightly control such

technology. Already, companies in the U.K, Germany, and France are marketing, or

planning to market, machines approaching the U.S and Japanese threshold for super-

computer definition, 150 megaflops, without requiring special security regimes. Moreover,

the super-computer agreement remains informal and binational at a time when this issue

is increasingly serious and multinational in its nature.

What is to be done to deal with this new strategic environment? In a

report issued in March 1990, the European Round Table (comparable in membership to

the American Business Round Table, with the Chief Executive Officers of the larger

corporations comprising its executive council) argued:
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CoCom lists will . . . only continue to make
sense in our changing world if they become
realistic again, i.e., applicable internationally
without the notion of any specific potential
adversary.'

As Saddam Hussein amply demonstrated with his attack on Kuwait and his

use of ballistic missiles, plus his threat to use chemical weapons immediately and

possibly nuclear weapons whenever they became available to him, threats to Western

security no longer follow the pattern of the Cold War. The origins of the new threats

are likely to be regional, but that does not make them any less dangerous. They can,

of course, be made less deadly if nuclear, chemical, and missile technology transfer

controls on exports to the Third World succeed. That is what the European Business

Round Table was alluding to in its admonition to make CoCom lists 'applicable

internationally without the notion of any specific potential adversary."

The trick for CoCom will be to get from where it is on the East-West axis

to where the European Round Table thinks it ought to be on the North-South axis.

The fundamental obstacle is that North-South technology transfer is based more on the

foreign policy goals of particular countries than on national security of the CoCom

countries as a whole. For example, the United States differs from Japan on its policy

towards Israel. In the recent past, is has differed with France over Iraq, Germany over

Iran, and Italy over Libya. Similar differences exist among those countries with one

another. If the members of CoCom cannot agree among themselves who the "bad guys'

are, how are they ever going to get together to enforce an equally stringent technology

transfer policy regarding these "target" countries. In the absence of stringency, however,

key components or chemicals are likely to leak through.

'European Round Table of Industrialists, European Industry and CoCom (Brussels,
March 1990), p. 12.
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The best that can be hoped for in the short run is that the members of

the various nuclear, missile, and chemical control regimes adhere to the rules of those

regimes and that new members are added to the regimes as they develop the key

manufacturing capabilities.

Interestingly, in order to ensure that the missile technology and chemical

weapons non-proliferation regimes succeed in their objectives, it will be necessary to

have the cooperation of both the Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China.

These countries, however, are far less likely to cooperate if the regimes reside within

the structure of CoCom - an organization created to thwart their objectives. Similar

problems would exist for Switzerland, Sweden, and other neutral and non-aligned

countries, if the foreign policy component of these control regimes becomes obvious,

although in recent years most of the industrialized, non-aligned countries have been

quite willing to cooperate with CoCom. They have viewed its control regime as strategic

in nature, not political. The prospects are not good, therefore, for CoCom to be able

to count on the cooperation of industrialized non-CoCom members if it added a North-

South dimension to its control agenda

Clearly, the control of nuclear, chemical, and missile technology is going

to be much more difficult and complex in the 1990s than it has been for the previous

42 years of strategic East-West CoCom controls. As long as proliferation controls do

not extend to all countries able to produce chemical, biological, missile, or nuclear

technology, and as long the controls are administered by the member states under one

or more of the 'gentlemen's agreements" that have come into existence in recent years,

the controls are likely to be applied episodically and unevenly. The current enthusiasm

and high-level commitment among key Western leaders, such as President Bush, will

send a strong anti-proliferation message around the world. But I fear that unless
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concrete actions are taken this year to strengthen the current control regimes, add new

members, broaden the commitment to compliance, and strengthen or unify the

secretariats, the current efforts to achieve effective controls against the proliferation of

weapons of mass destruction will fail.

Probably the most effective action that could be taken in the near term

would involve U.S. Government leadership in the creation of a new, consolidated anti-

proliferation organization, with a strong central secretariat domiciled in Paris.

The current melange of non-proliferation regimes are confusing and

potentially ineffective. They are confusing because there are so many of them, each

with its own set of suggested prohibitions to be enacted above and beyond the CoCom

regulations. They are potentially ineffective; because, for example, in the case of the

Australia Group there is a high degree of variance in the enforcement of the controls

against sale of prohibited chemicals and manufacturing technologies by the member

states. In the case of the MTCR, there is no authoritative secretariat to resolve

differing interpretations of the control list, and the United States has consistently been

more stringent in its interpretation of what technologies and products belong on the list

than other members.

In the absence of a strong secretariat to facilitate discussion of policy

differences among members, to make binding rules, and to offer technical assistance, the

member states are left to their own devices and interpretations regarding the informal

agreements reached at the infrequent plenary meetings. Some countries do not even

have the legal authority to enforce the agreements, even if they wanted to. Moreover,

with the Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China outside the membership

circle, compliance and cooperation by these scientifically sophisticated super-powers can

only be obtained through pleas and demarches by the United States and other major
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industrialized powers. Obviously, such bilateral efforts are likely to be successful only

infrequently.

Ultimately, any export control regime is only as good as its weakest link,

and no one would argue that the current non-proliferation regimes are without weak

links, with the possible exception of the nuclear regime. I would argue that a

consolidated non-proliferation regime would have a number of advantages over the

current multiplicity of regimes. First, a single, unified regime would be an important

symbol of the commitment of the industrialized world to oppose the proliferation of

weapons of mass destruction. Second, a consolidated regime, with a single strong

secretariat, could clear up a good deal of the confusion inherent in today's loose

combination of regimes. Policy issues could be debated and resolved, with an

authoritative secretariat writing guidelines and authoritative lists of controlled products

and technologies. Third, many countries do not have sufficient numbers of experts,

technicians, and trained international representatives to staff all the meetings of all the

controls regimes plus CoCom. With a single, consolidated non-proliferation regime,

experts and national delegates could handle more than one issue across a broad number

of categories at the same meeting. Moreover, if the new organization were domiciled

in Paris, it would allow experts to be available to both the non-proliferation organization

and CoCom meetings without extensive travel. Thus, smaller countries could get

maximum benefit out of limited expertise and representation. Finally, a new non-

CoCom proliferation organization could actively seek the membership of both the Soviet

Union and the PRC, since it would be separate and distinct from CoCom and its anti-

East-West technology transfer image. Neutral and non-aligned countries would also be

more comfortable as participants, since the East-West conflict would not be relevant.
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As I have argued, a new consolidated non-proliferation organization would

have a number of symbolic and substantive benefits. It would not, however, resolve the

question of exactly which countries the new non-proliferation organization would be

targeting with its controls. That would most likely be an issue of continual controversy

within the organization. But even if that question is not answered in most cases, there

would still be great benefit to the exercise. First, it would provide an authoritative list

of licensable products and technologies. That, in itself, is important to the United States

and its industry, since it would tend to bring other industrialized countries up to the

standards that we are already unilaterally imposing on our companies. Second, it would

provide a forum for intelligence exchanges about suspect projects and emerging

technologies. Finally, it could be an important forum for dispute resolution, particularly

when one country accuses another of unfair targeting or non-compliance with the

guidelines of the organization. Such disputes are inevitable with such a complex,

technical agenda, and they need to be resolved quickly and fairly if the organization is

to survive.

As I have argued, proliferation is likely to be the thorniest and most

dangerous issue of the 1990s. President Bush has made a good start towards bringing

this problem under control, but in the absence of innovative and far-reaching new

structures to deal with the challenges facing us, we may see the current momentum lost

and the threat persist. Strengthening the current non-proliferation regimes is a useful

short-term measure, but any long-term solution to the problem must involve significant

membership-broadening and consolidation of the current structures.
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Senator BINGAMAN. Mr. Milhollin, why don't you go ahead.

STATEMENT OF GARY MILHOLLIN, DIRECTOR, WISCONSIN
PROJECT ON NUCLEAR ARMS CONTROL

Mr. MILHoLLJN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to discuss three topics today. First, the record of U.S.

exports to Iraq; second, the Bush administration's response to the
record; and third, recommendations for improving this system.

EXPORTS TO IRAQ

First, I would like to take issue with some of the things that the
Government panel said. The Government panel said that we did not
supply a single weapon to Iraq. In fact, what we supplied to Iraq were
the means to make weapons, which is obviously much more serious than
supplying a weapon, only one weapon. We were supplying in effect the
infrastructure that supported weapon-making factories. For example, we
supplied quartz crystals to make early warning radars. It seems to me
that an early warning radar is a weapon, or at least it supports the use
of weapons. We supplied machine tools and lasers for making rocket
bodies to Iraq. I can't prove this, but I think it's at least possible that
U.S. equipment was used to improve the range of the SCUD's that were
fired in the war, one of which, as we know, killed some of our troops.

The Government's argument that if Iraq had depended upon us alone
for its arms, it would not have been strong is what I call the Julius
Caesar argument. That's the argument made by one of the conspirators
who stabbed Julius Caesar. He says, "it wasn't really my wound that did
it, it was all those other guys. If only I had stabbed Julius Caesar, he
would be alive today."

In fact, a lot of countries were supplying Iraq, and all of them are
guilty, including us. The fact is that we sold the Iraqi Air Force 57
million dollar's worth of equipment, which included navigational radar
and communications gear, computers, helicopters, and oscilloscopes.
That's the Iraqi Air Force. To the Ministry of Defense we sent 2.1
million dollar's worth of high-tech exports, including computers,
compasses, gyroscopes, and accelerometers. We also sold the Iraq
Ministry of Defense navigational radar and communications gear. It
seems to me that in light of these exports-and I'll talk more about that
in a second-it's not fair nor accurate to say that we didn't supply a
single weapon to Iraq.

I would like to talk about a couple of particular export cases, which
I think illustrate the problems that we've seen in our export control
system.
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MILITARY REPAIR APPUCATIONS

The first case had the following end-use statement-actually it was
two cases-"general military repair applications, such as jet engines,
rocket cases and so forth." These exports were approved January 20
and February 10, 1988. The first was for precision machine tools, and
the second was for lasers. Together they are valued at $1.4 million.

The Iraqi buyer was a procurement agency for the Iraqi SCUD
Missile Enhancement Program. It also was a procurement agency for,
and it ran, Iraq's missile and chemical weapon production programs. It
also was involved in the nuclear effort in Iraq, and it even was trying
to buy some of the equipment for the Iraqi supergun.

The end user was listed on the application as the Nesser Establish-
ment for Mechanical Industries, also known as the Nassr State Enter-
prise for Mechanical Industries. That is, we have right on the application
a dirty or bad end user, and we have right on the application the fact
that this equipment is going to be used to make rocket bodies.

Repairing rocket bodies obviously includes reworking SCUD missile
bodies so they can fly far enough to do the damage we saw in the
Persian Gulf war-far enough to strike Tel Aviv, and far enough to
strike our soldiers sleeping in their bunks. Who was the exporter of this
equipment? Answer, a German company for some reason exporting
from the United States.

In 1983, the Germany company first broke into the news. The
German press revealed that the company was in trouble with German
Customs. It was being. investigated for shipping to Pakistan through a
French subsidiary equipment for making nuclear weapon fuel. This was
in 1983. In 1987 there was a second string of press reports. This time
the firm was being investigated for smuggling blue prints for uranium
enrichment to Pakistan through Switzerland. Another German firm was
suing this firm for stealing the blue prints from it. According to a
German official, the evidence against this company was very incriminat-
ing.

So all this happened and was reported in the press before December
I and December 22, 1987, when the company applied for its U.S. export
licenses. It took the Commerce and Energy Departments only 2 months
to approve the first application and less than a month to approve the
second. Neither case was referred to the State Department or the
Defense Department. So we have a case in which we have a notorious
exporter already guilty of diversions. We have a bad end user in charge
of missiles, and nuclear and chemical weapon production in Iraq; and
we have a bad end user right on the application. And despite all this, the
export went out in record time. I think it's inconceivable that a rational
export control system could produce this kind of a result.
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RADAR

I would like to talk about one other case. I would like to talk about
radar. In January 1988, the Commerce Department approved over 2
million dollar's worth of quartz crystals for two Iraqi users-first, the
Iraqi Trading Company and second, the Salah al Din establishment
What was the end use for these quartz crystals? The end use was
components in a ground radar system. These were not garden variety
quartz crystals one assumes. These were special quartz crystals that
measure time very accurately and that were on the commodity control
list, or otherwise a license would not have been necessary. In fact, these
quartz crystals were missile-tech items. They fit the definition of a
missile-tech item on the commodity control list, and would normally be
required to go through the process set up for interagency evaluation of
such an item. In fact, the item was also exported in record speed, and
it contradicts Commerce's statement that no license applications for any
MTCR item has been approved for export to Iraq. That's simply not
true. This was a missile-tech item, it was approved, and it went right
into a ground radar system.

FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS

To go along with these quartz crystals, Iraq also bought what are
called frequency synthesizers. The same buyer, Salah al Din, declared
the following end use: "To calibrate, adjust and test surveillance radar."
That would include radar used as ground support for missiles capable
of delivering nuclear weapons. This item, too, was on the missile-tech
list. Commerce did not reject this case either or refer it to the State
Department as a missile-tech item. It approved it in only 19 days,
announcing that it was "not restricted for MTCR, chemical, biological,
or nuclear nonproliferation."

Who was the buyer? The Salah al Din military establishment was in
fact a military electronics factory built by the French company,
Thomson-CSF. This factory manufactured three-dimensional, early
warning radars, and there is some evidence that it may have made
components for missile guidance and radar jamming equipment.

So those are a couple of cases. My project is analyzing the exports
that have been made to Iraq, and we hope to have a report ready within
a couple of weeks, which we will supply to the subcommittee. The
subcommittee may wish to make it part of their record.

Senator BiNGAMAN. We would be glad to receive the report and make
it part of the record.

Mr. MJUHoLuN. I have some other comments. I'll try to make them
brief.
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SA'AD 16

The Commerce Department was also informed in November 1986
about a large site called Sa'ad 16, and it was informed at that time that
Sa'ad 16 was being put together by a group of companies or a group of
entities. The first was called the Sa'ad General Establishment; the
second was called SOTI; and the third was called the Research and
Development Center. Commerce was notified that all of these entities
were building missiles in Iraq in November 1986. It was notified,
according to the General Accounting Office, by the Pentagon, which
sent the Commerce Department a letter. Nevertheless, after that time all
three of these entities received important and valuable U.S. exports. All
of these entities were in fact bad end users, and all of these entities
shoveled these U.S. exports straight into Iraqi missile production.
Commerce had full authority to reject all of these applications, but did
not despite the knowledge that Commerce had.

According to U.S. officials, briefings by the CIA and other intelli-
gence agencies began in 1987-that is, briefings for other agencies-and
these briefings continued throughout 1988. In early 1989, I am informed
the CIA called all of the agencies concerned with exports to Iraq
together for a large meeting in Langley. I'm also informed that the
Commerce Department refused to attend on the ground that its judgment
might be "contaminated." You might inquire as to whether that's true.

ENHANCED PROLIFERATION CONTROL INITIATIVE

I would like to end there with my comments about the record of the
administration, and if you will indulge me, I would like to make some
comments about the administration's response. I would like to make a
comment about the Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative first.

The Initiative started its career in an announcement in which the
President also announced that he had just approved the export of three
supercomputers-well, two supercomputers and one near supercomputer.
The first supercomputer went to India to an institute that is doing rocket
research for the Indian Government. The second supercomputer went to
Brazil, or is going to Brazil, to an aircraft company that has helped Iraq
develop long-range missiles and that also shares personnel with Brazil's
main missile research center. The third computer, which is a near
supercomputer, is going to China apparently in spite of China's help to
Algeria, its missile trade with Pakistan, and its human rights record.

So that's how the Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative started its
career. It's important to realize what the Initiative does not do. It does
not change the way we review or license exports. It simply adds some
chemicals and equipment to the control list. It authorizes the Govern-
ment to stop an export if the Government finds out it's going to be
diverted through some, I guess, fortunate development in intelligence,
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but that's all it does. It doesn't change the system that has produced the
exports I have just described.

I have three recommendations for making things better.

REMOVE DUAL-LIKE LICENSING FROM COMMERCE

First, I think Congress must take dual-use export licensing away from
the Commerce Department and put it in the hands of the national
security establishment. This could be done by putting it in the Pentagon
in a special bureau, which I think would be the best solution. The
Pentagon already has the expertise and it could increase its staff to the
extent that it doesn't have the expertise it needs.

MORE CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT

The second thing I recommend is that Congress itself begin to
oversee this process closely. I recommend that this subcommittee or
some other committee of Congress establish a special oversight function
for exports, and that committee should provide itself with the staff and
the expertise necessary to oversee the U.S. export process on a
continuous basis.

LESS SECRECY

The third thing I recommend is that this process be pushed out into
the light of day. It now happens in secret. I think the single most
important thing Congress could do would be to pass a law making this
process as open as the nuclear licensing process done by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. We should be able to find out 3 months after
a license is granted, who the exporting company was, what the product
was, who the end user was, what the end- use was, what the value was,
and why it was approved. I urge you to do that. I think that's the most
important single thing Congress could do. If a company is ashamed of
having sold something to a developing country, then it shouldn't have
sold the product in the first place.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Milhollin, together with a report,
follows:]

41-636 0 - 92 - 9
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GARY MILHOLUN

I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before the
Subcommittee on Technology and National Security of the Joint
Economic Committee.

I am a member of the University of Wisconsin Law School
faculty and director of the Wisconsin Project on Nuclear Arms
Control in Washington, D.C., a project devoted to slowing the
spread of nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction to
developing countries. It is encouraging that the Subcommittee
has taken an active interest in U.S. export controls and
policies.

The Subcommittee has asked me to address a number of topicsbearing on U.S. export controls. I will begin by discussing U.S.
exports to Iraq.

I. U.S. exports to Iraq

From 1985 to 1990, the U.S. Department of Commerce approved
more than 1.5 billion dollars worth of sensitive U.S. exports to
Iraq. Most were "dual use" items--capable of making nuclear
weapons or long-range missiles if diverted from the civilian uses
stated by the Iraqi buyers.

On March 11, .1991, the Commerce Department finally released
a list of these exports. The list shows the equipment approved,
the date, the buyer in Iraq, the value, and the claimed Iraqi end
use. It also shows, beyond any doubt, that U.S. export controls
suffered a massive breakdown in the face of Iraqi import dollars.
With little trouble, Iraqi front companies openly bought
sensitive U.S. high-technology and funneled it straight to
Saddam Hussein's nuclear, chemical, and missile production sites.

The project that I direct is now analyzing the list. We
have not finished, but we have reached the point where some
conclusions are possible.

Dangerous technology

"General military repair applications such as jet engines,
rocketcases, etc." This was the declared purpose of two U.S.
exports to Iraq approved on January 20 and February 10, 1988.
The first was for precision machine tools, the second for lasers.
Together the shipments were valued at 1.4 million dollars. The
Iraqi buyer was a procurement agency for the Iraqi SCUD missile
enhancement program. Indeed, the word "repair" would
unquestionably include the reworking of SCUD missile bodies,
essential to allow the Iraqi SCUDs to fly far enough to strike
Tel Aviv, and far enough to kill U.S. soldiers sleeping in their
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bunks in Saudi Arabia.

The exporter was a German company, exporting for some reason
from the United States, that had already achieved notoriety in
1983, when the German press revealed that the company was in
trouble with German authorities. German customs officials were
investigating the company for shipping to Pakistan, through a
French subsidiary, equipment for making nuclear weapon fuel. In
May 1987 there were a second series of press reports. It seemed
that the company was being investigated again, this time for
trying to smuggle blueprints for uranium enrichment to Pakistan
through Switzerland. To make matters worse, another German firm,
Uranit, was suing this company for stealing the blueprints.
According to a German official, the evidence against the company
was "very incriminating." The company was also suspected of
having arranged for a Swiss firm to produce special equipment for
Pakistan that could enrich uranium to nuclear weapon grade.
Every one of these press reports appeared before the company
applied for its two U.S. export licenses on December 1 and 22,
1987.

Despite this company's bad reputation, the Commerce and
Energy Departments took only two months to approve the first
application and less than a month to approve the second. Neither
case was referred to the State or Defense Departments. State,
which is supposed to be consulted on missile cases, would have
been expected to see the second. It carried commodity control
number 1522--which is on the U.S. missile technology control
list--and the buyer declared that he intended to work on rocket
casings.

The first application listed the "Nesser Establishment for
Mechanical Industries" as the end user. This entity was also
known as the "Nassr State Enterprise for Mechanical Industries."
Nesser was part of the Iraqi Ministry of Industry and Military
Industrialization, run by Saddam Hussein's son-in-law Kamel
Majid. Nesser ran Iraq's missile and chemical weapon programs,
was involved in Iraq's nuclear weapon program, was the
procurement arm for Taji (a site used to produce chemical
munitions) and, according to Western intelligence documents, was
"responsible for the development and manufacture of gas
centrifuges for uranium enrichment." In addition, Nesser ran
artillery ammunition plants and purchased "high-capacity driving
nozzles" from a German company, possibly for use with the Iraqi
"supergun." Finally, it was Nesser's job to procure equipment
for Project 1728, a SCUD missile modification effort.

Thus in these two cases, U.S. export officials shoveled
sensitive U.S. equipment straight into the hands of Iraqi bomb
and missile makers, and did it on behalf of an exporter that was
already notorious for nuclear smuggling, and on behalf of an end
user that admitted it was working on rocket bodies. Despite a
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bad seller, a bad buyer, and a bad end use, the export went outat top speed. It is inconceivable that a rational export systemcould operate this way.

Radar, as everyone learned in the Gulf War, is essential tomodern warfare. A flash of radar energy leaves an antenna,
strikes an object, and returns. The length of time elapsed
determines the distance from the observer. Without a means ofmeasuring time accurately in very small units, modern radar wouldnot be possible. Quartz crystals do exactly that.

Because quartz crystals are vital to radar and missile
guidance systems, quartz crystals and assemblies must have avalidated export license if they perform at a military level.
That means high stability over a wide operating temperature, orthe ability to withstand acceleration forces up to 20 times theforce of gravity, or shock greater than 10,000 times gravity, orvery high radiation. Lower grade crystals do not need a license.

The Commerce Department approved over 2 million dollarsworth of quartz crystals in January 1988 for the "Salah al Din
Establishment" and "Iraqi Trading Company," both of which
frankly said that they wanted them for "components in a ground
radar system." The crystals carried commodity control number
1587, which is one of the numbers on the missile technology
control list. Because the declared end use was ground radar,
this is clearly a missile-tech item. Under ECCN number 1587,missile-tech items are defined as quartz crystals "usable aslaunch and ground support equipment." This definition is in Part779, Supplement four, of the U.S. Export Administration
Regulations, promulgated in 1987.

This means that the Commerce Department was not telling thetruth when it declared, in its press release on March 11, that
"no license applications for any MTCR items have been approved
for export to Iraq."

One would expect, in view of the end-use, that such an itemwould be denied, since ground radars are essential for developing
missiles. Short of that, one would expect the case to be
referred to the State Department as a missile-tech case. ButCommerce approved both applications in only ten days, without
referring the case to any other agency. Instead, Commerce ruledthat the cases were "not restricted for MTCR [missile],
chemical/biological, or nuclear non-proliferation."

To help operate its radar, Iraq also bought U.S. frequency
synthesizers, valued at $140,000. There was no confusion about
the end use of this item either. The buyer, Salah al Din again,declared that the purpose was to "calibrate, adjust, and testsurveillance radar." That would include radar used as ground
support for missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons. This
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item carried commodity control number 1531, also on the missile
technology control list, especially when used for missile "launch
and ground support equipment." Commerce did not reject this case
either, or refer it to the State Department as a missile item.
It approved in only nineteen days, announcing that it was "not
restricted for MTCR (missile], chemical/biological, or nuclear
non-proliferation."

As for the buyer, Salah al Din was a military electronics
factory built by the French company Thomson-CSF. It
manufactured three-dimensional early warning radars, and it may
also have made components for missile guidance and radar jamming
equipment.

Guilty knowledge

According to a GAO report published in June 1990, entitled
"U.S. Efforts to Control the Transfer of Nuclear-Capable Missile
Technology," the Pentagon sent the Commerce Department a very
important letter in November of 1986. The letter informed
Commerce that the Pentagon had intelligence information linking a
giant Iraqi site called "Sa'ad 16" to missile development.
Later, the Los Anaeles Times reported that the exact date of the
letter was November 6, and also reported that government sources
familiar with the letter said that it revealed that Sa'ad 16 was
working on other mass destruction weapons as well. Thus, by
November 6, 1986 at the latest, Commerce should have stopped
approving exports for Sa'ad 16.

There is also compelling evidence that Commerce knew what
was going on at Sa'ad 16 even earlier. In February 1985 the
Director of the Sa'ad General Establishment signed a letter that
described the Sa'ad 16 project in detail. This letter was
reportedly sent to Commerce along with the first license requests
from the Sa'ad organization. The letter lists 78 laboratories,
including two for "calometric testing of fuels," four for testing
"starting material and fuel mixtures," one for "measuring
aerodynamic quantities on models," and two for developing
"control systems and navigation" equipment. The letter also
revealed that the Sa'ad General Establishment was a part of the
"State Organization for Technical Industries (SOTI)" and the
letter said that another name for Sa'ad 16 was the "Research and
Development Center."

This letter, combined with the one from the Pentagon,
should have excluded any of the named organizations from
sensitive U.S. exports after November of 1986.

Unfortunately, this was not the case. The Sa'ad General
Establishment got over 1 million dollars worth of U.S. computers
in eight cases, seven of which were approved after November of
1986. These computers went right to Sa'ad 16. None of the
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cases was referred to the Department of Energy, which is
required for items on the Nuclear Referral List, such as
computers. Sa'ad also got $290,000 worth of precision electronic
and photographic equipment, approved in February 1987, three
months after Commerce received the Pentagon's letter and two
years after the Iraqi letter describing Sa'ad 16 was signed.

SOTI, the second Iraqi organization mentioned in the Sa'ad
letter, got high-speed U.S. oscilloscopes in a case approved in
March 1988, a Year and a half after Commerce received the
Pentagon's letter. SOTI is part of the Iraqi Ministry of
Defense. It commissioned, built and equipped a solid rocket
motor production plant called "DOT," and it also procured
equipment for at least two SCUD missile enhancement projects.
High-speed oscilloscopes are essential to maintain radar,
computers, and missile guidance systems, all of which have
internal electronics that operate in very short time frames.
Oscilloscopes are also used to capture the brief signals from a
nuclear weapon test, which occur in a micro-second or less.
Only high-performance oscilloscopes need a license, so one must
assume that SOTI's oscilloscopes were highly useful.

The third organization mentioned in the Iraqi letter was the
"Research and Development Center," which the letter said was
another name for Sa'ad 16. The "Center" was licensed to buy
$850,000 worth of U.S. measuring, calibrating, and testing
equipment, all approved in January 1987, three months after the
Pentagon's letter and almost two years after the letter
describing Sa'ad 16 was signed. These cases were not referred to
the Department of Energy as required for items on the Nuclear
Referral List. The Defense Department apparently objected at the
staff level but did not escalate its objections to a higher level
before Commerce approved. The Center also got communicating and
tracking equipment valued at $3,000 in 1989, again without
referral to the Department of Energy as required for an item on
the Nuclear Referral List.

In addition to the letters Commerce received, there were
other warnings. U.S. officials now say that U.S. intelligence
began to brief other agencies on the Iraqi end user network at
least at early as 1987. The briefings continued throughout 1988
and by early 1989, the intelligence warnings had become clear and
urgent. In fact, in early 1989, the CIA called all the U.S.
agencies concerned with exports together for a special meeting on
Iraq. The Commerce Department, however, refused to attend on the
ground that its "judgment might be contaminated."

It is clear that Commerce had full authority to reject all
of these applications. Under the U.S. Export Administration
Regulations, dual-use items are subject to specific export
criteria. The following factors are among those considered: the
end use, the nature of the equipment (its power to boost nuclear
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cr missile development), the nature of the recipient county's
nuclear or missile efforts, and whether the recipient country has
good "non-proliferation credentials." For the cases just
discussed, it was obvious that Iraq could not pass those tests.

Before leaving this point, I would like to comment on the
Pentagon's participation in these cases. First, the Pentagon saw
very few of them. The ones it did see were seen either because
of the Pentagon's participation in the Subgroup on Nuclear Export
Coordination (SNEC), or because the Pentagon was consulted for
its opinion on whether an export was likely to be diverted to a

Cocom-proscribed country (primarily the East Bloc). For the vast

majority of the cases--a majority that appears to approach 90%--
the Pentagon had no role whatever in deciding whether the export
might have an impact on nuclear, missile or CBW proliferation.
Such a review was outside the Pentagon's mandate except for cases

going to the SNEC, which were only about 10% of the cases
approved. The same is true of the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency and the intelligence agencies. They had no review role
either, except for their participation in the SNEC. Thus, in
about nine out of ten cases, Commerce alone decided, or decided
with the concurrence of Energy or State.

In my opinion, this record warrants the following
conclusions:

1. Highly sensitive U.S. equipment was approved--capable,
for example, of processing the rapid data from nuclear
weapon and ballistic missile tests, manufacturing rocket
bodies, and providing the heart of missile and anti-aircraft
radar.

2. The equipment was sold directly to Iraqi front
companies, who were already known procurement agents for
Iraqi nuclear, chemical and missile production sites.

3. Many sales were approved long after it was clear that
the equipment was likely to be diverted.

4. In one case, a foreign firm was allowed to export U.S.
computer-controlled machine tools and lasers to an Iraqi
front company even after declaring that the purpose was to
make rocket casings, and even after the foreign firm had
already been caught diverting nuclear equipment to Pakistan.

5. The Commerce Department routinely failed to refer cases
to other agencies for review, in violation of its own
procedures.
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II. The Bush Administration's Response to Arms Proliferation

The Subcommittee has also asked me to comment on the Bush
Administration's response to nonconventional arms proliferation.
After the Gulf crisis began, and the allied coalition realized
that it might face a mass-destruction arsenal built with imports,
the Bush administration began to announce new measures for
export control. On November 16, 1990, the President issued
Executive Order Number 12735. It listed sanctions that could, at
the Administration's discretion, be imposed on foreign persons
and foreign countries that promote the spread of chemical and
biological weapons. The measure was intended to replace the
mandatory sanctions that Congress wrote into last year's Export
Facilitation Act, which the President vetoed.

But the Order does not really bind the Administration to do
anything. It is only a statement that the Administration can
impose sanctions if it wants to. Sanctions against foreign
countries can be waived entirely for 'significant foreign policy
or national security reasons." In light of the State
Department's record of coddling Iraq right up to the invasion of
Kuwait, I don't think there is much chance that Secretary Baker
will be quick to impose sanctions on anyone.

The Executive Order is also limited to CBW proliferation.
It does not affect the spread of nuclear weapons or ballistic
missiles. This is a curious omission, in light of all the
outside help that recently went to Iraq's nuclear and missile
efforts. If we are going to deal effectively with supplier
countries like China--which seems to be selling medium-range
missiles to Pakistan and a nuclear reactor to Algeria--we have to
impose swift and sure penalties for aiding all kinds of
nonconventional weapon programs.

The Administration's second measure was the Enhanced
Proliferation Control Initiative, which the President announced
on December 13, 1990. Unfortunately, the announcement was a net
setback for non-proliferation efforts because it also revealed
that the President had just approved the export of supercomputers
to Brazil and India and a near-supercomputer to China. Thus, the
Initiative started its career as a sugar-coating for three
dangerous exports.

Supercomputers are the most powerful tools known for
designing both nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles. The
Brazilian machine is scheduled to go to a Brazilian aircraft
company that has a history of helping Iraq develop long-range
missiles, and that shares personnel with Brazil's main missile
research center. The Indian machine will go to an institute that
is doing rocket research for the Indian government. The Chinese
machine is going in spite of China's recent missile deal with
Pakistan, China's nuclear help to Algeria, and China's human
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rights record. Thus, while the Bush administration talks tough
on proliferation, it is doing practically nothing to stop it.
Despite the lesson of Iraq, the administration is still not
willing to spend any political capital to control weapons of
mass destruction.

The Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative does have some
positive elements. It extends export controls beyond chemicals
to the equipment used to make them. And it expands the number of
chemicals that require an export license, and it bars U.S.
exporters from knowingly supplying goods for chemical, biological
weapon or missile production.

These rules are good as far as they go, but like the
President's executive order, the Initiative says nothing about
controlling dual-use nuclear technologies, and it only addresses
missile proliferation by barring U.S. exports to countries or
projects that the exporter knows are developing missiles. This
latter provision will only have a practical effect in rare cases,
such as the recent episode of the "skull" furnaces, where an
industry whistleblower tips off the government, the government
then tells the exporter that the shipment is going to be
diverted, and the exporter is thus supplied with the required
knowledge. Except in the rare case where a whistleblower pops
up, the Initiative does not change the way the licensing process
works.

The administration's most recent nonproliferation step has
been to have the Commerce Department refer more export requests
to the Pentagon for review. But this was not exactly voluntary.
Congress, last session, passed the Missile Technology Control
Act, which now requires the Commerce Department to refer all
items on the U.S. missile technology control list to the Pentagon
for consultation if the exports are destined for a classified
list of "countries of concern." The administration is supposed
to be drawing up the list now, but it is not clear where this
process stands, and therefore it is not clear how thoroughly the
Act is being implemented. This Subcommittee might ask for a
clarification on this point. Moreover, the new referral
procedure only applies to missile-related exports, not to
nuclear-related ones, so the Pentagon may be seeing more cases on
missiles than it does on the nuclear warheads that the missiles
would carry.

In sum, the Bush administration is applying band-aids where
a tourniquet is needed. If we are going to get serious about
controlling the spread of nonconventional weapons, we need
measures much stronger than these.
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II. Strengthening U.S. Export Controls

If stopping proliferation really is a national security
priority, as the President says, we need to put our national
security apparatus charge of controlling strategic exports. At
present, this power is in the hands of the Commerce Department,
which is concerned primarily with trade. Commerce cannot
possibly police exports at the same time that it promotes them,
as the record on Iraq shows. When I last testified before the
Subcommittee, I pointed out the example of the old Atomic Energy
Commission, which had the job of both promoting and regulating
nuclear energy until 1974, when the functions were split.
Everyone now agrees that the regulatory process gained great
credibility and effectiveness from the separation.

I recommend that Congress take dual-use export licensing
away from the Commerce Department and put it in the hands of our
national security establishment. Arms proliferation is a
strategic question, not a trade question. The value of dual-use
exports is tiny compared to overall U.S. exports. The impact of
these exports is strategic rather than economic.

It has been suggested that Congress should create a new
agency to assume the export licensing function. I would support
such a move if there were some way to insure that industry would
not take the agency over, as it has the Commerce Department.
Industry would obviously have a great incentive to pack such an
agency with personnel loyal to its own interests. Given the
power of commercial and industrial interests in Washington, it is
likely that this would happen.

I think it would be safer to make the Defense Department the
"hub" agency for controlling all exports relevant to nuclear,
chemical, biological, and missile proliferation. Most of the
expertise is already there, and any additional expertise could
easily be obtained through the national laboratories. Commerce
has no real expertise on these matters. Commerce should have, at
most, a record keeping function. Commerce should refer
applications on receipt to the Pentagon, which would make the
final licensing decision in consultation with the Commerce,
Energy, and State Departments, the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, and the intelligence agencies.

To coordinate this process, the Pentagon could merge its
relevant staff, and the relevant staffs from other agencies, into
a Bureau for Strategic Trade. Commerce could still handle the
paperwork and records, but DOD would have the power to grant or
deny licenses. This change would put military experts in charge
of exports with military applications.

I also recommend that Congress adopt a more systematic and
effective form of oversight. A Congressional committee with
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jurisdiction over national security matters should oversee andevaluate U.S. export licensing on a continuous basis. That
committee could be a subcommittee of one of the Armed Services
committees, or of the Governmental Affairs or Governmental
Operations committees, or of the Joint Economic Committee. Itcould even be this subcommittee. The committee or subcommittee
should receive complete quarterly reports on granted export
licenses, and should have sufficient staff to oversee the exportcontrol process. If necessary, the General Accounting Officecould be asked to help.

I also recommend, as I did in my previous testimony, thatdual-use licensing be pushed into the light of day. Congress
should amend Section 12(c) of the Export Administration Actwithout delay, so as to require quarterly public reports of
licenses granted. These reports would contain the same
information as recently released for Iraq, but would also includethe name of the exporter. If a company is ashamed to have itknown that it sold one of its products to a developing country,
the company should not have made the sale in the first place. Noreputable company should object to this. Every dual-use exportis made for civilian purposes, and is restricted to peaceful use.There is no reason whatsoever for keeping these exports secret.
I think that making them public would be the greatest long-termstructural improvement in the process that Congress could
legislate.

III. Cocom and Other Multilateral Export Regimes

The Subcommittee has also asked for my comments on thecurrent effort to reduce the export controls applied by Cocom,
the Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Control, whichconsists primarily of the NATO countries and Japan, and which
applies export controls against the former members of the EastBloc. As I stated in my previous testimony, there has been arush to celebrate the end of the Cold War by reducing the Cocomcontrol list. Unfortunately, dropping Cocom controls often meansdropping the only controls many Cocom countries have on dual-use
exports. This decontrol exercise will make it easier for thedeveloping countries to buy dangerous equipment from Cocommembers, either directly or through the former East Bloc. Oncebarriers to trade with the old East Bloc are gone, there will benothing to prevent these cash-starved regimes from retransferring
sensitive Western technology to proliferant countries.

Nevertheless, Cocom is moving toward a policy of approving
licenses for all but the most sensitive technologies to end usersin Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia. The United States issupposed to be helping these countries develop export controlsystems, but common sense tells us that these countries are more
worried about other things. There is no reasonable prospect of
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insuring that Western exports won't be diverted.

The Cocom decontrol process is scheduled to continue later
this month at a high-level meeting in Paris. The entire schedule
of dual-use goods may be scrapped and replaced by a much smaller
"core group" limited to eight categories. After the Paris
meeting, a new text will be sent to industry for comment, and new
regulations will be published this summer.

Among the items that probably will be released for sale are
filament winding machines to make uranium gas centrifuges,
"shake and bake" equipment for testing the ability of nuclear
warheads and missiles to withstand atmospheric reentry forces,
and high-speed cameras used to study the implosive shock waves
that detonate fission bombs. The United States has tried to keep
these goods away from proliferant countries for many years.

If President Bush really believes that proliferation is a
threat, he should be pressing Cocom members to develop North-
South controls before they loosen East-West controls on these
and other dangerous technologies.

To try to compensate for the loss of controls in Cocom, a
group of countries called the Nuclear Suppliers Group has been
re-activated. The Group met in March 1991 for the first time in
thirteen years, and its 26 members, which now include the
countries of the European Community, pledged in principle to
adopt export controls on dual-use items. The Group will meet
again in May to draft a multilateral dual-use nuclear control
list.

I believe that Congress should directly oversee the U.S.
role in these multilateral efforts. I recommend that the same
committee that oversees U.S. export control at home should also
oversee our efforts to establish multilateral controls abroad.
Congress should look over the administration's shoulder on both
of these vital issues, and should let the administration know
that its performance so far has not been good enough.
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INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Department of Commerce licensed more than $1.5
billion worth of sensitive U.S. exports to Iraq from 1985 to
1990.1 Most were "dual-use" items, capable of making nuclear
weapons or-long-range missiles if diverted from their claimed
civilian purposes.

On March 11, 1991, the Commerce Department released a list
of those licenses. The list showed the equipment approved, the
date, the value, the buyer in Iraq and the claimed Iraqi end use.
This report is an analysis of the list. It shows, beyond any
doubt, that U.S. export controls suffered a massive breakdown in
the period preceding the Gulf War. When U.S. planes were sent to
destroy Iraq's strategic sites, much of the equipment they bombed
was made in the United States. The report finds that:

-- The Commerce Department knew that millions of dollars'
worth of sensitive American equipment would wind up in
Iraq's missile and other military programs, but approved the
licenses anyway.

-- The Commerce Department failed to refer missile
technology export cases to the State Department and nuclear
technology cases to the Energy Department, in violation of
its own procedures.

-- Front companies for every known nuclear, chemical and
missile site in Iraq bought American computers, with total
American computer exports exceeding $96 million.

-- American machine tools may have helped build the SCUD
missiles that hit Tel Aviv and killed U.S. troops in Saudi
Arabia.

-- American radar components may have he-ped shoot down
U.S. aircraft and develop long-range missiles.

Based on these findings, the study recommends that Congress
take dual-use licensing away from the Commerce Department,
appoint a Congressional committee to oversee the licensing
process, and open dual-use licensing to public view.
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EXPORTS TO IRAQ: THE U.S. RECORD

Dangerous technology

Rocket casinos

"General military repair applications such as
jet engines, rocketcases, etc."

This was the declared purpose of two U.S. exports to Iraq,valued at $1.4 million and approved on January 20 and February
10, 1988. The first was for precision machine tools, the secondfor lasers. The Iraqi buyer was a procurement agent for theIraqi SCUD missile program. With this equipment, Iraq would beable to make precision parts for missiles, and also be able torework the cases of its short-range SCUD missiles, enabling themto carry more fuel and fly farther. Indeed, the stated use onthe application was to work on "rocketcases." With the longerrange, the new Iraqi SCUDS could hit Tel Aviv and kill U.S.soldiers in Saudi Arabia.

The exporter was a German company, exporting from theUnited States. The company, whose name the Commerce Department
refused to disclose, first came to the attention of German
officials in early 1984, when German intelligence reported thatthe company was suspected of selling Pakistan equipment for
making nuclear weapon fuel. In May 1987, the firm was cited innews reports, this time for trying to smuggle blueprints foruranium enrichment to Pakistan through Switzerland. To make
matters worse, another German firm, Uranit, was suing this
company for stealing the blueprints. According to a German
official, the evidence against the company was "very
incriminating. "2 The company was also suspected of hiring aSwiss firm to produce special equipment for Pakistan that couldenrich uranium to nuclear weapon grade. The press reports
appeared only six months before the company applied for its twoU.S. export licenses on December 1 and 22, 1987.

Despite the exporter's notoriety, the Commerce and EnergyDepartments took only two months to approve the first
application (case B281441) and less than a month to approve thesecond (case B286904). Neither was referred to the State orDefense Departments for review.

The importer was the "Nesser Establishment for Mechanical
Industries," also known as the "Nassr State Enterprise for
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Mechanical Industries." One of Nassr's main jobs was to procure
equipment for Project 1728, devoted to increasing the range of
Iraq's SCUD missiles. Nassr was part of the Iraqi Ministry of
Industry and Military Industrialization (MIMI), run by Saddam
Hussein's son-in-law Hussein Kamil al-Majid. MIMI was generally
in charge of Iraq's missile and chemical weapon efforts. Nassr
also served as the procurement arm for Taji, a site used to
produce chemical munitions and, according to Western intelligence
documents, "responsible for the development and manufacture of
gas centrifuges for uranium enrichment."3 In addition, Nassr
ran artillery ammunition plants, purchased "high-capacity
driving nozzles" for missiles from a German company,4 and was
linked to the Condor II intermediate-range missile project.

Thus the Commerce Department approved sensitive U.S.
equipment that would go directly to Iraqi nuclear weapon,
chemical weapon, and missile sites, despite the fact that the
exporter was suspected of nuclear smuggling, and despite the fact
that the importer declared an intention to work on rocket bodies.
Commerce knew that the exporter was unreliable, and knew that the
end use was improper, but approved the export anyway.

This equipment may well have helped build the SCUD missile
that killed American troops in Dhahran. The buyer represented
the SCUD program, the equipment was used to rework rocket
casings, and Iraq used a long-range SCUD with a reworked casing
to reach the U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia.

Radar

In January 1988, the Commerce Department approved more than
two million dollars' worth of quartz crystals to the "Salah al
Din Establishment" (case B290664) and the "Iraqi Trading
Company" (case B346115), both of which frankly said that they
wanted the crystals for "components in a ground radar system."
Salah al Din was a military electronics factory built by the
French company Thomson-CSF. It manufactured three-dimensional
early warning radars and may have made components for missile
guidance and radar jamming equipment.

Quartz crystals perform a vital function in radar: they
measure time accurately in small units. Because the position of
an object is determined by the time it takes a radar pulse to
reach the object and return, accurate time measurement is
essential. Military-level quartz crystals are defined as those
with high stability over a wide operating temperature, or with
the ability to withstand acceleration forces up to 20 times
gravity, or shock greater than 10,000 times gravity, or very high
radiation. Lower grade crystals do not need a license.
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The crystals carried commodity control number 1587,
identifying them as especially useful for missile production.
All items on the U.S. Commodity Control List require an
individual license for export, but some of the items, such as
quartz crystals, are singled out as sensitive for missiles. In
such cases, the State Department is supposed to be consulted
because State chairs the Missile Technology Export Committee
(MTEC), an interagency group that evaluates export applications
subject to missile controls. This means that the Commerce
Department should have referred the two applications to State for
interagency review. Instead, Commerce itself approved both in
only ten days. Commerce claimed that the cases were "not
restricted for MTCR [missile], chemical/biological, or nuclear
non-proliferation."

Salah al Din also needed advanced equipment to operate its
radars. In late 1989, it bought American frequency synthesizers
valued at S140,000 to "calibrate, adjust, and test surveillance
radar" (case D055821). This would apparently include the radar
used to shoot down U.S. aircraft in the Gulf War, and radar used
as ground support for missiles capable of delivering nuclear
weapons. The frequency synthesizers carried commodity control
number 1531, also on the missile technology control list when
used for missile "launch and ground support equipment." Commerce
did not refer this case to the State Department either, as it
should have done for a missile technology item. It approved the
application unilaterally in only nineteen days, claiming again
that the export was "not restricted for MTCR (missile], chemical/
biological, or nuclear non-proliferation."

In fact, Commerce knew that Salah al Din was building
military radar. When Commerce compiled its internal records on
the frequency synthesizers, it noted that "according to our
information, the end user [Salah al Din] is involved in military
matters." Commerce then deleted this statement before it
released the export list to the public.

Thus, Commerce approved vital parts for a surveillance radar
that Commerce knew was military. The effect was to provide
ground support for Iraqi missiles, and to help Iraq detect and
shoot down U.S. planes in the Gulf War. It is not surprising
that Commerce concealed this knowledge from the public.

Guilty knowledge

Sa'ad 16

In November of 1986, the Defense Department sent an
important letter to the Commerce Department.5 The letter
informed Commerce that the Pentagon had intelligence information

41-636 0 - 92 - 10
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linking a giant Iraqi site called "Sa'ad 16" to missile
development. Later, the Los Angeles Times reported that the
exact date of the letter was November 6, and also said that
according to government sources familiar with the letter, it
revealed that Sa'ad 16 was working on other non-conventional
weapons as well. Thus, by November 6, 1986, the Commerce
Department should have stopped approving dual-use exports for
Sa'ad 16.

There is also compelling evidence that Commerce knew what
was going on at Sa'ad 16 much earlier. In February 1985 the
Director of the Sa'ad General Establishment sent a letter to
Gildemeister Projecta, the German company in charge of buying
equipment for Sa'ad 16.6 The letter, which described the Sa'ad
16 project in detail, was reportedly sent to Commerce along with
the first license requests from the Salad organization in 1985.
Indeed, on May 8, 1985, Gildemeister filed an application for a
560,000 computer for the Sa'ad General Establishment, which
Commerce approved six weeks later (case A897641). The letter
listed 78 laboratories, including four for testing "starting
material and fuel mixtures," two for "calometric testing of
fuels," two for developing "control systems and navigation"
equipment and one for "measuring aerodynamic quantities on
models." On May 3, 1986 a second letter from Sa'ad revealed that
the Sa'ad General Establishment was a part of the "State
Organization for Technical Industries (SOTI)" and that another
name for Sa'ad 16 was the "Research and Development Center."7
commerce undoubtedly received this second letter--an internal
Commerce memo mentions it.8 These two letters from Sa'ad,
combined with the November 1986 message from the Pentagon, should
have barred any of the organizations named from receiving
sensitive U.S. exports after November 6, 1986.

But that was not the case. The Sa'ad General Establishment
got over half a million dollars' worth of U.S. computers in eight
cases, seven of which were approved after November 1986. These
computers went directly to Sa'ad 16, Iraq's largest and most
important missile research site. None of the cases was referred
to the Department of Energy, as required for items on the Nuclear
Referral List such as computers. As explained below, the Nuclear
Referral List consists of items that are especially useful for
making nuclear weapons if diverted from their civilian purpose.
Sa'ad also got S290,000 worth of precision electronic and
photographic equipment, approved in February 1987, three months
after Commerce i..eived the Pentagon's letter and two years after
the letter describing Salad 16 was signed.

SOTI, the second Iraqi organization mentioned in the Sa'ad
letter, got high-speed U.S. oscilloscopes in March 1988, a year
and a half after Commerce received the Pentagon's letter (case
B259524). SOTI is part of the Iraqi Ministry of Defense. It
directed the construction and equipping of a solid rocket motor
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production plant called "DOT," and it also procured equipment
for at least two SCUD missile enhancement projects. High-speed
oscilloscopes are essential to maintain radar, computers and
missile guidance systems, all of which have internal electronics
that operate in short time frames. Oscilloscopes are also used
to capture the brief signals from a nuclear weapon test, which
occur in a microsecond or less. Only high-speed oscilloscopes
need a license for export.

The third organization mentioned in the Sa'ad letter was the
"Research and Development Center," which the letter said was
another name for Sa'ad 16. The "Center" was allowed to buy
$850,000 worth of high-performance measuring, calibrating, and
testing equipment (cases B060729 and B075876), all approved in
January 1987, three months after the Pentagon's letter and almost
two years after the Iraqi letter describing Sa'ad 16 was signed.
These cases were not referred to the Department of Energy either,
despite the fact that the items exported were on the Nuclear
Referral List. The Defense Department apparently objected at the
staff level but did not escalate its objections to a higher level
before Commerce approved the exports. The Center also got
communicating and tracking equipment valued at 53,000 in 1989
(case B382561), again without referral to the Department of
Energy as required for an item on the Nuclear Referral List.

In addition to the letters from Sa'ad and the Pentagon,
there were other warnings. According to U.S. officials, American
intelligence began to brief other U.S. agencies on the Iraqi end
user network at least at early as 1987. The briefings continued
throughout 1988. By early 1989, the intelligence warnings had
become clear and urgent. At that time the CIA called all the
U.S. agencies concerned with exports together for a special
meeting on Iraq. Commerce, however, refused to attend on the
ground that its "judgment might be contaminated."

In the open press, the earliest detailed accounts of Sa'ad
16 emerged in January 1989, when the German magazine Stern
published a list of the Sa'ad 16 laboratories. Over the next
several months, the German press published several stories
linking Sa'ad 16 to Iraqi missile, nuclear and chemical weapon
development. But even these press reports did not stop Commerce
from approving the tracking equipment in June of 1989.

Thus the Commerce Department continued to approve sales of
sensitive American equipment to Iraqi front companies even after
it knew that the equipment was likely to be diverted.
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Violations of procedures

Commerce also failed to refer cases to other agencies for
review, in violation of its own procedures.

The quartz crystals mentioned above were on the missile
technology list--the list of items deemed especially useful for
missile production.9 Both that list and a second one, known as
the Nuclear Referral List, are subsets of the U.S. Commodity
Control List (CCL). All items on the CCL require an individual
validated license for export. Under Commerce Department
regulations, quartz crystals are defined as missile items if
"usable as launch and ground support equipment." This they
clearly were, because the Iraqi buyer stated that they would be
used as "components in a ground radar system." Ground radar is
essential to support the launching, testing and tracking of
missiles. The frequency synthesizers were also on the missile
technology list if "usable as launch and ground support
equipment." They clearly were also, because the buyer admitted
that they would be used to "calibrate, adjust, and test
surveillance radar." Thus, Commerce should have referred both
of these cases to the State Department for review by the Missile
Technology Export Committee, the interagency group responsible
for licensing missile-related exports.

The Commerce Department also failed to refer millions of
dollars' worth of compasses, gyroscopes and accelerometers to the
State Department. Some of these items were sold to Iraqi
Airways, which the U.S. Treasury identified in April 1991 as a
"front company" in Iraq's "arms procurement network." Some also
went to the Iraqi Air Force and some went to the Iraqi Ministry
of Defense--both military organizations. All items in this
category (ECCN 1485) are defined as missile-related because they
can be used to make missile guidance systems.1 0 Commerce
nevertheless approved them without consulting the State
Department, as required by its own procedures.

Thus when Commerce stated on March 11, 1991 in a press
release that "no license applications for any MTCR (missile
technology] items have been approved for export to Iraq," it
contradicted its own export records.

Commerce also violated its statutory obligation to refer
nuclear cases tc the Department of Energy. Section 309(c) of the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 requires that the executive
branch develop a special list of items that "could be of
significance for nuclear explosive purposes" if diverted from
civilian use. The list is known as the "Nuclear Referral List."
All items on the list require export licenses, and all license
applications must be "reviewed by the Department of Commerce in
consultation with the Department of Energy."11
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In fact, Commerce licensed numerous items on the list
without referring them to the Department of Energy. The most
common item was computers, which carry CCL number 1565.
Computers operating above a certain speed are regulated by the
Nuclear Referral List, and some special computers are also on the
missile technology list. Commerce approved the following 20
computer cases, with a total value of over 55 million, without
referring any of them to the Department of Energy. The fact that
these computers required licenses shows that the computing speed
must have been high enough to be regulated by the list. Thus, in
all 20 cases, Commerce violated its own procedures as well as
Section 309(c) of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act.

Case Importer Value

A800390 State Organization of Post-& Tel. $3,600,000
A843654 Iraq Spare Parts Manufacturing 13,000
A844783 Ministry of Industry 488,000
A847302 Schlumberger 500,000
A849514 Ministry of Irrigation 389,000
A892228 State Organization for Tech Ind. 11,000
B050974 Directorate of Mobilisation 25,900
B061971 Central Statistics 87,800
B069513 Iraq Nation Oil 210,600
3072960 Economic Commission 40,810
B073687 Schlumberger 2,000
A853710 Saab Abbas 40,700
A854382 Arab Petroleum 37,500
A857954 State Organization for Phones 48,000
A862229 Ministry of Education 13,000
A862232 Ministry of Industry 22,400
A866566 Scientific Council 1,900
A866912 Mendes Jr. International 32,000
A887265 University of Baghdad 10,000
A887266 University of Baghdad 11,000

Commerce also approved several military items to military
buyers without consulting the Department of Defense. These
included the machine tools and lasers, discussed above, which are
used to fabricate rocket casings, the quartz crystals discussed
above which are used as components in ground radar, and the
navigation, radar and airborne communication equipment sold to
the Iraqi Air Force and Ministry of Defense. Exports of such
clearly military items to military buyers should have been
referred to U.S. security experts.

The Defense Department, in fact, played only a minor role in
the export approval process. The Pentagon saw an export case
for only two reasons. First, it was consulted for its opinion
whether an item was likely to be diverted to a Cocom-proscribed
country (primarily the East Bloc). For these cases, the Pentagon
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had no power to decide whether the export might contribute to
nuclear, missile or chemical weapon proliferation. Such a
decision was outside the scope of its review.

Second, the Pentagon saw a handful of nuclear cases because
it participated in the Subgroup on Nuclear Export Coordination
(SNEC), the interagency group that evaluates nuclear-related
exports- But the SNEC reviewed only 24 of the 771 cases
approved from 1985 to August 1990--three percent of the total.
Commerce essentially bypassed the SNEC by failing to refer cases
to it. Thus, for the vast majority of the exports--roughly 97%--
the Pentagon did not participate in judgments about the risk of
proliferation. Neither did the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency or the intelligence agencies. They had no role beyond
their participation in the SNEC. Thus, in 97% of the cases,
Commerce alone decided, or decided with the concurrence of
Energy or State, whether an item increased the risk of nuclear or
missile proliferation.

Commerce did not follow a consistent pattern in selecting
the few cases it did send to the SNEC. The Iraqi Atomic Energy
Commission, for example, bought a large computer, valued at $2.8
million (case B175217) which was not referred to the SNEC, and
also bought $87,000 worth of precision electronic and
photographic equipment (ECCN 6599) with no external review at all
(case D042767). But a second computer, worth only $24,390 (case
B108166), was referred to the SNEC, indicating that the SNEC may
not have received the most important cases. Ten of the items
approved for the Iraqi Atomic Energy Commission were on the
Nuclear Referral List, but only three were submitted to the SNEC.

Commerce also approved $200,000 worth of computers for Al-
Qaqaa, the Iraqi nuclear weapon design laboratory. Commerce did
not refer the computers to either the Department of Energy or the
SNEC.

Violations of policies

The Commerce Department had full authority to reject every
application discussed above. Under Commerce regulations, dual-
use exports must satisfy specific criteria. The criteria include
the following tests: whether the stated end use is acceptable,
whether the item :ould aid nuclear weapon or missile development,
whether the importing country has a nuclear or missile
development effort, and whether the recipient country has good
"non-proliferation credentials.,,12

Iraq never came close to passing those tests. The "stated
end use" of some of the items was explicitly to produce rockets
and radar. The items exported, such as machine tools and radar
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components, were obviously powerful enough to aid missile and
nuclear development. It was also clear that Iraq had nuclear and
missile development programs. Iraq had been trying to build
nuclear weapons since at least 1981, when Israel bombed the
Osirak reactor near Baghdad, and Iraq had been known since the
mid-1980s to be working with Argentina and Egypt on nuclear-
capable missiles. In addition, U.S. intelligence knew by the
mid-1980s that many of the importers listed on the licenses were
fronting for Iraqi nuclear and missile sites. If the Commerce
Department had applied its own criteria, it would have denied
many of the Iraqi applications.

Dangerous end users

The annex to this report lists Iraq's known military and
nuclear end users. The sixteen buyers listed either built,
equipped or operated Iraq's nuclear, missile and chemical weapon
sites. Given the centralized control of all important activity
in Iraq, and the supreme importance of the Iraqi military, the
true list of military users is surely longer. Any sensitive
export to a buyer in Iraq must have been available to the
military, regardless of what the export application said.

Nevertheless, the sales to these sixteen buyers tell an
important story. All sixteen imported U.S. computers, the
indispensable tool of modern research and manufacture. These
computers must have aided the work of virtually every Iraqi
nuclear, missile and chemical weapon site. Altogether, about $25
million worth of U.S. computers went to the sixteen military or
nuclear buyers identified in this report. Iraq's total purchases
of U.S. computers amounted to more than $96 million, one fourth
of all the Iraqi dual-use imports from the United States.

Exports were also licensed that--for reasons known only to
Commerce--did not appear on the list released to the public. In
1987, Electronic Associates of Long Branch, New Jersey sold Sa'ad
16 a "hybrid digital-analog computer," specially designed for
wind tunnel experiments on missiles. The computer is reportedly
identical to a computer now operating at the U.S. government's
White Sands missile range in New Mexico. The sale went to MBB
and Gildemeister, the two German companies that were Sa'ad 16's
main missile technology suppliers. The Department of Defense
opposed the sale and had the license brought before the National
Security Council in September 1987. Although the NSC decided to
block the export, the computer had been shipped eight months
earlier in January, without the Pentagon's knowledge.

Commerce also approved exports informally that do not appear
on the public list. In response to an exporter's request,
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Commerce can approve a shipment by stating that no license is
required. Two of these cases have recently come to light.

In 1989, the Consarc Corporation of New Jersey notified
Commerce that it wanted to to export a "skull" furnace to Iraq.
Consarc explicitly told Commerce that the furnace could aid a
nuclear program. The furnace could melt zirconium for nuclear
fuel rods, could melt titanium for missile nose cones and other
critical missile parts, and might be able to melt plutonium and
uranium for nuclear bomb cores. The skull furnace was to be
accompanied by three other furnaces: an electron beam furnace
from Consarc, and furnaces for vacuum induction and heat
treatment from Consarc's subsidiary in Scotland.

Used together, the four furnaces would have far exceeded
Iraq's stated purpose, which was to manufacture artificial limbs
for victims of the Iran-Iraq War. According to U.S. officials,
Iraq would have had a "Cadillac" production line for atomic bomb
and ballistic missile parts, even better than the facilities at
American nuclear weapons labs. Commerce nevertheless told
Consarc that no export license was needed.

In June 1990, a person outside the government told the
Pentagon about the sale. This set off a chain of official
reactions that led the White House to block the shipment.

It turns out that equipment accompanying the furnaces needed
export licenses. In June 1989, Commerce licensed special
computing equipment to control the furnaces' operation (case
D030956) and in January 1990, Commerce licensed numerical
control equipment to make new crucibles for the furnaces (case
D064342). This latter export was crucial. One of the main
reasons for thinking that the original skull furnace might not be
used to make A-bombs was that the original crucible was not
suited for melting heavy metals such as uranium. But when
Commerce licensed the equipment for making additional crucibles,
Iraq got what it needed to make A-bomb cores.

Also in 1989, another New Jersey company, Struthers, Dunn,
Inc. of Pitman, contacted the same Commerce representative,
Michael Manning, who had advised Consarc. Iraq wanted to buy
"time-delay relays," devices that have civilian uses but are also
used to separate the stages of ballistic missiles in flight.
Iraq wanted a special model, "tested for shock and vibration"
that would perform at 350,000 feet--66 miles above the earth.
Ronald Waugaman, who handled the case for Struthers, Dunn, said
"when I heard 350,000 feet, I thought missile.",13

Waugaman said he told Manning about the high-altitude
specifications, which were military grade. They contradicted
Iraq's official claim that the relays were for "heavy industrial
use." Waugaman said he told Manning that "they're not putting
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tractors 350,000 feet in the air."114 Nevertheless, waugaman said
that U.S. officials told him that if a civilian end use was
stated, there was no reason to bar the export.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Strengthening U.S. Export Controls

The U.S. export control system has broken down for three
reasons: the wrong people are in charge of it, Congress has
ignored it, and it is secret.

Remove export control from the Commerce Department

It has frequently been said that there is a conflict between
the Commerce Department's duty to promote exports and its duty to
regulate them--that Commerce has conflicting missions in the
export field. The licenses to Iraq prove that this is true.
Commerce licensed items that did not meet its export criteria,
that it knew would be diverted from their supposed civilian
purposes, and that it knew would help Iraq's nuclear and missile
programs. Commerce even excluded the State and Energy
Departments from the licensing process, in violation of its own
procedures.

The best known example of a federal agency that tried to
promote and regulate at the same time is the old Atomic Energy
Commission, which had the job of both promoting and regulating
nuclear energy until 1974, when Congress decided to split the
functions. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission now regulates; the
Department of Energy promotes. Everyone agrees that nuclear
regulation gained great credibility and effectiveness from this
separation.

Congress should now follow this precedent for dual-use
licensing. It should take this function away from Commerce and
give it to an independent regulatory agency such as the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission or to some other department, such as
Defense, that has no export promotion function. The Commerce
Department, which specializes in trade, is not the place to
decide strategic questions. An agency that specializes in
national security should have that task. It is essential to
recognize that the real significance of dual-use items is
strategic, not economic. The number of items on the control list
is small; well over 90% of the applications to export them are
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granted; and the value of the few applications denied is tiny
compared to the overall value of U.S. foreign trade.

It has been suggested that Congress should create a new
agency to handle all export licensing. Such a move would be
sound if Congress could insure that industrial interests would
not take the agency over, as they have the Commerce Department.
Industry would have a great incentive to pack such an agency with
personnel loyal to its interests.

It would be safer and more logical to make the Defense
Department the "hub" for controlling all exports relevant to
nuclear, chemical, biological and missile proliferation. Most of
the expertise is already in the Pentagon, and any additional
expertise could be transferred from other agencies and obtained
through the national laboratories. Commerce, which has no
substantive expertise on dual-use technology, should retain only
a record keeping function. Commerce should refer applications
to the Pentagon, which would make the final licensing decision in
consultation with the Commerce, Energy, and State Departments,
and with the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and the
intelligence agencies. This change would put military experts in
charge of exports with military applications.

Impose Congressional oversight

Congress essentially ignored export licensing to Iraq until
the invasion of Kuwait. Oversight was entirely lacking during
the period preceding the Gulf War. If Congress had looked into
what the Commerce Department was doing, Congress would have
learned quickly that Commerce was not following the rules. A
Congressional reaction might have stopped some of the worst
exports from going out.

Congress should now impose an effective form of oversight.
A Congressional committee with jurisdiction over national
security matters should be given the task of overseeing and
evaluating export licensing. That committee could be a
subcommittee of one of the Armed Services committees, or of the
Governmental Affairs or Government Operations committees, or of
the Joint Economic Committee. The committee or subcommittee
should receive complete reports on pending or approved licenses
and should have sufficient staff to oversee export controls. If
necessary, it could receive assistance fror the General
Accounting Office or the Office of Technology Assessment.

Open exvort licensing to public view

The other important lesson we can draw from nuclear
regulation is the great benefit of making decisions in public.
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All of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's export licenses are
granted on the public record and in the light of day. This is
the main reason why there are no horror stories about U.S.
nuclear exports to Iraq. Neither exporters nor regulators want
to defend such transactions in public, so they do not happen.

The Commerce Department's process is secret. Neither
Congress nor the public is permitted to examine Commerce
licensing in the open. This is true despite the fact that
dual-use licenses are supposed to be for civilian items
restricted to peaceful use.

Commerce refuses even to confirm the existence of an
individual license application, and refuses to disclose which
applications have been approved after the exports have gone out.
Cases come into public view only when someone inside the
government becomes angry enough to leak them to the press. This
means that only the exporters know which cases are pending, and
only the exporters' voices are heard by the licensing officers
when decisions are made. The effects are to freeze the public
and Congress out of the process and to open the door to the worst
forms of private lobbying.

The Commerce Department argues that secrecy is necessary to
protect proprietary interests. But the U.S. nuclear industry
competes well on the international market despite the openness of
NRC regulation.

Congress should now require the Commerce Department to
publish quarterly summaries of all dual-use licensing actions.
This information already exists in a database. It could be
released by pushing a button. The resulting list would be the
same as the one that Commerce released in March on Iraq, but
would include countries such as Iran, Libya and Syria. The list
would only cover licensing actions that have been completed.
Pending sales would not be revealed. Congress could accomplish
this by amending Section 12(c) of the Export Administration Act,
which the Commerce Department now interprets as requiring
complete secrecy for dual-use licenses.

The list would also include the name of the exporter. If a
company is ashamed of having sold one of its products to a
developing country, the company should not have made the sale in
the first place. Reputable companies do not object to telling
the truth about their business. If the sales are legitimate, and
satisfy the export criteria, there is no reason to keep them
hidden. The decision to license them is an official government
act paid for with tax dollars. Pushing export licensing into the
light of day would encourage the exporters to be honest,
encourage the government to be careful, and allow the public to
find out whether U.S. exports are undermining national security.
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ANNEX: IRAQI END USERS

Following is a list of the known Iraqi military and nuclear
end users that imported sensitive American equipment from 1985
to August 2, 1990, when Iraq invaded Kuwait:

Iraqi Airways: One of the "agents and front companies" that
Iraq used for its "arms procurement network," according to the
U.S. Treasury Department. In a press release on April 1, 1991,
Treasury termed these companies "Specially Designated Nationals,"
and said that "when you deal with them, you're dealing with
Saddam."

- Total approvals to Iraqi Airways: over $50 million,
including:

1. Compasses, gyroscopes, and accelerometers (ECCN
1485) valued at $13 million in seven cases.

- The Commerce Department approved these sales
without external review in four of the seven
cases, despite the fact that these were missile
items and were approved after the missile list
came into effect. All items under category.1485
are controlled as missile items.

2. Navigation, radar and airborne communication
equipment (ECCN 1501) valued at $5 million in five
cases.

- Approved without external review in four of the
five cases.

3. Computers (ECCN 1565) valued at $5 million.

4. Aircraft, helicopters, engines and equipment valued
at $23,000,000.

5. Aircraft parts, boats, diesel engines, underwater
cameras, and submersible systems valued at $28 million.

- Many of the items approved for Iraqi Airways fell into
categories that are listed, by their commodity control
numbers, as useful in the development, testing, production
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and deployment of missiles capable of delivering nuclear
weapons. Items such as compasses, gyroscopes,
accelerometers, computers, radars and navigational equipment
all fall into this category. it is possible that some of
these items aided the Iraqi SCUD program.

- The procedures by which missile technology exports are
approved are not available to the public. It is widely
assumed that at least the Department of State reviews and
approves these sensitive exports. However, the Department
of Commerce approved at least six exports that appear to be
on the missile technology list with no external review. In
one case (B373514), the Commerce Department approved over a
million dollars' worth of compasses, gyroscopes, and
accelerometers without consulting either the State or
Defense Departments. All items in category 1485 are missile
items and should have been referred to the State Department.

Iraqi Air Force:

- Total approvals: $57 million, including:

1. Navigational, radar, and air communication
equipment (ECCN 1501) valued at more than $200,000 in
nine cases.

- No external review in five of the cases
(A839273, A858162, A866417, B200489, B222433).
- State Department approved three of the cases.

2. Compasses, gyroscopes, and accelerometers (ECCN
1485) valued at $957,500.

- Commerce Department approved without external
review in March 1989, despite the fact that these
are missile technology items.

3. Oscilloscopes (ECCN 1584) valued at S12,391 (case
A826888).

- Approved by State Department in May 1985.

4. Computers (ECCN 1565) valued at $11,394 (case
B236580).

- No referral to Energy Department, as required
for items on the Nuclear Referral List.

5. Aircraft and helicopters (ECCN 6460) valued at
$45.8 million.

- Approved by the State and Energy Departments
from April to June, 1988.
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Iraqi Atomic Energy Commission: Responsible for nuclear
research in Iraq, including Iraqi work on nuclear weapons.

- Total approvals: over $3 million, including:

1. Computers (ECCN 1565) valued at $2.9 million.
- The largest computer export, valued at $2.8
million (case 8175217) was approved by the Energy
Department without referral to the SNEC, whereas a
second computer, worth only $24,390 (B108166) was
referred to the SNEC, indicating that the SNEC did
not receive the most important cases.
- A third computer was approved without referral
to the Energy Department, which is required for a
commodity on the Nuclear Referral List being
exported to a nuclear end user for a nuclear end
use. This violated export control procedures.

2. Precision electronic and photographic equipment
(ECCN 6599) valued at S87,000 (case D042767).

- No referral for external review.

- Ten of the items approved for this end user were on the
Nuclear Referral List, but only three were submitted to SNEC
for interagency review.

Ministry of Defense: In charge of Iraqi defense
operations. Responsible for the State Organization for Technical
Industries (SOTI) and the Salad General Establishment (both
described below).

- Total approvals: over $567 million, including:

1. Computers (ECCN 1565) in eighteen cases valued at
$2.1 million.

- Commerce referred only two of the eighteen cases
to the Energy Department, as required for items on
the Nuclear Referral List. Of the two cases
referred to Energy, only one was referred to the
SNEC.

2. Compasses, gyroscopes and accelerometers (ECCN
1485) in three cases valued at over $1 million.

- These items are subject to missile technology
controls.
- Commerce did not refer one case (B204774) valued
at $60,136 for external review, although the
approval was in May 1987 after the establishment
of the missile control list in April 1987.
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3. Navigation, radar, and airborne communication
equipment (ECCN 1501) valued at $291,000.

- These items may be subject to missile technology
controls.
- The bulk of the value of this approval was for
case B353226, valued at $264,000, which Commerce
did not refer for external review, despite the
fact that the approval was in September 1988 after
the establishment of the missile control list in
April 1987.
- Commerce licensed this sale of dual-use military
equipment to a military end user without external
review by the Defense Department.

State Organization for Technical Industries (SOTI):
Subdivision of the Ministry of Defense. Commissioned the
building and equipping of DOT, a solid rocket motor production
plant built as part of the Condor II project. Also procured,
according to U.S. officials, equipment for the Al-Hillah and Al-
Fallujah SCUD modification projects and the space launch facility
at Karbala.

- Total approvals: $1.4 million, including:

1. Oscilloscopes (ECCN 1584) valued at $20,000.
- Commerce approved three applications, two
without the external review required for items on
the Nuclear Referral List.
- One oscilloscope went to Mansour, a military
site described below.

2. Computers (ECCN 1565) valued at $380,000 in five
cases.

- Only one of the five cases was reviewed by the
Energy Department, as required for items on the
Nuclear Referral List.

3. Measuring, calibrating, and testing equipment (ECCN
1529) valued at over $143,000 in three cases (B052572,
B156528, B311058).

- Commerce licensed the largest approval
(B052572), valued at over $132,000, without an end
use statement.
- Commerce referred only one of the three cases to
the Energy Department, although all three were on
the Nuclear Referral List.
- Commerce made no referral to the State
Department, despite the fact that this item
appears to be on the missile technology control
list, and one of the cases was approved in 1988
after the list went into effect.
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Sa'ad General Establishment: A division of SOTI. Self-
described as "a state organization specialized in the planning
and erection of large industrial complexes for the Government of
Iraq," Sa'ad does not operate any of the contracted facilities
itself.1 5 According to MidEast Markets, Salad only does work on
military projects. Contracted for the construction of Sa'ad 16
at Mosul.

- Total approvals: $1.1 million, including:

1. Computers (ECCN 1565) valued at more than $450,000
in seven cases (B177669, B224682, B265627, B271629,
B350736, E000057, E002881).

- No referral to the Energy Department, as
required for items on the Nuclear Referral List.

2. Precision electronic and photographic equipment
(ECCN 6599) valued at $290,000.

Monsour Factory (or Al Mansour): Linked to SOTI and served
as a procurement agent, according to U.S. officials, for the SCUD
enhancement facilities at Al-Fallujah and Al-Hillah, and the
space launch center at Al-Anbar. According to press reports,
purchased a high-speed oscilloscope from Tektronix.

- Total approvals: $5.2 million, including:

1. Electronic manufacturing equipment (ECCN 1355)
valued at $4.2 million.

- No referral to the State or Energy Departments.
- This equipment enables domestic production of
transistors and diodes for use in computers and
other electronics, including military systems such
as communications and radar.

2. Electronic measuring, calibrating and testing
equipment (ECCN 1529) valued at $644,000.

- No referral to the Energy Department, as
required for items on the Nuclear Referral List.
- No referral to the State Department, despite the
fact that this item appears to be on the missile
technology list and was approved in October 1989
after the list came into effect.

3. Computers (ECCN 1565) valued at $354,000 and
$12,000.

- No referral to the Energy Department, as
required for items on the Nuclear Referral List.
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4. Superconductive electromagnets (ECCN 1574) valued
at $8,280.

- No referral for outside review.

Ministry of Industry and Military Industrialization (MIMI),
formerly Ministry of Industry and Minerals: Run by Saddam
Hussein's son-in-law Hussein Kamil al-Majid, with overall
responsibility for Iraq's nuclear, missile and chemical weapon
programs. MIMI ordered furnaces, the sale of which was blocked
ty the White House in June 1990 because of Iraq's plan to divert
the furnaces to nuclear weapon production.

- Total approvals: $8.5 million, including:

1. Computers (ECCN 1565) in twenty cases valued at
almost $8 million.

- No referral of 19 of the cases to the Energy
Department, as required for items on the Nuclear
Referral List.
- Commerce referred one case, valued at $29,300,
to the Departments of State and Energy, but
approved another valued at $488,000 unilaterally.

2. Computer-controlled machine tools (ECCN 1091)
valued at $525,000 (case D064342).

- Departments of State and Energy approved in
January 1990.

Nassr State Enterprise for Mechanical Industries (or Nesser
Establishment for Mechanical Industries): Part of the Ministry
of Industry and Military Industrialization (MIMI), described
above. Nassr procured equipment for Project 1728, a SCUD
modification effort; was involved in Iraq's nuclear program; was
the procurement arm for Taji, a site used to produce chemical
munitions; and, according to Western intelligence documents, was
"responsible for the development and manufacture of gas
centrifuges for uranium enrichment.",1 6 Nassr also ran artillery
ammunition plants; purchased "high-capacity driving nozzles" for
missiles from a German company; may have been a part of the
European procurement network run by Iraqi front company TDG in
London; was the main customer of Matrix Churchill, another Iraqi
front company in England; and was linked to the Condor II
intermediate-range missile project.

- Total approvals: $1.8 million, including:

1. Computers (ECCN 1565) valued at $1 million.
- State Department approved in mid-1988.
- No referral to the Energy Department, as
required for items on the Nuclear Referral List.
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2. Computer-controlled machine tools (ECCN 1091)
valued at $888,000 (case B281441).

- Energy Department approved in February 1988.

Al-Qaqaa State Establishment: Part of MIMI. Responsible,
at least in part, for Iraq's nuclear weapon program. According
to Western intelligence, this center was "concerned with the
development of the non-nuclear components of nuclear weapons.17
The intelligence report also states that Al-Qaqaa had experience
with modern high explosives and high-speed measurements, both of
which are necessary to develop nuclear weapons. In March 1990,
customs officers at Heathrow Airport in London seized a case of
capacitors bound for Al-Qaqaa that were especially designed for
detonating nuclear warheads.

- Total approvals: over $200 thousand, including:

1. Computers (ECCN 1565) in three cases valued at
$200,000.

- No referral to the Energy Department, as
required for items on the Nuclear Referral List.

Technical Corporation for Special Projects (Techcorp): Also
part of MIMI. Operated Sa'ad 16. Responsible for the SCUD
modification project and development of the Condor II missile.
Also purchased parts for the Iraqi supergun.

- Total approvals: $61,300, including:

1. Two computers (ECCN 1565) valued at $16,980 and
$44,320.

- No referral to the Energy Department, as
required for items on the Nuclear Referral List.

University of Mosul: Site of and procurement agent for
Sa'ad 16 (also referred to as "Research & Development Center"),
Iraq's major missile research and development center, where work
was done on the Condor II and SCUD modification as well as
research on chemical and nuclear weapons. According to European
news reports, the German company that supplied Sa'ad 16
described the project as a "laboratory and workshop complex
(that] will be run in cooperation with Mosul University."1 8

- Total approvals: over $1.8 million, including:

1. Equipment for enhancing satellite images, including
computers (ECCN 1565) valued at $1 million and related
equipment (ECCN 4590) valued at $27,800.
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- Commerce Department approved the related
equipment (ECCN 4590) in June 1985 without
external review.
- This equipment enhances photographs taken by
satellites. The enhanced photos can be used to
improve targeting by missiles or aircraft, or for
other reconnaissance objectives. The licensee,
International Imaging Systems of Milpitas,
California, did not ship the equipment approved in
1990. However, on two previous occasions,
International Imaging sent shipments to Iraq. In
1981, an image processing system went to the Iraqi
Directorate General for Geological Survey and
Mineral Investigation, and in 1987 a similar
system went to the Space and Astronomy Research
Center in Baghdad.

19

2. Viruses and viroids (ECCN 4997) valued at $1.
- Commerce Department approved in December 1987
without external review.

3. Computer (ECCN 1565) valued at $483,000.
- Approved (case B062253) without referral to the
Energy Department, as required for items on the
Nuclear Referral List.

Research and Development Center: Another name for Salad
16, Iraq's main missile research and development site at Mosul.

- Total approvals: $927,000, including:

1. Measuring, calibrating, and testing equipment (ECCN
1529) valued at $870,000 in two cases (B060729 and
B075875).

- No referral to the Energy Department, as
required for items on the Nuclear Referral List.
- The Defense Department objected at the staff
level but did not escalate its objections before
Commerce approval.
- This equipment can be used to test and develop
microwave circuits for missile guidance radars and
microwave communications. One licensee, Wiltron
of Morgan Hill, California, sold a scalar network
analyzer using a radio frequency Qf up to 40 GHz
to test and develop these circuits. According to
one report, the Department of Defense tried to
stop an approval valued at $49,510 in November
1986, but the Commerce Department licensed the
export the following January.
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2*. Communicating and tracking equipment (ECCN 1502)
valued at $3,000.

- No referral to the Energy Department, as
required for items on the Nuclear Referral List.

3. Radio spectrum analyzer (ECCN 1533) valued at
$45,664.

4. Computers (ECCN 1565) valued at $10,228.

Hutteen General Establishment: Iraqi government
organization that purchased large-caliber artillery shell cases
from Spain and Germany that could be filled with chemical
payloads.

- Total approvals: over $1 million, including:

1. Computers (ECCN 1565) in four cases (B249146,
B322679, D030887, D014317) valued at over $1 million.

- No referral to the Energy Department, as
required for items on the Nuclear Referral List.

Badar Establishment of Mechanical Engineering (or Bader
General Establishment): A military enterprise responsible for
producing aerial bombs.

- Total approvals: $2 million, including:

1. Computer (ECCN 1565) valued at $1.6 million.
- Departments of Energy and State approved from
March 1988 to June 1988.

2. Technical model (ECCN 9999) valued at $ 373,708.
- No referral for external review.

Salah al Din Establishment (originally called Saad 13;
apparently also called University of Salahaddin): A military
electronics factory built by the French company Thomson-CSF.
Manufactures three-dimensional early warning radars under license
from Thomson as well as other Thomson military telecommunications
equipment. Some electronic countermeasures and inertial
guidance components were also made here.

- Total approvals: over $1.6 million, including:

1. Quartz crystals and assemblies (ECCN 1587)-valued
at $1.1 million (case B290664).

- Commerce approved without external review,
despite the fact that this item is on the missile
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technology control list and was approved in
January 1988 after the list went into effect.
The stated end use was components for a radar
system.

2. Frequency synthesizers and equipment (ECCN 1531)
valued at $140,000 (case D055821).

- Approved without external review, despite the
fact that this item is on the missile technology
control list and was approved in November 1989
after the list went into effect.
- The stated end use of this item was for
"calibrating, adjusting and testing of a
surveillance radar," which could function as a
ground support system for nuclear-capable
missiles.

3. Navigational, radar, airborne communication, and
mobile communication equipment (ECCN 6598) valued at
$115,000 (case D092873).

- Approved without external review in April 1990.

4. Communication, detection, and tracking equipment
(ECCN 1502) valued at $1,825.

- Energy Department approved in February 1987.

5. Computers (ECCN 1565) in three cases valued at
$130,000.

- Energy Department approved all three cases.

6. Measuring, calibration, and testing equipment (ECCN
1529) valued at $7,375 (case D066127).
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Senator BINGAMAN. Let me start by asking the other two witnesses
about this last suggestion.

SHOULD APPLICATIONS BE PUBLIC?

Mr. Freedenberg, do you agree that it would make sense for Congress
to direct that all these applications and the decisions as to these
applications be made public?

Mr. FREEDENBERG. Well, when I began working in export controls in
1979 with Senator Stevenson handling the bill-the Export Administra-
tion Act of 1979-there was a major debate about section 12C-the
complaints that the exporting community had was that the Journal of
Commerce was publishing all this material; and that since a license
doesn't mean an export, it just means that you're approved to export. It
was disadvantaging U.S. exporters, and it was giving the competitors the
ability to sell to that end user, to essentially find out what the U.S. sales
were.

I think the trade deficit at that time was about $5 billion, and I
remember writing many speeches about how that was intolerable. It has
since grown significantly.

That would be an alternative. It would do two things. First of all, it
would do what the Congress outlawed in 1979. It would also give
various citizens groups the ability to pressure those companies to stop
sales. In 1979, there were many attempts to stop all U.S. trade with the
Soviet Union, because there were still some exports to the Soviet Union
of very low-level technology. Nevertheless, there were going to be
boycotts of any companies that made those sales.

So those are the sorts of things that you would open yourself up to,
but obviously if Congress thought that was a good idea, I think you
would just have to measure the pluses and the minuses of it.

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask Mr. Bryen, first, for his thoughts
about that suggestion.

Mr. BRYEN. Sure. First is 12C, this provision of the Export Adminis-
tration Act, has not only been used to conceal from the public, but it has
been used to suppress debate inside the administration. It makes it
impossible for a member of the administration to come up to a
congressional committee and testify about a license application that
might be controversial. So it's designed to suppress information.

Senator BINGAMAN. Let me just ask for my own information, does
12C prohibit that information from being released for a certain period
of time, or is there no cutoff.

Mr. BRYEN. There is no cutoff. It's much worse than the classification
laws for national security, which have 7 years as the time limit.

Senator BINGAMAN. If we were to change it and limit it to a certain
period of time. I mean, if we were to say that the process of approval
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would occur without everybody being involved, that the decision would
have to be public so many days, or so many months, after the decision
was announced, what would be an appropriate timeframe, or does that
not make sense to do it that way?

Mr. Milhollin, maybe you should respond. It was your suggestion.
Mr. MiLHOLLIN. Well, if I could single handedly decide this issue, I

guess I would consider making the process of decision open, but I don't
think the support for that can be mustered. So I would be content simply
to find out what happens 3 months afterward. I would like to see
quarterly reports or semiannual reports on licenses that have been
approved. That is, after the process is finished and approval is made, I
would like to see a report within 3 months or 6 months after that time.

Mr. BRYEN. Could we come back to one point on this. The fact is that
licenses shouldn't be issued on speculation. They ought to be issued, or
considered after a company has a contract in hand. Most legitimate
companies are proud to announce contracts of this sort-trade deals. I
mean, it's the ones that aren't proud to announce it that benefit. It's the
shady deals, the crummy stuff that's kept from the public, and that is
why I think it ought to be out on the table, and there shouldn't be any
time limit.

Senator BINGAMAN. YOU think that even the fact that a person has
filed an application for a license should be public knowledge even
before a decision is made on it?

Mr. BRYEN. Well, I think the rules have to be clear on the basis. In
other words, you should file for a license after you have a contract, or
after you have a purchase order for the goods so no one is going to
come, you know, to state in public what amount you got paid. I don't
think that's the issue. The issue is you have applied for an export
license for a certain type of commodity to go to a certain end user. I
would like to see that public. I don't see what harm it could bring to
good companies.

Senator BINGAMAN. Mr. Freedenberg, do you agree that even the
process of application should be made public, or do you think that
something that would allow the application to be filed and the decision
to be made, and then have a 3-month delay would make more sense?

Mr. FREEDENBERG. I don't think the world would come to an end if
you published these things after, for example, a sale was made, but I
think you don't want to give extra information to foreign competitors
for sales. The license expires after 18 months, and you might need to
have some period in which you find out whether the sale is final before
you have any information made public. Essentially, I don't think the
world comes to an end on it.

The debate was a very serious one back in 1979, and there might be
some reasons for changing it, and I don't know that you can't necessari-
ly defend these things. They do leak out anyway. So I don't think it's
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a major issue. But I also don't think it's going to make a major change
in policy.

Mr. BRYEN. The other point is that you end up having the Govern-
ment, in a sense, in a conspiracy to deny to the stockholders of public
companies information about how their public company is being run.
That's one of the outcomes of all of this.

Mr. MILHOLLIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to add one comment. I
think my dealings with industry have led me to believe that industry
knows very well who is bidding on what. You find me a computer
salesman who doesn't know what his competitors are selling and to
whom, and I'll show you an unemployed computer salesman. These
companies know very well what their competitors are doing and what
the market is. So the idea that the Government is going to be the entity
that informs companies about their competitive situation-well, I think
that's unrealistic. I think they already know very well what their
competitors are up to.

A NEW CoCOM?

Senator BiNGAMAN. On the suggestion that Mr. Freedenberg made for
a CoCom, a new type of CoCom-

Mr. FREEDENBERG. A non-CoCom CoCom I would call it. That is a
separate organization.

Senator BINGAMAN. Right. How do you see the MTCR relating to
that?

Mr. FREEDENBERG. I think the MTCR could be a major part of it. In
fact, that is one of the major things we have to control. Obviously, the
Iraqi war showed that. I think one of the points that was made by Mr.
Milhollin is that he sees the analysis of certain products as being on the
list. The U.S. Government historically has been tougher than its allies.
That's something that Mr. Bryen would agree with. The problem that we
have is that we don't have a way of resolving disputes in this area.

So if you had an organization that was ongoing in which we could
bring up licenses that were pending and argue it out, particularly in
something going to a place like Iraq, or Libya, or whatever in the future,
you would have a more effective administration of that.

Our security, as pointed out in the Persian Gulf war, is very much
related to having a tight administration of the MTCR. The whole idea
of the MTCR is to make sure missile proliferation doesn't increase, and
that we don't have new Third World powers. The best way to do it, in
my opinion, is to have an ongoing organization that handles it.

Senator BINGAMAN. Do either of the other witnesses have a comment
on that suggestion?

Mr. Milhollin.
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Mr. MnuoLLN. I think we obviously need some kind of a tough,
effective, multilateral system for controlling exports from the developed
countries to the undeveloped countries in this field. I myself suggested,
I think, about 6 months ago a non-CoCom CoCom or reformulating
CoCom, which is in search now of a mission, to accomplish this end.

One of the nice things about CoCom is it has a history, it has a
structure, it has a way of operating, and these other regimes don't. I
mean they have been recent inventions, and they are fairly loose.

Senator BINGAMAN. Isn't the point that that may be a virtue, but isn't
it also a problem in that you have an organization now with CoCom that
has a certain group of members and a mission that it has been working
out here for decades; and you're now coming in and saying, OK, we're
going to change your mission and we're going to add additional
members. I mean, is it realistic to think that it's easier to take the
existing CoCom and make it what you would want it to be rather than
just start fresh and do a new entity?

Mr. MILHOLLiN. Well, that's a difficult question. I would say though
that we shouldn't deregulate things in CoCom as we're doing hastily
until we have something to replace it with. I think Mr. Freedenberg
makes this point that CoCom has wound up being, without intending to
be, the main barrier to nonconventional dual-use technology transfers to
the Third World. What we are doing is getting rid of it before we have
come up with anything to put in its place, and that's a serious mistake,
in my opinion. I think we ought to stop that process until we come up
with whatever device it is that we come up with.

Senator BiNGAMAN. Mr. Bryen.
Mr. BRYEN. Well, I think that's absolutely right. CoCom is under

attack right now, and the control list that CoCorn has is very vital to
what the European governments and we ourselves use as the basis of
our national export controls. If you change that, then all these goods-
computers, quartz crystals, for example-are just going to be thrown out
to the world without license. So this whole discussion may be academic
in another month. We may not have to talk about proliferation controls
any more, because we will have succeeded in assuring a massive
amount of proliferation of technology because of what is going on in
CoCom as we speak.

Mr. FREEDENBERG. That's the point I was making. CoCom still has a
purpose. It has a purpose of controlling the high technology of the
industrialized world in a very regulated way. So you don't want to get
rid of CoCom. You want to keep that going. But you can have a second
organization that would have a broader membership and that would have
an ongoing sort of plenary session, so that you could discuss some of
these proliferation issues. You can do that within CoCom and retain the
identity of CoCom, which I think we still need.
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Senator BINGAMAN. You know, the problems of trying to enforce
CoCom are to allow CoCom to be what it has historically been. With
the changes taking place in Eastern Europe and all the rest of it, it just
seems to me monumental to try to think that we could maintain CoCom
in anything like the posture that it has historically been in. I don't know.

Mr. FREEDENBERG. If I could make one comment
Senator BINGAMAN. Yes, go ahead.
Mr. FREEDENBERG. In the years that Mr. Bryen and I served, it did

expand to non-CoCom members. We got good cooperation out of the
rest of the Free World, and that helped on the proliferation issue.
Essentially, it is an effective organization as a result of cooperation of
places like Singapore and Korea, and a lot of other places that got
involved-even India and Pakistan, perhaps not as effectively, but
certainly they were brought under its control. So what we want to do is
try to create an entity that does that with proliferation.

The other side of it is if we decontrol too much, the big risk is that
it gets diverted, because it goes to a country that doesn't have a very
effective control system.

Senator BINGAMAN. Mr. Bryen.
Mr. BRYEN. That's critical. I mean there is a linkage, and it's a very

close linkage, between what CoCom does, what it does and what we're
trying to do in this nonproliferation area; and because they are so
closely tied, to create another institution, you're going to have to
interface them anyway if you're going to get any performance. So why
not just do it all in the same place. That I think makes some sense. I
don't think anyone-I mean CoCom does not inspire cheering. It's a
tedious organization.

Senator BINGAMAN. There is very little in this subject area that does
that I've run across.

Mr. FREEDENBERG. My only point there is that I would like to see it
done quickly. I think you would have great resistance at the moment
from a number of the Europeans who don't want to have CoCom
change its character. So I suggest the second organization. The whole
idea is to have the same purpose, but also to remain what I see to be the
East-West character, which is now gone. I mean we still have things we
don't want to sell to the Soviet Union and China, for example. We've
changed our attitude about most of Eastern Europe, but certainly not the
Soviet Union and China. So we don't want to get rid of the whole
CoCom structure, and the best of a number of bad alternatives is to
create a second institution.

Mr. MILHOLLIN. If you talk about this subject with the Europeans and
you ask them specifically what things they control and under what
methods, they basically get out the CoCom list. So I think Mr. Bryen
has made a good point, which I started to make, which is that once we
drop all this stuff off the CoCom list, it's going to be gone. To get these
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countries to put it back on some other list is going to be tough, because
they have never been thrilled about CoCom anyway. So I think we've
made a big mistake in agreeing so easily to get rid of most of the things
controlled by CoCom.

Senator BNGAMAN. Well, gentlemen, I could ask a lot more questions
here, but you've been very patient and generous with your time, and I
appreciate it. We may have another question or two to submit to you for
the record. I do appreciate your taking the time, and I think it has been
excellent testimony.

We will keep the record open so that Senator Roth can submit a
statement he wants to.

[The written opening statement of Senator Roth follows:]
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WRITTEN OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROTH

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for holding this timely and important
heanng. In the Persian Gulf, the world continues to have a graphic display of the
threat posed by malicious dictators who take advantage of the increasingly
unrestrained global arms market.

Much attention has been devoted to the proliferation of nuclear, chemical, and
biological weapons. In addition, these efforts have attempted to control the
proliferation of missile technologies - a key ingredient in the recipe for delivering such
weapons of mass destruction. I think we can all agree that more needs to be done in
these areas, especially with regards to implementation of recent legislation and
Administration intiatives. But, before Congress overreacts to current news stories,
there ought to be a short pause to assess how well resources are being focused on
problem areas as the new controls are being implemented.

I have become disturbed at today's booming conventional weapons market,
which too often operates like an open-air drug market. The easy availability of
conventional weapons became more apparent to me while I was conducting an
investigation into the notorious cocaine cartels of Columbia. I found that a broad
range of advanced technology weaponry has been funnelled to terrorist groups, Third
World despots, criminals, and insurgent groups. In addition, there are many
government-to-govemment arms sales of advanced weaponry, such Frances sale of
Mirage fighter jets to Iraq, that may be used in the future against American fighting men
and women.

While I agree that we must be concerned about the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction, we cannot ignore the fact that countries involved in about 170 local
conflicts during the last 45 years have relied on conventional arms supplied by the
global arms market. Saddam Hussein's huge store of weapons, acquired from at least
10 different countries, posed a much greater hazard to American interests in the Gulf
region than did his unused arsenal of chemical weapons. The data clearly indicate
that conventional weapons are a key component of regional instability, yet they have
been largely ignored in discussions of arms proliferation. As the world goes through a
range of lessons learned in the wake of the Persian Gulf war, Congress ought not
forget the inherent risks of the global conventional arms market.

A second concern that I have is the availability of data for effective
nonproliferation effoons. Obtaining more timely data on arms transactions is an
imperative for all nonproliferation efforts -- nuclear, biological, chemical, or
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conventional. If such data are available prior to a country actually receiving weapons,
there is a broad range of preventative actions that can be undertaken. For example,
the supplying county can be persuaded to stop production or the shipments can be
diverted. However, it is a much more difficult problem once the arms have been
received, since at that point they affect the balance of power. It is often argued that
countries have a sovereign right to conceal such data. But, the consensus of the
literature and the history of arms control agreements entered into by the United States
demonstrates the importance of verifiable data. In particular, Congress must have
more accurate data on the extent of the global proliferation problem before it attempts
to revise recent laws and Administration activities. Let's face it, we can only stop the
flow of arms if we know where they are coming from and where they are going.

Third, Mr. Chairman, it is important to point out that this is a multi-national
problem. Congress can continue to pass all kinds of laws to stop the flow of
technology out of America, but that will not prevent Argentina or South Africa from
supplying high technology weapons to the next Saddam Hussein. The global arms
trade has become more freewheeling and wide-open than in the days of the Cold War.
Back then, U.S.-Soviet polarity had ensured rigid discipline on arms transactions,
with Soviet allies staking out customers within their bloc, and Western nations
adhering strictly to sales within their own alliances. Those traditional alignments and
channels have now been dissolved. Nations exporting arms are more likely to find
customers on the basis of who has the money and who wants to buy. Arms trading isless predictable, more complex, and more volatile than at any time in the last forty
years.

Now, with the governments of France and Germany feeling embarrassed by
revelations that French and German companies sent arms to Iraq, America has unique
opportunities to engage in multi-lateral efforts to constrain the flow of weapons. I look
forward to the testimony of today's witnesses on this topic.

I personally think that there is much to be done after these hearings are over.
Those of us in Congress and other members of government need to start thinking
about how a verifiable monitoring system could be created. If we had access to valid
information, multinational solutions could be found to address de-stabilizing or
threatening arms trades. We need to look at the question globally - to focus resources
on those nations that need better prohibitive laws or better enforcement methods. At
the same time, we ought to give the Adminstration credit for reducing arms sales over
the last decade.


